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ABSTRACT 

Rhetoric and Hypermedia in Electronic Textbooks 

Kimberly Jo Allison, August 2003. 

By employing the three progressive yet distinctive theoretical/ rhetorical 

approaches to hypertext-poststructural, post-digital , and cinematic-as what Kenneth 

Burke refers to as terministic screens, this study examines the current state of electronic 

textbook design to evaluate their added value over printed textbooks- that is , the extent 

to which eTextbook publishers have embraced the rhetorical principles of hypertext 

design and moved beyond the traditional book model. Thus, chapters two and three 

examine the theoretical convergence of hypertext and literary and rhetorical theories, 

revealing that the best method for conceptualizing the rhetoric of the eTextbook emerges 

from an understanding of how hypertextual content breaks out of the traditional 

conceptions of textuality, narrative, and author's and readers' roles. Chapter two, for 

example, examines hypertextuality as a unique form of writing. Chapter three, then, 

investigates how the unique textual and technological elements of hypertextuality impact 

readers' perceptions of narrative order and coherence and develops a view of hypertext 

narrative through the exploration of hypertext theorists' appropriation of poststructural, 

rhizomorphic, and cinematic theories of narrative. 

The findings from the theoretical textual and narratological discussions in 

chapters two and three are, then, used in chapters four through six to analyze eTextbooks 
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currently available on the World Wide Web. Because Web-based eTextbooks embody a 

wide range of digital formats, structures, and features, for the purpose of this study these 

eTextbooks are divided into three major categories: simple eTextbooks, complex 

eTextbooks, and advanced complex eTexthooks. Simple eTextbooks, the subject of chapter 

four, include both downloadable and simple hypertext eTextbooks. Chapter five evaluates 

the three types of complex hypertext eTextbooks: eTextbooks that (I) externally link to 

hypermediated components (i.e., sound, video, and moving images); (2) primarily offer 

hypermedia in supplemental texts or companion websites; and (3) intermingle 

hypermedia elements within the eTextbook content itself The advanced complex 

eTexthooks discussed in chapter six reflect emerging forms of Web-based eTextbooks 

that offer insight into the future potential of this genre of electronic books . Chapter seven 

concludes this study by proposing a new model for electronic textbooks that encompasses 

all of the discoveries made in chapters two through six. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Web-based electronic textbooks , or eTextbooks, have recently emerged as a 

primary vehicle for the publishing, dissemination, and teaching of essential course 

content. For instance, the digital textbook publisher Atomic Dog Publishing reports on 

their web site that 800 colleges and universities have adopted Atomic Dog textbooks at 

some institutional level ("Adopting Schools"). And, in March 2001, the distance learning, 

or Independence, campus of the University of Phoenix, through partnerships with John 

Wiley & Sons, McGraw-Hill, and Thomson publishers, adopted an all-eTextbook 

curriculum (Mortland 14 ) .. More importantly, perhaps, in what many reviewers refer to 

as a groundbreaking study, the now non-operational eTextbook publisher Versa Ware, 

Inc. reported in 2001 that, out of 100 surveyed students representing 63 two- and four

year, public and private colleges and universities in 22 states, 65 percent claim to prefer 

electronic textbooks over printed versions, and 87 percent, an overwhelming majority, 

"asserted that electronic texts could be 'more interesting"' (Rogers 3 1 ). 

The development of hypertext as a means for disseminating information occurred 

at precisely the same time that the corporate culture of the publishing industry was 

changing radically, and these two developments have had far-reaching rhetorical 

implications for the design and development of college textbooks. For instance, the 

results of the Versaware survey reveal that students most appreciate the eTextbook 



features that provide added value over printed textbooks. According to this study, over 70 

percent of the students surveyed rated the following added value features as the most 

appealing for future eTextbooks: ( 1) "the ability to instantly search and integrate 

information from anywhere on the web (75%)"; (2) "getting updates as publishers 

provide them (73%)"; (3) "not having to carry around heavy textbooks (72%)'\ (4) the 

"ability to do customized searches in one book or collections of books and papers 

(71 %)"; (5) the "ability to organize research in personally labeled binders (71 %)"; and 

( 6) the "ability to highlight text (71 % )" (31 ). Yet, despite the fact that the key to 

eTextbooks" success will be dependent upon the types, amounts, and rhetorical 

implications of added value Web-based eTextbook provide over their printed 

counterparts, only one study addressing the added value components of eTextbooks has 

been published. 

The Publishing of Electronic Scholarly Monographs and Textbooks, completed by 

C. J. Armstrong and Ray Lonsdale in April 1998, details the eLib's research concerning 

the state of electronic monograph and textbook publishing in Great Britian. Armstrong 

and Lonsdale ' s team of researchers focused their investigation on four case studies in 

which representatives of four British electronic monograph and textbook pub I ishers

Routledge, Cambridge University Press, John Wiley and Sons, and Chadwick-Healey

revealed the costs and benefits, processes, and products (or common features) of 

electronic publishing. Through their research, Armstrong and Lonsdale identify several 

added value features commonly included in the electronic textbooks from academic 

publishers, including internal hyperlinks (i.e., structural links within a web page and links 
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to marketing material within the site) and external hyperlinks (i.e., links to journals, 

booksellers, employment sites, and author or course web pages); and companion 

websites. As the authors note, animations and other audio/video components appeared 

infrequently. Notably, however, even with its nod towards the forms of electronic 

textbooks and their added value features, eLib's report offers no analysis of the electronic 

book itself. 

Furthermore, as of this writing few studies have been published regarding the use 

of hypertext rhetoric in the design of Web-based eTextbooks. In fact, the most extensive 

rhetorical studies of electronic textbooks to date consist of two dissertations-N. 

Catenazzi's A Study into Electronic Book Design and Production: Hyper-Book and 

Hyper-Book Builder ( 1994) and Monica Ladoni' s The Visual Book System: A Study of the 

Use ol Visual Rhetoric and Design qj'Eleclronic Books ( 1997)-both of which were 

completed at the Univeristy of Strathclyde in Glasgow before hypertext had become a 

viable means of designing and disseminating electronic books. 

Catenazzi 's early experiment with the HyperBook, involved the "design, analysis 

and use of some classic components of scientific paper books, such as the Table of 

Contents and indexes" in electronic form (Landoni and Gibb 198). After developing the 

HyperBook authoring software and viewer, Catenazzi surveyed expert computer users 

and novice computer users about their experiences reading the HyperBook. From this 

research, Catenazzi concluded that electronic book design is significantly influenced by 

both "market requirement" and '"cognitive issues related to the abi lity of the reader to use, 

appreciate and prefer books in electronic format to paper ones" (Landoni, et al. 408). 
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Replicating Catenazzi' s methodology, Landoni designed and analyzed the Visual 

Book System, comprised of an authoring system and browser, in order to compare "the 

effect of visual rhetoric on the paper book and its impact on the presentation of the same 

book when ... translated into the electronic form" and to determine ·'whether visual 

rhetoric could also have an impact on the design and presentation of electronic 

publications ... [ that lack] paper counterparts" (Landoni, et. al. 409). In order to provide 

readers with "the cognitive background" to which they are already accustomed (Landoni 

and Gibb 195), Landoni based the Visual Book System upon the printed book model or 

metaphor. Landoni's Visual Book viewer replicated on the computer screen the recto

verso format of a printed textbook and included active hyperlinked icons for accessing 

the electronic Table of Contents, Index, Search, Go to Page, Flip, Zoom, and Print 

functions as well as visual icons for performing such actions as Add Notes, Add 

Bookmark, and Delete Bookmark ( 196)-all of which are significant in reading printed 

textbooks but were overwhelmingly unavailable in electronic textbooks at the time of her 

study. Notably, however, the index and table of contents of the Visual Book were 

designed to function as search tools. Expert computer users and expert paper book 

readers were then surveyed about their experiences with the Visual Book System: of 

interest were ;'the comparative time taken to read a book, the degree of pleasure and 

profit derived, and consideration and care for the eyes"(Landoni and Gibb 193 ).The 

results of these surveys were then used by Landoni to consider the "relationships between 

the appearance of text and its legibility, i.e., how typography can help readers" (Landoni 

and Gibb 193). 
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As Landoni and co-author, Forbes Gibb, reveal in their 2000 article, "The Role of 

Visual Rhetoric in the Design and Production of Electronic Books: the Visual Book," 

Landoni ' s research reveals that "users who were familiar with the paper version of the 

book appreciated the features inherited by the visual book," and "users who were non

computer experts in general . .. already felt familiar with the representation of the object 

on the screen and could use their cognitive background to guess how the object would 

react to their actions" ( 197). Overall, the readers surveyed by Landoni believed that the 

book model " helped in learning and remembering how to use the system" ( 197). In 

addition, Landoni 's study reveals that the "effectiveness of traditional typography in 

presenting information through visual clues such as specific choice of font , style, 

typefaces, headers, footers , justification and spacing rules, can also be considered to be 

valid in an electronic environment" (Landoni, et. al. 410). Thus, Landoni and Gibb argue 

that ·' the Paper Book metaphor can profitably be used as a starting point" for "how to 

produce ·good ' electronic books" (1998). Notably, however, in "From the Visual Book to 

the WEB Book: The Importance of Design," Landoni, Wilson, and Gibb contend that 

readers ' preference for the " intelligent search" tool provided by the Visual Book index 

(Landoni and Gibb 197) over the more exploratory table of contents feature suggests that 

"'a good interface design and a successful mapping between the electronic book and the 

book metaphor are not enough to satisfy the reader" ( 411 ). Rather, as the authors explain, 

the Visual Book "evaluators felt that the Visual Book browser should be expanded to 

incorporate more sophisticated features related to the capability of the computer" ( 412). 
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Significantly, Landoni, Wilson, and Gibb's article, through its brief report of the 

University of Strathclyde's usability study, referred to as the WEB book project_ does 

extend the Visual Book findings into hypertextually-designed eTextbooks . As the authors 

explains, the WEB book project consisted of "two electronic versions of Chapter Five'' 

from the second edition of C. J. van Rjisbergen's Information Retrieval, originally 

published in 1979 ( 413 ). The first hypertext version of this chapter replicated exactly the 

original printed text, provided as a single linear web page ( 413 ). The second Web-based 

version of chapter five "was divided into ten separate files [ or web pages] . . . according 

to subheadings in the original text," and was hyperlinked from a newly constructed 

"chapter contents page" consisting of a list of the subheadings hyperlinked to their 

corresponding web pages ( 413 ). In addition to this chapter were added navigational 

hyperlinks that allowed jumps between sections and to the chapter contents page; 

additional "coloured and sized" headings that further divided the text into smaller 

sections; and keywords, phrases, and numbers and bullets in lists were colored red ( 413-

414 ). Figures were also centered and lists indented ( 414 ). As a result of the hypertextual 

design changes in the second version of chapter five, explain Landoni, Wilson, and Gibb, 

students and email participants encountered "15 0 per cent fewer task errors . .. and 

recorded 48 per cent higher subjective satisfaction," a total increase in " usability of 92 

per cent" ( 414). Interestingly, however, Landoni, Wilson, and Gibb continue to assert that 

·'an electronic book has to resemble, be consistent with, and work according to some or 

all aspects of the book metaphor with no ambiguities, conflicts, inconsistencies or 

confusion" ( 414 ). 
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In "Electronic Books-A Bad Idea/ ' however, postmodern theorist Jakob Nielsen 

describes eBooks such as the one used in the WEB book project as simply ele<.:tronic 

paJ;efurners and asserts that "[p ]age turning remains a bad interface. even when it can 

be done more conveniently by clicking the mouse on a · next page · button": in fact. as 

Nielsen argues, ·' [i]t is an insufficient goal to make computerized text as fast as print: we 

need to improve upon the past, not simply match it" (par. 5, boldfacing and italics in 

original). "The basic problem," with eBook development, according to Nielsen, " is that 

the book metaphor is too strong a metaphor: it tends to lead designers and writers 

astray" (par. 6, boldfacing in original). Instead, Nielsen contends that writers and 

publishers should be creating " [ e] lectronic text ... based on interaction, hypertext 

linking, navigation, search, and connections to online services and continuous updates ... 

. [I]nformation must be dynamic and under the control of the reader. not the author'' ( par. 

6). What Nielsen was calling for , in this 1998 article, is a new rhetorical model for 

eBooks based on the rhetoric of hypertext. 

This study aims to open the discussion about the rhetorical design of Web-based 

eTextbooks by examining how well eTextbook publishers-including not only 

commerc ial publishers but the individual professors and organizations that have 

pioneered Web-based publishing of eTextbooks-have applied the theory of hypertext in 

their eTextbook development or designs . With regards to Nielsen· s and the Versa ware 

survey, this study pays particular attention to publishers ' use of hypertext rhetoric as a 

means of providing rhetorically significant added value and of avoiding the book model. 

or metaphor. 
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Background 

The technological revolution that has swept through colleges and universities 

during the past two decades has set in motion a major paradigm shift which has had a 

significant impact on two important institutions for disseminating information- the 

textbook publishing industry and higher education. Since the early nineteen eighties, the 

commercial publishing industry has experienced a number of momentous changes. 

Among other changes, corporate take-overs resulted in the shrinking of the industry from 

the nearly twenty commercial textbook publishers active in 1980 to the current five or 

six. This reduction, combined with the insistence of the new owners that each imprint 

should increase its "bottom line" resulted in extreme competitiveness and the 

abandonment of titles-such as those for upper division courses- that do not have a 

large potential market. One way that commercial publishers sought to maintain the 

vitality of their printed textbook sales, was to support them by moving towards electronic 

publishing. In the 1980s, textbook publishers began offering electronic test-banks on 

floppy discs, which were followed by more advanced electronic supplements in the form 

of multimedia CD-RO Ms in the late 1980s and 1990s. Both of these electronic forms of 

supplementary material were provided free to instructors and students printed textbook 

adoptions or purchases, yet, the expenses of developing the multimedia CD-ROMs, 

especially, tended to outweigh the textbook profits they generated. By the mid- l 990s, the 

increasing demand for interactive online media prompted by the rising popularity of the 

World Wide Web during the 1990s, offered textbook publishers less expensive means of 

providing added value to their printed textbooks 
1
• Thus, as early as 1995, traditional 
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publishers began experimenting with hypertext publishing, offering free supplemental 

resources through web sites designed to accompany purchased printed textbooks. 

These web-based resources, which became commonly known as companion 

websites, were usually divided into two types: the discipline site, which provided 

resources of benefit to any instructor or student, and the book-specific web site, which 

was designed as "added value" for the users of a particular printed textbook published by 

the company. The discipline site offered instructors such resources as links to 

professional organization's web sites, listservs, and online journals. Students were 

provided links to online career resources, style handbook sites, and topical web sites that 

would add value to their study of their field. Book-specific sites-generally password

protected so that only adopters of a particular book could use them-provided the 

discipline-specific links mentioned above as well as chapter- or topic-specific links (e.g. , 

links to new readings, primary texts, etc .); and proprietary online tools (i.e., message 

boards, mailing lists, chapter- or topic-based quizzes and testing, and occasionally real

time chat and syllabus creation capabilities). A few publishers included content in their 

book-specific web sites-chapter summaries, reading or study questions, and maps- and 

most of this content was repurposed (meaning taken from the textbook or printed 

supplement itself). A few sites, however, offered new content; for instance, the Horbrace 

Handbooks website included new information about how to use the books ' reference 

features, how to better students' study skills, and how to use the Internet for research. 

Few sites offered the full text of their textbooks online; however, the Harcourt Handbook 

series web sites did add the majority of the handbook ' s free instructor manuals onto the 
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web site as hypertext versions so that they could be read locally online or downloaded 

onto instructors' personal computers. 

By the close of the 1990s, many college and university instructors were beginning 

to base their print textbook adoptions on the availability of fairly robust supplementary 

Web-based resources. Some college professors and departments, however, had already 

moved away from printed textbooks altogether, choosing, instead, to use printed course 

packets, or freely available Web resources , including electronic textbooks that they 

themselves or other professors or university departments had published on the World 

Wide Web2
. 

Recognizing the increasing interest in Web-based content and tools and having 

absorbed the costs of creating and maintaining free companion wehsites and multimedia 

CD-ROM supplements, textbook publishers had already begun seeking inexpensive and 

less time-consuming means for creating online content as well as new ways of recouping 

some of their losses. Attempts to create salable versions of their companion websites 

were destined to fail since the same type of material could be retrieved free with adoption 

of other publisher's textbooks. Finding authors to create extensive new salable content 

for minimal pay was equally unsuccessful. The only logical step forward. of course, was 

the repurposing of their commercially-viable content-the complete contents of their 

printed textbooks-in electronic form, and the most successful and potentially profitable 

media solutions were those that could be distributed through the World Wide Web. 

In the spring of 2001, the "big five" textbook publishers-Thomson Learning, 

Pearson Education, Houghton Mifflin, McGraw-Hill, and the now dismantled Harcourt-
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announced publicly their large-scale initiatives for Web-based electronic textbooks ( or 

eTextbooks). Consisting of more than 850 new digital eTextbooks, these initiatives 

promised to increase the number "up from a few dozens" to close to one thousand titles 

(Blumenstyk 2). The announcement of these electronic textbook plans also followed, 

almost immediately, the February 2001 press release by the nation's leading research 

firm, Forrester Research, that shifted the source of eBook profits from trade publications 

to the "[d]igital delivery of custom-printed books [and] textbooks." Moreover, Forrester 

Research analysts predicted that, combined with eBooks, digital custom-printed books 

and digital textbooks "will account for more than $7.8 billion-17.5% of publishing 

industry revenues-in five years" ("eBooks Will Flop," par. 3). Forrester's promising 

future for eTextbook sales prompted Fortune magazine to further assert that"[ w ]hen it 

comes to Webifying the book world, the group to watch is the $3.3 billion college 

textbook industry" (Brown 159). Early that same year, Jupiter research firm also forecast 

that eBooks would comprise "6.5 % of college textbook sales vs. less than 2% of 

consumer-book sales" (DCL Conversion Lab, par. 7). These predictions, if correct, 

suggest that eTextbooks will become a destabilizing force in the current cultural idealism 

surrounding the printed textbook. For instance, the proliferation of electronic textbooks, 

especially through a decentered textbook publishing industry, will dismantle the 

authoritative nature of printed textbooks, which John Timber contends is based upon their 

ability to appear "authorless and unwritten ... by obstensibly summarizing and 

transmitting the current and agreed-upon state of knowledge without reference to their 
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authors or conditions of production" (83). This same phenomenon can, certainly, be 

ascribed to the printed book in general. (For more about this topic, see chapter two.) 

Yet, despite this promising future for eTextbooks, as Goldie Blumenstyk reveals, 

traditional textbook publishers continued to "worry that students and professors won't 

buy their new offerings" (Blumenstyk A35). In fact, college textbook publishers had 

experimented with producing and selling full-text electronic textbooks on CD-ROM 

platforms in the late- l 990s with little success. For instance, St. Martin· s Press and 

Harcourt published CD-ROM versions of their composition handbooks, including such 

significant titles as The Everyday Writer Online by Andrea Lunsford and R. Connors (St. 

Martins, 1997); The Harbrace Handbook On-Line by Winifred Bryan Horner, Robert 

Keith Miller, and Suzanne Strobeck Webb (Harcourt Brace, 1998), and The New St. 

Martin's Handbook Plus+ by Andrea Lunsford and Robert Conners (St. Martin's, 1999). 

Even though these early stand-alone eTextbooks consisted of printed textbooks that 

yielded the most adoption rates and even though eTextbooks could be networked on 

university or department servers (if, of course, the eTextbook adopters paid a licensi ng 

fee), they were introduced into the market during the shift away from CD-ROM 

platforms to the more open and flexible system of the World Wide Web. More 

importantly, however, the majority of these CD-ROM eTextbooks consisted of the 

printed text simply "dumped" into the electronic medium. Additionally, even when the 

eTextbooks were developed as hypertexts ( distributed on CD-ROM), the content was 

segmented into parts and chapters; electronic links allowed users to jump only from the 

Tables of Content and Indexes to chapters or chapter sections, and any embedded linking 
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lead only to glossary entries. As such, these eTextbooks remained closely based on the 

book model and functioned as mere electronic pageturners. 

Rhetorical Considerations 

An eTexthook, in its simplest form, must be understood as a computer-readable 

file , or document, containing an extended narrative and intended as the primary mode for 

studying course content. Currently, Web-based eTextbooks exist in two basic forms: 

doivnloadable e Books and Web-accessible eBooks. In the first of his two part article "E

Books: A Publishing Revolution," Donald T. Hawkins describes downloadahle eBooks as 

those for which ' ' [t]he contents ... are available on a Web site for downloading to the 

user 's PC" (8). Hand-held ereaders and personal digital assistants (PDAs) are also 

downloadable eBooks. In addition to the open source text-only (.txt) format , 

downloadable eBooks may also be developed in such formats as Microsoft document 

format (.doc) and Adobe Acrobat ' s open source Portable Document Format (. pdt). Weh 

accessi hie e Books, on the other hand, are usually created in HTML or one of its parent 

tagging formats (i.e., Standard Graphical Mark-up Language, or SGML). As Hawkins 

exp lains, these eBooks are published and maintained " on the provider 's Web server" (8) 

and can be accessed online through the use of an Internet browser, such as Microsoft 

Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator (8). Notably, launching and read ing complex 

hypertext eBooks that contain hypermedia components often require browser plug-ins ( or 

small media-reader applications), such as Real Audio (sound), QuickTime or Windows 

Media Viewer (video and audio) , Macromedia Flash or Shockwave (animated graphics), 

or other open source or proprietary applications. 
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Here, again, its is important to note that, although electronic books have been 

available in some form since the early l 970s3
, the pivotal moment for the emergence of 

the electronic textbook, or eTextbook, must be understood as the invention of hypertext, 

or, more specifically, its popularity and evolution on the World Wide Web. In its most 

simplistic form, hypertext can be defined as an electronic information medium consisting 

of discrete units of text-essentially small continuous blocks or ·'chunks of text" (Nelson, 

Literary Machines 1/4) viewed on a computer screen-that are linked together through 

'hot' links (usually words or phrases appearing as underlined colored text) that allow 

users, through a click of a mouse, to access other units of text ( or hypertext documents) 

within a network, or complex set of documents stored within a textbase or on the Internet. 

Most hypertext theorists, even during the early days of hypertext systems, did attribute to 

hypertext the use of static graphical images similar to the photographs or charts, tables, 

and maps in printed books. By the mid-1990s, however, hypertext became progressively 

more synonymous with hypermedia, which combines electronic text with such 

audiovisual media as sound and video files, streamed ( or continuous) video and sound, 

and static , dynamic, and animated graphic images. 

Perhaps even more significantly, many of the first hypertexts were the result of 

experiments with the medium by professors and researchers in academe who had 

discovered the early hypertext authoring system HyperCard. HyperCard, a computer 

program that came installed on such Macintosh computers as the Mac Pl us and Macintosh 

SE, was based on the HyperTalk programming language and employed the metaphor of 

"a stack of cards." The size of the Macintosh SE computer screen, each card was "able to 
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hold either a short amount of text, a sound file, or a graphic" (Dickey 143 ). A collection 

of cards, called a stack, was structured as "a continuous circle" that could then be 

manipulated "by installing a script on the First card" (Dickey 143). The HyperCard utility 

TEX, "a HyperCard stack itself," would "perform the indexing and concordencing 

functions [and] fuzzy matching" that would "enable users to specify multiple linkages 

among cards ' ' (Graham 281-282). By 1984, Michael Joyce and Jay David Bolter, who 

met at the Yale Artificial Intelligence Lab, began developing the hypertext system, 

StorySpace, now the platform for fiction and nonfiction eBooks published by Eastgate 

Systems. Two years later, Brown University began developing their second-generation 

hypermedia system, lntermedia, the preferred system of such hypertext theorists as 

George P. Land ow. The significance of these early hypertext systems was their easy-to

use environments which encouraged the academic study of nonlinear narratives and 

i ntertextuality. 

The most important commentaries to come from these early hypertext 

experiments are, certainly, Jay David Bolter 's 1990 Writin,R Spaces and George P. 

Landow' s 1992 theoretical book, Hypertext: Convergence of'Contemporary Critical 

Theory and Technoloxy. Bolter 's Writing Space, published in Story Space (the system he 

designed with hypertext theorist Michael Joyce), introduced the argument that electronic 

text '·offers us a new kind of book and a new way to read and write''(2). In fact, following 

the lead of rhetorician and media theorist Marshall McLuhan, Bolter ascribes to 

e lectronic text the status of the "fourth great technique of writing that will take its place 

beside the ancient papyrus roll. the medieval codex, and the printed book" (6). Like 
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Bolter ' s self-referential hypertext eBook, Writing Space, Landow's Hypertext is 

significant on two fronts. First, as James R. Kalmbach explains in The Computer and the 

Page: Publishing, Technology, and the Classroom, Landow's eBook itself fits into one 

extreme of the electronic publishing spectrum: it is one of the "self-contained, electronic 

documents that have discrete, physically definable borders"-the category of electronic 

documents that contains multimedia, software programs, "the stack, the StorySpacc 

document" and most electronic books. More importantly, Hypertext is Landow's first full 

work, in which he spells out the convergence of the self-contained eBook with the 

concept of " retrieving bits and pieces of text, graphics, and sounds over a network to 

construct a virtual document" to arrive at, what Kalmbach calls, a new "mixed form" of 

e lectronic publishing that "can invite readers to explore multiple nonlinear paths' ' (90). 

Moreover. in HyperText~ Landow reveals the interrelations between hypertext and 

contemporary poststructuralist and postmodern literary theories . Landow opens this book 

asserting that the "contemporary episleme" amidst the emergence of digital 

communication and hypertext requires that ''we abandon conceptual systems founded 

upon ideas of center, margin, hierarchy , and linearity, and replace them with ones of 

multi-linearity, nodes, links, and networks" (Landow, HyperText 2. 0 2). This new kind of 

conceptual system, Landow notes, is evident in current hypertext theory as we! I as critical 

theory, and, ultimately, they compliment one another (Landow, HyperTexl 2. () 2). 

Since their publication, Landow's and Bolter's poststructuralist theories of 

hypertext have become seminal works for the study of hypertext rhetoric as have many of 

the works by their contemporaries. including Michael Joyce. And new theoretical visions 
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of hypertext-namely, post-digital and cinematic hypertext theories-have evolved from 

these works. Post-digital hypertext theories, including many of the works by Stuart 

Moulthrop, approach the hypertext writing !)pace through the appropriation of the 

rhizome model of textuality and narrative, as defined by postmodern French philosophers 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. Cinematic theories of hypertext continue to rely upon 

the rhizome model, yet theorists of this genre, such as Adrien Miles, combine post-digital 

theory with the cinematic theories of Deleuze and Christian Metz. 

As we shall see, poststructural and post-digital hypertext theorists make some 

insightful predictions about electronic books and textbooks. For instance, Bolter 

describes electronic books as similar to the Medieval codex or encyclopedias. In 

Hypermedia and Literwy Studies, Landow and co-author, Paul Delany envision 

' 'hypertext versions of books in which the reader would call up all the reviews and 

comments on that book; the 'main ' text would then inevitably exist as part of a complex 

dialogue rather than an embodiment of a voice or thought that speaks unceasingly" 

(Landow, "Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Literary Studies" 13 ). Yet, in his later work, 

Hyper/ Text/ Theory, Landow admits that "one can expect that in the first stages of 

hypertext publishing, printed books will provide both its raw material and much of its 

stylistics" (Landow, Hyper/ Text/Theory 23). In his post-digital work, "The Shadow of an 

Informand: A Rhetorical Experiment in Hypertext," Moulthrop contends that since most 

electronic books are repurposed print, or "were printed documents before they were 

hypertexts, for which reason they retain traces of singular and hierarchical composition, ' ' 

they must be considered incunahula4 (9). In fact, as Moulthrop argues, such incunabula 
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are exactly what '"Nelson has in mind in his early descriptions of a ·docuverse · ( 1990) or 

interlinked linear discourses. It is also the conception Bolter uses when he describes the 

ultimate hypertext as a vast linked encyclopedia or ·great book' ( 1991 r· (9). 

In short, Landow and Moulthrop predicted, almost a decade earlier. the limited 

hypertextuality of eBooks identified by Nielsen in 1998. And, as this study reveals. 

Landow·s and Moulthrop 's views of early eBook design still hold true today. Although 

commercial textbook publishers, or their eTextbook development partners. have 

advanced beyond the linear presentation of an entire chapter within a single hypertext 

document and have embraced more strongly linked first- and second-level hypertext 

documents through a variety of robust navigational tools. these advances usually occur 

through reader interfaces that may be described as simply ·overlays. As a result. Web

based eTextbooks remain inrnnobula, or linear printed book contents "'dumped" into the 

medium of hypertext. 

Method 

By employing three progressive yet distinctive theoretical/ rhetorical approaches 

to hypertext- poststructural, post-digital, and cinematic- as what Kenneth Burke refers 

to as terminislic screens. this study examines the current state of electronic textbook 

design in order to evaluate their ode/eel volue over printed textbooks- in other words. the 

extent to which eTextbook publishers have embraced the rhetorical principles of 

hypertext design and, thereby, moved beyond the traditional book model. Thus, chapters 

two and three provide an examination of the theoretical convergence of hypertext and 

I iterary and rhetorical theories. revealing that the best method for conceptualizing the 
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rhetoric of the eTextbook emerges from an understanding of how hypertextual content 

breaks out of the traditional conceptions of textuality, narrative, and author's and readers' 

roles. Chapter two, for example, examines hypertextuality as a unique form of writing. 

Chapter three, then, investigates how the unique textual and technological elements of 

hypertextuality impact readers' perceptions of narrative order and coherence and 

develops a view of hypertext narrative through the exploration of hypertext theorists· 

appropriation of poststructural , rhizornorphic, and cinematic theories of narrative. 

The findings from the theoretical/narratological discussions in chapters two and 

three are, then, used in chapters four through six to analyze eTextbooks currently 

available on the World Wide Web. Because Web-based eTextbooks embody a wide 

range of digi ta! formats, structures, and features, for the purpose of this study these 

eTextbooks are divided into three major categories: simple eTexthooks, complex 

eTextbooks, and advanced complex eTexthooks. Simple eTextbooks , the subject of chapter 

four, include both downloadable and simple hypertext eTextbooks. Chapter five evaluates 

the three types of complex hypertext e Textbooks: e Textbooks (I) that external! y Ii nk to 

hypermediated components (i.e., sound, video, and moving images); (2) that primarily 

offer hypermedia in supplemental texts or companion websites; and (3) that intermingle 

hypermedia elements within the eTextbook content itself. The advanced complex 

eTex;hooks discussed in chapter six reflect emerging forms of Web-based eTextbooks 

that offer insight into the future potential of this genre of electronic books . Chapter seven 

concludes this study by proposing a new model for electronic textbooks that encompasses 

all of the discoveries made in chapters two through six. 
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Notes 

1 In "More Publishers Use Technology to Add Features to Textbooks/' Thomas 

DeLoughry offers detailed insight into commercial textbook publisher' s shift to 

electronic supplements during the 1990s. 

2For more information about self-publishing eTextbooks, see Charolette Jirousek, 

"Creating the Electronic Textbook," Human Ecology 25.4 (Fall 1997): 7; Roger A. 

McCain, "Developing an On-line Textbook: Question-Led Teaching with the World 

Wide Web," The Journal o.lEconomic Study 30.3 (Sum 1999): 210-20; and Mary Siegel 

and Gerald A. Sousa' s "Inventing the Virtual Book" from Educational Technology 34. 7 

( 1994): 49-54. Detailed insight into the issues surrounding the transition of textbooks 

from print to hypertext may be found in Roy Rada, "Converting A Textbook to 

Hypertext," ACM Transactions on lnf<Jrmation Systems I 0.3 (July 1992) : 294-315. 

3 Electronic books, or eBooks, have existed since the early 1970s. "The first eBooks 

became accessible online in 1971 when Michael Hart began compiling a library of books 

into a Xerox Sigma V mainframe and "an operator' s account with $100 million of 

computer time in it at the Materials Research Lab at the University of Illinois" (Project 

Gutenberg "History and Philosophy"). With the motive of distributing book contents 

through computers (preparing books as files that could be stored, received, and searched 

electronically), Hart began his work by distributing the "Declaration of Independence"-
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which he had typed into an electronic document-through the network and founded 

Project Gutenberg. See the discussion in Chapter 4. 

4 Incunabula is a term originally devised to refer to printed books published before 1500. 

It is a Latin word that may be translated as "babies." Moulthrop apparently uses it to refer 

to electronic documents that are still in the early theoretical stages and have not yet 

reached their full development potential. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TEXTUALITY 

In his 1999 article, "Cinematic Paradigms for Hypertext," Adrien Miles contends 

that the history of hypertext studies ··has produced a genealogy that has oriented itsel r 

around one of three major regimes: poststructural literary theories~ post-digital 

celebrations of hypermedia ' promiscuity,' and; [sic] post-digital appropriations of cinema 

into, or by, hypertext" ("Cinematic Paradigms,'' par. 2). As Miles explains, the first 

regime of theoretical and rhetorical hypertext studies consists primarily of early seminal 

works- most notably, .Jay David Bolter's Writing Spaces ( 1990), George P. Landow·s 

Hypertext: The Convergence of'Contemporary Theory one/ Technology ( 1991 ), and 

Richard A. Lanham ' s The Electronic Word: Democrncy, Technology. one/ the / lrts 

( 1993). These works explore the relationships between hypertext and printed text from 

the perspective that ·'what poststructuralism suggests- hypertext performs" (par. J). 111 

each of these three canonical works, hypertext is described as a ne\Y in formation med i u 111. 

or writing technology, that challenges the traditional assumptions surrounding the 

cultural icon of the printed book. The second order of hypertext theories- what Mi lcs 

refers to as the post-digital regime- focuses on ''hypertext's discursive or textual 
/ 

promiscuity" and encompass works written by Greg Ulmer and Stuart Moulthrop (par. 3 ). 

Studies by such researchers as John Tolva, Nick Sawhney and David Balcom, and John 

Cayley- all of whom focus on the similarities between cinematic and hypertextual 

nodes- constitute the third regime (par. 3). By classifying these three dominant 
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perspectives of or approaches to hypertext study in terms of a "genealogy," Miles implies 

that the history of critical discourse about hypertext as well as our conceptions or 

hypertextuality have not supplanted one another but instead reflect the progressive nature 

of our understanding of hypertext.' 

Using Miles~s idea of genealogy, this chapter will trace the evolution of 

hypertext's "reconfiguration'' or "remediation" of textuality through the regimes of 

poststructural and rhizome theories ( saving cinematic theories for chapter three) in order 

to construct a comprehensive rhetoric of hypertextuality that can be used to evaluate the 

current state of electronic textbook design. To provide an inclusive vision of hypertext ·s 

poststructural and post-digital performance, the discussion in this chapter will take a 

broad approach, examining, first, the cultural shift from the medium or print to the 

electronic medium of hypertext in terms of the meaning-centered rhetorical media theory 

of Marshall McLuhan and rhetorician and literacy theorist Walter Ong. McLuhan's mcdit1 

theory and Ong' s application of this theory in Orality and Liternr..y- Ong · s study or how 

new communication media have historically transformed cultural concepts of text and 

textuality- not only resonate throughout the works of the poststructuralist hypertext 

theorists but function as the basis upon which critical hypertext theory is constructed. The 

second section of this discussion focuses on how the remediation of hypertext al lows. i r 
/ 

not encourages, a new image of text and textuality as nonlinear. nonhierarchical. 

decentered, multivocaL and intertextual. To conclude this exploration of contributions 

about textuality from poststructural and post-digital hypertext theories, the final theme 

discussed is the integral role of the reader in constructing the structure and meaning of 
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the text through the processes of reading ( especially in traversing electronic I inks) and or 

interpreting. 

In The Electronic Word, Richard A. Lanham claims that "the chan~es brouo ht bv 
L ~ .., 

electronic text, including the very redefinition of what a text is, touch upon practically 

every central question on the current humanist agenda'' (x), including the assumption 

·'that books equal culture'' (xii). Indeed, in The Gutenherg Elegies. Sven 13irkets claims 

that ·'our entire collective subjective history-the soul of our societal body- is encoded 

in print" (20). Thus, the fact that ·'we no longer have to use books to analyze and study 

other books or texts," writes Jerome McGann in "The Rationale of Hypertext," .. carries 

immense, even catastrophic, significance" (par. 6). ''[O]ur cultural accountability:· claims 

Lanham, emerges as " the central crisis of the humanities today" (xii). 

To analyze and predict the changes that the electronic medium or hypertext is 

affecting in contemporary book culture, the poststructuralist hypertext theorists turn to 

the meaning-centered rhetorical theory of media and culture presented by Marshal I 

McLuhan in such works as Um/erst anding Media: Extensions of'Man ( 1964 ), The 

Ciutenherg Galaxy ( 1962), The Medium Is the Massage ( 1967). ( 'ounler /3/osl ( 1969) and 

The Glohal Village: Transfhrnwtions in World and Media in !he 2 Isl Centwy ( I 989) . In 

summary, Arthur Kroker, in "Digital Humanism: The Processed World of Marshall 

McLuhan,'' notes that McLuhan "sought to make the text itself a ·counter-gradient' or 

'probe' for forcing to the surface of consciousness the silent structural rules, the 

·' imposed assumptions' of the technological environment in which we are both enclosed 

and 'processed' ' ' (par. 1 ). 
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In Understanding Media, McLuhan describes technologies, or media. as merely 

.. extensions'' or ··outerings'' of our senses: oral communication is an extension of the 

human ear and writing; print television, and cinema are extensions of the human eye. 

Thus. as Bolter affirms, technologies .. are not separate agents that can act on culture !'rom 

the outside" (Writing Space 19); rather, they exist as forms of human augmentation. or 

extensions of the human psyche, that push the "archetypal forms of consciousness out 

into our social consciousness' ' (McLuhan. Counter Blasl 31 ). Significantly, for McLuhan, 

the eye is an agent of the left-hemisphere of the brain. which operates in visual space. 

unlike the ear, which operates in the acoustic .i.,pace of the car and right-hemisphere or the 

brain. Visual space, or tactility, as McLuhan and Powers explain, "is the space of the 

significant bounding line and of interval '' in which connections operate sequentially and 

produce "'separate centers and fixed boundaries,. whereas resonant aco11s1 ic space .. has 

centers everywhere and boundaries nowhere" (6) and ·'rejects hierarchy," recognizing 

··intuitively" the transitory nature of hierarchy when it does exist (x). According to 

McLuhan. then, ''the medium is the massage": since media emphasize such contrasting 

senses of space and logic. ·'media work us over completely. They are so persuasive in 

their personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social 

consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered" (McLuhan, 

The Medium ls the Massage 26). Because media impact us so totally, they can cause 

radical changes in our personal perceptions and. hence, in our cultural consciousness and 

cultural metaphor, or environment. In other words, new technologies. according to 

McLuhan. impose upon the human psyche new assumptions. ·'altering the environment .. 
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and, thereby, "evoke in us unique ratios of sense perceptions. The extension of any one 

sense alters the way we think and act-the way we perceive the world'' (McLuhan. 

Counter Blust 41 ). More importantly, this new cultural perspective, or environment, as 

well as the medium through which society communicates, asserts McLuhan, then 

becomes the context ( or ground) that surrounds the text ( or/igure) and. thereby. 

influences how the reader interprets the message-this is what McLuhan means when he 

says, ·"the medium is the message. '' 

The medium as the message, notes Zsuzsa Baross in the entry for 

"Poststructuralism" in the Encyclopedia of'Contemporwy Liternry Theo,:\ '. has been 

adopted into the poststructural ist repertoire, especially through works by I hab Hassan. 

Hal Foster, and Arthur Kroker (158), and, here, we can certainly add the works of early 

hypertext theorists. In fact, to provide insights into the potential impact or hypertext on 

book culture, text, textual i ty, and I iteracy, several hypertext theorists overtly apply the 

linguistic/rhetorical model of the tetrctd to the current shitt in writing. or communication. 

The tetrad is a model resulting from McLuhan's continued study or how the medium 

affects the structure, context, and meaning of the message. McLuhan and his co-author. 

Bruce R. Powers, explain in The G/ohal Village : Tramformotions in World and 1\1/edio in 

the 21st Century that the tetracl, as the name suggests. consists or a "double-ligurc ground 

relationship" (8): 

all media forms (a) intensify something in a culture. while at the same 

time, (b) obsolescing something else. They also ( c) retrieve a phase or 

factor long ago pushed aside and ( d) undergo modifications ( or rever.rnl) 
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when extended beyond the limits of their potential. The result is a four

part metaphor. (x-xi) 

The.figures-(a) enhancement and (c) retrieval-according to McLuhan and Powers. 

represent the "area of attention" whereas the grounds-(b) obsolescence and ( d) 

reversal-correspond to the ··very much larger area of inattention. ·· and these figures and 

grounds "'are in a continual state of interplay. with a boundary or interval between them 

that serves to define both simultaneously" (5). "The ground or any technology ... 

McLuhan maintains, "comes first" and ·'provides the structure of or style of awareness. 

the way of seeing or the terms on which a figure is perceived) ' (5). In other words, the 

ground consists of "both the situation that gives rise to it as well as the environment 

(medium) of services and disservices that the technology brings with it'' ( 6 ). Thus. ··r a ]s 

the old ground is replaced by the content of the new situation, it becomes a avai !able to 

ordinary attention as a figure" ( 6). 

By ·'[o ]pening up the matter of grammar or syntax of each artifact- whether 

object (hardware) or idea (software)- the tetrad.'' note McLuhan and Powers. "provides 

an analytic of their subjects from the standpoint of logos and formal cause·· (9) . They 

continue: 

As framed, the tetradic metaphor amplifies the potential equilibrium of the 

relations being explored; it obsolesces simile, metonymy. and the 

connected logic; it retrieves understanding or meaning, by virtue of replay 

in another mode; and it reverses into allegory or parallelism. (9) 
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Additionally, claim McLuhan and Powers, the action of the technology and "its 

corresponding idea" can occur either cliachronically or .\Jmchronically: the cliochmnie, 

state McLuhan and Powers , "undergoes a progressive history and development from 

enhancement-which should be regarded as a form of amplification- to obsolescence ( ,\ 

to B to D to C). It [the ac tion] is .,ynclmmic if one were to view· the artifact mythically ~1s 

a configuration (A/0 = C/B and B/0 = C/A)" (9) . In other words, the .. complimentary 

character" of the four tetradic parts can be described thus: 

Retrieval is to obso lescence as enhancement is to reversal 

- and-

Retrieval is to enhancement as obsolescence is to re ve rsa l. ( 8) 

The most obv ious applications or the / et roe/ can be see n in Bo I tcr · s JV,.i ting ,\;)(fee. 

Lanham' s The Electronic WoJ"cl. and Stuart Moulthrop' s .. So You Say You W ;mt c1 

Revolution: Hypertext and the Laws of Media." Unlike Moulthrop, who structures his 

hypertext study according to the ·· Jaws of media.'' or the tetradic components or 

enhancement, retri eva l, reversal. and obsolescence, Bolter reveals the direct infl ucncc or 

McLuhan and Power's tetrad on hi s hypertext theory in hi s description or remecliat ion . 

As Bolter ex pl ains, remedial ion invo lves ''a process of cultural competition between and 

among technologies" in which "a newer medium takes the place of an older one, 

borrowing and reorgani zing the characteristics of writing in the older medium" (Writing 

Space 23).Thus, as Bolter professes, "[ r]ernediation invol ves both homage and ri va lry, 

for the new medium imitates some features of the older medium lrctricval and 
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enhancement], but also makes explicit claims to improve on the older one [enhancement 

and reversal]" (23). 

Notice, here, that Bolter appears to skip over the topic of obsolescence; however. 

Bo! ter and most other poststructural hypertext theorists clo discuss the possible 

obsolescence of the printed book by hypertext. Prior to his description or remediation, 

Bolter explicitly negates the claims made by such bibliophiles as Sven Birkets who claim 

that electronic text is obsolescing the printed book, or codex. William Paulson, in 

·'Computers, Minds, and Texts: Preliminary Reactions.'' claims that 

[ e]veryone by now realizes that electronic storage and retrieval systems 

can supplant the printed page as the medium or element of written 

language. Computers are fast replacing pen and ink, and could literally 

replace the book, though that will not happen soon and may not happen 

ever. (293) 

Rather, Bolter contends that ''digital media are refashioning the printed book'' and 

·'how the printed book wi II function for our culture'' ( Writing Space 3 ). Indeed, as Patrick 

Bazin writes in ·'Toward Metareading,'' "the book object has lost the central position it 

once occupied in the simultaneously cognitive, cultural, and political field which has 

been built up around it and which we can describe using Roger Chartier's term as the 

·'order of the book" ( 153 ). Certainly, however, print has survived several decades si nee 

the introduction and proliferation of such analogue technologies as radio and television; 

··books have survived,'' claims Paul Duguid in "'Material Matters: The Past and 

Futurology of the Book.'' because of their "deep social resourcefulness" ( 64 ). In fact. for 
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this reason, Bolter refers to contemporary culture as "the late age or print" ( Writing .\JHtce 

2), for ·'we still regard books and journals as the place to locate our most prestigious 

texts" (3). 

Interestingly, in "So You Say You Want a Revolution'?: Hypertext and the Laws 

of Media," Moulthrop argues that hypertext is not .. killing," or obsolescing, the printed 

book but rather, is displacing post-literacy- the culture's embracing ol'tele\'ision ~md 

other analogue technologies (par. 28). Michael Joyce agrees, calling hypertext .. the 

word's revenge on TV' ' (OlTwo 1v!inds 47). As Alvin Kernan suggests in his 1990 The 

Death of'Literalure, late twentieth-century culture derived '' largely from television" 

( 14 7). Similarly, in Electric Rhetoric ( 1993 ), Kathleen Welch depicts 1990 's culture as 

dominated by television: ''Ninety-eight percent of United States households have 

televisions," she notes, whereas only ·'fo rty percent have personal computers" (IOI) . 

Moreover, as Welch contends, .. [tJhe time constraints or individual video texts, coupled 

with the rapid movement of images and spoken words, has led so for to the t\vo

dimensional dominance of television'' and its logic of oppositions: black and white, 

sound and silence, the voiced and the unvoiced (or censored) ( 132). 

Agreeing with Ted Nelson, Moulthrop sees hypertext as .. impl[yingJ a revi val or 

typographic culture" (So You Say" 25). Like Moulthrop, Lanham, Bolter, and other 

poststructuralist hypertext theorists agree that hypertext not only retrieves the print 

medium ' s typographic control but reverses and ultimately obsolesces many of its 

qualities. Imitating the basic typographic conventions of print, HyperText Mark-up 

Language (HTML)- the textual tagging system created by Tim Berners-Lee as an 
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authoring and publishing tool for the medium of hypertext-can produce texts that arc as 

clean, regular, and readable as the print medium does and can determine how their text 

should be displayed, along with specifying the particular font style (i.e .. New Times 

Roman, New Courier, etc). font size (i.e., 1 Opt., 12pt.), and font color (i.e .. black. blue. 

red). Authors can designate which words will be displayed as headings (and which font 

characteristics these headings will have) and what text should be structured in paragraph. 

list, or table formats. Significantly, HTML offers more flexibility than is seen in printed 

texts. For example, with the introduction of the Mosiac2 Internet browser in 1993. 

hypertext began to "support inline images using the <IMG> element" (Powell 204): thus. 

images- now usually created in Graphics [ nterchange Format (GI F) or .loi nt 

Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format- may appear within or aligned with verbal 

text. lnline images are specified in the <IMG> tag by the /\LIGN attribute. which 

designates that the first line of verbal text following the image "be aligned to the top. 

middle. or bottom of the image'' (204). Additional '·LEFT and RIGHT values for /\LIC,N 

. . . allow the text to flow around the image'' (204). More importantly. as both Bolter and 

Lanham assert. these texts and images are no longer fixed and static but. rather. become 

both dynamic and fluid. Not only do the textual elements pour onto the screen but they 

are no longer bound to the page by the product-oriented means of print typesetting. 

Instead, electronic text can be continually rewritten. redeveloped. restructured. and re

edited as well as redesigned and redisplayed. Changes in font styles and colors (including 

the colors of links that have and have not been visited. or chosen) and additions. 
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deletions, and repositioning of headings, graphics, and other textual and navigational 

components can drastically re-image the text. 

To these dynamic variations on print typography \Ve must also add the unique 

hypertextual element of the electronic link. Electronic links, created by applying the 

HTML <HREF> tag, or element, to a segment of text or to an image or an icon changes 

the text and the reading experience in many ways (as will be revealed later in this 

chapter). One of the effects of electronic I inking, however, is the cxp:rnsion or the 

"physical or visual field' ' for writing. or what Bolter calls the generation or a .. new 

surface for recording and representing text'' or 1l'riting SJJoce (vVrit ing 5-,;){{ces I 0, I I). 

The writing space of hypertext encompasses several different types of space. but here we 

will focus on the writing space in terms of the metaphorical, or virtuol, sense of the 

computer or hypertext poge, document, orfile. created by computer code . Most hypertext 

theorists choose to discuss the hypertext writing and reading space as its material 

manifestation i 11 the spatial domai 11 of the computer screen. Importantly. the screen i tsc Ir 

does not equal the traditional notion or the poge: rather, to vie\v hypertext. \Ve must use 

the interfacing software called an Internet browser (i.e., Netscape Navigator or Internet 

Explorer), and the browser, in terms of the universal metaphor used by Microsoft's 

computer operating system, opens up or launches a 1i:inc/01i: in which it presents the 

hypertext page- thus, the writing (and reading) space equivalent to the printed page 

includes all of the space within the browser window (or frame) as well as the surrounding 

computer screen. The size of frame of the text/browser window and computer screen also 

restricts the amount of information that can be seen at any one moment. Nevertheless, 



hypertext pages can include passages and images that exceed the screen space, and. in 

such an instance, hypertext develops vertically, much like an ancient scroll. Readers must 

scroll down the page to read the rest of the passage. Electronic links. as Moritz 

Neumeuller explains in '"Hypertext Theory." function similar to scrolling: they are both 

forms of browsing through the text (par. 1 ! ). Whether presented verbally and cal led out 

by font changes (i.e., color and underlining) or displayed as an icon or graphic. electronic 

links expand the field of the writing space laterally, by opening up one virtual page to 

one or many others. In well-designed web pages or web sites. the new writing space ~md 

its information appear in a new window, or frame. Thus. as Michael Heim explains in 

Electric lcmf{UClf.;e, "[l]inkage in the electronic element is interactive, that is, texts can be 

brought instantly into the same psychic framework '' ( 161 ). 

The culminating effect of these dynamic typographical processes is an image or 

the text as a never-ending, ever-expanding \1·ork-i11-;Jrogress that fundamentally 

undermines, or reverses, book-culture's long-held belier that "'the printed text represents 

the word of the author in its definitive or 'finar form" (Ong, Orufity and literncy 132). 

for, as Ted Nelson notes in Literwy Machines, "ft]here is no Final Word. There can be no 

final version, no last thought" ( 48). The absence of an original, as Doug Brent suggests in 

'"Oral Knowledge, Typographic Knowledge, Electronic Knowledge : Speculations on the 

History of Ownership,'' intensifies even more than print typography the separation of the 

text from its author (11.160-164). This '"distancing" of the "author from his or her 

utterance" enacted through the medium of print, argues rhetorician Walter Ong in Ornlitv 

and Literacy. " impress[ es] upon the reader a sense of truth or authority in what is written. 
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for the author is unreachable, and the message artificial and unresponsive is. thereby. 

unrefutable" (78-79). In the medium of hypertext, the separation of the author from the 

text is seemingly pushed to its limits. As Bolter explains in Writing Spuce. electronic text 

IS 

not directly accessible to either the writer or the reader. The bits of the text 

are simply not in human scale. Electronic technology removes and 

abstracts the reader from the text [even more so than printJ. If you hold 

a magnetic tape or optical disk up to the light, yo u will not see text at 

all .. .. In the elec tronic medi um several layers or sophisticated 

technology must intervene between the writer or reader ~rnd the coded te:-.:t. 

There are so many levels of deferral that the reader or writer is hard put to 

identify the text at all: is it on the screen, in the transistor memory. or on 

the disk? ( 42-43) 

In other words, hypertext is ulm1ys ulreocly what postmodern philosopher .Jean 

Baudri Ila rd terms simulocrnm. The "current order of si m ulacra, '' as Sara Schoonmaker 

explains in ''Capitalism and the Code: A Critique of Baudrillard's Third Order of 

Sirnulacra: ' encompasses objects completely simulated in binary code, as are hypertexts 

( 171 ). And, as what Baudrillard calls third-order simulations, hypertexts ''become 

virtually indistinguishable not only from one another, but from the model that generated 

them., ( I 71 ). In other words, reality becomes Hyperreulity such that the original text and 

its reproduction are no longer distinguishable . As a result. hypertext affects an erosion o!' 

the sense of authority commonly attributed to the printed book. 
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The quote above by Bolter also speaks to the multiplicity of the hypertext writing 

space itself: not only does hypertext manifest as the page on the computer screen, but it 

exists as a.file in both the memory of the computer or ser\'er hard drive and in the 

.. artificial reality,'' or virtual and digital memory space created through the networking or 

computers (namely, the Internet) commonly referred to as cyherspace. 3 The meaning or 

the term cyherspace, as literary theorist .Janet H. Murray explains in Hmnler on r he 

Holodeck: The Fur ure o/Narraf ive in ( )Jherspace, has been popularized .. as an 

environment with its own geography in which we experience a change or documents on 

our screen as a visit to a distant site on the worldwide web'' (Murray 80). Bolter further 

elucidates this popular notion of cyherspace: ·'[ w ]e think of the [hypertext or Web] pages 

themselves as floating in a virtual space, which we vaguely associate with the various 

physical locations of computers on the Internet. Despite its apparently ephemeral and 

ethereal quality, electronic writing maintains a sense of place in the physical world" 

(Bolter. Writing ,~JJCtces 29). In other words, what Bolter calls topogrctJJhic writing, means 

.. writing with places, with spatially realized topics .. ( 3 6 ). I-I ypcrtex t text uu/ i:::.es 

cyberspace by the mapping of or '' imposing of text onto the digital domain'' (Hrachovec 

78). The term typogruphy implies the combining or the Greek topos meaning JJ/uces and 

the use of topos in classical rhetoric as .. commonplaces. conventional units or methods or 

thought" (Bolter, Writing Space 29). As David Mia!! claims in .. Reading 1-iypertext:· 

topography "consists of two separate claims: first, it proposes the equivalence or visual 

and textual information as screen images; second, it requires the separate images within a 

linked structure available to the reader' ' (par. 5). 
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In the introduction to Hyper Text 2. U, George Landow attributes to these screen 

images, or "text composed of words or images'' (3 ), Roland Barthes · s poststructural ist 

term lexie , which Landow translates as lexict . According to Barthes. lexie arc unites cle 

lecture ("units of reading'') or ·'blocks of signification" ( Barthes 20 ). In other words. 

lexie are not merely signifiers or st rings of signifiers (words or sentences). nor arc they 

merely a paragraph or set of paragraphs: rather. lexie are nocles of meaning. Rather than 

referring to basic units of text as lexie ( or Landow's lexio). Espcn .I. Aarseth, in 

"Nonlinearity and Literary Theory," coins the term textons. \Vhich. as he notes. is a more 

accurate term than that of Barthes (and, hence, of Landow). which implies "seriality 

Cfi'"agments cont igu ' ) and the destructive process of its separation C clernupe ·) .. ( 61 ). 

According to Aarseth's textonomy- the study of'textuality- hypcrtextual tcxtons im·oh·c 

a ·'reading process" much like the one Barthcs describes for his writcrly text: as such. 

J\arscth contends that hypertextual textons arc "more logicall y"' rekrred to :.1s sc1·i;Jto11s: 

"A scripton ... is an unbroken sequence of one or more textons as they arc projected into 

the text'· (60)- and that the ''ritual use:· or structure, of the scriptons or hypertext arc not 

presented as '·one fixed sequence, whether temporal or spatial'· (53). Hypertextuality is. 

as Aarseth maintains, ' 'something more·· than what the reader constructs or author 

intends: it is ·'a potential that can be realized only partially and only through the script'· 

(59). Aarseth attributes "[t]he conventions and mechanisms that combine and project the 

textons as scriptons to the user ( or reader) of the texC' to trnnsverolfimct ions- which. 

he suggests, can be as simple as '·accessing a text or it might be a complex set or 

instructions . .. that complies a scripton from tcxtons·· (61 ). Nevertheless. J\arscth docs 
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not view the literary and rhetorical possibilities of hypertext as a trope, .. a genre. a poetic 

expression, or discourse" (79). In short, Aarseth views hypertextuality as just a fairly 

simple degree of nonlinear textual structure-made up of scriptons and explicit links

from which a user can generate meaning. 

Hypertext implies a more contextual relation for other theorists, however. For 

instance, as Adrien Miles contends, .. [w]ithin link node hypertext. it is clear that the 

context is fundamental to link interpretation and that context is largely reader (i.e., 

pragmatically) determined '' ('"Hypertext Structure.'' par. 62). In this sense. reading 

hypertext may be compared to Mikhail Bakhtin ·s poststructuralist view or textuality as 

not only discourse but as generative clialop, ue. S igni ficantl y, Bakh tin uses the term 

dialogue with three distinct meanings~4 his second use of the term, which is most relevant 

here, refers to .. the relations between utterances" (Holquist 60). According to Bakhtin, the 

fundamental, ·-real unit" of discourse is the u/leronce (vyskazyvcmie) (Bakhtin, ·'The 

Problem of Speech Genres" 6 7). Bakhtin' s ullercmce is simi Jar to Barthes · s lexie and 

Aarseth · s text on in that the ··whole of the utterance,'' as spoken or written text. can vary 

in "thematic content, style. and compositional structure'' (60) and in that each utterance. 

as Bakhtin contends, '"is a link in a chain of communication'' (93). However, unlike lexie, 

which are themselves units of meaning, utterances embody only the potential for 

meaning because they are ··constructed, as it were. in anticipation of encountering a 

response ''- by the not-yet-spoken (esche ne skazannoe)- and are themselves a response 

to previous utterances-the already-spoken-ahout (ogovorennyi uzhe skazannyi) on the 

same topic (93, 94 ). In other words, when a hypertext reader, or addressee, encounters. 
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reads, and interprets the author's utterance, as Bakhtin asserts, ·'he simultaneous ly takes 

an active responsive attitude toward it. He either agrees or disagrees with it (completely 

or partially), augments it, applies it, prepares for its execution, and so on." (68). As such. 

this hypertext reader becomes an inherently active participant in the dialogue. or the 

dialogic nature of the hyperlinks themselves, and responds with action or with. what 

Bakhtin calls, "a silent responsive understanding.·· (68-69). Such a response. or reaction. 

by the hypertext reader might involve accessing another utterance through an electronic 

link or creating a new utterance of his or her own concerning the same topic . Thus. as 

Miles contends, "in no manner is the significance of the [electronic] I ink exhausted by 

any particular context in which they occur" ("Hypertext Structure,·· par. 61 ). Instead. 

hyperlinks can be considered thematic in the Bakhtinian sense. for according to Bakhtin. 

dialogues may explore a thematic chain but do not exhaust its subject: the dialogue docs 

not culminate into a conclusion, but rather leaves the subject open for further dialogues. 

Hypcrtextual ity, thus, can be understood to emerge '·not as a system., ( Bakhtin. Prnh/ems 

<~/Dostoevsky 's Poetics, 93) but as a polyJJ/wny: .. a plurality of independent and 

unrnerged voices and consciousnesses" (93) engaged in intense dialogues such that their 

potential is infinite. This infinitesimal potential of the dialogue. or polylogue. anirms that 

Bakhtin conceives of textuality as infinitely open space- or to use f3akhtin ' s term. 

unfinalizability (nezavershenmosl ') (Morson and Emerson 38). As Wayne Booth explains 

in his introduction to Bakhtin ' s Prohlems ofDos/oevsky 's Poetics. "for Bakhtin 'the 

whole' is not a finished entity; it is always a relationship .... Thus. the whole can never 
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be finalized and set aside~ when a whole is realized. it is by definition alrc~H.iy open to 

change" (xxxix). 

In the introduction to HyperText 2. U, Landow de tines hypertext us an information 

medium of nodes or lexias. ' 'text composed of blocks of words (or images) linked 

electronically by multiple paths, chains. or trails in an open-ended, perpetually unfinished 

textuality described by the terms link, nocle, netH·ork, 11·eh. and puth .. (3 ). To the concept 

of textuality as nodes within a network, Barthes applies the phrase. ivriterly text- text 

that embodies plurality and decentralization and has as its goal "rnak[ingl the reader a 

producer of the text" (Barthes 165). Barthes further explains. that 

it is possible to conceive of the text (and the reader) as an intersection or 

codes within a vast cultural network. Rather than blurring all the traces or 

this network, a writerly text exposes it to the reader. allowin!.l her to 
'-;, 

navigate her own course along the multidimensional body or the text. 

freely and repetitively experiencing the text through various 

contingencies. ( 165) 

Both Landow and Bolter equate writerly text with hypertext. which itscl f embodies the 

"network as a visible and operative structure" (Bolter. Writing .\;)(fee I 06) . The network 

as the organizing principle at work in hypertext. notes Bolter. ··has been present in many 

forms of writing" (along with the tree and the line) ( 105) and. as Landow explains. "can 

help us visualise [sicl the structure 'behind' the screen" ("'Hypertext. Hypermedia. and 

Literary Studies" 3). for. as Bolter notes in Writing ,\J7ctce. this network has the ability to 

.. rise to the surface or the text' ' and make exp I ic it the function of in tertcxtual Ii nk i ng. 
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which was, until the realization of digitalized text, an essentially abstract mental function 

( 105). 

In hypertext, this network consists of links between fragmented units of reading, 

represented visibly in lexias "'as a set of ·anchors· or ·hotspots:'· which Bolter explains. 

··not only represent associations on screen ... [but that] can grant these associations the 

same status of the linear-hierarchical order" of the book ( I 06 ). Furthermore. the 

flexibility and linking together of disparate texts, or fragments , in hypertext opens up the 

closed and linear printed text through the medium's "perpetual state or reorganization. 

forming patterns that are in constant danger of breaking down and recombining" ( 12). 

Thus, this network of lexia, I ike Barthcs' s description of the "ideal tcx t ,. ( to which 

Landow compares hypertext), assumes a nonhierarchicaL infinitel y borderless. and 

decentered nature. These "'networks [reseoux l are many and interact" c I aims Barthes, 

"without any one of them being able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signi ficrs. 

not a structure of signifieds: it has no beginning: it is reversible; we gain access by 

several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively declared to be the main one: the 

codes it mobilizes extend CtsfCtr Cts the eye con reCtch" (Barthes 5-6 ). In other words. the 

lcxia exist in a nonhierarchical, open, and expansive pattern in which no lcxia is superior 

to another; instead. they are all parallel (as in Nelson's Project Xanadu) and. according to 

Landow, any one of these lexias can be the entrance or starting point for accessing the 

system. or network of lexia, as a whole. 

Landow, Barthes, and Derrida also perceive textuality as inherently clecenterecl, 

and , by way of Bakhtin. textuality can be, like McLuhan and Power ' s acoustic space , 
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multicenlered. As Landow explains, the fragmented or atomized hypertextual document 

(or to use Landow's term, lexia), manifests a decentrolizalion of textuality similar to that 

described by both Barthes and Derrida. As LandO\v explains, by ·\emo\'ing linearity" 

and ··destroying the sense of fixed unitary text'' (1--fypertext 2. () 65). 

[h]ypertext linking situates the current or ·on-sc reen' textual unit at the 

center of the textual universe, thus creating a new kind or hierarchy in 

which the power of the center dominates that of the infinite periphery. l3ut 

because in hypertext that center is always a transient. decenterable virtual 

center-one created, in other words, only by one's act ol·calling up that 

particular text-it never tyrannizes other aspects of the network in the way 

a printed text does." (Landow, "Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Literary 

Studies" 11) 

In other words. hypcrtextuality is not only clecenterecl but. as Jerome Mc(iann contends . 

.. provides the means for establishing an indefinite number of ·centers.· and for expanding 

their number as well as altering their relationships'' ( 15). In facL even more than the 

dialogic, multivoiced, polyphonic novel/ to which Bakhtin ascribes "several distinct 

irreducible centers'' (Morson and Emerson 254), hypertextuality embodies a multiplicity, 

or plurality, of centers. Thus, hypertextuality. as Landow asserts. emerges as .. an 

infinitely re-centerable system whose provisional point of focus depends upon the 

choices made by a truly active reader" ("Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Literary Studies'' 

6). As an essential point of focus for the reader's navigation and interpretation of 
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hypertext. the cel1ler becomes, as Derrida has professed, .. not a being- a reality. but a 

function'' that "is absolutely indispensable .. ("Structure, Sign, and Play .. 2 71 ). 

The local, on-screen center, asserts Landow, "functions as a .. point or departure:· 

which ultimately becomes a heginning (HyperText 2. () 78)- a portal into the network, or 

networks, of lexia. Landow explains, .. hypertext offers at least t\VO kinds or beginnings. 

The first concerns the individual's lexia. the second a gathering or them into a rnetatext.·· 

(79) . The point of departure and gathering process as beginning is suggested by Edward 

Said in Beginnings: An intention and Method: --we see that the beginning is the lirst point 

(in time, space, or action) of an accomplishment or process that has duration and 

meaning. The heginning. then, is the.firs/ step in the inlentionct! J7rnduction o/ll1C'Cll7ing .. 

(5). The gathering of lexia into a rnetatext is, in fact, the process or creating mc~ming. or 

coherence, garnered by the reader through electronic linking. <1 

I-lypermed ia, in particular, intensifies the reading experience by ex tending 

textuality into ·"interactive multimedia' ' (Moulthrop, ··so You Say," par. 26 ). As Lmdow 

explains, 

Hypermedia takes us even closer to the complex interrelatedness or 

everyday consciousness~ it extends hypertext by re-integrating our visual 

and auditory faculties into textual experience. linking graphic images. 

sound, and video to verbal signs. Hypermedia seeks to approximate the 

way our waking minds always make a synthesis or information received 

from all five senses. Integrating or (reintegrating) [sic I touch . taste and 
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smell seems the inevitable consummation of the hypermedia concept. 

("'Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Literary Studies" 7) 

Like Landow, Lanham refers to this renewed emphasis on pictures and so und as 

··rhetorical figures ... reassuming their native places in the human scnsorium ·· alter being 

suppressed for centuries by the legacy of classical rhetorician· s concentration on 

c:cphrosis, or "dynamic speaking-pictures in words'" (34 ). 7 For example. ··1 v] isual 

modeling," suggests Lanham, "is now employed for all kinds or communication that 

formally took place in words, through written prose and discursive conversation .. ( 16 ). 

Bolter, not surprisingly, refers to hypertext 's predominant visual mode or 

discourse/representation as reverse ekphrosis. Reverse ekphrosis, according to Bolter. 

reflects, simultaneously, hypertext's erosion of the verbal dominance or print typography 

and, more importantly, the increas ing use of a visual rhetoric that he suggests came into 

use with the introduction of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) in computer operating 

systems (i.e., Microsoft Windows and Macintosh OS) in which icons stand for whole 

so hware programs and, then, in Internet browsers (i.e., Netscape Navigator and Internet 

Explorer) wherein icons represent actions such as bookmarking and navigating through 

the World Wide Web. Hypertexfs "interface design" and ·'the information value or link 

icons" (Liest0I 100), as Lanham asserts, have also resc ued the classical rhetoric canon or 

delivery (elocutio): --~es/ure has returned .. . . [because] the digital word is renegotiating 

the icon/alphabet rati-o which we have since the invention of print taken as the holy writ" 

(Lanham 76). 
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Interestingly, Bolter attributes to the manifestation of reverse ekphrasis what 

Ii terary critic Murray Krieger identifies as contemporary culture's ··desire for the natural 

sign .... a desire that leads us to prefer the immediacy or the picture to the mediation or 

the [semiotic] code in our search for a tangible, ·real' referent that \\·ould render the sign 

transparent'' (Krieger 11 ). Transparency of the writing surface is essential to literacy, 

claims Lanham, for to conceptualize the signified, --we must not notice the size and shape 

o r the letters. We may in some subconscious way register the graphic or typographical 

conventions, but we must not see them" (33 ). Hypertext- with its intensi lied 

manipulation of the size, color, style, fluid placement of fonts and visually represented 

navigational cues, or hyperlinks-seems less transparent than the printed book. In facL 

Lanham suggests that " the electronic universe's playful attitude toward typographical 

convention drives the print-based imagination macf': as Lanham e:\plains. if \\'C t~1kc into 

consideration hypertext's ability to include multiple hypermedia clements uncommon in 

printed books-such as animated graphics, video, and audio- that arc constructed 

according to their own individual conventions, hypertext must be understood as anything 

hut transparent (3 7). Yet, in Remeclial ion: UnclerslanclinR NeH 1 Media, Bo! ter and Richard 

Grusin assert that these visual and audile hypermedia components, in focL .. promise a 

new transparency' ' and immediacy-or hypermecliacy-unavailable in printed texts 

because they ·'bring the reader closer to the event'' represented and because the reader 

"has greater control over the listening or viewing experience through the hypermeJiacy 

of the windowed interface'' (Bolter and Grusin 203). 



Significantly, the transparent nature and reverse ekphrasis of hypertextuality 

emerges not only from the new dominance of visual hypermedia but from oral 

hypermedia as well-a notion evidenced not only by Landow's and Lanham ·s addition of 

sound to the new sensorium and Bolter and Grusin's discussion of hypermecliocy. hut also 

by Ong ' s second assertion about electronic text: that it retrieves a .. second oral i ty ... 

Accord ing to Ong. inasmuch as computerization still re li es upon print. it has recaptured 

several qualities of primary oral cultures: 8 
.. the participatory mystique, its [primary 

orality's] fostering of a communal sense, its concentration on the present moment and 

even its use of formulas" ( 136). Computer culture is also modification of print culture 

that Ong refers to as ··the age of'second orality"' (136). In light ofOng ' s assertion. then. 

the notion of reverse ekphrosis must be expanded to include not only the visual emphasis 

attested to by Bolter but also the return of the orol and /octile because hypertext 

embodies multimedia texts. Most explicitly hypertext' s reclaiming of orolism can be sccn 

in hypertext's inclusion of sound clips (i.e., .wav, .aud, .mpg fil es) as background music, 

speec hes, instructions, poetry read ings , descriptions of included visual elements, or 

examples of pronunciations. However, we must also add video clips to thi s li st of oral 

tcchnol ooies for as Kathleen Welch reminds us in Electric Rhetoric , accordinu. to 
C ' L 

McLuhan, video technology of television is ·'attached to oral ism/aural ism" because even 

when the eye is turned away, the sound accompanying the visual elements of the 

television program continues to engage the ear ( 102). Interestingly, though. in an 

intervi ew with Playhoy Mogccine. McLuhan describes telev ision as engaging the tactile. 

or touch, sense because telev ision images are largel y generated by the user from .. the 
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mosaic mesh not only of horizontal lines but of millions of tiny dots. of which the viewer 

is physiologically able to pick up only 50 to 60 from which he shapes the image,. 

("McLuhan'' 245-246). The reference to televised units as '"sound bites" zippears to 

interface these two sensory metaphors as well. Most importantly. though. because vcrb~il 

and visual elements when digitalized become pixeled paintings (Lanham I). all digital 

media engage the sense of touch as well as those or vision or sound. 

In essence, then, hypertext, like all other ·'electronic forms of discourse" involves 

what Welch describes as ·'a merger of written. oral, aural, and visual structures of 

articulation" (7). In other words. when hypermediated. the hypertext writing space 

embodies. simultaneously, visual space-the space of print typography- and acoustic 

space-the space of the radio, the telephone, and cinema- as well as tactility. Moreover. 

as McLuhan and Powers contend in The Global Villa;;e, ' 'electronic technology displaces 

visual space and retrieves acoustic space in a new form. as the ground now incl udcs the 

detritus of alphabetic ci vi I ization ,. ( 19). This new acoustic space. or neo-ucoust ic s;wce . 

McLuhan and Powers argue, exists as a resonant inter\'Ctl wherein the ,·i.rnu/ s;wce or 

print and acoustic space or analogue and digital media int erjc,ce. This co II i sion or 

merging of the acoustic space of imagination-"a sphere whose focus or ·center' is 

simultaneously everywhere and whose margin is nowhere' ' ( 134)- f'ragmcnts or atomizes 

the ·'linearity, connectedness, homogeneity. and stasis'· of Euclidean visual space ( 13.5) 

affecting what Joyce refers to as an ·'ethos of connection [and of ·'I inkage and 

affiliation''] realized in the technics" (Siren Shapes" 12) or, what Welch describes as the 

instability of ethos in which associative logos '·s ignifies more than merely rational and 
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recognizes social constructs of ·reality' even as one simultaneously partakes of a 

particular 'reality ' (103). The neo-acoustic space of hypertext commonly referred to as 

cyberspace, as a result , must be defined in terms of the characteristics or nco-acoustic 

space: limitlessness, all-at-onceness. nonlinearity, decenteredness. association. and a 

simultaneity of"access to all pasts '' (15)-all of which are clearly tenets or positions in 

poststructural and postmodern logos and. arguably. characteristics or hypertext. 

Indeed. as suggested in Landow·s comment concerning the hypermedia 

sensorium, the visual, oral. and tactile hypermediation or hypertext intensifies the 

reader's cognitive sense of associative links between topics. ideas. and visual and audilc 

stimuli: hypertext becomes the extension of human memory. as described by Yanncvar 

Bush. for "[ c ]onsciousness i tsel r is a continuous I inking and rc-structuri ng of i mag cs 

se lected from past. present and future: 11·0111 the real and imaginary: l'rom the internal am! 

external realms of experience" (LandO\v, ··Hypertext Hypermedia. and Literary Studies·· 

8) . And, this neo-acoustic consciousness, according to Landow and other 

poststructuralists, is best understood in terms of the intertextual network metaphor. 

Significantly, in The Order o/Things. Foucault describes the network as .. the hidden 

inner law·· that provides the ability to .. link together' ' knowledge ( 127). E\'c n as early ~is 

the 1940s. linking or ··joining together" multiple, texts, or books, with users· added 

"marginal notes and comments'' through mechanized associative indexing ( as an 

extension of human memory) was envisioned by Vannevar Bush as the benelit of the 

meme:i:: (106). Thus. Bush's perception oftextuality anticipates Jacques Derrida' s 

understanding of textual i ty as a vast ··assem blagc" or ''discrete uni ts or tcx t. ·· or 
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fragmented or atomized text , that ··forces us to extend ... the dominant notion or a ·text··· 

as '"henceforth no longer a finished corpus of writing, some content enclosed in a book or 

its margins, but a differential network, a fabric of traces referring endlessly to something 

other than itself. to other differential traces,. (Derrida ... Living On .. 83-84 ). These troces 

can be likened to Bush's trnils olossociolion. the linkin!!s tol!ether or units or readinu (or . ~ '- ........ 

lexia) in the same manner as human memory !'unctions- as. what Bush calls ... some 

intricate web of trails carried by the cells of the brain" (106). 

In "As We May Think:' Bush defines three types or trails: the nwin trnil. the side 

trail and the skip trail. The main trail, Bush explains. is the permanent coupling or 

pairing of two reading units. The side /roil would allow the user to create a branch. or 

forking path. that might consist of the user's commentary on a particular item ( I 07): the 

skip /roil Bush describes as a trail that is parallel to the main trail. or a subset or it. but 

one that ··stops only on the salient items'' throughout the whole of the texts read by the 

user ( 108). In his 1972 essay, "As We Will Think," Ted Nelson compares Bush's trail 

structures to the complex branching. coupling. and ··discretc-_jump[s I'' or hypcrtextual 

linking (253-254). Bolter designates two different types of links: links that function like 

footnotes and can be circular. and associative links \Vhich take readers to other related 

topics ( Writing ,~JJCtce 28). In .. Looking for Linking: Associative Links on the Web ... 

Timothy Miles-Board. Leslie Carr, and Wendy Hall define ossociative linking as linking 

that ·'takes place in the content regions of Web pages and [thatl may he used to interlink 

related concepts from the domain semantics. expose argumentation structures, add 



glossary functions, or reveal instructional components according to various secondary 

informational schemas or controlling 'applications'·· (76). 

Landow, who contends that linking is the 111ost important clc111cnt or 

hypertextual i ty, explores the rhetoric of associative Ii nking in his se111 i nal I 98 7 essa v. 

"'Relationally Encoded Links and the Rhetoric of Hypertext." Two problems exist in the 

linking of hypertextual lexia, asserts Landow in this essay: "'the first . .. is how to 

indicate the destination of links and the second, how to welco111e the user on arrival at 

that destination'' ("Relationally Encoded'' 332). Landow·s answer to these problems is 

what he terms the rhetoric of'arrival. Overall, Landow's rhetoric or arrival is based on 

nine basic rules of hypertext linking~ the first three rules (su111marizcd here), Landow 

attributes, in McLuhan's fashion, to the biases of hypertext as a mcdi u111. " Hypertext 

links:· asserts Landow, ··condition the user to expect purposeful. important relati onships 

between linked material s" (332). In other words. Landow's rhetoric of arrival is a rhetoric 

or user expeclalion. When users choose a link. they expect to arrive at material (whether 

visual or textual) that is explicitly related to the context from which they have departed . 

Thus, hypertextual links, are not only both purposeful and useful. but also modeL 

··stimulate and encourage habits of relational thinking in the user'' (332). This relational 

thinking can be understood as Vannevar Bush's theorized associulive thinking. which 

John Slatin defines, in ··Reading Hypertext: Order and Coherence," as "'discontinuous- ~1 

series ofjumps or the like ... the movements of the mind creating metaphor" (37) . Thus. 

Jink s that break down, or mix, the metaphor "'disappoint" reader "expectations'' and 
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appear particularly incoherent and nonsignificant'' to the reader. leaving him or her 

feeling confused and lost (Landow, "Relationally Encoded '' 333 ). 

Rules four through eight ( 4-8) or Landow·s rhetoric or arri va l emphasize the 

content of links at their point of departure. Speaking primaril y of \·isual clements. 

Landow professes that the context from which a graphic, photograph, or the like is linked 

.. must appear with appended texts that enable the user to establish a relation between file 

of departure and that of arrival" (334 ). According to the rhetoric or ~1rrival. thi s context

the entire text of the departure lexia- becornes an introduction to the appended visual ( ur 

textual) e lement, ··emphasizing that a relationship exists" between the two documents. or 

files (334). These departure "[t]cxts serve not only to provide information ... explains 

Landow, .. but to reassure the user that the link embodies a significant rel~1tionship and to 

provide some hint. however incomplete. or how that relationship c.111 be l"mmulatcd by 

the user" (334). 

An example of such an introduction to an arrival lcxia made up or l3reughel" s 

painting Landscape with the Fall olfcarus might have as its departure lexia a desc ription 

of the myth of Icarus and some hints about the how the myth reveals itsc l fin the painting 

(i.e., the dominant sunlight that melted Icarus ' s wi ngs and the appearance or Icarus's legs 

and wi ng-tips sticking out of the water in the lower right corner). 

I I ~1 I 
Fig. 2.1 : Unidirectional linking. 
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Or, the departure page of describing the Icarus myth might include a link marker (in 

colored, underlined text) stating ··Myth of Icarus in Art and Literature," leading the user 

to an overview or directory page that consists of a list of three links-each one a title or ~1 

painting or work (e.g .. Brueghel's "Fall o//carus "; !luclen 's "Musee cles /Jemt.Y 1lr1s ": 

and Ruhen 's "Full o/'/rnrus ''). annotated with hints about how the Icarus rnvth is 
. J 

depicted in the graphics or text to which they lead . 

I I 

Fig. 2.2: Unidirectional link to a directory page, with its unidirectional, 

vertical links to its subordinate pages. 

Significantly, in each or these examples. the departure documents contain link 

markers with the internal <Jllctlities or being either in '"spatial proximity to the text I th~1t I 

indicates fthe] probable nature or [the] link'" (see lig. 2.1) or .. apparently independent 

from the accompanying text,'' as in an overview or directory page (see lig. 2.2) ( Land ow. 

·'Relationally Encoded" 335). Furthermore, each of these link markers could contain 

"specific directions" in the form of"click here for painting, here for poem·· (334) . The 

external qzwlities of link markers. as de lined by Landow. include (I) ·'link descriptions.·· 

(2) "a menu called up by the link marker at the site of multiple links." or (3) a "local map 
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automatically generated by Intermedia" (335). In the two examples above.\ the link 

markers could take advantage of any one of these qualities: the intermediary overview or 

directory (depicted in figure 2.2), for instance. includes the use of annotated hypcrlinks. 

The last two rules of Landov/s rhetoric or arrival- rules eight and nine (8-9)

apply to the arrival, or appended. lexia. As Landow notes in rule eight. .. ~my Ii le in a 

hypermedia ( or hypertext) system is a di rectory Ii le' ' and (in rule nine) .. regard less or 

what kind of directories the authors and designers include in a hypertext system. users 

can organize it according to their individual interests. ( 3 3 5 ). In other words. bcca use or 

the intertextuality of hypertext and the unlimited choices readers can make when moving 

through a network of lexia. all hypertext documents become overviews or introductions 

to sti II more lexia. 

Landow's rhetoric of arrival influenced his succinct descriptions or the various 

forms of hypertextual linking and their rhetorical runctions presented in / (\'f)(:rTe.rl ] 0 . 

Landow categorizes author-created, associative links into seven basic types : (I) 

uniclirec/ ionol, (2) hiclirecl ionol, (3) slring-/o-lexio, ( 4) uniclirecl ionol string-lo-siring. ()) 

one-lo-many, (6) many-to-one, and (7) typed link linking. Uniclirecliono/ linking, the 

simplest of the forms, allows the linear movement from the present lexia to an alternative 

lex ia ( Landow, Hyper Text 2. 0 l 1-15) whereas hi-clirecl ionol I inking refers to the --1 inking 

of two entire lexias." These two simplistic types of linking olten occur as arrow icons 

functioning as jumps from the ··previous" or ··next" lexia such that readers can lrnce their 

movements, or hocktrock. to an earlier text ( 11 ). The most common type or hypertcxtual 

linking, according to Landow, is string-to-lexio linking, which allows the reader to _jump 
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from a --word or phrase to entire lexias'' ( 11 ). String-to-lexia links can function like the 

table of contents in a printed book: when readers choose the word or phrase link, they arc 

taken to a page that discusses this topic. Another use of string-to-lexia linking involves 

annotations or digressions, allowing readers to jump from a word or phrase within. lct·s 

say, a paragraph of a particular lexia, or Web page, to an entirely new lexia that oilers 

related information that might be presented in the endnotes of an essay or in another 

chapter or subsection of a chapter in a printed book. Thus. string-to-lcxia linking provides 

a ·"simple means of orienting the reader' ' and allows the use or longer lexia ( 11-12). 

Landow asserts that the fourth type of linking. uniclirectiono/ .,·1ri11g-10-s1ri11g 

linking. ··has the obvious advantage of permitting the clearest and easiest way to end 

links and thereby create a rhetoric of arrival" ( 12). In this type of linking. the reader 

departs from a certain point within the text- perhaps, a sentence in a paragraph- and 

similarly arrives at a particular point within another lexia that makes the function oL or 

reason for, the link explicit to the reader. Landow also notes that this type of linking may 

also be hiclirectiona!, allowing readers to backtrack to the earlier context ( 12-13 ). 

One-to-many linking, Landow contends, is the mark of " full hypertextuality" 

since the reader 's departure from one word or string in a lexia can lead to multiple lcxia: 

in other words, instead of multiple links within one document. the departure lcxia 

provides only one link from which the reader must choose among several lcxia as arrival 

points (13). This choice is made primarily from link menus (in Microcosm. Storyspacc. 

or Intermedia) or from overview or directory documents. which can be likened to a 

printed book's chapter outline or a chapter overview in which essential ideas arc cross-
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referenced with the pages on which these ideas are elaborated ( 13-14 ). Mony-to-one 

linking is just the opposite: multiple lexia, or documents, contain links to a particular 

page of relevance to them all. Many-to-one linking "encourages efficient reuse of 

important information" since glossary terms, a table or chart of data. or a summary nf a 

theoretical concept referenced in many documents can be provided only once ( 14- l 5 ). 

This type of linking also provides a si mple method tor addressing audiences .. with 

differing levels of expertise" and is. thus. of great use in educational technology ( 14-1.5 ). 

Landow's final category of links, the typed link. includes a specialized type of 

linking that allows the author to label the links according to such aspects as their 

document type (i.e., essay, graphic, etc.) or their belonging to a particular path, or trail 

(i.e., theory vs. praxis). Landow also asserts that these links- often appearing in such 

proprietary or research systems as Storyspace, Microcosm, and I ntermedia - have the 

ability to open new windows, or "pop ups," over the current lexia or to perform other 

unique behaviors" ( 15-16). Since Landow constructed this description of ·'typed links," 

the ability to launch a new window or pop-ups has been assimilated into I lypcrText 

Mark-Up (HTML); thus, any I ink can be tagged to open-up in a new window. J\ 11 

hyperlinks may also run higher-level programming scripts (i.e., CG!- and .IJ\ VA scripts) . 

It is also important here to note that any HTML document, or lexia, can embody any 

combination of these various categories of links defined by Landow. Additionally. as 

Landow explains, links can occur in a document with no ·'link markers.'' in other words. 

without a change in font color or style or devoid of an icon so that, not only is the text 

undisturbed, but "only a reader 's energy. active interest, or aggressive relation to the text 
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brings such a link into being" ( 13). Moreover, Landow posits the use of reader- or user

created links, which remain, even at this writing, limited to research and proprietary 

commercial systems such as Intermedia and Storyspace. Higher-level programming 

scripts or applets (i.e., CG! and .IA VA) olten incorporated into hypertexts. hm,·e , ·c r. do 

provide such " integrated '' functionalities as note-taking, bookmarking. and highlighting. 

Inasmuch as Landow·s and other poststructuralists' theories of hypertext remain 

significant to the study of hypertext theory, post-digital hypertext theorists-such as 

Martin Rosenberg, Stuart Moulthrop, Gregory Ulmer. and Kathleen Burnett- discount 

these early theorists ' limited visions of hypertext structure and design and their notions or 

hypertext 's liberation of readers. In .. Phys ics and Hypertext: Liberation and Complicity in 

Art/' Rosenberg, for example. calls into question Landow·s and Bolter's claims that 

hypertext / it era!i:::es .. the poststructural ist notion or i ntertcxtual i ty" through non Ii near 

access to lexias and that hypertext empowers readers as .. participatory. e,Tn suhvcrsiw .. 

authors of the text (273). According to Rosenberg, the rhetorical trope or 11011/ineority. 

which he argues originates in physics, must be understood in terms or it s meaning in 

nonlinear thermodynamics. or what is popularly referred to as chews t he01y (275). As 

such, ''the term nonlinearity refers to kinds of mathematical equations that have to do 

with accounting for complexities in the causality of a system in phase space·· (274) and. 

thus, argues Rosenberg, ··what hypertext theorists mean by ·nonlinearity' is more 

properly analogous to what physicists call 'symmetry' or ·reversibility '" (275). As 

Rosenberg explains. ··[s]ince the focus of hypertext theory is on the functional direction 

of signification. the correspondence with symmetry and reversibility works more 
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precisely, because these terms refer to the direction or flow or duration or time .. (275). In 

effect, Rosenberg argues that hypertexts exists as self-organizing systems wherein 

readers do not choose their own paths through the text but because or hypertext's 

nonlinear symmetries, are, in a sense, led through the text's contingent connections or 

trajectories of movement. 

To further elucidate the rhetorical structure of and movement through hypertexts. 

Rosenberg and other post-digital theorists adopt the metaphor of the rhi::.01J1e, developed 

by the postmodern French philosophers Gilles Deleuzc and Felix Guattari in / I Tlwu.rnncl 

Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Significantly, the rhizome. like McLuhan and 

Power's tetrad, reflects an interfacing of two distinct .. cultural registers .. or spaces: 

striated space and smooth space (Moulthrop, "Rhizome" 3 00). Striated S/JCtce. as 

Moulthrop explains, embodies the cultural .. domain or routine. specification. sequence. 

and causality" or ·'the world of perception as processed by the coordinate grid or so me 

other geometric structure'' (303). In contrast, smooth space consists of the dynamic or 

transformative social space of becoming, .. mediated by discontinuities .. and propagating 

in .. a matrix of breaks, jumps, and implied or contingent connections which arc never 

enacted'' (3 OJ). Rosenberg and Moulthrop, notably. equate smool h s;JC1ce ,,·i th the writing 

space of what Joyce calls constructive hypertexts, texts in which readers may create 

.. structures that do not yet exist" (0/'Tll·o Mimis 42). or course. as Dcleuze and (,uatL1ri 

explain, striated and smooth spaces "exist only in mixture: smooth space is constantly 

being translated, transversed into a striated space~ striated space is constantl y being 
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returned to smooth space'' ( 4 74 ). Thus, as Moulthrop contends. ··[t]he dyad of 

smooth/striated space represents not a dialectic but a continuum" ("Rhizome'' 3 16 ). 

The relevance of the rhizome for explaining the cultural shift from print to 

electronic texts-in a fashion similar to McLuhan and Powcr·s tetrad appropriated by 

poststructuralist theorists-is first proposed by Burnett. \Vl10. in her article "Towards a 

Rhetoric of Hypertext Design." equates Deleuze and Guattari·s rhizome hook. \vhich is 

"designed as a matrix of independent yet cross-referential discourses which the reader is 

invited to enter more or less at random" (Deleuze and Guattari xx), with the Internet and 

other networked communication systems ( 16). Burnett further argues that '"hypertext is its 

[the rhizome's] apparent fulfillment. and Dcleuze and Guattari · s · approximate 

characteristics of the rhizome '-princi pies of connection, hetcrogenei ty, multi pl ici ty. 

asignifying rupture. and cartography and decalcomania- may be seen as the principles or 

a hypertextual design" ( 16). 

According to the principles of heterogenily and co1111ec1ec/11ess. the rhizome

which Burnett describes as "'a tuber root system as a model for the connectivity or idc'-1s·· 

(par. 17)-''connects any point to any other point. and its traits not necessarily linked to 

traits of the same nature~ it brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even 

nonsign states" (Deleuze and Guattari 21 ). Thus. as Burnett explains, '' [a] rhizome is the 

only structure which can effectively sustain connections between different media without 

giving hegemony to language' ' (par. 17). Since, in hypertext (or hypermedia). as Bolter 

explains, writing consists of a ··creative play of signs" ( 10)-some of which are overtly 

verbal (i.e .. text and audio) and others. essentially nonverbal (i.e ., icons. graphics. and 
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video) yet created through the processes of writing and signifying: hypermediatcd 

hypertexts, in particular, must be considered rhizomorphic structures. In fact, Burnett 

argues that .. [h]ypermedia design is rhizomorphic in its sustenance or heterogeneous 

connections, because there is no systemic hierarchy of connection:· and. thus. ··1 t jhe 

perception of connectivity is entirely Jett to the user, though the preexistence of particular 

connections may foster users' perceptions of overall structure .. (par. 19). 

More importantly, however, unlike the link-node structure or hypcrtc;-,.,:L 

rhizomorphic connections do not contain termination points : a lexia docs not reflect an 

arrival point; rather, lexias and collections of lexias reflect m11/1iplicilies. or JJ/01eo11s. J\ 

plateau, for Deleuze and Guattari, is ··any multiplicity connected to other multiplicities 

by superficial underground stems in such a way as to form or extend a rhizome" (22); 

moreover, a "'plateau is always in the middle. not at the beginning or the enc..!" (21 ). /\s 

such, when Deleuze and Guattari use the term point in terms or connectivity. it is used i 11 

a general sense, for in a rhizome, they contend, .. there are no points or positions ... much 

as those found in a structure, tree, or root. There arc only lines·' (8): lines o/segmenlority 

and lines (djlight. Lines of segmentarity reflect the "molar ... circular, binary .... 

arborescenf' (505) nature of striated and, thus. work toward closure or lerritoriali::a1io11 . 

Lines of flight, 9 however, exist in smooth space. explain Delcuze and Ciuattari. and. 

through deterritoriolization, reverse the striated space of hierarchy ( in the same manner 

that McLuhan and Power·s acoustic space reverses visual space). 

According to Burnett. like the rhizome, ··[h ]ypertextual design presupposes not 

only that multiple points are preferable to a single structure, but that multiple structures 
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are preferable to a single structure" (par. 21 ). Hypertexf s varying modes of access along 

with multiplicities of structures-lexias or plateaus-thus, result in a nonhierarchicaL 

decentered multiplicity that, as Deleuzc and Guattari contend , .. has neither subject nor 

object. only determinations, magnitudes, and dimensions that cannot multiply without the 

multi pl ici ty changing in nature'' (8). In other words, whether through the introduction 

into a hypertext of alternative navigation too Is ( i .c .. men us or sca re h cngi ncs ): i 11 tcrn~il 

anchored links within a lexia or lexia-to-lexia cross-linking : external hyperlinks: or multi

modal components, hypertexts emerge as an assemblage, a multiplicity that increases 

dimensionally even as readers traverse its landscape. And, like all nonlinear, or chaotic. 

systems, the hypertext's dynamic present and future states cannot be predicted by either 

their authors or their readers. 

The pluri-dimensional self-organization of hypertext is driven by its rhetorical 

trope or rhizomorphic principle or asig11ifj1i11g rupture: as Dclcuze and Guattari explain. 

"[a] rhi zome may be broken, shattered at a given spot, but it will start up again on one or 

its old lines, or on new lines'" (10). At the spot in which a line or flight is ruptured. 

Deleuze and Guattari assert, there occurs a hifi,rrntion. or .. explosion or two 

heterogeneous series of lines" resulting in two new lines or !light, neither or which can he 

·'attributed to or subjugated by anything signifying"' ( 10 ). Moulthrop and other hypertcx t 

theorists refer to these bifurcations or asignifying ruptures asji,rking poths. new 

trajectories generated according to what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as the "acentered. 

nonhierarchical, and nonsignitying ... circulation of states'' within a rhizome (21 ). In 

.. Rhizome and Resistance." Moulthrop further describes the result of these ruptures as 
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subtexts that, despite Rosenberg's claims, allow users to choose which line of flight to 

follow. And, in this respect, at least, bifurcating lines of flight in the hypertext-as

rhizorne, significantly. deconstruct and. simultaneously, reconstruct any organiz~1tion or 

signification therein such that the hypertext-as-rhizome emerges as a , ·aitohl c hcc.wn ing. 

The rhetorical tropes of the rhizome· s "cartography and decalcoman ia ... arc 

reflected in hypertexts' user-created maps or frocings-\vhich in term s or the rhizome 

appear similar to Bush's sk1jJ trails-and author-constructed hypertcxtual landscapes. or 

maps. According to Deleuze and Guattari, reader 's tracings "reproduce of the map or 

rhizome .. . only the impasses, blockages, incipient taproots, or points or structuration ... 

yet "the trucing should always he put hack on I he map" ( I 3 ). In e ffccL reader· s tracings 

consist of the reader's pattern through the lines of flight, the plateaus, amidst the ruptures 

and shifting geography of a hypertext. Adding these tracings back in such constructive 

hypertexts as Storyspace- in which users may insert into or construct \\·ithin the 

hypertext system their own texts and hyperlinks- makes most clear the 

cleconstructive/rcconstructivc aspect of hypertext made possible by the rhizome ·s snwnt/J 

space. Certainly, however, readers may also add their tracings onto the hypertextual map 

in a purely cognitive fashion by creating a virtual ··structure that does not yet exist" 

(Joyce, Of"Two Minds 42) through "improvisation or discovery'' (Moulthrop, .. Rhizome'' 

302). In either case, as Burnett and Dresang explain, ·'l_a] rhizomorphic reader's 111~1p is 

closely related to geographic maps. It shows the path of the reader through the 

surrounding territory, but al ways from the point-o !'-view or the reader'': th us, "! i l t is a 

map that is perpetually shifting" ( 439). Burnett and Dresang further explain that .. I c Jach 
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rhizomorphic reader's interpretation of a text is as individually valid as any other reader·s 

individual interpretation. New interpretations can be grafted onto the old, providing fresh 

new ways of interacting with the text and sharing meaning constructed in the new process 

of this interaction,. ( 439). Thus, not only may a reader· s map or tracings enact 

bifurcations in the hypertext 's map but it may influence the generative structure of the 

hypertext, opening new pathways. creating new connections, and so forth. 

Additionally, in the smooth space of the hypertext-as-rhizome, explains 

Moulthrop, "users may pursue multiple lines of association or causation rather than 

having to fit assertions into an exclusive, singular logic" ("'Rhizome,. 302 ). In fact. 

Moulthrop suggests that rhizomorphic hypertexts may be the catalyst for a new type or 

literacy since reading these texts ·'involves a constant alteration between nomos and 

logos" ( 3 13 ). Joyce, too, describes reading hypertexts as placing ourse Ives within the gap 

ofnomos (Of Two Mincls 42). In thi s new form of reading. Moulthrop adds. "lw]c will 

create structures which we will then deconstruct or deterritorialize and which we will 

replace with new structures, passing again from striated space to smooth space and 

starting the process again" ("Rhizome" 316). Ulmer describes a similar circulation of 

states in reading hypertexts: in Teletheory: Grnmmutology in the Age of Video. he 

contends that readers must ··bring into the relationship I or rhetorical situation I the three 

levels of sense-common, explanatory, and expert- operating in the circulation of 

culture from ' low' to ' high' and back again'' (vi). By doing so, Ulmer contends that 

readers may construct their own tracings, or knowledge structures-which Ulmer refers 

to as mystories (84)-from a diversity of culturally-unique. interdisciplinary. and multi-
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modal texts in a way that stitches together the divergences among the texts and the socio-

ideological realities they represent. 

Inasmuch as the rhizome model of hypertext opens up the network metaphor to a 

potentially infinite lack of limitation. indiscriminate connectivitv. and sci f-oruanizinu - ~ ~ 

textual growth. the fundamental characteristics or hypertext this theory supports rc111;_1i11 

the same: hypertext, for all intents and purposes. exists as a nonlinear. decentercd. 

intertextuaL multimodaL and multivocal textbase or network through which readers 111;_1y 

repeatedly create new reading paths or tracings and, thus. experience the text and its 

meaning in a plurality of ways. Electronic linking also remains the most significant 

element of hypertext for both poststructuralist and post-digital theorists. for electronic 

links not only provide the path from one lexia to another, or movement through the 

disparate or fragmented lexias in a hypertext. but. through the rhetoric or arrival create 

significant associative ( or di sj uncti vc) opportunities for readers to create meaning ru I 

reading paths or mystories from this ever-changing. ever-expanding network of text. In 

short. uni i ke poststructural views of hypertext as a non Ii near. or random access. net work 

consisting of associative links between nodes (or lexias) that operate according to a 

rhetorical pattern of departure and arri vaL post-digital theorists describe the hypcrtextua I 

network as a self-organizing multiplicity of dimensions comprised not only or plateaus 

but lines of flight, or potential movements through the body of the text. that may 

bifurcate or rupture so that new outgrowth~ take on a movement of their own through 

new "and .. . and ... and conjunctions' ' (Deleuze and Guattari 25). This distinction. 

although subtle. may be ascribed as the contrast between the poststructuralists· stress on 
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the individual points of nodes of the network structure, based on logos. and the post

digitalists' emphasis on the lines that cut across and continue beyond inherently rnobi le 

plateaus or nomos. These two different ways of thinking about hypertext. certainly m~1y 

be attributed to the two distinct rhetorical theories upon which the poststructural and 

post-digital regimes base their theories of hypertext: the poststructuralist vision evolving 

out of McLuhan ·s media theory and the post-digital approach developed through Dclcuzc 

and Guattari's rhizome model. Nevertheless, the divergences between these two 

hypertext theories end here since both regimes perceive the emergence of hypertext as a 

social or cultural shift away from the once ideal linear and hierarchical book model and 

since the majority of characteristics they ascribe to hypertext not only intersect but ortcn 

compliment one another. 

Insasmuch as McLuhan and Powers· tetradic neo-acoustic space of electronic 

media reflects a hiculturolism of visual and oral /aural spaces. Dcleuze and Guattari · s 

rhi zomorphic space signals a similar convergence or cultural and psychological spaces 

that, in essence. produce a new unconsciousness. In fact. McLuhan and Powers· visual 

and acoustic spaces may be equated with Dcleuze and Guattari ' s striated and smooth 

spaces. respectively. and the linguistic or semiotic products of these spaces can 

materialize as new forms of texts that both author teams of McLuhan and Powers and 

Oeleuze and Guattari describe. correspondingly. in terms ol'simultuneity and us.rnciutiu11 

and multiplicity and connectivity. The convergences between poststructural and post-

d igi ta! descriptions of hypertext reflect a system or text that embodies the rhetorical 

tropes of fragmentation or segmentation. decentcredncss. heterogeneity ( de lined 
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specifically by poststructuralist theorists as multimodality and multivocality) and 

topography and mapping. Interestingly, too both poststructuralists and post-digital 

theorists recognize in hypertext the lack of beginnings and endings and. thu s. an ever

expanding middle, as well as a nonlinear network structure. infinitely open on all sides. 

through which readers may create new trails or tracings by choosing among 

contingencies created by its i ntertextual i ty of connectivity. 



Notes 

1 In fact, Miles presents his brief discussion of this "genealogy" on his \Vay to posit a nc\\. 

cinematic approach, which will be discussed in chapter three. 

2 Mosaic, the first graphical Internet brc.nvscr. was developed for Unix and X-Windows 

platforms by the National Center of Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) ("Mosiac ... 

pars. 1-3). A Macintosh and a cross-platform version were developed later, and the rights 

to Mosiac were sold to Spyglass, Inc. in 1997 (par. 6). During that same year. the leading 

project programmers, Marc Andreessen and Eric Bina, left NCSA to establish their own 

company, Netscape, and developed one of the most widely used browsers today, 

Netscape Navigator. 

3 The term c.yhers;wce was coined by William Gibson in his 1983 cyberpunk novel. 

Ne uromoncer. 

4 In 1\l!ikhoil Bokhtin: ( 'real ion ofa Pm.mies. Morson and Emerson identify the three 

senses ofBakhtin ' s term dialogue: (1) "every utterance is by del1nition dialogue'': (2) 

"allows some utterances to be dialogic and some to be nondialogic ( or rnonologic )": (J) a 

··global concept, a view of truth and the world"' (30-31 ). 

5The polyphonic novel, explains Bakhtin ii1 Problems o/Dostoevsky 's Poetics, embodies 

a '"plurality of'independenl and unmerged voices ond consciousnesses, o genuine 

polyphony of.fitlly volid voices'' (6), and each character ' s voice (and the voices of the 



narrator and author) reflects a new center or .. semantic authority" ( Morson and Emerson 

254). 

6 Readers creation of structure and meaning, as \,·ill be explained later in this ch~1ptcr. is 

contingent upon what Landow refers to as the rhetoric o/orri\'CI/. 

7Waltcr Ong shO\vs in Orulity one/ litemcy that this legacy is solidi lied by print media. 

x In Orulity one/ literucy, Ong defines JJrimwy orulity as the tradition or cultures that did 

not use writing or other forms of visual representation for communication: rather. they 

relied upon sound (i.e .. speech or music) and recall. or memory to disseminate krnm-lcdgc 

(31-32) . 

l) ;\ hypcrtextual lexia is a point subsumed within a line or !light. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NARRATOLOGY 

Beginning with what Miles refers to as the poststructural regime, hypertext 

theorists have appropriated narrative theory as a means for explaining how the seemingly 

chaotic characteristics of hypertext may, in fact, result in rhetorically sound readings. 

Nevertheless, few, if any, hypertext theorists define hypertext narrative in any definitive 

fashion. Rather, the culmination of hypertext theory and criticism reflects a wide range of 

approaches to narrative that according to Miles's can be categorized into three regimes: 

poststructuralist, post-digital, and cinematic. Poststructuralist theorists, such as George P. 

Landow and Stuart Moulthrop, approach hypertext narrative from the position that 

hypertext ' s embodiment of the author ' s intentions, revealed through design , cues reader ' s 

responses and, thereby, hypertext narratives. Poststructuralist Michael Joyce , on the other 

hand, writes extensively about the reader's predominant role in narrative development, 

claiming in ()_(Two Minds that "hypertext is reading and writing in an order you choose 

where your choices change the nature of what you read" ( 177). The complexity of 

hypertext design- particularly in its qualities of "connection, heterogeneity, multiplicity, 

signifiying rupture and cartography and decalcomania" (Burnett, "Towards a Theory of 

Hypertextual Design," par. 16)- prompts most theorists of the post-digital regime to 

approach hypertext narrative as rhizomorphic. Approaches to hypertext narrative using 

the postmodern theory of the rhizome, developed by French philosophers Gilles Deleuze 
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and Felix Guattari, also appear in cinematic hypertext theories, as do syntagmatic 

approaches-both of which emphasize hypertext narrative as similar to that of cinematic 

montage. 

Significantly, however, the majority of hypertext theorists, despite their diverse 

approaches to this hypermedia, agree that hypertext challenges traditional notions or 

narrative because of hypertext's fundamental nonlinear organization and its 

overwhelming reliance upon an active reader. In other words, as N. Katherine Hayles 

explains in "Situating Narrative in the Ecology of New Media,'' ·'[s]ince Aristotle, stories 

have been conceived as having a beginning, a middle, and an end. But in electronic 

hypertexts there often is no preset path, so the narrative exists not as a set sequence but as 

a network of possibilities that the reader can activate in many different ways'' (573). In 

fact , Landow goes so far as to describe hypertext narrative as everything that print 

narrative is not: through hypertext, the traditional printed narrative- with its linear 

temporal and spatial sequencing, its reliance upon definite beginnings and endings. its 

' 'concept of unity and wholeness," and its ' 'certain definite magnitude" (1-/yper Text 2. () 

181 )- has been radically decentered, or as George Lanham suggests, has been .. exploded 

into the ether" (The Electronic Word 31 ). 

As such, hypertexts reveal what Miller calls "problems of narrative line aris[ing]. 

... from interruptions of its continuity and from difficulties in beginning and ending it'' 

(Reading Narrative I 08). Indeed, as the "literal embodiment of Derridian decenteredncss 

and Barthes ' writerly text," as Johnson-Eilola explains, "the network of hypertext 

continually deconstructs itself by refusing a single form" ( 111 ); thus, an event or lexia, 
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becomes part of the narrative structure only if users select the lexia as part of the reading 

path. And, certainly, as Terence Harpold maintains, "starting in the middle of a hypertext 

does not mean that there is an earlier beginning to which you will be able to return. even 

if making sense of everything else in the narrative depends upon it" ("'Conclusions" 189). 

In essence, then, as Joyce contends, " the reader's task in hypertexts becomes a constant 

rereading of intentions against the rereading of elusive or irrecoverable sequences . We 

see and lose our hopes for the text by turns in the shifting screens" ("Nonce Upon Some 

Times" 13 7). The quintessential question in defining hypertext narrative, then, is how 

readers of hypertext experience order and coherence ( or unity) in such a manner that they 

perceive the fragmented text as a story. 

Accordingly, this chapter does not strive to definitely describe hypertext narrative 

nor does it apply hypertext narrative theory but, rather, explores a plurality of approaches 

to hypertext- including poststructural (along with postmodern), post-digital, and 

cinematic-in an attempt to create a lerminislic screen or le ns through which the rhetoric 

of e lectronic textbooks may be examined. In so doing, this discussion focuses on 

hypertext theorists ' explanations of how the defining characteristics of hypertext- its 

nonlinearity , fragmentation, intertextual ity, multivocal i ty, and mu! ti modality- in 

combination with the reader's interactive participation influence the reader's sense or 

story, or narrative, through the experiences of order, coherence, and meaning . 

Narrative order or sequencing in hypertext is frequently described as not on ly 

difficult to pinpoint but essentially ahsent from hypertext since, at least theoretically , 

hypertext exists "as a pure release from the constraints of linearity and isolated texts'' 
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(Eilola-Johnson 122-123 ). In less abstruse terms, Es pen Aarseth describes hypertext as a 

"discontinuous nonlinear text ... traversed by 'jumps' between textons" (63), in which a 

user 's reading process may be disrupted at any point within a lexia or path of lexias by 

further opportunities to jump to or visit new lexias. Even though hypertexts are 

complicated by hyperlinking opportunities, as Jacques Derrida argues, in Ol 

Grammatology, nonlinear writing usuall y appears discontinuous because it "spells it s 

symbols pluri-dimensionally~ there the meaning is not subjected to successivity, to the 

order of a logical time, or the irreversible temporality of sound" (86-87). In other words, 

because of the three-dimensional ( or neo-acoustic) environment of the hypertext medium, 

"[a] hypertext has no canonical order," for, as Bolter argues in Writing Space, "[e]very 

path defines an equally convincing and appropriate reading, and in that simple fact, the 

reader's relationship to the text changes radically. A text as a network has no uni vocal 

sense~ it is a multiplicity without the imposition ofa principle of domination '' (25). In 

light of Derrida 's and, especially, Bolter's assertions, the term nonlinearity may in fact be 

a misnomer where hypertext is concerned, for hypertext resists a sin1de or definitive 

narrative order, yet, facilitates, if not encourages, readers to create their own orders or 

paths through the selection of hyperlinks, or decision points , within the text. 

Not surprisingly, then, Landow argues, in HyperText 2. 0, that nonlinear hypertext 

must be understood as multisequential, or multilinear ( 4 ), and Moulthrop further asserts 

that "polysequential is a better way to describe hypertext" ('The Shadow," par. 33, 

emphasis added). The polysequential nature of hypertext involves, as Landow contends. a 

range of ''degrees or ratios" of "( I) reader 's choice, intervention and empowerment~ (2) 
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inclusion of extra-linguistic texts (images, motion, sound); (3) complexity of network 

structure; and ( 4) degrees of multiplicity and variation of Ii terary elements, such as plot, 

characterization, setting and so forth" (HyperText 2. 0 180). Nevertheless, at least 

minimally, these ratios may be collapsed into the three levels of hypertext: the micrn

level of the lexias themselves; the underlying story-level of hypertext structure ( or 

hypo/ext, to use Moulthrop 's term); and the macm-level, or reader-activated/rcader

created structural patterns. Significantly, however, the dividing lines between these three 

levels are, at best, tenuous. Through the use of granularity theory-which, in '·Toward a 

Rhetoric of Informating Texts,'' Moulthrop describes as the study of the "bas ic 

coherence of the grain of the hypertext: an atom of expression whose internal sequencing 

does not vary even though the context in which it belongs (the order in which the reader 

encounters various granular bits) may change with each reading'' ( 173 ). Moulthrop 

claims in '"The Shadow of an lnformand" that '"all hypertexts are linear at some leve l of 

granulariti'- in the micro-lexia, or the syntax and compositional structure or the content 

in each hypertextual document, lexia or utterance' (par. 36). Signif'icantly, however. 

Moulthrop concludes that ''in considering granularity, we necessarily assume c1 dualistic 

view of hypertext structure according to which hypertexts consist partly or transitions 

(links which enact arrival and departure) and partly of stabilities (passages of linear 

discourse or gestalt structures like graphics)" ("Toward a Rhetoric" 173). In ·'The 

Shadow of Informand," Moulthrop adds that "[t]he local stability of the lexia arouse 

expectations of coherence and internal consistency," which Moulthrop refers to as ''the 

hallmark of print" (par. 36); nevertheless, Moulthrop maintains that " the operation of 
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links overturns these expectations, constantly throwing the reader into unfamiliar 

discursive territory, invalidating apparent structures of causality and necessity'· (36 ). 

Thus, ''once the reader," as Landow so poetically asserts in HyperText 2. 0. "leaves the 

shadowy bounds of any text unit, new rules and new experiences apply'· ( 4 ). In essence, 

narrative order, whether or not it is supported within hypertext lexias (as navigational or 

content-based cues), explains Joyce, derives from the reader ' s satisfaction of the 

structurally-discovered meaning of what has been read. In other words, in hypertext 

''[m]eaning in narrative is an orderly but continually [sic] replacement of meaningful 

structures throughout the text" through which " [ e ]very reading by every reader becomes 

privileged and authorized" ( Joyce, "Hypertext Narrative," pars . 13 , 15). Moreover, Joyce 

attributes to this polysequentiality, or plurality of authoritative readings, the notion that 

·'hypertext thinks itself to be structural rather than serial'' (par. 3) . In other words. 

hypertext has as its aim not the "production of history '' that Umberto Eco ascribes to 

serial thought but the motive of exploration or "discovery" characteristic of strncturol 

thought (The Open Work 221 ). 

In "The Structure of Hypertext Activity," Jim Rosenberg argues that ''[r]eaders 

discover structure through activities provided by hypertext" (22). To reveal how readers 

go about structural discovery, Rosenberg proposes three progressively complex levels of 

reader activity: actemes, episodes, and sessions. Actemes, as he notes, involve such "'low

level activity" as link-following and backtracking but may also include such "high-level 

activities" as menu-choice-all of which represent directional structures (22). More 

important Rosenberg asserts that when a "group of aclemes'' representing relations 
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between a series of lexias ··cohere in the reader's mind as a tangible entity,'' the reader 

has discovered an episode (23 ). In fact Rosenberg argues that "[/]oraging.fcJr episodes'' 

may constitute how narrative schema in hypertext come about (22, 27). An episode, as a 

reader structure, explains Rosenberg, ·'emerges itself from reader activity' ' (26). Multiple 

episodes, which Rosenberg maintains are "most likely not specifically embodied in 

formal structural devices, ' ' especially in link-node hypertext may be considered .. even 

more likely to be emergent" (26). An episode (or multiple episodes), then, may '·consist 

of all or part of a trail or path" (22) traversed or gathered during a single session, or 

reading event. 

Rosenberg's concept of foraging is particularly significant because, as Rosenberg 

warns, even after following a chain, or several different chains, of lexias, the reader may 

or may not find a ··tangible entity" that coheres (23 ). This phenomenon, according to 

Adrien Miles, occurs because '"[!]inks always have a remainder, a residue of 

contextualising [sic] force that extends against and into the moment before their promise, 

and at the point of their enaction into an open future that can only even be a bet against 

an unknowable future" (Hypertext Structure," 62). For instance, hypertext readers often 

choose a link only to find that the file is not found- the Web page, for instance, has been 

moved to a new location or removed entirely from the Web. In other cases, readers might 

arrive at a lexia devoid of further departure links-a hypertextual spot that Rosenberg 

refers to as an "episode-vortex" since the thread of the episode is lost or cut short. 

Although either of these experiences may result in the "reader's discomfort in having 

suddenly lost all episodes"~ interestingly, however, the reader 's failure to maintain the 
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narrative thread may, in fact, prompt him or her to once again ''begin foraging for an 

episode'' (24) since, as Rosenberg adds, narrative meaning "happens through links" and, 

thereby, ;'derives from hypertext activity in the large" (24) such that narrzitive order and 

coherence ··transcend the lexia" to satisfy the reader's search for zi finzil structure. 

When "a gatherer is unsure about final structure:' notes Rosenberg, .. spatial 

methods tend to be preferred'' (26). Similarly, when hypertext theorists do offer a 

description of narrative order, it is overwhelmingly a .\patial one. In his cornerstone 

work, Writing Space, Jay David Bolter, one of the most vocal proponents of link-node 

hypertext ' s spatiality, introduces into hypertext theory ·'the primacy of spatial 

visualization as both controlling metaphor and conceptual precondition of writing" 

(Luesebrink, 157). As noted in chapter one, Bolter describes hypertext as essentially 

topographic- a mapping of the networked landscape of topical and visual electronic 

writing spaces connected by associative hyperlinking. The space that constitutes 

hypertextual i ty "within the node," asserts Joyce, stands ·'metonym icall y both for the 

space of the abstract structures of its representation (window, system. browser, frame) 

and for composite space (the site, the web, the story, the reading) within which we 

experience it" ("On Boundfulness" 158). Similarly, Mark Bernstein suggests in 

"Structural Patterns and Hypertext Rhetoric" that ''web browsers revived the idea of 

topographically distinguished links- links set apart from the surrounding text by distinct 

color and typestyle-making it easy to create breadcrumbs by changing the link color 

rtor previously-visited lexias]" (Bernstein, ·'Structural Patterns" 3). In "The Moment in 

Hypertext: A Brief Lexicon of Time," Marjorie Luesebrink also notes '"that some critics 
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suggest that hypertext links may collapse time, making all aspects spati al .. ( 157) . Indeed. 

according to Moulthrop, hyperlinks in the link-node model of hypertext , specifically, may 

function simply as " transit routes between containers of information,, ("Toward a 

Rhetoric'' 174), and, in the rhizome model of hypertext, explains Jashiree K. Odin. 

hyperlinks appear to be "positive invisible space,'' (605). 

Regardless of their specific spatial function, the combination of hyperlink and 

lexia spaces make up what Umberto Eco. refers to as the open 1vork in which the reader is 

offered "an invitation to indiscriminant participation ... . the chance of oriented inse rtion 

into something which always remains a world intended by the author'' ( The Open Work 

19). In other words, the topography or spatial and topical map of hypertext at least 

initially and locally, is controlled by the author's design: " [t]he author creates links. 

designates paths along which the reader may travel, and, thus.' ' explains post-di gital 

hypertext theorist John Tolva, '"in a freer manner than modernist authors, structures the 

network of allusions, paralleli sms, and juxtapositions that contribute to the sense or 

textual space'' ( 14 ). Yet, as Moulthrop asserts in " Reading From the Map: Metonymy and 

Metaphor in the Fiction of Forking Paths," inasmuch as this hypotextual map ''represents 

the text as totality or metaphor ... or a primary conceptual framework,'' the map must 

" not rbe] identified with finality or revelation, but with the initial incitement or 

hypertextual reading, the sense of being precipitated into an unexp lored space ( 129 ). 

Deleuze and Guattari similarly describe the map in their narrative model of the rhizome, 

discussed in A Thousand Plateaus: the map 
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is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in contact with the real. The 

map does not reproduce an unconsciuus closed in upon itsel( it constructs 

the unconscious. It fosters connections between fields, the removal of 

blockages . ... It is itself a part of the rhizome [rcac.L here. as hypertext j. 

The map is open and connectable in all of its dimensions: it is detachable. 

reversible, susceptible to constant modification. It can be torn. 1-c\ ·crscd. 

adapted to any kind of mounting, reworked by an individual. group, or 

social formation. ( 12) 

r n other words, the metaphorical map constitutes a representation of the virtual , 1 ·/wfr n e.\s 

of a hypertext that may be constantly reconfigured by readers through what Deleuzc and 

Guattari refer to as tracings , or contingent, reader-determined lines offlight or 

movements through a textual assemhlage ( or alinear text such as hypertext). /\s Deleuzc 

and Guattari ' s concept of the tracing suggests, navigating through hypertext, .. gi vcrs I 

readers a sense of spatial movement as information changes" (.lohnson-Ei Iola I 16 ). In 

this respect, then, asserts Johndan Johnson-Eilola in Nostalgic 1Jngels .· l?co/'liculuting 

Hypertext Writing, "[u]sers have both a totalizing map and a contingent specific reading" 

( 124). 

Applying Deleuze and Guattari 's rhizome model to hypertext and postcolonial 

film in her article "The Edge of Difference: Negotiations Between the Hypertcxtual and 

Postcolonial," Jaishree K. Odin explains that 

[t]he narrative strategy used in the hypertext environment lies in 

navigating through a body of lexia that allows the tracing or varied paths 
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in the midst of open possibilities. Hypertextual tracing does not aim at 

reaching a destination; rather, the act of tracing itself becomes the object 

of navigation, so that the discrete nodes are subordinated to the lines of 

transversal. ( 601) 

In other words, as Michel de Certeau argues in The Practice o/Everyday Life, ·'what the 

map cuts up, the story cuts across'' ( 129), and, '·in this articulation, navigation does not 

lead to a timeless, geometric totalizing text, but a walked-through environment, more or a 

·tour ' than a ' map''' (118-122). In fact, according to de Certeau, ·'[e]very story is a travel 

story- a spatial practice" ( 115). " In de Certeau ' s vision," notes Rosello in ·'The 

Screener' s Maps," "not only are the story and map so intricately interwoven that the 

subtlest theoretical distinctions are needed to separate them, but the story/travel/map is 

itself indistinguishable from the storyteller/traveler/mapreader' ' ( 135). As such, the 

presence of the reader within the space of hypertext is as important as (if not more 

important than) the author ' s embodiment in the text he or she has created, for, as Joyce 

asserts in ''Nonce Upon Some Times," "the reader in motion across the space of the text 

inhabits a map not as a map but as the rereading of a map that we enact in (and as) our 

bodies'' ( 140). In essence, then, whether the hypertext reader ''appropriates space" within 

a hypertext by "us[ing] the already constituted map'' or by striking out on a ·'path where 

none has existed before" (Rosello 129), according to Rosello, the reader emerges as a 

wanderer, a traveler, who ' 'departs ... from that of both the users of maps (readers) and 

creators of maps (writers)" through "the strategy of randomness" ( 134 ). 
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Significantly, however, in "Contours of Constructive Hypertext, " Mark Bernste in, 

Michael Joyce, and David Levine argue that "'random link choice is a very poor model for 

navigation" because "'the experience of reading hypertext [ especially complex, 

constructive ones] cannot be separated from the construction of meaning and perception'' 

( 168). Thus, even at the spot in which a line of flight is ruptured, usually by associative or 

disjunctive hyperlinking, multiple narrative lines may be perceived by readers. At the 

point of such a hyperlink, according to Deleuze and Guattari, there occurs a hiji,rrntion, 

or "explosion of two heterogeneous series of lines" resulting in two new lines of flight, 

neither of which can be "attributed to or subjugated by anything signifying" (10). 

Hypertext-as-rhizome, then , as Deleuze and Guattari suggest, reacts much like a 

nonlinear or chaotic system: Ilya Prigogine's understanding of the "hilurcotion point 

projects alternative futures or histories for that system. The futures may in turn indicate 

increasing orderliness rather than disorderly chaos ( I 03-122). In other words, as Martin 

Rosenberg argues in "Physics and Hypertext." hyperlinking may "generate any number 

of Prigoginian bifurcation points, by offering the contingent possibilities of traj ectory in 

the history of text in that system, therefore projecting, through a node or nodes, 

alternative trajectories of narrative" (289). The map, or hypotext, is, therefore, frequently 

referred in terms of Jorges Luis Borges' s garden offhrking pol hs. 

In an early I 940's short detective story, Borges attempted, through the 

construction of a labyrinth of language and time, to attain his vision of a text that 

"branches off into infinity allowing the emergence of different stories" (Sasson 5). 

Constraints of the print medium kept Borges from fully realizing such an elaborate 
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vision; however, he did achieve a text that branched into two contingent stories. 

Nevertheless, as Stuart Moulthrop asserts, in " Reading from the Map: Metonymy and 

Metaphor in the Fiction of·Forking Paths ~," especially in the medium ofhypertexL '"ltJhe 

garden of forking paths is capable of containing multitudes" ( 121 ). In foct. this '"forking 

out in two directions on a surface, forcing its witness ( or user [or viewer]) to choose one 

path in preference of another," asserts Espen J. Aarseth, is the simplest form of 

nonlinearity and is commonly found in hypertexts ( 63 ). 

After transferring Borges's story into a hypertextual version and having students 

read iL Stuart Moulthrop learned that "[i]n a rather limited and tentative way, the 

e lectronic 'forking paths' represents a hypertextual realization of Borges' textual 

theorizing" ('Reading from the Map" 124). Like Jane Yellowees Douglas's students who 

tested Moulthrop's hypertextual version of "The Garden of Forking Paths," Moulthrop 

argues that readers of hypertext can ·'construct a large number of such j metonymic I 

systems, even when .. . these construction shave not been foreseen by the text' s 

designers, ' ' and ·'these pathways," Moulthrop contends, ·'may constitute coherent and 

closural narrative lines" ( 129). Interestingly, however, the narratives inherent in the map 

or hypotext, must be considered asfalse, for, as Deleuze argues in his second theoret ical 

study of montage cinema ( Cinema II: Time Image), although bifurcating points 

essentially split the narrative into two "equally possible [and contingen(] but mutuall y 

contradicting narrative explanations,'' these forked paths keep on forking, rendering 

narrative a paradox of indiscernihility such that the reader or viewer must decide what is 

actual and virtual, or real and imaginary. 
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To alleviate these problems, Douglas's students who read Moulthrop· s hypertext 

Forking Paths, for instance, chose not "reading for plot" in the traditional sense-by 

what narratologist Peter Brooks contends is the constructing of a metaphorical whole 

through the ··metonymical flow of language" in the texts-but ··by seeking to plot a 

design which might enable them to confer the significance on the individual nodes 

themselves'' (Douglas, ·'Gaps, Maps," par. 40). In other words, in a fashion similar to the 

spatial approach to narrative much like that discussed by modernist critic and 

narratologist Joseph Frank-an approach in which .. the violating of time ... demands or 

readers a simultaneous perception of the whole'· (Burton, .. Bakhtin. Temporality'' 41 )

''the readers of Forking Paths," explains Douglas, ··saw the metaphor of the map-as-text 

as a means of conferring meaning on the chain of metonymies stretching throughout the 

texf' (Douglas, "Gaps, Maps:' par. 40). 

Although hypertext's bifurcating hyperlinks, forking paths, and maps 

reveal a preference of space over time, Gunner Liest0l identifies a variety or levels or 

temporal linearity in hypertext. In "Wittgenstein, Gennette, and the Reader·s Narrative in 

Hypertext, ''Liest0l argues that "temporal linearity is always present no matter how 

nonlinear or chaotic a situation [such as hypertext] may be,'' and the readcr·s selections 

of hypertext documents-regardless of their spatial organization- produces a sub_iectivc. 

context-driven spatial linearity that "represents temporal linearity. which is the basic 

metaphorical function of the line" (Liest0I 108). Moreover, claims Liest0l, as the 

hypertext reader encounters such dynamic hypermedia elements as audio and bi

directional video, "the varieties of linearity increase" ( 109). Ma1jorie Leusebrink. in .. The 
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Moment in Hypertext," also notes the temporality of hypermedia. As she explains, '"Java 

applets and scripts, recoverable screens, CGI scripts, animated .gifs, server push, 

rollovers, and moving text are means of 'reinscribingi time [in] a multilinear, multimedia 

environment" (Luesebrink 111 ). Along with this lvlechctnicct! Time, Leusebrink further 

adds to Liest0l's list six more temporal aspects of hypertext and hypertext reading: (I) the 

fnleraclive Time of actemes; (2) the overall Reading (and rereading) Time: (3) C ·ognilil'c 

Tinie, which she defines as the ··chronological time that the reader constructs or 

reconstructs, imaginatively, to encompass the content of the [hypertextual] poem or 

narrative" ( 108); ( 4) Mythic Time, or the textual or visual cues that suggest the temporal 

location of the reader within the hypertext; (5) the Real Time of the ''simulated · current 

resolution' of the narrative mechanism' ' ( 1 10 ); and ( 6) Nctrral ive Time, "the means for 

revealing the precipatory causes- the conditions and events which give rise to plot and 

action ''- which, Leusebrink claims, "may involve a backstory, or flashback, although the 

actual chronological location of the info is ambiguous" ( 1 10). 

Liest0I further asserts that hypertexts reveal what narratologist Gerard C icnncttc. 

(like semiotician and film theorist Christian Metz) recognizes as the .. temporal duality'. in 

narrative of the s!OJJJ told and the telling of the story, or cli.,·course, which Gennette 

··clarifies'' through his ''discussion of order, duration, and frequency'' (92-93). In regards 

to hypertext, Gennette~ s conception of order, explains Liest0!, refers to the ti me that it 

takes to read the story elements of hypertext and the order in which these texts are .. stored 

independent of that reading" (93 ). Thus, in hypertext (just as in other forms of narrative) 

Liest01 contends, story and discourse time rarely exist as synchronous (93 ). According to 
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Liest0l, this phenomenon is especially significant in hypertext where the reader 

manipulates the duration of discourse time through his or her selection of nodes within 

the network and in the ''[i]nteractivity in hypermedia [which] al!O\vs the user to choose 

the speed, quantity, and quality of information" (95). Duration- which, for Gennette. is 

·' the time it takes to tell about the events in the story compared to the actual time or 

events in the fictional universe"-is divided into five categories : .. summary, ellipses, 

scene, stretch, and pause" (94 ). The discourse duration in hypertext , as Liest0l claims, 

depends upon the time and speed of the hypertextual reader· s actual reading or nodes ( or 

documents) as well as their decisions about what nodes to select influence the duration or 

discourse (95). For instance, "'in hypertext and hypermedia," as Licst0l explains, "lb ]y 

jumping from one node to another, the user creates summary and ellipses. Summw y and 

ellipses (the latter of which can be subsumed in the former) .. have shorter duration than 

story time" (94). Browsing. thus, also parallels summary and ellipses. for choosing not to 

follow a link creates ellipses, by means of which the articulated discourse is made 

·shorter' than other possible durations of the text" (94). The one to one correlation of 

discourse and story time in scene, Liest0l compares to the hypertext user's watching of "a 

video clip of some action or happening that is not rearranged by editing or manipulated in 

some other form" (95); whereas, the reader stretches, or lengthens, discourse time ·'by 

following links that lead to more material on the same topic''- a "procedure:· notes 

Liest0l, that simultaneously expands ''the 2.mount of information in the read text" (95 ). 

Gennette ' s.fequency-''the relation between repetitive capacities of the story and 

discourse'' (94) is particularly significant in hypertext reading since, as most hypertext 
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theorists agree, not only the hypotext but the reader's participation in creating hypertext 

narrative involves a large degree of repetition, or recurrence. In fact, Bernstein. Joyce, 

and Levine argue that .. in complex hypertexts .... recurrence is not a defect: repetition 

provides a powerful structural force, a motif that helps readers synthesize the experience 

of reading. Rhythms of recurrence announce patterns of reading,. ( 163 ). ··rA I rter al L .. 

they add, .. hypertext ... vvas originally motivated by the realization that a single pass~1gl.' 

may play several different roles in discourse'" (163). Hypertextuality. as Liestol contend s. 

can, thus, consist of any or all of the types of frequency identified by Gcnnette

''singular, repetitive, multiply singular, and iterative'' (Liestol 95). For e:-.:amplc. a 

hypertext reader might access '"a node signifying one event:· only once. or singulorly. 

The reader ' s returning to one particular node through backtracking or activating a 

particular node multiple times while reading about a particular topic results in n:;)(: f itirc 

frequency of discourse (96). By jumping tu nodes about a similar topic, Liestol add, 

readers change discourse frequency to mull iple singular, '"i ncorporat[ i ng I individual but 

singular elements in discourse time which refer to individual but similar events in the 

story time" (96). Liest0l further points out that hypertextual recurrence may be compared 

to Gennette's iterorive category of discourse in which ··several incidents in the story kn.:! 

are referred to from one element of discourse'': Licstt,1l identifies such overtly iterative 

nodes as ··summary and overview nodes" and .. extended table of contents .. ( 96 ). 

Nevertheless, content nodes that might be described in printed books as references. 

footnotes. or quotes may also be iterative if multiple lexias link to one of these texts . 
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The iterative nature of hypertext, as well as its recurrence in general, plays a 

significant role in what Mark Bernstein identifies as Cycles. The Cycle, as Bernstein 

asserts. is a hypertextual pattern that occurs when ''the reader returns from a previously

visited node and eventually departs on a new path'. ("Patterns of Hypertext." par. 7) . 

Recurrence, then, may not be equated with simply the .. revisiting of a place that one has 

seen before." which Bernstein explains .. was seen as a sign of disorientation. 

insufficiency, or artistic defect" ("Structural Patterns" 2). Rather, as J. Y el lo wees 

Douglas asserts in "Understanding the Act of Reading: The WOE Beginner ' s Guide to 

Dissection," each iteration, .. breathes new life into a narrative of possibilities": in readers· 

·'third or fourth encounter with the same place, the immediate encounter remains the 

same as the first, what changes is [readers'] understanding" ("Understanding'' 118). Thus. 

in " Structural Patterns and Hypertext Rhetoric," Bernstein argues that ··although some 

recent critics have attacked cycles as a symptom of postmodern malaise fM i lier 1998 j. it 

is c !car that cycles are important in complex narrati vc '' (2 ). The recurrence or eye Ii cal 

nature of hypertext, asserts Bernstein. may be revealed not only as "postmodern effects . 

but also fas] familiar writerly motifs" (2). The motif of recurrence in his A/iernoon. o 

story, for instance, is expressed by Joyce in ''Nonce Upon Some Times" : 

Of recursus, there is hallucination, deja vu, compulsion.riff, ripple, canon. 

isobar, daydream, and theme and variation ... Of timeshi ft there is the 

death of Mrs. Ramsay and the near disintegration of the house .. . Leopold 

Bloom on a walk, and a man who wants to say he may have seen his son 

die. Of the renewal there is every story not listed previously. ( 135-136) 
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More importantly, perhaps, "[r ]ecurrence communicates the existence of a structure, the 

linkage among ideas which weaves disparate facts anJ arguments into a single coherent 

work" (Bernstein, Joyce, and Levine 163 ). 

Within the category of the cycle, Bernstein defines four speci fie subtypes: the 

Joy ce Cycle, Douglas' Cycle, the Weh Ring, and Contours. The Joyce ( ) ·c/e, derived 

from Michael Joyce's literary hypertext, A.fiernoon. a slmy, involves the reader 

.. rejoin[ing] a previously-visited part of the hypertext and continufing] along a 

previously-traversed trajectory through one or more spaces before the eye le is broken .. 

(Bernstein, ·'Patterns of Hypertext: ' par. 8). In such a cycle, the first encounter with a 

certain node may be interpreted by the reader as an .. establishing frame, .. setting the tone 

or scene for the hypertext as a whole, ye t on a subsequent visit, or recurrence, this node

interpreted within the context of the reader's path- may appear to have a local 

significance. As an example of a Joyce Cycle, Bernstein cites the following node l'rom 

Joyce's Afiernoon: 

By five the sun sets and the afternoon melt freezes again across the 

blacktop into crystal octopi and palms of ice- rivers and continents beset 

by fear , and we walk out to the car, the snow moaning beneath our 

boots .... 

When readers first encounter this passage, they may believe that the story takes place at 

sunset in winter and begins with the character walking out across the snow to their car: 

however, as Bernstein notes, later the readers ··may recognize that the winter scene the 

narrator describes might be the wreck of his ex-wife's car, that the continents of fear, the 
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moaning of snow, may be the wrack left after the car (and the bodies) have been 

removed' ' ("Patterns of Hypertext,'' par. 9). Interestingly, too, amidst four readings of 

Afiernoon, Jane Yellowees Douglas concludes that this cyclical hypertext .. clues 1101 

default, requiring that I physically alter my reading strategy or slop reading'' (Douglas, 

... How Do I Stop this ThingT" 168, italics in original). 

In contrast, Douglas ' C)de, initially developed or observed by .lane Yellmvccs 

Douglas in Joyce's WOE, Or a Memm y oj'What Will Be , supports the idea that .. the 

appearance of an unbroken cycle signals closure, an end of a section or the exhaustion or 

the hypertext" (Bernstein, "Patterns of Hypertext,'' par. I 0) . In Joyce's WOE, explains 

Douglas, "the map itself resembles a mandala~ with the place ·Mandala' representing the 

hub of a narrative wheel , connected through a series of paths to five other places that, in 

turn, contain other, subsidiary places" ("' How Do l Stop this Thing?' ' ' 176). Once readers 

have ·'incorporated the contents of the periphery with the contents of the hub in WOE ... 

asserts Douglas, they may develop a sense of cyclical narrative closure. ( 184-185). 

The "grand cycle"- ''a cycle that links entire hypertexts in a tour of a subject''

clairns Bernstein, is the Web Ring. Several Web Rings ( e.g., Archaeology On the Net 

Web Ring and Afro American Web Ring) exist on the World Wide Web and. as 

Bernstein notes, this cyclical arrangement not only promotes the sharing of a reader-base 

but " tends to promote equality of access" since ·'each participant [in the ring] gains one 

inbound link, at the cost of one outbound link" to another participant's web page/site 

("Patterns of Hypertext," par. 11 ). Inasmuch as a Web Ring establishes a fairly strong 

mode of sequencing- readers may choose a hyperlink or move to the Next or Previous 
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hypertext within the ring-one problem with the majority of Web Rings is its lack of 

flexibility afforded by multiple cross-hypertext links, or link directories, that would allow 

users to select one participant 's site over another of less interest. This problem, however. 

is alleviated in the final type of cycle observed by Bernstein: the C ·0111our. 

In a ( 'on/our, ·'cycles impinge upon each other, allowing movement within and 

between the paths defined by each cycle" (par. 12). In other words, Contours invo lve 

shared surface portions of two or more cycles. Contours may be visualized as 

interlocking circles in which one provides an entry point and a second cycle embodies an 

exit. The reader's choice of links along with the amount of hyperlinking among nodes, 

assert Bernstein, Joyce, and Levine, influences the user's full discovery of the cyclical 

surface and, thereby, determine which contours ''emerge and recombine" ( 165). In 

"(Re)Placing the Author,'' Joyce identifies the constituents of Contours as "visual forms 

[that] may include the apparent content of the text at hand~ its explicit and available 

design: or implicit and dynamic designs that the current reader or writer perceives either 

as patterns, juxtapositions, or as abstractions situated outside the text" (22 ). Thus, 

according to Bernstein, Joyce, and Levine, a Contour is comprised of '·a contingent order. 

a linearity perceived in tension against the possibility of other lines,'' yet, a Contour may 

not be equated with a path, or " traceable record of trajectory '' ( 163 ). Rather, as 

Moulthrop explains in ''The Shadow of the Informand,'' the contour "articulates the 

connectedness or ·coexistivity' of the text; in fact, like syntax, the contour is time

dependent'' (par. 37). In other words, the contour is primarily "perceived in time" as the 

reader moves from place to place or from surface to surface amidst the possible cycles of 
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reading. Interestingly, because of the overlapping of multiple cycles. contours suggest not 

only a surface order but depth (Bernstein, Joyce, and Levine 164 ). This depth appears. 

according to Bernstein, Joyce and Levine, "when it [a hypertext] can be seen as the 

projection of a recurrent structure that is structurally simpler than a non-recurrent one. 

Rather, than viewing recurrences as anomalous, the reader will try to cast them into a 

consistent, large scale pattern, or narrative '' ( 164 ). 

Along with Cycles. Mark Bernstein- drawing from stand-alone. Web-based. and 

fictional hypertexts-identifies eight other complex "topological and rhetorical patterns .. 

in hypertext ("Patterns of Hypertext." par. 3): Tong le, Sieve, ,~JJ/; ti.Join. Mirronvor/cl. 

Fe int, Ne ighhorhood, Counterpoint, Monlage , and Missing Link. As Bcrnstei n ex plains. 

these patterns, including Cycles, may be represented as visual metaphors thaL although 

not superior to or exclusive of other reader-created orders within hypertext. "may lead to 

more thoughtful, systematic. and sophisticated designs'' and reading strategies (par. 3 ). 

More importantly, however, these nine patterns may serve as narrative tropes or schenrns. 

and. thus, these patterns provide significant insight into the narrative order and coherence 

of hypertext. Three of Bernstein's patterns-Counterpoint, Montage, and Missing Link

intersect with narrative approaches increasingly applied to hypertext: Bakhtinian 

dialogism, cinematic montage heuristics, and reader-response theory. respectively. 

Because these three patterns require extensive examination. their discussion will be 

preceded by a brief description of the Tangle, Sieve, Spli ti.Join. Mirron i:orlcl. Fe inf. and 

Nei?,hhorhood patterns. 
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The Tangle usually occurs at the beginning of a hypertext and "'confronts the 

reader with a variety of links without providing sufficient clues to guide the reader's 

choice'' (Bernstein ''Patterns of Hypertext," par. 22). Although Tangles often reflect 

creative experimentation or amusement_ notes Bernstein, they may also be used to 

··intentionally disorient the readers in order to make the them more receptive to a new 

argument or an unexpected conclusion" (par. 22). Sieves, on the other hand ... sort readers 

through one or more layers of choices in order to direct them to sections and episodes .. 

and, as Bernstein explains, resemble trees or multi-trees that may require a reader's 

" informed or instrumental" decision or choice at various points within the hypertext 

(pars. 26-27). 

Bernstein's Split/.loin and Mirror1vvorld patterns offer readers two separate paths 

through a hypertext, yet they exhibit marked differences. The Spli1/.Joi11, explains 

Bernstein, ""knits two or more sequences together" such that the narrative "'dependf s I on 

the reader's choice for a limited span, later returning the reader (at least temporarily) to a 

central core'' (par. 3 5). Essentially, Split/Joins al low the author of the hypertext to offer 

readers some flexibility yet still manage the bounds or the narrative, and. thus. arc 

·"indispensable to interactive narratives'' ( par. 3 5 ). rurthermore. the S pl i t/J n i 11 pattern. as 

observed by Bernstein, may appear in one of three subtypes: the Roshonwn puttern. 

Overviews and tours, and the Moulthrop Move. The Roshomon pattern ··embeds a 

Split/ Join within a cycle": as Bernstein explains, in this case, the cycle makes up the 

frame of the narrative, but the Split/Join[s] may allow readers ··to explore causal choices .. 

or various other interactive sequences before returning to the cycle to learn the 
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significance of what the reader's explorations have revealed (i.e., their moral meaning). 

Overviews and lours, according to Bernstein, reveal ·'the rhetorical intent of each path, 

but one side of the split is more detailed than the other'' (par. 37). Unlike the service or 

utilitarian purpose of most Overviews and tours, the Moulthrop Mo,'e resists ·· reader· s 

whims'': here, the hypertext responds ironically to the reader's apparent motivation 

instead of responding to the links ' overt message, as in Moulthrop's hyperliction Vic101 ~1· 

Garden. 

The split in Mirrorworlds provide "a parallel or intertextual narrative that adopts 

different voices or contrasting perspectives" (par. 18). These two voices remain separate 

and , as Moulthrop explains, the mirrored world they create ·'echoes a central theme or 

exposition by either amplifying it or elaborating on it in ways impractical in the main 

thread'' (par. 18). For instance, in hyperfiction, the Mirrorworld often consists of two 

distinct places ( e.g ., house/basement, house/funhouse) in which the content of the second 

path of the split parodies or offers darker or distorted reflections upon the lirst. 

Feint and Neighborhood patterns are similar in their reliance upon navigational 

features other than hyperlinking. According to Bernstein, the Feint, which might consist 

of a table of contents or site map, ·'establishes the existence or a navigational opportunity 

that is not meant to be followed immediate!/ ' but simply offers an overview or reading 

possibilities and, thereby, the scope or breadth of a hypertext (par. 40). "Miniature site 

maps," navigational bars, ·'unvarying thumbtabs," and other shared ornament ... or 

common navigational landmarks,' ' along with ·'the spatial proximity of nodes" make up 

the Neighhorhood (par. 31 ). As Bernstein explains, a Neighborhood .. establishes an 
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association among nodes" (par. 31 ). Similarly, Neighborhood patterns. or "indications 

such as design, color, graphics, music, and structure:' not only .. give readers an 

indication of space ... in the reading experience (to limit the infinite cybenrnrld)". but 

"establish Mythic Time" (Luesebrink 110). 

The first of three hypertext patterns that reflect the diversity of 

hypertextual narrative theory and criticism, Counterpoint, as Bernstein asserts. i nvo Ives 

.. two voices [ that J alternate, interleaving themes or welding together theme and response·· 

("Patterns of Hypertext," par. 13). In other words, through counterpoint. hypertc'.\t 

resembles ··a call and response or casual dialogue'" (par. 13 ). Bernstein rurther describes 

Counterpoint as appearing in four aspects- character-centric,jine-grainecl. lurge-scu/e. 

and cyclical- with Interstitial Counterpoint constituting an altogether different type of 

pattern. or subtype. In clwrocter-cenlric counterpoint, Bernstein contends. '"t\\'O central 

characters may explore their differences and establish connections'" not only through 

overt dialogue but through such written modes as ··e-mail letters"' (par. 13 ). Fine-grained 

counterpoint, as Bernstein observes it in Abbe Don's 1996 fictional hypertext. !Juhhe ·s 

Back Porch (http: //www.bubbe.com), "may move between lines and voices within a 

single lexia'· (par. 14). Bernstein adds that fine-grained counterpoint may o!'tcn echo early 

forms of storytelling- for instance, traditional Yiddish storytel I ing. as in Don· s liction

or "may be adapted to decenter the subject,'' as in Spiegelman ·s Mellis (par. 14 ) ... J\t a 

large scale,'~ notes Bernstein, Abbe 001/s Bubhe .. is essentially linear. and the internal 

counterpoint . .. forms the chief hypertextual element" whereas in Adrienne Green hart ' s 

Six Sex Scenes, the ··three or four outbound links from almost every node ... alternates 
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time frames" by linking childhood scenes with adult life and scenes such that .. the 

counterpoint of childhood and adult experience is the most prominent structural element' ' 

(par. l 5). Cyclical counterpoint, on the other hand, may be seen ··as a substitute for the 

structural power of the Cycle pattern, ,. in which counterpoint may act I ike what Joyce 

refers to as .. stitches" in a metaphorical quilt: in other words ... the counterpoint distorts 

the cycles while holding them in place" (par. 16). For instance. the ··c.1ravcyard" section 

of Shelley Jackson 's 1995 Storyspace fiction, Patchwork Girl, A Modern Monster, 

reflects a ''double-focus radial structure,'' (Williams, ··Texture, Typology," par. 2), yet, 

as Landow explains, ··Jackson endows each tale, each life\ encountered in the graveyard 

with a distinctive voice, thereby creating a narrative of Bakhtinian multivocality while 

si multaneously presenting a composite of women's lives at the turn of the century" 

(1-/yperTexl 2. 0 200). 

Unlike the four aspects of Counterpoint proper, the Interstitial C 'ozmterpoint 

pattern lies less in the lexias themselves as in what Bernstein refers to as the 

.. commentary he tween writing spaces'' (Bernstein ... Patterns or Hypertext. .. par. I 7) or. 

rather, in functional hyperlinks. The type interstitial subtype of Co unterpoint be seen in 

Storyspacc hypertexts (including Deena Larson's Sampler and Edward ra lco ·s Seo 

Islands), in which, as Bernstein concludes, the dialog box containing pathnames for 

multi-tailed links may be read as "interstitial poems'' (par. 17). More often, however, 

readers encounter interstitial counterpoint, especially on the World Wide Web, within the 

hyperlinks among ··several independent hypertexts, each representing a recognizable 

point of view and each capable of responding to links and trajectories within its own 
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frame and those of other active hypertexts" (par. 18). Interstitial Counterpoint. thus, 

suggests that hypertext narrative may rely upon not only the contextual, dialogic nature of 

the current lexia in relation with the previously-visited lexia and the lexia to follow. but 

within readers ' contextual interpretation of order, coherence, and meaning derived from 

their dialogues with a plurality of voiced story events encountered within one or more 

reading paths. 

Certainly, Counterpoint in all of its many forms suggests Bakhtinian interaction 

between lexias, for, as established in chapter one, hypertext may, in fact, resemble a 

polyphony , or the interaction between multiple "fully valid voices" (Bakhtin. J)rohle!Jls of 

Dostoevsky 's Poe/ ics, 180). In hypertextual i ty, as in any Bakhti nian utterance ... the 

presence of two or more irreconcilable voices or measures of me~ming may he 

encountered as the juxtaposition of two or more modes of language'' (Miller. Reading 

Narrative, 121 ). Or, as J. Hillis Miller adds in Readini Narrative, this juxtaposing or 

voices may involve " the enclosure within the narrative of another alien narrati \'e" ( I :21 ). 

In fact , to Bernstein's literary examples of Counterpoint, we may add Bolter's more 

general example of this intertextual and dialogic nature of hypertext in Writing ,\JJoce: 

.. highly designed pages of the web (those that are not mere repositories for printed 

materials) constitute an implicit dialogue with earlier media forms, as well as an interplay 

between words and images in the windowed space of the screen' ' ( 119). The first part or 

Bolter's example echoes the meta-level sense of Bakhti nian nove/ness. or the 

heteroglossic, polyphonic dialogue- a hypertext document in a highly-contextual. or 

socio-political and historical, dialogue with a book, film, or other whole utterance-
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whereas, the latter part suggests the multiplicity-or multi-layering-of intertextuality 

inherent in Bakhtin's dialogism: the various components within the hypertextual 

document engaged in a dialogue at the micro-level of the text. 

More importantly, perhaps, the concept of Counterpoint is used by narratologist 

Paul Ricoeur to describe the narrative structure of Bakhtinian dialogism: in dialogism, 

asserts Ricoeur, the narrative reveals a '"retreat of plot in the face of a principle of 

coexistence [of voices] and interaction [through dialogues that] bears witness to the 

emergence of a dramatic form in which space tends to supplant time,. ( Time um/ 

Narrative 2: 97). In other words, according to Ricoeur, 

[a]nother image imposes itself, that of ' counterpoint_' which makes all the 

voices simultaneous. The very nature of ' polyphony,' identified with that 

of dialogical organization, already indicated this. The coexistence of 

voices seems to have substituted for the tern poral con figuration or act ion . 

(2: 97) 

Of course, only Bernstein's subtype, Interstitial Counterpoint, can explain the dialogic 

relationship among most hypertexts in an open system. As a node in the netvvork of let ' s 

say . the World Wide Web. the hypertextual utterance, or lcxia, becomes one of millions 

of hypertextual utterances- each maintaining its own voice, and these voices engage 

simultaneously in an infinite number of dialogues, or poly logue. In this respect, then. the 

electronic, or hypertextual, link emerges as what Harpold describes as 

a space of convergence, contact, and interpolation-a social space from 

which the combined effect of this chorus of discourses radiates outward 
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towards other threads and links. Though any single hypertext is composed 

of a finite number of threads and links, it is potentially woven into a fabric 

of multiform discourses that exceeds the text's capacity to represent its 

own boundaries" ("Grotesque Corpus,'' par. 6). 

As Harpold's description suggests, in the highly intcrtcxtual environment or 

hypertext, hyperlinks, first, must be considered as sites where new dialogues can occur 

between the ·'voice ideas'' of utterances- and, as such, electronic links exist. as Adrien 

Miles contends, as ' 'events of connection' ' ("Hypertext Structure" 61 ). The term event is 

also used by Bakhtin to indicate the situation of dialogue- the interaction between two or 

more people, or voices, with in the context of heteroglot languages. Thus, not only do the 

utterances, or lexias, stress their own eventness, but, secondly, hypcrtextual links add a 

further layer ( or layers), if you wi IL of eventness to hypertextual i ty. In fact. i r i ndecd 

hyperlinks may be compared to events in a narratological sense, then, hyperlinks must be 

considered parallel to the lexias themselves in what Ricoeur describes as the episodic 

dimension of the narrative and must, thereby, function as the narrati vc' s chronologicul 

dimension, which "attempts to explain them [the events] or persuade others of their 

relevance" (Ochs 189). More specifically, in a Bakhtinian fashion, hyperlinks function as 

chronotopes, or time-space simultcmeity (Holquist 145). 

In the chronotope, notes Bakhtin, "time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, 

becomes visible~ space becomes charged and responsive to the movement of time, plot, 

and history (Bakhtin, "Forms,'' 34) That is, the type of chronotope- "for there are 

various qualities of time represented in a variety of chronotopes ··- represented in a 
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hypertextual link creates, as Morson and Emerson explain, "the context within which 

certain actions or events take place" (Morson and Emerson 367), for, according to 

Bakhtin, all of human understanding, or meaning, derives from our ability to situate 

events or dialogic language within some temporal-spatial context. or chronotope (l3akhtin 

"·Forms'' 432). Michael Holquist adds that '"this context can refract , add to, or, in so me 

cases even subtract from the amount and kind of meaning the utterance may be said to 

have when it is conceived only as a systematic manifestation independent of context" 

(Ho lquist, The DialoKic Imagination, xxviii). More significantly, in ··concluding 

Remarks," Bakhtin argues that this context, or chronotope, ""is the place \Vhere the knots 

of narrative are tied and untied' ' (Bakhtin, ""Forms'' 250). As such, the hypcrlink-as

chronotope functions as a ··form-shaping ideology" (or force) for understanding the 

nature of events and actions" (Morson and Emerson 367) within and among hypertexts 

and, thereby, acts as what Holquist calls the "total matrix that is comprised of'hoth the 

story and the plot of'ony particulor narrative'' (/3akhtin and his Worlcl I 14, italics in 

orginal). 

In Montage, Bernstein's third major category of topological and rhetorical 

hypertext patterns, "several distinct writing spaces appear simultaneously, reinforcing 

each other while retaining their separate identities" ("Structural Patterns'' I). As Carla 

Mancini explains in '"From Cinematographic to Hypertext Narrative." hypertext 's 

fragmented units of text or images (i.e., lexias or evcnts)-callcd shots in cinema- arc. 

as in montage cinema, juxtapositioned ""without grammatical devices linking them in a 

cohesive discourse'' (236). Instead of a grammar, then, Mancini and Shum assert that like 
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cinematic discourse, hypertextual discourse "constitutes a rhetoric" (66) in which 

hypertextual connections, or hyperlinks may be equated with the interval, the space 

between the shots that provides the contact site for the content of two lexias. 

In "Hypertext Syntagmas: Cinematic Narration with Links," Adrien Miles, like 

Mancini, adopts the semiologic film theory of Christian Metz to explore hypertext 

narrative; interestingly, however, Miles argues that the narrative quality of montage 

cinema and hypertext does not exist merely as "one single shot," or event, set against one 

other shot but "more like what we ordinarily understand to be a sequence. It is a part that 

forms the film , yet, as Metz rather typically states, "not a part of a part of a film (Metz 

123)" (Miles, "Autonomous Segments," par. 4). Thus, the basic unit of narrative is the 

sequence of shots ( or hypertextual nodes) as the autonomous segment: autonomous 

because cinematic shots "gain their autonomy by virtue of their independence, yet they 

retain their status as segments because they are part of the larger whole of the fi Im," or 

hypertext (par. 4 ). Indeed, either of these descriptions of Montage may be assumed as 

correct according to Bernstein's fairly vague description of Montage, yet Bernstein's 

examples of the Montage pattern tend towards Miles's sequence description of the shot. 

One form of Montage observed by Bernstein results from multiple points of 

departure, which may be seen in Landow's pedagogical hypertexts The Vic/orion Web 

and In Memoriam Weh. When readers access The Victorian Weh, for instance, they 

encounter what might be described as a gallery of twenty images functioning as 

hypertextual entry links. Significantly, the top image is labeled The Victorians and stands 

alone as a spatial indication of its overview or introductory status. Yet , below this image 
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appear horizontal groupings of entrance links in which their spatial proximity encourages 

readers to consider their relevance contextually. The first set of entry links-Political 

Histwy, Social History, and Gender Mallers-for example, highlight individually the 

paths through the hypertext that focus on these specific cultural backgrounds or the 

Victorian Era. However, when these images are considered in a Montage fashion, they 

imply significant associations and disjunctions within the landscape of Victorian 

culture- namely, the overall associative influences of the era's political/social 

environment and gender relations, but simultaneously, discord among these three 

historical aspects, including the derisive nature of Victorian social norms and gender

specific roles and social limitations. Additionally, the concepts expressed in these three 

horizontal images are juxtapositioned with the image of Victorian Authors and the 

images linked to Philosophy, Religion, Science, and Technology. 

Although this hyperlink or graphic form of Montage may seem rather simplistic, 

its more frequent form reveals a more complex narrative significance: the most intriguing 

effects of Montage, asserts Bernstein, occur "through superimposed windows which 

establish connections across the boundaries of explicit nodes and links" ('"Patterns of 

Hypertext:' par. 29). Windowed Montage, as Bernstein maintains, involves the launching 

of cascading windows or pop-up windows in such a manner that their main or originating 

Web page remains visible in the background. Jackson's Patchwork Girl, A Modern 

Monster, for example, combines emblematic linking on the title screen, much like 

Landow's hypertexts do, yet these black and white anatomical images continually move 

about the screen dissecting and reconfiguring the central image of a dissected woman. 
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referred to as the Everywoman Monster. By choosing hyperlinks such as the 

Everywoman Monster's leg, readers encounter a series of verbal lexias containing, 

among other things, fictional, theoretical, and pop-cultural themes. When a link is 

chosen, the corresponding pop-up lexia is brought into the foreground such that the 

previous verbal text(s) as well as the monstrous image of the woman on the entry page 

create a uniquely visual contextualization of narrative events or discoveries. As Landow 

explains, '·[ t ]his digital collage-narrative [ or Montage-narrative] assembles Jackson· s 

(and Mary Shelley's and Frankenstein's) female monster, forming a hypertext 

Everywoman who embodies assemblage, concatenation, juxtaposition, and bl u1Tcc.L 

recreated identities" (HyperTexl 2. 0 200). 

Whether Montage appears as a gallery of entry links or as cascading windows. 

both Mancini and Miles contend that the connections among the lexias or textual 

components presented therein may be understood in terms of Metz's theory of the grancle 

syntagmatique. In the grande .syntagmatique, Metz describes montage shots as static 

"categorizations of time'' (Rodowick 44) identified as enconce, or statement since the 

statement ( or sentence) involves someone or something performing an action ( or 

experiencing a state) within the movement of time. Accordingly. Fibiger identifies the 

autonomous segment consisting of a verbal node as essentially manipulated through 

movement such as '"scrolling (a manipulation opposed to browsing, which is based on 

linking). In the graphic node, he adds, ''scenery" can be moved, and, in hypermedia. a 

node made up of either a video clip or sound file "can be manipulated separately .. 

(Fibiger, "Narration," 4.2: 18). According to Miles, a hypertextual autonomous segment is 
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similar to Rosenberg's episode; the autonomous segment is a syntagmatic chain that 

"constitutes a narrative sequence"-or, the production of a temporal-spatial series 

through rules of connection similar to cinematic editing or Landow's rhetoric o/orrivol 

('"Link Metastructures," par. 2). As such, a "discrete syntagmatic segment'' may, "in 

principle. consist of two nodes, '~ yet, as Miles explains, " the re lation of the I ink source 

(i.e., the sentence, paragraph, list, or graphic in which the link is embedded) to its 

destination (i.e., a whole lexia or an anchored portion of a lexia) also forms a syntagmatic 

series" ("An End, " par. 2). This description of how the hypertextual autonomous 

segment, or syntagmatic series, is formed reflects the ·'general log ic of differenti' \1t ion in 

Deleuze's theory of cinematic montage (Rodowick 59). 

As David Rodowick explains in Gilles Deleuze 's Time Machine, through the 

process of differentiation-defined by Deleuze as "the division of the whole into objects'· 

and " the reintegration of objects into a continuous whole" (Rodowick 59)- the shot. or 

ensemble, "can be decomposed as a series of still images or divided into the e lements that 

it gathers within the frame (bodies, actions, gestures, scenery, light and so und). Herc the 

frame groups, orders, and encloses in a spatial section" ( 44 ). Essentially, then, Deleuze 

conceives the.Fame as a "closed set or system" of elements in the shot or se ries of shots: 

"the shot is equivalent to movement established between the parts of a se t. for example. 

the linking of shots in sequences or the variation of parts in mobile framings " (34 ). Thu s, 

from this perspective, the hypertextucdfame can be conceived as a collection of 

components-audio or video clips, graphics, and text- that stand as a screened whole

as multiple elements in one lexia or as several lexias in cascading ( or pop-up) windows 
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with the screen acting as itsfi·ame, or geometrical or spatial limit. A hypertextual frame 

might include only one or more components of the lexi:1 (say, two textual paragraphs 

with a link appearing at the end of the second one )-the framing function residing in the 

sectioning of lexia by the appearance of links, which can be compared to cinematic 

intervals as are the spaces, or links, between whole lexias. The hypertextual shot might. 

then, as Miles insists, consist of several frames or shots in a sequence designed through 

the movement of the reader while selecting partial or full lexias in his or her reading path. 

Significantly, Deleuze ' s general philosophy of dUferentiation is that inasmuch as 

theframe renders the ensemble "provisionally and artificially closed," explains 

Rodowick, the frame opens the shot ( or sequence of partial or whole lexia) to .. the 

moving of the whole film [or hypertext]" (Rodowick 45), and this whole is .. the 

expression of duration '' or, time, which is ''the whole that changes" ( 51 ). Mi Jes. 

interestingly, adopts this view of Montage, which, unlike Metz ' s conception or the shot 

as a static entity ( or enconce), conceives of the shot as "a mobile section of duration:· or 

ensemble in movement that makes up part of the whole of the montage, or clurot ion 

(Deleuze, Cinema l: 22). As Deleuze asserts, "[t]he shot is the movement- image .... 

[i]n so far as it relates movement to the whole which changes" (Deleuze, Cinema 2: 22). 

For hypertext, this assumption holds true as well: each selected lexia not only produces a 

set-and eventually a whole narrational pattern-as the reader moves through the 

textbase, but each set and pattern in this path can influence the reader ' s understanding of 

the whole of a hypertext reading session regardless of how many patterns. or syntagma 

the reader has encountered. 
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To reveal how narrative might be encountered or discovered by readers of 

hypertext, Miles examines hypertext patterns according to Metz's grande .syntagmatique, 

or eight rhetorical models, or autonomous segments, for "the creation and connection'· of 

I inguistic units ·'to construct space and time" (Mancini , "'From Cinematographic,. 23 7). 

Significantly, as Miles explains, 

Metz's schema is derived form a series of simple oppositions, where each 

distinction revolves around what can be characterised [ sic] as plot order 

(continuous or discontinuous) and story time (continuous or 

discontinuous). This generates a series of paired syntagrnatic groups vvhcrc 

each division is able to be further subdivided on the basis of these simple 

divisions" ("Metz Categories," par. 2). 

The major categories for Metz 's eight rhetorical models are the autonomous shot, which 

is an autonomous segment or episode within itself, and the .synlagmas, which total seven 

types: (I) parallel .syntagma, (2) bracket syntagnw, (3) descriptive .\yntagma, ( 4) 

alternate .\yntagma, (5) scene, (6) episodic sequence, (7) ordinwy sequence (Metz 14 7). 

Mancini suggests that the equivalent of the autonomous shot in hypertext might 

involve the juxtaposing of an image and an argumentative lex ia (or sequence of lexias) 

("'From Cinematographic'' 23). Miles also points to ·' large single narrative units I that I are 

contained in individual nodes with only three or four links contained at the end of each 

node'' as an example of the autonomous shot ("I .Autonomous.Shot," par. 4). In short. the 

autonomous shot, regardless of its length, constitutes, according to Metz, an insert that 

may occur in one of four types: 
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the nondiegetic insert (i.e., image having a purely comparative function: 

showing an object which is external to the action of the film); the 

su~jective insert (i.e., image conveying not the present instance. but an 

absent moment experienced by the hero of the film . Examples: images of 

memory. dream, fear, premonition, etc.) ; the di.\placed diegetic insert (an 

image that, while remaining entirely ··real," is displaced from its normal 

filmic position and is purposely intruded into a foreign syntagma. 

Example: Within a sequence showing the pursuers, a single shot of the 

pursued is inserted.); and, finally, the explanatory insert (the enlarged 

detail, in a magnifying-glass effect. The detail is removed from its 

empirical space and is presented in the abstract space of a mental 

operation. Example: close-up of a visiting card or letter) . (Metz 125) 

Of the seven .,y ntagma identified by Metz. two- the parollel and the hrocket 

syntagmas2-are achronological; whereas, the remaining five arc chmnologicul. 

Jackson's linking of the "resewn body and resewn text" in Patchwork Girl. for instance, 

reflects the use of parallel .syntagmas, which as Miles explains, are more common than 

the bracket syntagma and which consist of two separate and ·'apparently unrelated '. series 

of shots, yet, as Miles explains, "their combination" results in "a context and compari so n 

... that generates significance between the otherwise disparate series'' 

("2.Parallel.Syntagma," par. 1 ). The hracket syntagma, on the other hand, consists of 

unrelated shots in a series, and their placement in the series " produce[ s] a common 

theme" (Miles, "3.Bracket.Syntagma,'' par. 2). 
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Significantly, Fibiger and the Dutch researchers who developed the course titled 

The Semiotics ofMultimedia identify the achronological as ~patial syntagmas, and 

identify two main types: ~ynergetic and non-.synergetic (Fibiger, '"4.2 Narration.'' par. 

20). The non-.\ynergetic relationship , Fibiger contends, '·exists when different unrelated 

information are [sic] presented at the same time in different wi ndO\vs or frames," as in the 

front page of an online news web site (par. 21 ). To explain the .\Jmerget ic re/01 ionship or 

spatial (or achronological) syntagma, Fibiger draws from Roland Barthes·s concepts of 

anchorage and release, as presented in Barthes ' s Rhetoric de I 'image (The Rhetoric of" 

I he Image) pub! ished in 1964. As Fi big er explains, anchorage occurs ··when the 

semantics of the nodes together and synchronous defines the meaning of the syntagma. ·· 

In release, ' 'two nodes supplementary and synchronous [are] presenting di l'fercnt 

information" (par. 21 ). Thus, as Fi biger cone I udes, release functions in multimedia ( or 

hypertext) as " instructions: ' press the bottom to go to the next information· etc. So the 

release function in multimedia can be close[ly] connected to interaction, but in a lot or 

multimedia products we have also seen a release function between text windows and 

visual windows, e.g. explanations supplementing the visual impact'' (par. 2 I). In 

hypertext, these relations can be contained in a single node, or lexia, or across several 

lexias with the ;.same interface": similarities between icons and their explanatory text 

(i.e., the icons on the Lego web site) are examples of hypertextual anchorage~ whereas, 

welcome text with icons that lead to other web pages, claims Fibiger, present a release 

function (par. 22). 
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Metz's chronological .syntagmas include the descriptive form opposed to those 

with narrative qualities. The descriptive syntagmas, assert Metz, pause the narrative story 

time and events to illustrate significant aspects of narrative elements such as a se tting or 

characterization. One typical form of descriptive syntagma, according to Mancini and 

Shum, is the French School pattern of analytic decoupage appearing in the "interior or 

scenes like social meals and conversations where a circumscribed environment made up 

of many different elements has to be constructed and presented' ' ( 171 ). Analytic 

decoupage in hypertext, as in cinema, might "begin with detailed shots [or lexias or 

characters, environment and actions, and progressively suggest and reveal spatial 

structure and constituting elements of the scene" that, as Mancini and Shum explain, are 

"connected by a collective shot [or lexia] that allows the reader to construct a cohesive 

view of the scene'' ( I 71 ). 

Narrative syntagmas, in contrast, "narrate story time and story events" (Miles. 

"4.Descriptive.Syntagma," par. I). Metz subdivides the narrative syntagma into /inew· 

and alternate syntagmas. Linear .\Jmtagnws may also be found in .Jackson ·s hyperliction. 

for, as Williams points out, the "Patchwork Girl" portion- the section of the hypertext 

that tells the story of the main character in the parable-

emphasizes temporal dynamic, its link structure correspondingl y parallels 

our normal linear perception of time, regularly progressing from past 

lexias forward. Mary Shelley's encounter outdoors with the monster and 

the more ambiguous bedroom scene behave similarly but take the peculiar 

cast of ancillary narratives, like apocryphal stories or appended myths-
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complete units that draw upon and support materials from other units. 

(Text, Typology," par. 3) 

Linear syntagmas are further divided into the scene and the .\'ecJuence. of which 

Metz identifies two: the episodic and the ordinary. The scene is unique because of its 

'·temporal and spatial integrity"-it is a series of shots that narrates the story without 

breaks in its temporality or events (Miles, ·'6.Scene,'' par. 2). The episodic sequence. as 

the ordinary sequence, '·narrates a continuous narrative episode'· in which, notes Miles. 

'"not all of the story time is presented" ("Sequences," par. 1-2). Ordinary .syntagmas make 

up the majority of Joyce 's Afternoon. As Landow maintains, "'[t]he successive lexias one 

fa reader l encounters in Afiernoon seem to take form as chains of narrative. and despite 

the fact that one shifts setting and narrator. one's choices produce satisfying narrative 

sets" (HyperText 2.0 192). Reading Afiernoon, users discover that. as in all ordinary 

syntagmas, the elided story time is trivial. In the episodic, on the other hand, ··the events 

not shown in the continuous temporal sequence are interpreted as fundamental to the 

meaning of the sequence," explains Miles ("7.Episodic.Sequence," par. I). 

Finally, according to Miles, in Metz's alternate syntagma, the ·"series is 

understood to be consecutive (this, then this) but the effect is to create the impression or 

simultaneity" (this ... meanwhile this) ("5.Alternative.Syntagma,·· par. I). Mancini 

describes the alternate syntagma as the convergence of two shots of simultaneous yet 

distinct actions leading to a "unique final shot": the equivalent in hypertext, Mancini 

suggests. might appear when a third lexia shows two lexias of apparentl y di ffercnt theses 

to converge (23 7). As Mancini imp! ies. an alternate syntagma may resemble Bernstci 11 • s 
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Split/Join pattern, discussed earlier in this chapter. Additionally, Fibiger refers to 

alternate syntagmas as hypertextual .)yntagmas, which he explains as follows: 

Hypertextual .\yntagmas are normally related through presupposition ur 

the type ·if-then. ' At the semantic level, the three syntagmas relate to three 

different ways of reading/looking: skimming, depth-reading and reflexive 

reading. At the level of navigation, the nodes in linear syntagmas will 

typically be related by linguistic codes through menus or by iconic codes 

through arrows. ("4.2 Narration," par. 23, emphasis added) . 

Fibiger further explains that hierorchica/ .,yntagmas traverse the whole either .. step-by-

step'' throughjcJrma/ subordination (Metz' s ordinary) or through semantic .rnhorclination, 

which ' 'provides the possibility of jumping across different levels'' (par. 24) and reflects a 

similar structure to that of Metz ' s episodic. Hypertexlzwl .)yntagmas, Fibiger adds. might 

operate as if each lexia were an autonomous segment3 related to one another as a 

sy ntagrna by the producer of the hypertext, primarily through mis en scene. or the 

montage of spatial elements (par. 25). 

As Miles argues, '·an important implication" or these various hypertcxtual 

autonomous segments or syntagmas '·is that if ... the development or articulation of 

autonomous segments ... are fundamental to narration . . . then the meaning that accrues 

to these segments is highly contextual and not inherent within the connections I or 

hyperlinks] themselves' ' ("Significance of Metz,' ' par. 6). In fact, Carla Mancini and 

Simon Buckingham Shum, in ·'Cognitive Coherence Relations and Hypertext: From 

Cinematic Patterns to Scholarly Discourse," argue that narrative coherence remains in the 
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domain of the reader's cognitive inferences, or interpretations of contextual 

juxtapositions. Approaching cinematic rhetoric of hyperlinking according to Cognitive 

Coherence Relations (CCR) theory, Mancini and Shum identify five basic logical 

relations that readers may infer from hyperlinks: along with "conjunctive (A coexists with 

B)" and .. disjunctive (A is alternative to B)," readers may encounter ··coszw/ (A cuuses 

8), ... conditional (A presupposes B), and sequential (A.fhl!(ms B) relations within 

hypertextual syntagmas. If any one of these "' defeasible' logical rules'' succeed, '·it is 

considered positive (e.g., A does follow B): if the rule fails (e.g., A does not follow B). 

the relation is considered negative" (168). Mancini and Shum claim that in linear 

syntagmas of scene and basic linear sequence, "we may assume that positive causul and 

posil ive sequenlial relations connect the diverse shots [ or lexias ]": whereas, narrati vc 

alternated syntagmas "can be read as being both/either positive conjunct ion and/or 

positive sec1uentiu/" ( 168). Descriptive syntagmas, furthermore. intend conjunctive 

relations. For instance, descriptive hypertextual lexias that introduce details or a scene 

are, indeed, conjunctive, yet the collective or summarizing lexias that hold the scene 

together, note Mancini and Shum, "would hold a cause-driven, positive ccnr.rn/ actzwl 

(that is, cau.wl) relation with all other descriptive lexias" ( 171 ). Descriptive syntagnrns. 

however, may involve what Mancini and Shum describe as hypcrtextual coherence in 

terms of higher-order analogical relations. Analogical relations involve systemic 

relations much like the literary rhetorical devices of metonymy and metaphor (which 

Eisenstein used in films he referred to as intellectual montage), and, for this reason, may 

be described as paradigmatic:. Specifically. analogical relations .. may characteri se the 
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type of relation between an autonomous insert and the shots [ or lexias] amongst which 

the insert is located" as well as the "relation between a detail and a Iota! of an ordinary 

chronological or a-chronological sequence (a common device in murder mvs teries)" 

( 170). In this case, the insert stands as '"a meaningful element" for the entire ob_jcct or 

situation.'' much like a joke or story does in argumentation ( 170). 

In contrast to the lexia-centric syntagmatic approach and the cognitive approach 

of Mancini and Shum, Miles, in ·'Cinematic Paradigms for Hypertext," formulates a new 

theory of Montage in which '· the hypertextual link will be made to carry its own 

signification" (par. 16). In other words, rather than functioning si mply ;_is intcrtc\'.tu~ll 

connections, hyperlinks, according to Francisco Ricardo, become autonomous 

components that "expand their descriptive power to the point, where, by them se lves, they 

become a reading" ( 146). This reading, or para/ex/, argues Ricardo in ·'Stalking the 

Paratext: Speculations on Hypertext Links as a Second Order Text,'' exists as a ''separate, 

alternative, parallel text" in which hyperlinks '"sustain separate meanings and 

communicative intentions of their own'' (148). Invoking Ricardo' s concept o!'the 

paratext, Miles describes hyperlinking in this new approach to Montage as "a dimension 

of signification that begins with text, but might systematically be shown to spawn its own 

narratives depictions'' ("Cinematic Paradigms," par. 16). 

Interestingly, this view of a self-generating text correlates to Dclcuzc ·s view or 

cinematic montage as having "the potential to create its own fluid movements and 

temporalities" (Herzog, par. 4) through the immanent forces of either movement or time 

performed in the intervals/interstices of editorial connections/cuts. Similarly Miles 
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contends that hyperlinks, even in the syntagmatic Montage approach must be seen as 

embodying a performativeforce, as suggested by Landow' s rhetoric ularrivol 

("Cinematic Paradigms," par. 21 ). This.fhrce, as Miles notes, "'is expressed as a desire to 

link." Even though this force or desire is immanent to the nodes and links ... it is sought 

by the link, the link is an expression of appropriation of the force of writing and the link 

is a response to , but is never adequate to. this outside. Outside is always outside .. (Mi ks 

··Desire To,'' par. l). As such, Miles·s perception ofhyperlinks may be compared to that 

of Bakhtin 's chronotope. Yet, hyperlink connections, argues Miles, are .. not merely 

"technical' or ·rhetorical,' but express transformation between, and of, the nodes _joined .. 

("Cinematic Paradigms," par. 20). This tran~formation, according to Deleuze and 

Guattari, "applies to bodies but is itself incorporeal, internal to enunciation'' (82) as well 

as " instantaneous ... [as can be recognized] by the simultaneity of the statement 

expressing the transformation and the effect that the transformation produces'' (81 ). Thus. 

as Miles asserts, inasmuch as a hyperlink. like the cinematic edit called the clis.rnh:e, can 

enact a tern poral duration "'that regularly exceeds practicalities of narrative, ,. asserts 

Miles, "'its performative force is made corporeal in the visibility that its folding upon 

itself produces'' (Cinematic Paradigms," par. 27). The usual contextual function , or 

··promise,'' of the hyperlink in syntagmatic Montage is replaced through Miles's theory 

with a visual "act of promising" (27). An instance of this transformation, according to 

Miles, may be seen in the rereading of nodes or lexias through hypertextual recurrence, 

in which reader ' s interpretation changes as the same lexia is encountered through the 

selection of various departure hyperlinks. 
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Even though the para/ext may suggest transforming relations between nodes or 

lexias, some hypertexts suggest the presence of a Missing Link, or ··link that does not, in 

fact, exist" (Bernstein, "Patterns of Hypertext," par. 38). The Missing Link pattern. notes 

Bernstein, "is a common if not uni versal hypertext motif'' (39) that freq uentl y occurs 

through uses of ·'allusion. iterat ion. and irregularity'' (39)-thc latter including both 

amb iguous connections between lexias and sudden detours, forks, or cuts in a narrati ve 

thread. Reader-response theo ri st Wolfgang Iser observes this same type of pattern in print 

narratives, especially spatial works that require a reader as wanderer. As he explains in 

The Act of Reading: A Theory (?/Aesthetic Response, sudden narrative shifts. such as 

"threads of the plot ... suddenl y broken off, or continued in unex pected directions·· 

reflect ''not separation so much as a tac it invitation to find the mi ss ing link '' ( 196). In 

hypertex ts, of course, these Missing Links occur because of - or rather. within- the 

hyperlinks themselves. 

Hypertext theo ri sts, although they tend to agree with Bernstein's pattern , refer to 

Missing Links in a variety of ways. For instance , the des igners of the video-based 

hypertext, f-fyperCa/e, categorize Mi ss ing Links as " interpretative links"~ whereas, 

Moulthrop, using an information highway metaphor, calls these slmcturo/ instahi/ities 

breakdowns ("Traveling"), and Harpold, like Douglas, re fe rs to Missing Link structures 

as gaps. Along with their different terms for Miss ing Links, hypertext theo ri sts tend to 

explain these phenomena from varying approaches. In "Threnody:· for instance. Harpold 

asserts that --rt]he gap-ridden structure of the hypertext makes explicit the underl ying 

gaps in the fabric o f language from which it is constructed" ( 1 73 ). Harpold . here. cq uatcs 
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hypertextual gaps or Missing Links with Derridian deconstruction. Douglas, on the other 

hand, aligns Missing Links with the gaps or loopholes observed by reader-response 

theorists, such as Iser and Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan. "Holes or gaps:· explains Rimmon

Kenan. in Narrative Fief ion: Contemporary Poetics, ··are so central in narrati ve fiction 

because the materials of the text that provides for the reconstruction of the world ( or a 

sto ry) are insufficient for saturation. No matter how detailed the presentation is, further 

questions can always be asked; gaps always remain open'" (127). lntinitely open. Missing 

Links (perhaps even more than hyperlinks as actemes or departure/arrival connections) 

invite Bakhtinian dialogism-opportunities for readers to explore the event ness or what 

has been omitted or neglected by partaking in dialogues-or responding to. agreeing 

with, and refuting, etc.-the voice-ideas penetrating into and circulating within the 

hype rlinks themselves. In more practical terms, Bernstein contends that these gaps. or 

Missing Links. "require a reader to imagine what might appear on a chosen page !through 

hyperlinks] but also what might have appeared had she followed a different link'" 

("Patterns of Hypertext,'' par. 19). 

Perhaps the most common occurrence of hypertextual Missing Links is 

hypertexts ' lack of cone I us ions or me/anodes. to use .Joyce 's term . Si nee hypertcx ts, and 

especially hyperfictions, usually do not contain static or de foul t endings. \Vh ich. Doug I as 

maintains, could "e ither confirm or invalidate the predictions we have made about 

resolutions to conflicts and probable outcomes'' ("'How Do I Stop This Thing?'" 161 ). 

readers are often left without a sense of closure. This lack of closure may be attributed to 

hypertext 's embodiment of Barthes ' writerly text, Derrida's deconstruction, or Eco's 
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open work. As an open work, for instance, hypertext may be seen as a narrative .. stripped 

of necessary conclusions in which the performer's freedom functions as part of the 

discontinuity'' (Eco, The Open Work 15). Harpold, among other theorists. recognizes that 

these two phenomena, indeed, make closure in hypertext "a suspect quality" 

("Conclusions'' 192), yet. he adds, .. [t]he reading of hypertext (of any text) is guided by 

the will to make sense of a text, no matter what confusing or contradictory turn it may 

appear to take'' ( 193 ). Thus, closure in hypertext may, in fact, be contingent upon the 

reader: the "measure of their [readers'] retrospective interpretation and the reader· s 

position in relation to the promise of closure- naming the memorable 'where' of the 

irreducible 'when' of the break" ( 197). I nasrnuch as the presence of a I ink, as Harpold 

explains, instills in the reader the faith that the lexias to be encountered will eventually 

lead to a conclusion- an end point that reveals the meaning or a hypertextual path- to 

account for Missing Links and gaps, Douglas contends. readers must .. rely upon their 

own, reader-centered judgements about meaning, significance, closure, and. even. 

connections in the narrative'' ("'Maps, Gaps." par. 38). In fact Douglas asserts the most 

successful hypertext readers ''are distinguished by their ability to redefine their roles ~1s 

readers either by discovering a new way of navigating through narrative space or by 

revising the concept of closure'' (par. 37). Among these new concepts of closure. 

Rosenberg includes not only episode satiation but a reader's feeling of being ·'satiate[ d j 

in a purely imaginistic way that makes it fruitful to put down the work for a while," of 

··being satisfied that enough logical questions have been answered,'' of ''having reached a 

point on the landscape from which a vista seems complete." or e;Jisocle/c1tig11e. or ending 
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a particular path for '"something fresh,'' as well as simply giving up an unsuccessful 

reading session or experiencing a network or computer crash or some other form of 

external session termination (28). 

As evidenced by this review of narrative theory, hypertext, although fragmented 

and decentered, can, in fact, affect ordered, unified, and meaningful readings i r readers 

are open to exploration or discovery, engaging in dialogues with the text's authors, and 

new ways of thinking about narrative concepts such as linearity, coherence, and closure. 

Inasmuch as the underlying spatial order of hypertext provides some degree of structural 

unity, reading spatially poses new challenges for readers: readers must approach 

hypertext as a vast assemblage or tentatively-mapped landscape in which multiple 

narrative lines not only intersect but, through ruptures or gaps and iterations may branch 

or fork, theoretically, into infinity . Unlike printed texts, which generally appear in a 

continuous fashion, here, readers must wander through a labyrinth of textual units to 

discover not the author's intended narrative of the hypertext as a whole but a local 

narrative that they map, trace, or construct themselves. Readers do, however, have the 

advantage of hypotextual cues provided as hyperlinks. In fact, as John Slatin asserts, 

··everything in hypertext depends on linkage, upon connectivity and among the various 

elements in the system'' (877). Thus, not only do hyperlinks function as navigational 

tools for wandering through the hypertextual landscape but more importantly, they 

function as contact sites between textual units or lexias and the reader. I lyperlinks may 

be considered transformative, folding in on themselves to produce new rhetorical 

interpretations of textual units, or they may be viewed as highly contextual- temporal, 
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spatial, and so on-and rhetorical vehicles, contact sites, intervals. or dialogic events 

through which readers may engage in the authoring of a hypertext· s narrative. In other 

words, as the primary component of the hypotext or paratext hypcrlinks provide the 

reader with narrative cues, indicating spatial proximity, tern poral sequencing. or other 

conjunctive or disjunctive relations. They also encourage readers to _juxtapose or think 

contextually about the content of lexias and invite readers to participate in dialogic en.-nts 

in which the reader's responses- whether immediate or delayed, strictly mcnL.li or 

navigational- lead to creative understanding and the potential for infinite narrative 

possibilities or dialogues. 

Hyperlinking also acts as the interactive means for readers ' gathering or foraging 

for autonomous segments or episodes- local lines of narrative- that cohere in the 

readers ' minds. The act of assembling or gathering episodes, or course. is com pl ic1tcd by 

the rhetorical tropes or patterns of hypertext that resist the line; rather. hypertext 

narratives may emerge as Cycles, Tangles, Sieves, Counterpoint, Montage. or other 

patterns identified by Bernstein. Because not all reader paths result in tangible episodes

either because of gaps or Missing Links, episode vortices, or incongruous temporal or 

causal forces- as Bolter explains. readers must learn to read mztlti;J/y. "to resist the 

temptation to close off possible courses of action; and ... keep open multiple 

explanations for the same event or character" (Writing Space 143 ). In other words, 

readers must, at some points within a hypertext, backtrack to alter their paths or simply 

disregard certain nodes or narrative segments previously encountered in order to locate 

fruitful readings. Yet the rewards of successful hypertext reading- individually 
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authoritative multiple narratives. a wider and deeper scope of a subject. and new ways or 

thinking about narrative or a certain subject-may more than make up for the complexity 

of the task. Moreover, these benefits along with the difficulties and new strategies 

required for reading hypertext that have been proposed through narrative hypertext theory 

play an important role in the rhetorical design of not just hyper!'iction but. as \vi 11 be 

shown hereafter, of electronic textbooks. 
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Notes 

1 Adrien Miles also identifies this granular linearity at the lexia- or micro-level since the 

author must decide how much content will appear in each node. in what order the content 

and nodes will appear, and how many and which links will be placed where. Miles 

similarly recognizes the .. densely linked node as being ·granulariscd''" ( .. Numerous:· par. 

1 ). 

2Interestingly Fibiger suggests that the difference between these two syntagmas can be 

conceived as the associational (parallel) and the cognitive (bracket): whereas. Monoco 

maintains that the bracket syntagma resembles the literary essay: thus. com parati vc I y. the 

parallel syntagma might be viewed as poetry ('"Narration_'' 4.2:26). 

3 Fibiger defines the autonomous segment, here, more in terms of Metz's and Milcs·s 

autonomous shot . 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOKS 

Electronic textbooks, like their printed counterparts. exhibit a wide range of 

genres. Along with the main vehicles of course materials, eTextbooks can encompass 

handbooks and guides, case studies, laboratory and other practical manuals, readers and 

anthologies (topical or otherwise), atlases (such as anatomical or geographical texts). The 

defining characteristic of these many genres of textbooks is what Kinneavy calls their 

referential function: the primary aim of textbook discourse is not merely to inform but to 

instruct or explai n the world in which we live. Thus, the essential rhetorical 

purposes/motives of tex tbook discourse include narration. description, explanation. and 

evaluation. Significantly, in the electronic environment or the World Wide Web where 

vast amounts of educational material can be accessed through a quick keyword search in 

Goog le, IpQuix, or other search engines, the distinction between textbook s and research 

material s becomes a slippery subject. Most works based on the aims of persuasion or 

argument fall on the side of research si nce they support particular theoretical approaches 

or present sc ientific or stat istical studies that arc most oiten or value to researchers rather 

than students who are learning basic concepts in a course. Exceptions, however. include 

primary works that are integral to even introductory study of a discipline (i.e., poems and 

other literary, philosophical, or dramatic works in the study of literature, theater, or 

rhetoric and communication). 
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For the purposes of this study, then, eTextbooks are defined as any electronic 

resource used to convey to students the essential content or ideas necessary for achieving 

the goals and objectives of a course. ETextbooks, here, do not include overtly research

based materials (especially theoretical and critical works). instructor guides (theoretical 

or practical supplements designed to aid teachers in pedagogical approaches to content); 

resources that function as surrogate classrooms (i .e., course management tools for 

grading, discussion, etc.); or marketing-driven resources, such as companion web sites. 

designed to accompany adopted print texthooks. 

The World Wide Web offers a number of eTextbooks designed for and directed 

towards students and instructors , or professionals, in a variety or disciplines . 

Interestingly, the most prevalent fields represented by Web-based electronic textbooks 

are medicine, biology, mathematics, and the physical and practical sciences or physics, 

chemistry, computer science, and engineering. fewer textbooks on the World Wide Web 

address what publishers call the 'soft-side' disciplines: English (i.e., composition and 

rhetoric, grammar, literature, linguistics); history: political science: sociology: 

psychology; and the arts (i .e., music, theater, art history, etc .). Additionally, though not 

surprisingly, the 'hard science' eTextbooks reflect a greater range or cTextbook types. 

£ Textbooks currently available on the World Wide Web can be categorized into three 

major types: simple electronic texthooks: comJJ/ex electronic texthooks (discussed in 

chapter five): and advanced comp/ ex e I eel mn ic I ext /)()oks ( the subject or chapter six) . 

Simple electronic texthooks, the form discussed here, may be further divided into two 

subtypes: downloodohle electronic textbooks and simple hypertext eTcxtbooks. 
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Downloadable electronic textbooks currently exist on the Internet in three basic 

formats-text-only format (.txt) and the Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format 

(.pdt)-that are delivered as downloadable files accessed through web sites on the World 

Wide Web. Text-only is an open document format that can be created and opened by al I 

computers. including Macintosh and Microsoft Windows machines. without word 

processing software (i.e .. Microsoft Wore/ or Corel Wore/Per/eel). Ir a text file resides on 

a Web server., it may be viewed in an Internet browser such as Microsolt /ntemel 

Explorer or Netscape Navigator: clicking on the icon for a text-only file downloaded 

onto a computer will launch the file in Window's Notepad or Macintosh's Simple Text 

(Mac OS 9.x) or Text Edit (Mac OS 1 O.x). If the file is too big for Notepacl. for instance. 

the Windows operating system will prompt the user to open the file in the more robust 

text utility. Wore/Paci. or course, as text-only. these digital files contain only normal or 

plain alphanumeric text and simple formatting such as paragraphing and line-spacing

any other font enhancements or formatting will be lost when the file is saved . 

The Adobe Aero/)({/ Portable Document Format (PDf) also continues to he an 

open. although proprietary. document format that can be casi ly opened and read on both 

Winc/01\!s-based and Macintosh computers as well as on electronic devices that use such 

software platforms as Linux. Palm OS, and Pocket PC ( through the use of the J\dohe 

Acrohot Reader- available free on the World Wide Web at the Adobe "Downloads" page 

( http: //www.adobe.com/support/downloads/mai n.htm I )- that is installed on users' 

computer hard drives. This downloadable eReader can be used within the user ' s Internet 

browser (if a PDF file resides on a Web server) or as a stand-alone application for reading 
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PDFs already downloaded onto their computer. 1 PDF has been well-established in the 

electronic publishing world by such databases as EBSCO and .c;cience Di reel, which have 

integrated PDF copies of articles into their available document types, and by such _journal 

publishers as Elsevier and Project Muse who have chosen PDF as a primary delivery 

format for their electronically repurposecl publications. PDf has long appealed to the 

publishing industry because of its readability and its universality: based on PostScript :: , 

PDF maintains all embedded formatting codes and, thus, can reproduce the printed page 

exactly in a format that can be read on any computer. Additionally, PDF continues to be 

the only open document format that addresses issues of copyright: since most readers use 

the Adobe Aero/wt Reader instead of the full soft.ware package, publishers can expect 

few users to attempt editing or extracting copyrighted materials from their 

publications. 3Finally, even though simple eTextbooks published as PDFs result in larger 

file sizes than works saved in either text-only (. txt) or M icroson document format (.doc), 

PDF files remain relatively small (approximately 600 kb) allowing adequate download 

ti mes. 

Hypertext eTexthooks, the third type of electronic textbooks available on the 

World Wide Web, provide what publishers refer to as added value over their printed 

counterparts. These eTextbooks are comprised of multiple documents- what hypertext 

theorists call nodes or /exia-published with the use of Hypertext Mark-up Language 

(HTML) and connected together by navigational hypcrlinks within each lexia. Viewing 

these hypertexts with an Internet browser (i.e., Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer) 

allows the user to view images and to jump from one or more lcxia to another- either 
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internal lexia ( or web page belonging to the textbook) or to an external Web source

through the use of hyperlinks, thereby, at least theoretically, creating varied paths through 

the eTextbook narrative. 

Text-Only Simple ETextbooks 

The simplest format of downloadable eTextbooks, and the predominant form 

when I began my research regarding electronic books in 1999, continues to be the ''tcxt

only" eBook consisting of a single (.txt) document file created by digitizing the verbal 

content of an existing printed book as a linear narrative devoid of images or other related 

materials. These eTextbooks display contents in a normal black ront- usually a Courier 

or Times Roman font-using paragraph or line spacing and the capitalization to indicate 

eTextbook parts, chapters, sections; whereas, subsections may include other textual 

techniques, such as parenthetical numbering. In other words, single- and double-space 

returns, full y or partially capitalized lines of text along with numbering and such 

punctuation as periods or double-hyphens (replacing an N-dash) indicate chapter section 

changes. Certainly, then, text-only eTextbooks appear devoid of graphics and hyperlinks. 

and when printed out, they look like a long string of paragraphs. 

The leader in publishing text-only eTcxtbooks remains to be Project Gutenberg-1 

(http: //www.promo.net/pg/index.html ), founded by computer visionary Michael I brt in 

1971 . As Hart explains in an interview with Sam Vaknin published in May 2002, Pro_jcct 

Gutenberg uploaded one book per month when it arrived on the World Wide Web in 

1991, and the now legendary project accumulated one hundred electronic books by 1993. 

Project Gutenberg, as of November 8, 2002, consisted of a total of 6267 etexts with the 
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total production of eBooks in 2002 reaching 1975 (Project Gutenberg). Although few of 

the eBooks published here are outright textbooks-except, perhaps. Charles A. Ell wood's 

"elementary text in sociology," Sociology one/ 1'vloclern Social J>rnhlems. ,,hich the authur 

claims "is especially suited for use in University Extension Courses" (Preface )- many or 

these eBooks are commonly assigned as primary sources for the study of literature on all 

college leve ls and are relevant to advanced study in other disciplines. such as history. 

biology. and political science. among others. 
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and Sophocles' Oedipus Trilogy [ oedip 1 O.txt] launched in May 1992-all of which are 

commonly studied in literature courses as readings in printed anthologies or stand-alone 

printed editions. The Communist Mon!fes/o by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and 

Plato's The Republic-two works essential to several disciplines including Engli sh. 

History, Political Science, and Sociology-became available in etext format in /\pril 

1993 and July 1994 respectively. Indeed, these books, like most or the eBooks or 

eTextbooks published by Project Gutenberg, are titles in the public domain and. thus. arc 

free from copyright restrictions. However, some or the more recent works uploaded ( i .c .. 

Michael Husted·s The Fihonacci Nwnher Series) have been publi shed with explicit 

permission from their copyright holders. 

The eTextbook version of Charles A. Ellwood's Sociology one/ Moc/em ,\'ocio/ 

Prohlems represents a latter form of Project Gutenberg eBooks. "[P]irst posted on 

December 28, 2002" (Ellwood, par. 5), this Project Gutenberg tex t-onl y cBook has been 

published long before its intended release date of September 2004; thus. Pro_jcct 

Gutenberg retains the right to revi se this title as needed until its predetermined release 

date. Access to thi s eTextbook is available through a textual hypc rlink within the citation 

record for the eBook, found by searching the Project Gutenberg catalog or by browsing 

through a topical li st of Project Gutenberg publications. Clicking on the hypcrlink 

<sc lgm 1 O.txt> in the SociolOKY ancl Moclern Social Prnhlems citation record ( sec li g. 

4.2), enacts a Pile Transfer Protocol (I· TP) download or the text-only cTcxtbook lilc unto 

the user's computer hard drive or floppy disc. if chosen. 
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Once the eTextbook file has been downloaded and launched in WordPad. for 

instance, the user sees the title and author names displayed at the top or the document in a 

normal black Courier font. After a single-space return, then , begins a series or thee 

single-spaced paragraphs that function as the eTextbook's disclaimer. Herc. the reader is 

warned about changes in copyright laws and is asked to maintain the rull Pro_jcct 

Gutenberg header (including the disclaimer) at the beginning of the document and to read 

the further legal information provided by Project Gutenberg at the end of the Ii le. 

Hereafter, a double-space return precedes the Project Gutenberg welcome text. A set of 

six entries appears that indicates the eBookrs title and author information, its release date . 

the eBook edition used, the eBook's language, and "character set encoding." At thi s point. 
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a line that is absent from earlier Project Gutenberg e£3ooks, indicates the "ST ART OF 

THE PROJECT GUTENBERG EBOOK SOCIOLOGY." Notably, this start line is called 

out by asterisks as are the lines of welcome text above (see fig. 4.3 ). Four single-space 

returns, then, separate this Project Gutenberg heading from the beginning of the 

eTextbook content (see fig. 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.3: Beginning of Ellwood's eTextbook, Sociology onJ Modern Socio! Prohlems: 

note the Project Gutenberg notation of the beginning called out by asteri sks ( *) and the 

text' s producer information thereafter. 

At the start of Ellwood's Sociology onJ Modern Socio/ I'rohlems cTcxtbook, 

readers encounter, first, t \VO I incs or text providing crcd it to the Pro_j ect G utcn berg 

volunteers who worked on the project: "Produced by Julie Barkley, Charles Franks and 

the Online Distributed Proofreading Team" (par. 13 ). Five single-space returns later. the 
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text that might be considered analogous to the "Title Page" of a printed textbook appears; 

the title and author name appear entirely in capitalized letters and are separated by single

space returns; whereas, in the following author affiliation information. the lirst letter of 

each word only is capitalized. The next two segmented areas of text present. respectively, 

the eTextbook's PREFACE-containing five single-spaced paragraphs of text and the 

author's signature. so to speak-and CONTENTS . The headings for each or these 

sections are fully capitalized, as is each entry in the brief Contents (i.e .. Cl 1/\PTER I: 

THE STUDY OF SOCIETY). Notably, too. the table of contents presents the chapter 

numbers and titles and the inclusion of an INDEX only. After another empty six single

space lines, the fully capitalized title of the book appears again, followed by another three 

empty single-spaced lines, and then the text for chapter one. 

The format for headings in Chapter One of Ellwood's eTcxtbook consists or two 

lines of text divided by a double-spaced return: the first I ine o ITers the chapter number in 

all caps ( e.g., CHAPTER ONE); whereas, the latter presents the title of the chapter in the 

same font: chapter one's title appears as THE STUDY Of SOC! ETY (sec lig. 4.4 ). A 

single return then precedes chapter one's introductory paragraph. Chapter section 

headings are displayed in the same Ii ne as the first sentence or the su bscctions · Ii rst 

paragraph; the subheading is typed in a normal font with only the lirst letter or each word 

capitalized and is followed by a double hyphen, representing an em dash(- ). and often 

take the form of a phrase or clause-for example, "The Origin of Society" starting 

chapter one, paragraph seven and "Society and Its Products'' beginning chapter one, 

paragraph six. Exceptions to this rule include section headings is presented as leading 
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questions, such as "What Is Society?" which makes up the first section heading of 

chapter one (see fig. 4.4). Secondary subsections are displayed similarly, yet they arc 

called out by_ and, sometimes, capitalized, parenthetical letters: .. ( B) Relations to 

History_ " In addition, the introductory paragraph of chapter one reveals that Project 

Gutenberg text-only eBooks may include such unique letters as <J, which appears 111 the 

word Z<)(J/ogy (see fig. 4.4 ). Highlighted or emphasized words and phrases that might be 

underlined, italicized, or boldfaced in a printed textbook are preceded and followed by 

underscores: _society_,_ vice versa_,_ organization_ (see fig. 4.4 ). Text that originally 

appeared as a footnote in the printed version of the text is inserted directly into the text 111 

place of the superscript number. 

t 11 ... ; • r 1..: I 

Fig. 4.4: Chapter one of Project Gutenberg's text-only version of Ellwood's Sociology 

and Modern Social Prohlerns. 
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Text-only versions of eBooks present an interesting relationship among authors or 

publishers, texts, and readers. In lieu of authors or publishers, Project Gutenberg relies 

upon hundreds of volunteers who digitize and proofread the eBooks in the Gutenberg 

catalog. In an April 2002 interview for Searcher, Michael Hart explains that the 

numerous volunteers who digitize the project's etexts are split fifty-fifty in the process 

each prefers for creating text: half of the volunteers type the textual contents of printed 

books into files~ whereas. the remaining fift y percent of volunteers scan the text into 

electronic format (Hart, ··A Short (Dis)Course," par. 54). The result of these l\\O tc:--.:t 

creation processes, which Hart refers to as "Replication Technology." includes rapid 

global publishing of up to 200 books each month at a cost that Hart notes is almost too 

minute to measure (Vaknin, " Interview," par. 34). In essence, then. the volunteers for 

Project Gutenberg, whom we may call the eBooks' production departments. and the users 

of this service (or readers of these eBooks) experience the almost instant publication or 

hundreds of eBooks each month. In fact. like Ellwood's eTextbook. many Project 

Gutenberg text-onl y eBooks are published so quickly that their predetermined release 

dates seem arbitrary. yet, as noted earlier, these release dates become incredibly useful

they al low continuous revisions throughout the months or years het ween the original 

posting and the original release date. 

After the release date, however, signi Ii cant revisions or any d3ook arc gi vcn an 

entirely new file name and indexed separately within the Project Gutenberg catalog. This 

new file number is given, in part_ so that the work of earlier volunteers is not discounted. 

The 1998 release of The Project Gulenherg Etexl of'The Repuhlic. hy Plato. Tronslutecl 
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hy Benjamin Jowell, for instance, was assigned "a new number"-l_repub 11.txtJ 1497- as 

its prefatory remarks disclose, "so as not to take any credit away from the wonderful 

efforts of the Internet Wire tap Etexts" (Plato, par. I). Interestingly. too. here readers are 

encouraged to read or refer to the earlier version as well: "Also see The Republic by 

Plato, Jowett, Wiretap[repub I O.txt] 150" (Plato. par. I). By posting multiple editions or ~1 

certain work. Project Gutenberg eBooks reflect a multivocality- a combination or \'Oiccs 

including not only the original authors' or different translator 's voices but the project's 

eBook producers' voices as well. By cross-referencing various editions of the same text. 

Project Gutenberg further creates an intertextual dialogue among this plurality of voices 

affecting some degree of potentially unique reader interpretations. 

In the lengthy prefatory remarks inserted at the beginning or Ellwood's 

eTex tbook. as in each eBook file, Project Gutenberg inserts an explicit warning to any 

reader who expects their Project Gutenberg text to appear exactly as it has in printed 

versions: Project Gutenberg states that because "Project Gutenberg Etcxts arc usually 

created from multiple editions. all of which are in the Public Domain in the United 

States .... we do NOT keep these books in compliance with any particular paper edition, 

usually otherwise" (Plato, par. 12). These publications may or may not be authoritative 

editions since the combination of multiple editions used in creating these el3ooks 

suggests that variations in content, structure, and so forth are distilled in some way by the 

production volunteers. Little information is available, however, to explain how certain 

elements of a work are preferred. Significantly, too, most of Project Gutenberg e8ooks 

have expired copyrights, and indeed. these eBooks may have been taken out or print 
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because of their antiquated approaches or inaccurate or outdated facts. (1 n such cases, or 

course, newer texts may be better sources for study.) Most importantly, perhaps. the 

majority of these eBooks are posted without the consent and participation or their 

authors. Project Gutenberg's cBooks may be considered authoritative. then. only insofar 

as the production team has avoided introducing errors into the text. Project Gutenbero ·s . c 

replication technology the retyping and electronic scanning of documents- may, indeed. 

facilitate erroneous spellings, homophones, and other content differences. 

Together. these content changes and the multivocal and widespread online 

dissemination of authors' works may negatively affect authors· rights: rvliclwcl I kim. in 

Electric Language, argues that 

as the model of the integrated private sel r of the author fades. the rights or 

the author as a persistent self-identity also become more evanescent. more 

difficult to define. If the work no longer carries with it the delinite physicil 

properties as a unique original. as in definite book form. then the author·s 

rights too grow more tenuous and more indistinct '" (221 ). 

In essence, then, the online posting of author's works contributes to the deterioration or 

the print-centric concept of authorship. Instead, these text-only eBooks emerge as 

communal or social texts as identified by Barthes- a fact implied not only by the public 

domain status of most Project Gutenberg c8ooks but also by the participation by Prn_jcct 

Gutenberg's volunteer production teams in the creation of these el3ooks. More 

importantly, however, the reader's interaction with or input into the revisions or these 

e Books further concretizes the social nature of these eBooks. For instance, when readers 
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locate an error, they may e-mail a description of the occurrence to the Project Gutenber!2. . ..... 

team, who wilL in turn, make corrections as they deem necessary. Since significant 

revisions made to an eBook result in its reposting as a new edition with a new file 

number, readers may be considered the collaborative authors or producers of these new 

eBooks. Of the greatest significance, here, however, is the great deal or control Project 

Gutenberg's text-only eBooks offer readers over these downloaded works. In i.idc.litiun to 

users' abi I ity to copy their downloaded text-only e Books multi pie ti mes using multi pie 

storage types, through the use of a word processing program, for instance, readers may 

upgrade the project's "plain vanilla" style of text by boldfacing or italicizing) particular 

headings, titles, and the like; may copy and paste book contents into multiple files and 

save them in different document formats that retain such changes (i.e., Rich Text Pormat 

f .rtfl; Microsoft document format [.doc]; HyperText Markup Language [.html I: and so 

forth); or may add their own connections and texts (including graphics and other 

multimedia elements) directly into the linear and author-centric text file(s). 

The readers' ability to deconstruct and reconstruct a text-only eBook also 

suggests that this type of eBook may be considered even more constrnct i\'e than the 

hypertexts that Joyce identifies in such hypertext systems as Brown University"s 

/ntermedia or Eastgate Systems' St(}!ySJJace. lntermeclia, for instance, allows users to 

insert their own personal verbal texts and graphics into the hypertext and hyperlink the 

new texts into the hypertext as a whole. Yet, using Project Gutenberg's text-only eBooks, 

readers may not only change the text for their own personal use- to aid in reading 

comprehension or to enhance the aesthetics of reading-but they can also publish and, 



thereby, rapidly disseminate their new versions of the project's d3ooks on the World 

Wide Web. Since Project Gutenberg was established with the intent of making books 

more accessible to the public-or more communal-the malleability or these cI3ooks 

must be considered not as a flaw but as afeoture. This.feature, then. also explains why 

each Project Gutenberg eBook contains a prefatory copyright and use disclaimer. This 

simple, yet lengthy, disclaimer, however, cannot affect the rhetorical i m pl icat ions or 

readers 1 freedom to reconstruct or recast another author's or publisher's work (see fig. 

4.5). 
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rig. 4.5: Project Gutenberg's disclaimer excerpted from their version of Benjamin 

Jowett' s translation of Plato's Repuhl ic [ re pub 1 1. txt]. 

George Lanham, for example, describes simple changes or certain words within 

an etext to a new font style as affecting a dynamic shift in the work· s ··all usi vc power·· 
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(The Electronic Word 82) and, thereby, reader's interpretations. More in-depth changes. 

of course, may change the rhetorical aim, situation, and meaning of an eBook on a larger 

scale, misrepresenting the originality of the Project Gutenberg text, not to mention the 

author's original. This phenomenon explains, in part, why many authors, literary agents, 

publishers, and professors distrust the text-only format-and sometimes any electronic 

format- as a publishing medium. In fact many literary critics and bibliophiles fear that 

such electronic formats as text-only may, in time, result in the shattering or the literary 

canon and, thereby, contemporary cultures and norms. Certainly, however. conscientious 

readers of Project Gutenberg eBooks do not have the dismantling of the literary canon or 

our cultural consciousness in mind. Rather, they are drawn to these eBooks because of 

the many benefits they offer. In short, readers benefit from the flexibi Ii ty of the text-only 

content from the sheer speed of publication and updates, from the lack of direct expenses 

for Project Gutenberg texts, and from the quick location of available work through 

Project Gutenberg's searchable catalog. They also benefit from the rapid downloading of 

text-only's small file size, from this file ·s ability to be stored in multiple types of media 

and its compatibility with multiple types of operating systems, and from easy, anytime. 

anywhere access to an ever-expanding library or catalog or eBooks and Project 

Gutenberg's multiple editions of the same work. In addition. since most users. inc I udi ng 

many students, are accustomed to reading linear printed books, we can assume that the 

majority of Project Gutenberg's users are drawn to (and read) eBooks in their original 

format. 
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Reading the Project Gutenberg version of Ellwood 's Sociology one/ JV!oJern 

Social Problems in its original text-only format reveals many of the weaknesses of this 

digital format. Because Ellwood's eTextbook exists within a single tile that provides no 

navigational tools other than the scrollbar in the text reader (i.e .. Word Pad). readers must 

scro ll through the text in a linear fashion scanning the text to locate spcci lie discussion s. 

Finding any particular discussion or, indeed, any particular section heading in Ellwornf s 

eTextbook can be difficult since neither the headings nor the font styles of key words or 

concepts stand out against the rest of the text. To further complicate matters, many or the 

headi ngs appear at the start, or as the lirst words, of a paragraph (see fig . 4.6). Herc. 

subsect ion headings may also follow a section heading or may be obscured by the 

insertion of a full-text footnote prior to its appearance, or both (see lig. 4.6). Additionally. 

these mid-level subhead ings are called out solely by space holders( _ ) and. thus. may be 

perceived as key concepts or special uses of terms. The lowest-I eve I subheadings are 

called-out, if you will, from the text by added parenthetical letters (see l'ig. 4.6 ); hmvevcr. 

these head ings may be construed by readers as errors in the presentation or a series of 

phrases or clauses within a sentence. In effect, the lack of unique fonts and liberal uses or 

spacing result in an absence of visual landmarks within the text to guide uscr· s readings . 

Thus, reading this eTextbook online becomes an arduous task. In fact, printing out and 

annotating the text-only version of Ellwood's Socio/oR_v one/ Modern Socio/ Pmhlems 

may be the only plausible method for effecting either a rapid or close reading as wel I as 

the only manner in which users may perceive connections between similar topics. 

Notably. however. the limitations of reading Project Gutenberg's text-only cl3ooks has 
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not seemed to hinder their popularity-a fact evidenced not only by Project Gutenberg· s 

continuing growth despite the recent dot-com crash but by instructor·s course web sites 

that link to or appropriate Project Gutenberg ' s etexts. 
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Fig. 4.6: These paragraphs from chapter one of Ellwood ' s 5;ociology one/ Moc/em Socio/ 

Prohlems reveal the minimal formatting of Project Gutenberg eBooks_ The second 

paragraph shows a footnote obscuring the subsection heading "(A)_Relations to Biology 

and Psychology_." 

Project Gutenberg's text-only eBooks, overall, offer readers numerous advantages 

over their printed counterparts. Along with a lack of direct expenses for and anytime. 

anywhere access to these electronic texts, readers may freely duplicate. revise. 

reorganize, and republish these works. The textual llexibility or these text-onl y el3ooks. 

thus, reflects the smooth space of the rhizome- a space in which the linear narrative or ~1 

certain Project Gutenberg eBook may change dimensionally at the hands of a reader who 

constructs or adds new portions of text to or redefines the current relations among the 
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existing elements of the text. The disadvantages of text-only eTextbooks, however, most 

affect the novice computer user or reader who accepts the text at face value: for these 

readers, the linear and minimally formatted text deprives the reader of unique narrative 

paths and, thus, new ways of thinking about the concepts or ideas therein . Moreover. the 

questionable authority of these Project Gutenberg eBooks ( and es pee ial ly those th~1t hd, i...' 

been revamped by their users) may lead to m isreprescntations or authors· in tcn t ions c111d 

inaccuracies regarding their subjects and, thus, misinterpretations and memorizing or 

erroneous concepts on the part of students and instructors vvho use them. 

Portable Document Format ( PDf) eTextbooks 

The second type of downloadable electronic textbooks takes advantage or /\dohc 

Acrobat's open format- Portable Document Format (PDF)- for producing and managing 

content. PDF eTextbooks appear on the World Wide Web in two basic forms: (I) as 

single, full-text download or (2) as multiple downloadable files. each containing a part or 

chapter of the entire work. Examples of single-Ii le PDF textbooks inc I udc the Light and 

Matter (http ://www.lightandmattcr.com) series of physics tcxtbooks- Ne,1 ·/oniun 

Physics, Conservation Lmrs, Vihrolions one/ Waves. Eleclricity one/ Mogne1is1J1. 0/Jlics . 

and The Modern Condi lion of Physics- all of which were written and published by 

Benjamin Crowell, physics professor at Fullerton College in Fullerton. California. and 

sole owner and operator of Light and Matter (see fig. 4. 7). 

Crowell offers some insight into his credibility as a an author/publisher of physics 

textbooks on his "About the Author" page (http: //www.lightandmatter.com/ 
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area4author.html). He explains that after his undergraduate study at the University of 

California at Berkeley, he earned a doctoral degree in physics from Yale University. and 

he now teaches both physics and astronomy at Fullerton College. a Southern Cd i fornia 

community college (Crowell_ ''About the Author,'' par. 2). Further information that 

addresses his credibility and the success of his physics series can be found on the 

"Contents of the Physics Area Page" (http://www.lightandmatter.com/area I .html). Here. 

Crowell reveals that not only his own department at Fullerton College has adopted his 

books, but also Cuyahoga Community College: professors at Colorado State University. 

State University ofNevv· York at Potsdam. Valley City State University. the University nr 

Delhi, and teachers at four high schools from three different states. ("Contents of the 

Physics Area_" par. 4 ). Print versions of the Light and Matter physics series have also 

been "acquired by the library collection at the University of South Queensland" (par. 5) . 

Instructors and other users considering the use of Crowe! l's eTextbooks can 

garner further information about Crowell's purpose for writing these textbooks by visiting 

his web page entitled "Why a New Physics Textbook?" (http: //www.lightandmattcr.com/ 

area I why.html). As Crowell reveals here, he began the Light and Matter eTextbook 

project in response to recent developments in print textbook publishing ("Why a New:· 

par. I). Commercially-produced print versions of introductory college-level physics 

textbooks have become excessively lengthy. many or them containing more than one

thousand pages. and they have become increasingly expensive. costing close to or more 

than one hundred dollars each (par. 1-3). They have also been rapidly. although tri vially . 

revised with few opportunities for book buy-back. Moreover, as Crowell insists, 
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"surveyed physics students" have expressed feelings of boredom and demoralization 

"because the 'march through the topics' lacks a coherent story line" (par. 5). 

Light and Matter: educational materials tor phi,a,ca and aatronomv - M,croaott Internet Explorer l!!lliJEI 
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Fig. 4. 7: Light and Matter homepage (http ://www.lightandmatter.com/) with the series of 

Crowell' s eTextbooks displayed on the left. 

Newtonian Physics , the first textbook in the series, focuses on the topic of 11w11a 

and can be downloaded from its home page (http: //www.lightandmatter.com/ 

area 1 book I .html). \Vhich provides information about the book's copyrighL .. 1 link to the 

free Adobe !lcrohat Reader download page. and instructions on how to downlo .. H.i this 

first physics book. Additionally. this textbook's home page outlines in detail the contents ' 

of Newtonian Physics, which consists of nineteen parts, including eleven chapters. 

numbered from zero to ten and divided, in turn, into several sections (i .e., the first chapter 

begins with '"0-1 The Scientific Method" and ends with "'Homework Problems"' ). Once 
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downloaded (which takes approximately fifteen minutes using a 56k modem) and 

launched in the Adobe Acrobat eReader, Crowell's 238-pagc textbook, Ne,l'lonion 

Physics, reveals itself to be a ful I-color treatment of the text, containing a plcthor~1 or fu 11-

color photographs, color and black and white illustrations. and vividly-colored computer 

graphics and icons (see fig. 4.8 and 4.9). Indeed. this heavil y visual eTextbook appears to 

be an exact copy of the printed version (also available on the Light and Matter website) . 

The PDF file opens to the cover image and scrolls down through the usual introductory 

marginalia: a title page, a series list page, a title/author/publisher page. a copyright page. 

a dedication page, a ''Brief Contents" page, three pages of detailed "Contents ... the 

" Preface," and "A Note to the Student Taking Calculus Concurrently." (Even the blank 

holder pages prior to the ti tie page and the Brief Contents page are mai ntai nee.I in the PDF 

ve rsion.) 
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fig. 4.8: Chapter one in Crowcll's Nn rtonian Phy sics. 
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Fig. 4.9: Page 36 of CroweWs Newtonian Physics contains both mathematical equations 

and the standardized Se/fCheck icons . 

The verbal text in the PDF version of Newtonian Phy sics, as in most printed 

textbooks, highlights terms using italics and boldfaced fonts and is segmented not only by 

paragraphing but through the use of graduated headings, indents of varying degrees. and 

a few call-out boxes and tables (see fig. 4.6). Mathematical symbols and equations may 

be found throughout the chapter discussions and marginalia within paragraphs. t~1blcs. 

and figures (see fig . 4.9). Along with a variety or figures. t\vo types or student rc\'iC\\ 

questions are interspersed throughout the chapter discussions- Se//~( 'heck and 

Discussion Questions-each of which are called-out from the discussion by standardized 

icons in the left margins of pages. The square Self-Check icons display an illuminated 

I ight bulb as the background for a large checkmark; the larger square Discussion 
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Questions reveal two overlapping speech balloons (see fig. 4.9). The answers to Self~ 

Check questions appear below the main text as footnotes and are preceded, or called out. 

by a small light bulb icon (see fig. 4.9). 

At the end of each chapter, students and instructors find a chapter ··sumrn'"iry" '-rnd 

.. Homework Problems.'' Each set of .. Homework Problems .. includes a brier legend 

describing the special labels displayed beside certain questions: .. difficult questions .. arc 

starred; check-marked questions have answers available online; calculus questions are 

preceded by a mathematical symbol ; and a capitalized S indicates a question that is 

solved in ··solutions to Selected Problems" at the end of the eTextbook. In fact, along 

with the solutions to problems, the final parts of Newtonian Physics include more 

""Exercises,'' a ·"Glossary," ··Mathematical Review,'' ··Trig Tables," and an .. Index." 

The PDF version of New/onion Physics provides an authoritative linear narrati ve 

and a reading experience similar to that of reading a printed textbook; however, here. the 

pages flow vertically in a continuous fashion. The primary navigational tools for readers 

include the Adobe Acrohot Reader scrollbar and the content-based tools- the Brief 

Contents. full Contents, and index. Scrolling down through the eTextbook contents docs 

not markedl y increase reading time since Crowell's PDr cTextbook pro vides a variety or 

navigational markers throughout the text. Readers who choose to locate a certain chapter 

section by simply scrolling through the text need simply look for the large boldfaced 

chapter heading and then scroll down further to, let's say, the third section heading. 

Locating the chapter heading first is essential. however, since the pages seem to fly by 

when scrolling. and readers can easily become disoriented and increase their reading time 
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by scrolling up and down the file trying to find the section desired. A better method for 

finding a particular part, chapter, or chapter section involves using the Brief and full 

Contents pages. Although not typical of PDF eBooks, these content-based tools remain 

viable methods for navigating through Nnrlonicm Physics. Not only has thi s eTextbook 

retained the pagination of the printed version (a common feature of PDF eBooks) but 

Crowell has accounted for the fourteen pages of introductory marginalia in both the 

eTextbook 's pagination and the citing of these pages within the Contents pages and 

index. To quickly locate the start of a chapter or part, readers can use either the Brief or 

ful I contents pages; for instance, the Brief Contents page indicates that chapter nine 

begins on page 171. If the reader has been assigned to read about Ne H:/011 's seconcl /cm, 

he or she may find the page number (page l 06) for this third section of chapter four in the 

full contents. In either case. once the reader has identified what page should be reac.L he 

or she may quickly scroll down to the page, scanning for the correct page number in the 

upper right corner of each page as they go by. The quickest method for finding 

discussions on a certain topic (i.e., types olfi>rce) in Crowell's Ne wtonian Physics is by 

referencing the index and then scrolling to the appropriate page (i.e., clossifirntion of' 

fr>rces 130). 

Notably, readers who have downloaded the Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 have at 

their disposal two additional navigational tools: Th11111h11ails and J)C{ging h11ffo11s . The 

Thumbnails tool may be accessed by clicking on its respective tabs to the lclt or the 

Adobe Reader content frame. Selecting the Thumhnails tab uploads small images of each 

eTextbook page with an indication immediately below each image of its corresponding 
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page number (see fig. 4.10). The default thumbnail images are large enough that readers 

may be able to locate the page where a chapter begins by simply scanning for large, 

boldfaced chapter headings. Double-clicking on one of these numbered images scrolls the 

document so that the selected page is shown in the Adobe Reader's content rrame. A 

pull-down menu. accessed by clicking on the Thum/moils button in the lcrt-hand rramc nr 

the Reader. allows students and instructors to view more page images simultaneously. 

Because these thumbnails are too small to visually represent any page layouts. this 

Thumbnails view might be helpful only if readers already know the page number for the 

information they are seeking. For instance. users who have printed out the index pages of 

Crowley's eTextbook can easily jump to this page by selecting the appropriate thumbnail 

image. By using Thumbnails in combination with indexed topics. readers can jump from 

one topical discussion (i.e .. .fr,rce. c/ossi/ications of) to a simi Im or related topic (i .e .. 

fhrce. noncontocl) in a manner similar to following hyperlinks from a core or directory 

page. Significantly, however, the index in this PDF eTcxtbook offers few collections or 

semi-hierarchical groupings of topics:jr,rce appears to be an exception . Adobe Reader·s 

paging buttons similarly allow users to move more quickly through the eTe:--.:thook . The 

Next I'uge and Previous I'uge buttons appearing in the top Adobe Reader tool bar simply 

facilitate sequential movement forward or backward through the text (see lig. 4.10). The 

First Page button, however, allows readers to return to the cover page of Ne H·toniun 

Physics from any other eTextbook page. T,.) jump to the bottom, or end, of the PDF lilc. 

readers may use the Lost Poge button. 
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Fig.4 . I 0: Thumbnail view of page 44 in Crowell's Ne1Fto11iw1 Physics. presented in PDI" 

using the use of Adobe Acmlwt Reader 5.0. 

In essence, Crowley"s single-file PDP eTextbook offers readers few hcndits over 

a printed version of the text. only the ability to quickly access a free copy on line and 

freedom from carrying around a large textbook. In fact, single PDP cTextbooks appear to 

weigh heavily on the side of the author or producer: not only may the author restrict the 

reader from manipulating any part of the textbook (thereby, protecting copyright) but 

single-file PDF eTextbooks like Crowell ' s apparently aim to publish inexpensive 

traditionaL static, or product-centered textbooks through a secure ekctronic medium. Y ct. 

PDF eTextbooks can fill a void left by commercial publishers who. because or small 

market shares and, thus, little profit, refuse to publish out-of-print or niche textbooks. 
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Simple Hypertext eTextbooks 

Simple hypertext eTextbooks are, indeed, the most common type of eTextbook 

published on the World Wide Web. Interestingly, most of these cTcxtbooks function 

merely as what Michael Szabo, in Computer Mediated Commzmicolions and the Online 

C'/assroom, refers to as "electronic pageturners" ( 1 ). In other words. making minimal use 

of hypertext's nonlinear, multimodaL and electronic linking capabilities. these sin1;J/c.' 

hypertext e Text hooks provide what pub! i she rs re fer to as repur;}()sed versions or a 

previously printed textbook ( either currently sold by a commercial pub I is her or 

withdrawn from their print catalog) or similarly hierarchically-structured texts that arc 

published solely on the Web (usually by individual professors, university departments. or 

other institutions or organizations) so that the only advantage they offer over the printed 

version of a textbook is the quick access to chapters or other parts or the cTextbook 

afforded by the electronic linking of particular words, phrases. or icons/graphics in the 

body. or topical parts, of the textbook to the table of contents. index, glossary. and 

reference lists. Significantly, despite the number ofhyperlinks within simple hypertext 

eTextbooks, the majority of these Web-based textbooks provide only one method for 

accessing stand-alone ( or unjoi ncd/unl i nkcd) chapters or parts . For the most part. the on I y 

portal to chapters or parts remains the core or main web page or these eTextbook sites. 

The Online Biology Book (http: //www.emc.maricopa.edu/faculty /farabce/810 I3 K 

/BioBookTOC.html), hosted by the Estrella Mountain Community College, for instance. 

provides 59 hierarchically-arranged parts-57 of which represent chapter-based 

discussions-originally produced as course lectures for college-level introductory 
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biology by the eTextbook's author, M. J. Farabee. a faculty member of the Maricopa 

Community College. Farabee launched the Online Biology Book in 1992 and continued to 

update the individual chapters until 200 I. The last revision date is noted at the end or 

each chapter entry on the core or ti tie and "Table of Contents" page as .I u 11c .2 00 J ( SCL' 11 g. 

4.11 ). The popularity of this e-1 extbook can be attested by the statistics provided by 

Farabee on the contents or main page or the site: visitors to the eTcxtbook bet ween 

January 1. 1999. and September 17.2001 alone total "more than 400.000," and. 

according to the visitor counter. my own visit on March 23, 2003, numbered 803.279 

since September 18.2001 (see fig. 4.11 ). These astounding use statistics along with 

Farabee ' s nine years of maintenance and updating of each lcxia and his use or this 

eTextbook in the courses he teaches implies that the Online Biology Book represents an 

authoritative view of concepts integral to the college-level study of introductory biology. 
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Fig. 4.11: Homepage for Parabee 's Online Biology Book (http ://ww\v.emc.maricopa. 

edu/faculty / farabce/8 IO B K/B ioBook TOC .html). 
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From the Online Biology Book home, or contents, page, students and instructors 

may begin their reading by selecting any of the 57 chapters, the topics of which range 

from ··Introduction and Review: The Nature of Science and Biology'' (chapter one) and 

·'Chemistry I: Atoms and Molecules'~ (chapter two) to ·'Community and Ecosystem 

Dynamics'' ( chapter 56) and ·'The Biosphere and Mass Extinctions" ( chapter 5 7). Readers 

may also begin by choosing to visit one of the final two eTextbook parts: the .. Glossary.·· 

which is divided into 26 parallel lexias, or .. Diversity In Biology," a discussion that might 

best be compared to a printed-textbook's appendix not only because of its position in the 

hierarchy but because its presentation differs from the remainder or the hypertext

especially its pink background color, use of headings, and content structure.(1 

At the beginning of each stand-alone chapter, the standardized heading "Table or 

Contents," appears immediately beneath the lexia or chapter title. underneath which 

Farabee has provided anchored or internal section links that span hori zontall y across the 

top of the chapter web page (see fig. 4.12). These hyperlinks allow readers to quickly 

jump to the major sections of the chapter. Along with the individual chapter discussion 

sections, most chapters include a section entitled "L inks" in which external World Wide 

Web sources relating to the chapter's discussion arc both annotated and hyperlinkcd. 

Some chapters also include one or more ol'thc follmving components: a "Learning 

Objectives" section, which includes a bulleted list of the named items : a "Review 

Questions" section, offering multiple-choice questions in verbal text format only: a li st or 

boldfaced key "Terms" hyperlinked to their definitions in the Glossary: and a list of 

"References" or citations that usuall y appear in normal text although a !cw chapter 
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citations include hyperlinks. The "Table of Contents' ' for chapter three. for instance. is 

comprised of seven hyperlinks: The Structure qf Water and Organic Molecules 

(representing the discussion sections in chapter three); Leaming Ohjectives: Terms: 

Review (ju est iom·: Links: and Reference.,· . respectivel y. The last Ii nk (Re /en.' ncesJ . 

however. might be considered a 1vlissing Link or a Feil1f since the section contains no 

citation information . Chapter 54. on the other hand. contains only !i\·e subsections. \\ ith 

Links providing the only non-discussion section (see fig. 4.12). 
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Fig. 4.12: Chapter-based Table of Contents in chapter 54, .. Human Evo luti on·· 

(http ://www. em c. mari co pa. ed u/ foe u It y / fora bee/BIO B 00 K/ BIO 8 0 0 K Hum Ev o I.ht m I ) . 

of the Online Biology Book. Also note the Back to Top link and embedded links within 

the first paragraph of text. 
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Regardless of the number and types of sections hyperlinked from the .. Table or 

Contents," the hyperlinks themselves provide the primary navigation for the chapter lexia 

and, when selected, al low the student or instructor to move zmidirect ionCt! ly: in other 

words, selecting one of the chapter's table of contents links moves the user down the 

page to the anchored chapter section. Yet, bidirectionC1! (up and down) movement 

through chapter contents may be affected by combining the table of contents links with 

the selection of the unidirectional, anchored or internal BC1ck lo Top hyper Ii nks. which 

appear to the right of each section heading and again at the very end or the chapter or 

lex ia (see fig. 4.12). These BCtck to Top links, specifically. return readers to the chapter's 

"Table of Contents," where they may alter their reading paths by either revisiting a 

previously read section or choosing a new section to read. In effect these hyperlinks may 

increase the speed and convenience of and encourage nonlinear patterns for reading the 

chapter. 

When included in a chapter, the sections "Terms' ' and "Links'' (and. sometimes. 

'·References") offer content-based hyperlinks that encourage lateral movement through 

the eTextbook or through the World Wide Web. Each of the boldfaced, hyperlinked key 

concepts listed in the "Terms" section, for example, leads readers to its respective 

anchored definition contained in the Online Biolo).y Book Glossary pages. By choosing 

the hyper! inked term nwno.wcclwrides, for instance. the reader can .i ump to the 

corresponding (anchored) delinition of this term on the M page of the glossary 

(http ://emc. rnaricopa.ed u/facu I ty /farabee/B IO B K/8 io BookglossM. htm I #monosacarri des) . 

In this respect, key-term hyper! inks function as lateral string-to-string ( or partial lcxia to 
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partial lexia) connections (see fig. 4.13). At the end of the glossary definition, or arrival 

site, the reader may encounter a I' JCTU RE link; in fact, approximately ha! r of the 

definitions in the Online Biology Book glossary include such PICTURE links (see lig. 

4.13). Following the lower-level path that originated vvith the 11w110.rncclwricles link in 

.. Terms" and selecting the provided Pl( T UR£ link enacts a unidirectional connect inn 

that launches a parallel (and untitled) \\Cb page (http ://c111c.111aricopa.edu/ l~1culty/ l~1r~1hcL' ; 

BIOBK/glucrings.gif) containing an image that depicts an o/p/w-G/11cose ring. a hetu-

Glucose ring, and a molecular illustration of a glucose ring. Interestingly. this image is a 

repetition of the third figure in the departure chapter ( chapter three). For this reason. the 

monosaccharicles path, which reflects a descriptive .,yntagma or episode. may not be 

perceived as unsuccessful by the reader. 
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Fig. 4.13: Arrival point in the Online Biolo;zy Book glossary when an embedded 

monosacclwricles Ii nk is selected (http ://emc . maricopa.ed u/ lac u I ty / Iara bee/ 

BIOBK/BioBookglossM.html#monosacarridcs). Also note the PICTURE and dclinition 

cross-links. 
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Of course, other descriptive .,yntagmas developing from the ·Terms'· section ma\· 

indeed be perceived as fruitful, especially since (I) terms within the glossary descriptions 

that are defined elsewhere in the glossary are cross-linked. (2) many of the />IC 'J'{ J/U:' 

links do provide images not included within chapter discussions. and (3) many of the 

words and phrases provided as hyperlinks in the "Terms" section also appear as active 

hyperlinks in chapter discussions. Notably, clicking on the boldfaced word- or phrase

links within the paragraphs of chapter discussion simply lead. unidirectionally, to the 

'"Terms" sections within their same lexias (see fig. 4.14); thus, the reader must again 

select the term-link to bring up the sought-after definition. Choosing the hem'/ nn,scle 

tissue hyperlink in paragraph 48 of chapter one. for instance, launches the ( · lcxia 

(http: //www.emc.maricopa.edu/faculty/farabee/BIOI3K/I3ioBookglossC.html#cardiac 

muscle) in the Glossary , which reveals the following definition: 

cardiac muscle The type of muscle that is found in the \Valls or the hc;.irt. 

Cardiac muscle is striated but branched, unlike the straight-shaped striated 

skeletal muscle cells. PICTURE. (Farabee. Glossary) 

After reading the definition, the reader may select the PICTURE link to view an 

illustration or the skeletal muscle hyperlink to jump to its respective definition in the 

Glossary. Let's say, the reader chooses skeletal muscle and jumps to the S lcxia 

(http://www.emc.maricopa.edu/ faculty /farabee/I3 IO I3 K/ I3 io I3ookglossS. h tm I #skc I eta I 

muscle) of the Glossary wherein the user reads the terms description: 

skeletal muscle Muscle that is generally attached to the skeleton and 

causes body parts to move: consists of muscle J)bers I sic j. Voluntary 
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muscle cells that have a striated appearance. These muscles control 

skeletal movements and are normally under conscious control. PICTURE. 

(Farabee. Glossary) 

Here, the reader might choose the PICTURE link, which uploads an untitled web page 

(http: //www.emc.maricopa.edu/ faculty /farabee/Bl OBK/striatmusc.gi I) consisting or a 

photograph of striated muscle. As this path implies. inasmuch as readers incur an 

additional step (or branch or acteme) within their key-term path. any logical closure (say 

the answer to the question ... what is heart muscle I issueT) provided by the path can rcsu It 

in a successful descriptive episode that offers readers significant information to construct 

an overall cognitive meaning for the corresponding paragraph or section ( paragraph 41 or 

section nine) in the departure lexia or chapter (chapter one). 
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Fig. 4.14: The "Terms" section of chapter 3. '"Chemistry I l: Water and Organic 

Molecules' ' (http: //www.emc.rnaricopa.edu/facul ty/farabee/1310 8 K/ 

B10BOOKCHEM2.html). in Farabec's Online !Jiology Book. 
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Unlike the 'Terms'· section, ·'References'' and '"Links'· sections of chapters. like 

the remaining chapter sections, can only be accessed through the chapter-based ·'Table or 

Contents.'' Alter selecting the unilateral References hyperlink. the rcader _jumps directly 

to the .. References" section in the same lexia where the reader may encounter one or 

more citations for sources Farabee used to write the chapter discussions. For example. i11 

the .. References" section of chapter one, '"Introduction and Review: The Nature of 

Science and Biology," the reader encounters two citations, the first of which happens to 

be hyperlinked to an external source. Clicking on the hyperlinked title On the Origin of 

Species hy Means of'Natural Selection enacts a unilateral jump to the homepage or 

contents page (http://www. Ii terature.org/authors/darwin-charles/the-origi n-o f-specie s/ ) 

for The Online Librar/s hypertext version of Charles Darwin's 1859 book. Notably, by 

choosing this hyperlink from the Reference section. the unidirectional connection extends 

the scope of the hypertext narrative because the external \\Cb site contains in!'ormatio11 

relevant to the chapter discussion in paragraphs 22-34 speci lically as wel I as to chapter 

one as a whole. Similarly. the external sources linked to the chapter through the .. Links·· 

sections often relate to the entire chapter discussion and. when selected. laterally extend 

the narrative of the eTextbook as well. The "Links' ' section in chapter one. for instance. 

contains 32 hyperlinks to external sources. one of which rep I icatcs the relcrence-1 ink to 

Darwin 's The Origin of'Species at The Online Library (sec fig. 4.15). 
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Fig. 4.15: Chapter one, '·Introduction and Revie\v: The Nature of Science and Biology'· 

(http: //www.emc.maricopa.edu/faculty/farabee/BIOBK/BioBookintro.html). or the 

Online Biology Book contains a wealth of external hyperlinks . 

As these hyperlinks and reader paths suggest, the overriding narrati \'e pattern 111 

Online Biology Book resembles Bernstein· s Sieve . l n other word s. the top-kve I or 

entry/home lexia of Farabee's eTextbook functions as the primary vehicle for following 

unidirectional, or lexia to lexia, hyperlinking to each of the 59 hierarchicall y-arranged 

eTextbook parts. The fi fry-seven chapters linked. or branching. from the cTcx tbook · s 

entry page. in turn. split or branch according to the internal or anchored hypcrlinks \\·ithin 

the chapters ' .. Table of Contents'' that divides the chapter di scuss ion into a number or 

discrete sections (i.e .. seven in chapter three- Structure of' Woter. Orgonic Molecules: 

Learning Ohjectives, Terms, Review Questions, and References). At this third-level or the 

Sieve pattern, however, several different reading patterns may emerge. 
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Fig. 4.16: Example of the structural hyperlinks provided at the end of chapters: links 

shown here occur in chapter three. "Chemistry 1r· (http ://\V\\'\\ .cmc.maricopa.cdu/ 

faculty /tarabee/BIOBK/BioBookCHEM2.html). 
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Fig. 4.17: Example of the numerous static graphics in Farabee 's Online !Jio/ogy !Jook: 

these images are included in chapter three, "Chemistry 11 ' ' 

(http ://www.emc.rnaricopa.edu/facul ty/farabcc/8 IO B K/8 io BookC H EM2. htm I). 
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If a student or instructor reads the eTextbook · s chapter lexias by simply scrol I ing 

down through the contents and, then , se lects the Go to or Continue hyperlink at the 

bottom of the page ( see fig. 4. 16), the reader may affect a Ii near narrative episode. 

However, because of the numerous hyperlinks within the chapter. a strictly linear reading 

seems unlikel y. An alternate cyclical pattern might be constructed by selecting "Table or 

Co ntents" hyperlinks, such as the "Reading Questions'' in chapter 54. and thrn returning 

to the chapter-table of contents by following the Buck to J<JJJ link: of course. when the 

reader performs this maneuver multiple times-always returning to the chapter table or 

contents- the reader· s narrative pattern emerges as a Contour. ( Note that these same 

Cyc les may occur at the macro-leve l of the eTextbook through the alternating use or the 

fifty-nine part links on the Content page and the Bock lo Toh/e of"( ·onte111.,· hyperlinks :it 

the end of each part lex ia.) As previousl y noted. following a key- term link can create '-1 

descriptive sy ntagma: yet since neither the Glossnry pages nor the J>/C 'TURI:.' lcxias 

provide hyperlinks to return the reader to the departure lexia. such paths may end in an 

episode vortex. However. by using the Back button in the Internet browser to backtrack 

through the previous sc reens. a key-term episode may function as an ctll/011onw11s 

segment. or explonutmy insert. In contrast, when readers choose a hyperlink to an 

additional external source in the "L inks" or ·'References'' sections or a chapter. the 

narrative thread breaks down because once they arrive at the external source hypcrlinked 

from a chapter, they may encounter not only a new narrative pattern to explore hut mc1y. 

in fact. find new hyperlinks of interest that lead them on a potentially inl'inite ser ies or 
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forking paths. Wandering down such paths may be attributed to the dialogic nature of the 

external link as an Interstitial Counterpoint as well as to the lack of Farabee 's narrative 

cues, which cease at the section from which readers selected the external link. As readers 

move further and further away, returning to the On/ ine Biology Book becomes al most 

impossible. On the other hand, when an external link in Farabee's eTexthnok returns <I 

.. Fi le not I" ound"' error. the narrative pattern emerges as a F<.: int that again may resu It in 

an episode vortex or. instead. a return to the .. Links'' section ,vhcrc readers may try to Ii 11 

the gap created by the missing information by altering the path. 

What the Online Biology Book appears to lack, however, arc string-to-string 

hyperlinks between related topic discussions within chapter content. Even though 

associational links could enhance student readings, especially of chapters divided into 

two chapters (i.e., "Cells I" and ··Cells II") where many of their concepts arc shared or 

are causally or descriptively related to one another, these chapters do not link to one 

another. except in the case that one sequentially follows another. For instance, chapter 

two, "Chemistry L'' includes a lateral Go lo Chemislly // link at the very end or the lc:"\i<1. 

but chapter three connects laterally only with chapter lour. C,o to ('<.://.,· I: ( Jrigins (sec lig . 

4.16). Hence, to reread a section or a certain discussion in chapter t,vo. the reader must 

travel up the Sieve ( or tree) pattern by either backtracking or returning to the eTcxtbook 

homepage. Other improvements that would increase the number of successful episodes 

for readers include return or Back lo Chapter X links from the various del1nitions and 

PICTURE lexias in the glossary. Such links could more effectively relate these 

descriptive paths to the concepts discussed in the originating text. 
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In addition to the various narrative patterns supported by Farabee· s On/ ine 

Biology Book's chapter contents reflect what Bolter calls rn'erse ekphrosis because the 

ratio of text to images weighs heavily on the latter and because these ligures or images 

replace verbal text. For example. visiting the third chapter. "Chemistry II: Water and 

Organic Molecules" (http: //www.emc.maricopa.edu/facul ty/ forabee/B IO 13 K/ 

BioBookCHEM2.htrnl), of this eTextbook, the reader encounters t\vcnty-seven printed 

pages of text including thirty-three full-color inline figure images (see lig. 4.1 7). I 11 

paragraph four of this, instead of describing the complexity or hydrogen hone/.\· in the 

many states of water. farabee inserts a figure that illustrates visually a simple 

··r f-lormation of a hydrogen bond between the hydrogen side or One \Vater molecule the 

oxygen side of another water molecule" ("Chemistry II" par. 4). the plurality or 

interlinking among these structures in the solidified state of ice. and the absence or such 

bonds in melting ice. Notably, the last two examples are not reiterated \'erb~illy in the 

figure's caption. Overall. with their aim of explanation or amplilication. these images 

produce shorter, more concise chapter lex ias. rarabee' s use or images a I so re llccts a 

variety of sources. As Farabee notes on the contents/core page of the Online !Jiology 

Book, many of the images presented with the chapter contents have been taken from the 

World Wide Web and are annotated with information about and linked to the image's 

source. Because of the varied sources or the chapter images pub I ishecl in chapter three 

especially, these figures reveal a wide range of designs and resolutions and. thus. a 

mixture of good and better image qualities (see fig. 4.17). Chapter thrce·s lirst image. a 

fairly grainy graph depicting the three water states on Earth. is repuhl ished l'rom a site no 
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longer online; however, most of the figures in Online Biology /3ook arc accompanied by 

updated or maintained hyperlinks to their original sources. l3y following these links. 

readers can not only review the contextual significance of these images within their 

original sources but may also verify their credibility. Many more of the ligures in chapter 

three are reprinted, with permission, from the textbook life: The Science o/!Jiology. 

written by Purvis, et. al. and published by Sinaur Associates(http ://\\\vw.sinaur.cnrn);.md 

W. F. Freeman (http ://www.wffreeman.com), and. because or the gatekeeper role or the 

commercial publisher, imply their own authoritative nature. 

Along with the numerous graphical and verbal ligures and glossary delinitions i11 

Farabee ·s Online Biology Book, which make this simple hypertext eTextbook an cc1si ly 

accessible approach to introductory biology, the hypertext' s primary Sieve and 

underl ying linear narrative patterns provide novice hypertext readers with coherent and 

clearly marked paths through the text. In foct, the bidirectional movement supported by 

the chapter-based "Table of Contents" and Bock lo Top links offer novice hypertext 

readers the experience of cyclical and other narrative strategics without the possibility 01 · 

becoming lost in the hypertext. Nevertheless. these two types or unidirectional chaptn 

hyperlinks in combination with the external hypcrlinks in the .. Links'· and .. Rclcrenccs .. 

sections of the chapters still encourage more adept hyperte:-.:t readers to e:-.:plorc a , aricty 

of reading patterns and to strike out their own paths through the World Wide Web. In this 

sense, Farabee's eTextbook !ills a gap between the rigidly linear downloadable 

eTextbooks and more complex hypertext eTextbooks and. thereby. may appeal to a 

variety of students and instructors . 
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Conclusion 

The range of Web-based simple electronic eTextbooks as they arc di scussed in 

this chapter suggests a progressive nature of development. I lowen~r, ironically perhaps. 

e Textbooks pub I ished in Portable Document Format (PDF) arc the nc\, est t ypc ors i m pk 

eTextbooks to gain popularity on the Web. The appearance or PDF L'Tcxthooks results 

not from reader 's preferences for linear narratives but apparently, rrom PDF's robust 

writing space-its ability to present mathematical symbols and retain other typographical 

and structural elements of printed books-and from author· s and pub! isher · s reassertion 

or authors' rights and copyright protection. Crowe II' s single PDF cTcx tbook .\'c 11 ·1011iw 1 

Phy sics rellects almost exactly print typography by --rm laking hierarchical structures 

visible on the page by using different letter sizes and forms" (Bolter. Writing 5,JJoce, 105) 

as well as by including a large-scale hierarchical structure and such printed book 

elements as a dedication and appendix (and other book marginalia) ctnd hlc111k spc1ccr 

pages . /\s such, Ne11·/011ion Physics reinforces the \·isual rhetoric and li11cl1rity cstl1hlishL·d 

by print technologies ( I 05) and, as Bolter suggests, emerges as a .. mere I digital I 

repository for printed material'' ( 119). Notably, however. Crowell's offering or 

alternative digital versions of his eTextbook suggest that copyright protection and author 

rights are less of a concern than the aesthetic qualities attainable through the use or PDF . 

Nevertheless, the primary benefits of Crowell's single PDF eTextbook must be 

understood as its authoritative ethos. its cost-effectiveness, its quick download time. and 

its portabi Ii ty. 
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The most flexible and useful simple eTextbooks described in this chapter appear 

to be those like Project Gutenberg's text-only version of Charles Ellwood's Sociology 

and J\!lodern Social Proh/ems and Farabee' s Online Biology Book. each !'or di ffcrcnt 

reasons. Project Gutenberg's rep/ irnt ion technology, according to Bo! ter and Grusi n ... is 

nothing more than respectful remediation," for the Project Gutenberg .. adds little in the 

way or graphic ornamentation. so as not to distract from the alphabetic texts themselves .. 

(Remediation 20 I). Thus, inasmuch as its use of multiple editions or a printed book and 

its possible introduction of errors destabilizes the resulting el3ook·s authority. a Prn_ject 

Gutenberg eTextbook may be considered a form of remediation that takes little license to 

recast the original printed work in any radical way. Interestingly. however. it is _just this 

ability to completely manipulate all levels of Project Gutenberg el3ooks that makes thesL' 

text-only works so useful. Not only may students and instructors re\'ise Project 

Gutenberg ·s text-only e13ook. changing the font size. color. and style or headings ~111d thL' 

like, but readers may take excerpts from the text and use them in their own contexts. m~1y 

add their own texts (i.e., annotations) to their copies of the Project Gutenberg e8ook. and. 

more radically, may completely deconstruct reconstruct, and even republish the 

cTextbook in a myriad or technological formats and rhetorical structures. Thus. the 

dynamic nature of these eTextbooks implies their existence in the constructive or 

imaginative smooth space described by Dcleuze and Cuattari. and. here. the possible 

structures to be created arc Ii mi tless. ( 0 r course. this open textual environment speaks tu 

the reason why PDF eTextbooks appeal to authors and readers as docs the questionable 

authority of both Project Gutenberg's eTextbooks.) 
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Although Project Gutenberg· s openness for textual deconstruction and 

reconstruction may appeal to expert computer users, for the majority of student and 

instructors (whom we may assume arc novice computer users and hypertext readers). the 

simple eTextbook that offers the most nonlinear and associati\'e reading experience is 

Farabee·s Online /Jiolngy /Jook. In fact. Farabee·s simple hypertext cTcxtbook re!lccts 

the characteristics or nonlinearity. deccnteredncss. and textual openness described by 

poststructural hypertext theorists. al though in a I im i tcd foshion. Ovcral I. Farabee· s 

eTextbook maintains a hierarchical or Sieve pattern through the course content. as 

suggested by the chronological listing of chapters on the homepage. the unidircctioncil 

section hypcrlinks in the chapter-based ··Tables or Contents:· and the intermediary _jump 

from embedded glossary links which subsequently lead to the respecti\'e dclinition and 

to any related picture lcxia. Y ct despite its top-level hierarchical design. each chapter 

lcxia and chapter-section ( or partial-lexia) may be accessed non I incarly. 1 n other ,, on.ls. 

readers may choose to enter the cTextbook through any chapter hyper! ink on the 

homepage and. then. may move bi-directionally through the chapters thcmseh·es through 

the use of the Buck to ToJJ links. In tact. consistent use or the eTextbook homepage links 

and a combination or the chapter-based TOCs and Back to To;J links encourages ( ) ·clicct! 

reading patterns and reflects the decentering of the hierarchical nature of the hypertext. 

The cross-linking of' definitions in the Glossary lcxia also reflect such deccntering. cind 

any use of the glossary or reference links offer a lair amount or opportunities for readers 

to insert explanalmy autonomous shots or brief clescrij)tive syntagnws into their narrative 

episodes. Nonetheless. the most important element of Farabee's eTextbook may be the 
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numerous external hyperlinks he provides in most chapters. Not only docs visiting these 

external web resources promise new opportunities for nonlinear reading strategics but 

they enact interstitial counterpoints between Farabee·s discussion or topics in his clwptcr 

lexias and the new voice-ideas encountered in each external web site. The effect or these 

possible dialogic events, thus, expands Farabce·s narrative into new contextual situations 

and foe i Ii tat es students· cn.:ot i,'e um/erst muling or course concepts. 
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Notes 

1The recently released Adobe Aero/wt eBook Reader 2.2 provides a wide range or d3ook 

reading features inc I uding high I ighti ng. bookmarking. and an notating: hm, en~r. this 

eBook reader has not yet become ,vidcly used by the public : rather. the ma_jority or 

eTextbook homepages refer users to the J\dobe /lcrolwt Reader. 

2 PostScript, introduced by Adobe in 1985. is a page description language that describes 

fonts and other graphics so that these images maintain asimilar representation despite thL' 

type of Post Script printer (i.e .. Apple Laser Writer or Wi11c/m1 ·s-based 1.ascr \,\/rite rs ~me.I 

Ink Jets. 

3 For added sec urity. Adobe A crolwt provides other measures to deter copyright 

infringements. including password protection. encryption. and va riou s levels or access 

rights and permissions. More information about these feature s may be found at the J\dobe 

Aero/)({/ 6.0 security website (http: //www.adobe.com/sccurity/main.ht111I ). 

~Project Gutenberg publishes many of their cI3ooks in a variety or formats (including 

their original text-only and /\SCI! formats as well as hypertext. or I ITML. docu111cnt s). 

The eTex tbook discussed here. ho,vever. has been published solely in text-only !'or111at. 

51 f readers using Microsoft Wore/ ·97 or higher have their preferences set to always oiler 

corrections. words in Project Gutenberg texts that appear as ··_soc iety_·· ,vi II 

automatically display in an italicized font. 
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() The rest of the lexias display a white background and use larger headings on the whole. 

In addition, whereas this lexia is arranged biographically (or according to scientist 

contributions), all others are arranged topically according to sub.i cct. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

COMPLEX ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOKS 

Complex electronic textbooks most frequently appear on the World Wide Web as 

hypertexts that encompass a wider range of features than their simple counterparts. In 

fact, because of their audio, video, and animated graphics, these complex hypertexts, in 

the early years of hypertext theory, would have been referred to as hypermedia. However, 

with recent technological advances in both computer operating systems-which now 

include integrated media players (i.e., Windows MediaP/ayer in Windows 2000, ME, and 

XI' versions, and Macintosh QuickTime Player in Macintosh OS)- and in the 

development of hypertext tools and Web-based interface designs, the eTextbooks 

discussed here might now be described as simply hypertext since hypermediated forms 

have begun bordering on virtual reality (see discussion in chapter six). Hyperrnediated 

forms, thus, subsume verbal text within highly graphical formats; the most important 

characteristic of complex hypertext eTextbooks, therefore, might be identified as their 

subsuming of audio, video, and animation media within heavily verbal texts. For 

instance, the majority of complex eTextbooks embody hypermedia by presenting it 

alongside the eTextbook in the form of ( 1) hyperlinks to external sources~ (2) hyperlinks 

to components of the textbook's companion web sites; or (3) hyperlinks intermingled 

within the paragraphs or as lists within content texts. Hypertext eTextbooks that display 

audio, video, or other media directly within the content lexias are rarer. 
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Interestingly, some complex hypertext eTextbooks appear within Graphical-User

Interface (GUI) environments similar to the hardware-based e-reader platforms (i.e., 

SoftBook and RocketBook). Through their reader-interfaces, these complex hypertext 

eTextbooks provide such unique features as user-based bookmarking and note-taking as 

well as such navigational tools as Web-based searching-the latter of which do not 

replace but rather, enhance hypertext navigation. Significantly, too, complex hypertext 

eTextbooks, unlike the simple type discussed in chapter four, tend to provide content in a 

plurality of shorter lexias that, because of the multiplicity of navigational features

textual hyperlinks and GUI elements-can be read in a potentially infinite number or 

nonlinear, or at least, quasi-nonlinear fashions. Along with the added value of internal, 

external, and reader-interface hypertextual navigation as well as audio and video 

elements, these textbooks also frequently include content generally considered as 

supplementary to printed texts (i.e., dictionaries and study guides). 

Complex electronic textbooks include not only those hypertexts published openly 

for free public access on the World Wide Web (usually by individual pro!'cssors) hut also 

hypertext eTextbooks often referred to as pay-per-use eTextbooks. To access the content 

of these eTextbooks, instructors may request review copies: however, students must 

subscribe to these Web-based eTextbooks by paying a fee that is equal to or discounted 

from the price of the printed edition of the book. Most of these eTextbooks are 

repurposed or electronic versions of printed textbooks produced by such large 

commercial educational publishers as McGraw-Hill, Houghton-Mifflin, or the various 

publishing groups of publishing conglomerates such as Pearson Learning Group or 
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Thompson Publishing. However, a few small digital presses, such as Atomic Dog 

Publishing, predominately publish native eTextbooks-eTextbooks published originally 

on or for the World Wide Web-yet do offer printed versions as supplements or as 

alternative versions. 

Whether published online by individuals or by commercial publishing groups. 

Complex hypertext eTextbooks vary in their use of hypertextual elements, structure, and 

content; thus, for the purposes of this study, these texts will be divided into six 

subcategories, three of which are discussed in this chapter (the remainder are discussed in 

chapter six). The first two of these subtypes, as noted earlier, are most common: 

hypertexts that hyperlink to or appropriate external media sources or that relegate audio, 

video, and other media to supplementary resources within the eTextbook reading 

environment or to separate web sites altogether. The third, and rarer, complex eTcxtbook 

subtype, embodies hypermedia elements within the discussions or content lexias 

themselves. (Newer, more advanced forms of complex eTextbooks are discussed in 

chapter six.) 

Complex eTextbook with Externally Linked Hypermedia 

One of the most impressive complex hypertext eTextbooks including hyper Ii nks 

to audio files in external Web sources (or on external Web servers) is The Evolution o/ 

Present-Day English (http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/), written and published by 

Daniel W. Mosser of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Virginia Tech) . Developed tor 

junior- and senior-level English majors to meet the advanced grammar or history of the 

English language prerequisite common in many colleges and universities, Mosser's 
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eTextbook contains an abundant use of textual hyperlinking and remains available free on 

the World Wide Web. 

The Evolution ot Present-Day English 
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Fig. 5.1: Period and Topic arrangements of content on the homepage or Mosser·s The 

Evolution (~l Present-Day English (http: //wiz.cath.vt.edu/hcl /helmod/). 

The most unique feature of Mosser's Web-based eTextbook is revealed on the title 

and contents page, or homepage: the dual arrangement of or approaches to the text. Along 

with a chronologically-arranged "Period" listing of the eTextbook's chapter, Mosser 

provides an alternative "Topic" contents list (see fig. 5.1 ). The Period structure or path of 

The Evolution of Present-Day English consists of twelve parts- an Introduction/Brief 
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Overview, ten chronological body or subject chapters, and a Glossary of Key Terms (see 

fig. 5 .1 ). The body chapters, each bearing a quotation from a famous historical figure or 

work as its title, are listed on the homepage in bold font and followed by a reference to 

the source of the quotation and the year in which it was (probably) spoken or printed as 

well as by a brief notation of the chapter's focus (see fig. 5.1 ). For instance. chapter (or 

part) tvm is listed as follows: "'sprung from some common source' (Sir William Jones. 

1786): Inda-European and the History of English" (Mosser The Evolution of Present-Doy 

Enf{lish). The phrase common source in this entry provides the electronic I ink to the 

corresponding chapter lexia entitled "Brief Overview" (http: //wiz.cath.edu/hel / 

helmod .intro .html) (see fig . 5.1 ). Thus, like most eTextbook contents pages from which 

chapters or parts are linked, the Period-based structure of The Evolution o/Present-Doy 

English allows students and instructors to begin their readings from any chapter of the 

eTextbook. 

The topically-arranged contents I ist on the homepage. signi licantly. dcccntcrs the 

chronologically-based Period organization of chapters by offering eight hypcrlinks

including Language Types , Prescriptive Grammar Correctness, Nouns, Pronouns. 

Sounds and 5,JJel lings, Vocobulwy, and two uni inked ti ties: "Standard Englishes" and 

"Nonstandard Englishes"-that represent alternative spatial beginnings for reading The 

Evolution r?f'Present-Day English (see fig. 5.1 ). Except for Prescriptive Grctmmw· 

Correctness, which leads to an index page spelling out the path to be taken, al I of these 

topical hyperlinks link directly to their related sections in the introductory chapter. ··Brier 
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Overview." For instance, by selecting Pronouns from the Topics contents list, the reader 

is taken to the fifth section, "PDE Pronoun Paradigm" (http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/ 

intro.html# pronouns), of chapter one (see fig. 5.2). This section, like most in the "Brief 

Overview" chapter, introduces the topic; provides a table of relevant material (here, 

modern pronouns and their cases); and displays a second set of navigational links that 

lead to other chapter's discussions of this topic: "PDE Pronoun Paradigm" section, for 

instance, includes, to the left of the text, four string-to-string hyper! inks-Got hie 

Pronouns (chapter 2); OE Pronouns (chapter 3)~ ME Pronouns (chapter 5), and EA!/E 

Pronouns (chapter 7) (see fig. 5.2). Notably, such secondary hyperlinks appear in the 

margin of the introductory chapter only, but these links are also included in the left-hand 

columns of select tables of grammatical information throughout the remaining chapters, 

providing further narrative cues for accessing the textbook material topically (sec fig. 

5.3 ). 

Topical readings of Mosser's eTextbook suggests that chapter one, "Brief 

Overview,'' functions as the spatial center of the topical landscape from which mu I ti pie 

spatially- and chronologically-coherent narrative episodes originate ( and to which they 

often return) . For example, a student assigned to write a brief historical account of 

pronoun usage from Old English to contemporary times, might begin by selecting the 

topical Prnnouns link from the Contents page that as noted earlier, _jumps directly to the 

anchored seventh paragraph of chapter one, ·'B rief Overview," wherein the .. PDE 

Pronouns Paradigm" discussion begins ( see fig. 5 .2 ). If this reading session is the 

student's first encounter with Mosser ' s eTextbook, he or she may need to scro ll up the 
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page to verify the meaning of Mosser's acronym, PDE (which is revealed in paragraph 

three of this chapter as "Present-Day English"). Otherwise, the reader must first decide 

whether to continue his or her session by reading the eight paragraph discussion of the 

recent influences on the pronoun case paradigm, herein, or whether to approach the topic 

from a more chronological sequence by selecting the second hyperlink. OE Prnnouns. 

from the list of four chronologically-arranged hypcrlinks in the lelt margin (sec lig. 5.2). 

By choosing the first option. the student reader frames his or her reading within the "PDE 

Pronoun Paradigm" discussion of more recent pronoun developments: whereas. in the 

second option, the narrative unfolds in a step-by-step fashion as the reader selects the ML.' 

Pronouns hyperlink in chapter three, and so on. 
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Fig. 5.2: ''Pronouns" section in chapter one, "Brief Overview·· of Mosser·s The L.'l'(J/111in11 

ol Present-Day English (http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/). 

Significantly, the standardized appearance of four chronological links- OE 

Pronouns, ME Pronouns, EA1E Pronouns, and PDE Pronouns- in the later chapter's 

pronoun tables along with Mosser's minimal use of cross-linking within the four pronoun 
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discussions makes either path a fruitful narrative episode: for instance, tracing a path 

through the four chronologically-arranged hyperlinks beginning with OE Pronouns in 

chapter one emerges as the rhetorical trope or pattern Bernstein refers to as Doug/us 's 

Cycle since the reader 's return to the initial departure lex ia, ·'PDE Pronouns Paradigm." 

functions as the met anode in which the reader may experience closure. In fact. eve n i r the 

student were to choose the unlikely path of randomly se lec ting the standardized four 

pronoun hyperlinks, he or she could again, although with an increased cognitive load, 

create a coherent narrative since this reading pattern would resemble a Tangle- a pattern 

in which the reader may travel spatially in a crisscross manner yet, in the end , discover 

the totality of and, thereby, the overall point of the explored contents. 
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Fig. 5.3: ·'ME Pronouns'' sec tion in chapter three, '"Of Saxons, and of Angles and 

Jutes ... ': The Beginnings of English in England" (http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/ 

helmod/oe.html). 
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Fig. 5.4: Initial view of Mosser 's chapter three, "'Of Saxons, and or Angles and 

Jutes ... "' (http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/oe.html). 

.:.J 

Reading The Evolution of Present-Day En Klish according to chronological or 

hi storical arrangement results in a very different experience. ror example. when readers 

se lect the hyperlink rfSaxons, and o/Angles and Jutes in the chapter three entry of the 

Period content li sting, they quickly arrive at the chapter or lexia entitl ed "'Of Saxons, and 

of Angles and Jutes ... ': The Beginnings of English in England" (http: //yviz.cath.vt.edu/ 

hel/helmod/oe.html) that, along with a brief hi storical overview and Mosser's own 

copyrighted images of Stonehenge, of the "Anglo-Saxon Cross at Lindcsfornc," and or 

the "Ruins of a Roman Theater at Caerleon," provides tabl es of noun- and pronoun-case 

exampl es and approximately thirty-seven hyperlinks (see fig. 5.4). Included in these links 

are three or four boldfaced key terms (i.e., allophones , .\ynthetic, and analy tic) embedded 

within the paragraphs of the chapter discussion that, when se lected, link direct ly to their 
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relevant definitions in the "Glossary of Key Terms" or "Key Word" lexia through the use 

of anchoring. Similarly, six in-text references hyperlinks to their corresponding citations 

on the untitled and otherwise unnoted eTextbook bibliography page 

(http ://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/helbib.html). The remainder of the hypcrlinks in this 

chapter functions either as navigational cues that jump to earlier or later discussions in 

this chapter about a particular topic or as internal and external extensions of a sub_ject's 

discussion. The term and reference links here also result in definition syntagmas and 

explanatory inserts. 

The internal navigational hyperlink discussion in paragraph 16, for instance. 

jumps down the page to the "Phonology and Spelling" section (paragraph 25 of chapter 

three), and the phrase grammatical gender in paragraph 24 similarly moves the reader 

down the section of the same name in the twenty-sixth paragraph of the chapter. The first 

textual link in this chapter, lndo-European language, on the other hand, extends the 

narrative of chapter one by referring the reader to a second untitl ed and otherwise 

unnoted document entitled "Proto-I ndo- European" (http ://wiz.cath. vt .ed u/hcl /hel mod/ 

images/ie-tree.html)-an image of the genealogical tree-diagram of languages- that 

originates from and returns to chapter one. Two other similarly untitled and iso lated 

eTextbook pages include the genealogical tree-diagram of the kings of early England 

(http://wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod.html), accessed by clicking on the hyperlinks Kings of' 

Wessex in paragraph six, and the untitled Grimm's Law page, found by clicking on thi s 

phrase in the nineteenth paragraph of chapter three. Interestingly, this latter embedded 

web page returns the reader to chapter two, "Common Source," through the Common 
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Source hyperlink at the top of the page but does not, however, create a significant 

narrative connection between chapters two and three. Rather, these three embedded lexias 

function as explanatory autonomous shots or inserts into the linear reading or the chapter 

three lexia, and the latter two of these lexias-the tree diagrams of English kings and the 

··Grimm 's Law·· pages-function equally in chapter two. Thirteen of the fifteen external 

links in chapter three occur as a list in the final chapter section, "Web Links." Notably. 

although this list includes links to Web-based versions of Old English Literature. course 

sites, and other texts and tools, their separation from the discussions of the socio-political 

influences upon Old English imply their function as optional readings for rurther study of 

the chapter concepts. 

In contrast, chapter four of The Evolution of Present-Day English, enti tied '" .. . 

and were seen fiery dragons in the air flying': Outside Influences on the Development or 

0 Id English" (http: //wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/loe.html ), exhibits Mosser' s Ii beral use 

of embedded external hyperlinking through which he invites readers to explore new 

narrative possibilities without wandering too far from the topical discussion and, thus, 

invites readers to construct a broader and deeper understanding of the text. In the lirst 

section of chapter four, "Scandanavian Influences," the reader encounters seven 

paragraphs of discussion containing nine hyperlinked words or phrases (see fig. 5.5). 

The first hyperlink, Wedmore, appears in paragraph three's discussion of King 

Alfred the Great and the Treaty of Wedmore and directs the reader to the "About 

Wedmore" page (http: //www.argonet.co. uk/users/thegeorge. wedmore/about wed. h tm) or a 

web site published by The George Hotel located on Church Street in Weclmore, Somerset 
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(see fig. 5.5). This web site, describing the town of Wedmore and its connection to King 

Alfred the Great, opens in a new window (as do all external sources linked in this 

eTextbook) that, when closed, allows the reader to return to Mosser 1s chapter lour lexia. 

Although this external link appears trivial because it leads to a contemporary marketing 

web site, the purpose of this descriptive autonomous shot is to demonstrate the continued 

existence of Wedmore and its location in England as well as to provide a second \'Oicc 

that reiterates the historical importance of the town as the site or the treaty discussed 111 

Mosser~ s paragraph. 
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Fig. 5.5: Paragraphs three to five of Mosser·s chapter lour. 111 
. .. and were seen liery 

dragons in the air flying': Outside Influences on the Development or Old Engli sh" 

(http: // w i z. ca th. vt. ed u/h e 1/he l m od/1 oe. h tm I). 

In the next two paragraphs, the reader finds hyperlinks to further course sites 

concerning the cultural and literary importance of the "Battle of Brunanburh ·· and the 
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"Battle of Maldon" (see fig. 5.5) The Bal/le of'Bruncmhurh hyperlink launches. in a new 

window, the introductory page of T. Kinsell's "The Battle of Brunanburh" web site 

(http://loki.stockton.edu/~kinsellt/litresources/brun/brun l .html) wherein the reader finds 

a link to the main page or "guide" of the site. The main page of Kinsell's site al!O\vs users 

to quickly jump down the page to his Introduction and the text of the poem. "The Battle 

of Brunanburh" in Anglo-Saxon. in Modern English, or in Tennyson's version. 

Additionally, readers may review information about "Anglo-Saxon Prosody" or 

"Language." or readers may consult Kinsell 's Glossary or Bibliography web pages by 

clicking on their respective hyperlinks listed at the top of the page before returning to 

Mosser's eTextbook. 

The Ba/Ile of'Maldon hyperlink in paragraph fiv e of Mosser's chapter four leads 

to the index page of Wilfrid Berridge·s web site by the same name ("The Battle of 

Mal don," h ttp ://www. humph b.demon .co. uk/maldon/top _pagc. htm) that pro vi des 

"commentary, a translation of the poem, a map, and images of the battle-ground as it is 

now" along with "thirty links to other relevant sites" (Berridge, pars. 2-3) (see figs . 5.5 

and 5.6). Indeed, this externally linked source provides the most elaborate forking paths 

and reading patterns of the three external I inks discussed so far, yet, signi1icantly. no 

matter what rhetorical strategy the reader adopts here , he or she, once again. returns to the 

departure paragraph in Mosser 's eTextbook and. thereby . creates a larger-sca le Sp/i1-.Joi11 

or Tangle pattern. The difference between this wandering and the reader's experiences in 

the "Battle of Branaugh" and "Wedmore'' web sites, however. is the increased breadth 

and scope of the information the reader brings back to Mosser' s historical and I inguistic 
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discussion. By exploring fully the "Battle of Maldon" web site and its external 

hyperlinks, the reader also bridges the rather extensive gap in the fabric of Mosser·s 

hypertext created by the Battle of"Malclon hyperlink, yet during the reading the external 

web site, the user may incur several smaller gaps or dialogic responses for \vhich the 

eTextbook not be able to account. 

'9 Baille of Maldon · Microsoll Internet Explorer 1!11:iiil:I 

* - rw ~ ~ .. ~ G.J (~ ~ · :;;;, 
" l .st~ Aef,esh Home 5.,.,,,ch F"'v0tites History M....i Ptir~ 

ID' 
Edit I

I »m , Link e / · . · 

I A_dd,eu_ ~ http· / /www humphb d e mon c o .uk / m,,.ldo n / ,nde~ htm 

Tho Battle of JVla.ldon (991.tu)) took placo on the shoros of the R.iv e 1· 1Jlackwate1· u, Essex. ThL·1 ·e 
was a he1·oic stand by the Ani;::lo - Sa.xons at,tauist the Vikiil(:: invasion wh.ich ended in utte1· defeat 
for IlrithnotJ1 and his 1nen. The battle's progress is 1·elaterl in a fa111ous Anglo -Saxon poP111 011ly 
part of·which survivos. 

Fig. 5.6 : Homepage for Berridge's ·'The Battle of Maldon" 

(http: //www. humph b.demon. co. uk/mal don/top _page. htm). 

In the parenthetical line of text in Mosser's third paragraph of chapter four_ two 

quick jumps appear to the poem with .rnund/iles- an external link to the University or 

Virginia's version of "The Battle of Maldon (2-61 )" (http: //www.cngl.virginia.ccJu/OE/ 

Guide.Readings/Maldon.html), which offers sound files in Wave and TrucSpeech format s 

containing Old English readings of each verse of the poem as it appears in the verbal text 

(see fig. 5.7). At the end of the second section, ·'Old Norse Phonology and Lexicon ," or 
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chapter four, readers encounter a similar hyperlink, Recordings o/DE at UVa, which 

connects Mosser's discussion about the new sounds and terms brought to Old English by 

Old Norse to a hypermediated web page at the University of Virginia site: "Index to /OE/ 

Guide.Readings" (http: //www.engl.virginia.edu/OE/GuideReadings/) (see fig. 5.8). This 

directory page I ists ti ve printed pages or sound-ti le hyper I inks that reproduce O Id English 

readings of the poems and other works collected and published in the University of 

Virginia's Old English web-based guidebook(http: //www.engl.virginia.edu/OE/). 

Because these external web pages may be considered as part of Mosser ' s own eTextbook 

narrative, they, in effect, hypermediate The Evolution q/Present-Doy English and 

warrant more detailed examination. 

,9 The Baille of Maldon · Microsoft Internet Explorer 11g13 

j As;l~res$ ~ hltp·//www.-,r,g l vug ir11.~ .edu /OE/G u1de Read,ngs/M .~ldon html 

l The Battle of l\!Ialdon (2-61) 

2 -~ . "Ji.:··1· .. ·~ I T,1 1,:Sp eN h 

H e r pa hyssa hwa: ne hors forLc ran, 
feor afysan and for6 gangan, 
h i cg an r 6 h au du r n an <l r o h ig e g o d urn . 

5 -8 . ')l c1Y.'C: I [r_1,1~:_,:::J2•; ,:· ,J_1 

pa p;.tr Offon 111;t g .t rcsr onf1111dc 
IJa: r se eod nold e yrhbo gepolia11, 
h e l e t hin1 pa of handon le ofne fl e ogan 
hafoc wib pa: s holtes and to i., ~cre hil<le st o p ·, 

9 - 10 . \~I.-,·.11: I T r1.,,.<:r, 1: r-c h 

b c IJ a 111 rn a 11 111 i ht e o 11 c 11 .hv an IJ a:r s e c 11 i ht 11 o 1 d c 
·w;1c1an .rt p .1111 wfge pa he to ·w.t pnun1 te ng. 

...:J 
,€J Don,., ! I 11'> Internet 

i~Slart!IJ ~ r~;;i ~ iw rID ~I J \D'Mboso. :,1 @"'Fieryd .. 1 r@FuHSho. , llt_]Tho ... : R2-:.! :\~'. ,r.2 tJ6JlWJ~~ '@~:_)~([(:! 11 24 p~~ 

Fig. 5.7: "Battle ofMaldon" page of the "Old English at University of Virginia'" web site 

(l1ttp: //www.engl.virginia.edu/0 E/). 
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The University of Virginia's sound files in the "Battle of Maldon" hypertext, for 

instance, function as what Joyce refers to as a hypermediated replacement or optional 

substitution for the verbal text in each verse of the poem, yet, simultaneously further 

illustrate and amplify the lexical , grammatical, and syntactical changes to Old English 

influenced by the Scandinavians. Additionally, these sound files introduce new concepts 

to Mosser·s discussion in chapter four-the pronunciation and rhythm or reading this 

later form of Old English. Overall , these sound files affect both transparency and 

immediacy within Mosser's discussion that essentially brings the reader closer to the 

experience of Old English audiences listening to a scop's recounting or the story of the 

Battle of Maldon. Inasmuch as these sound files replace, amplify, and introduce concepts 

within the chapter and the poem itself, their oral repetition or the verbal text presented 

with them, nevertheless, reflects the function of the sound and visual text as a single unit 

and, thus, their limited requirement of creative association on the part of the reader. The 

·'Recordings of OE at UVa" hypertext, on the other hand, consists ofa file directory in 

which each file is completely separated from the verbal texts they represent (see fig. 5.8). 

These sound fi !es, indeed, reflect a higher-level of transparency and immediacy. yet the 

sheer amount of these files can result in cognitive overload on the part of the reader, 

especially since the majority of the Old English works represented by these sound file 

hyperlinks do not appear in Mosser's eTextbook. In effect, then, hyperlinking to this 

Index page appears to be an ineffective means of introducing or reinforcing concepts in 

this chapter as well as others. 
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Fig. 5.8: Arrival lexia for the Recordings <fOE at UVA hyperlink in Mosser's chapter 

three. " Index of /OE/Guide.Readings" (http: //www.engl.virginia.edu/OE/ 

Guide.Readings). 

Several of the graphical elements in Mosser's eTextbook appear equally 

ineffective because they represent ornamentation rather than amplification of chapter 

concepts. For instance. the photograph of the "Ruined Monastery of Lindisfarnc ( Castle 

at Distance) copyrighted by Daniel W. Mosser, that appears immediately below the title 

of chapter four appears purely ornamental because neither is Lindisfarne mentioned 

within the discussion of "Scandanavian Influences" nor docs this chapter provide any 

external or other hyperlinks to external sources relating to Lindisfarne or the "Lindisfarnc 

Gospels." Rather. two external links to external web sites relating to the .. Lindisforne 

Gospels"- one hyperlink to the British Library web site and another leading to the 

Diocese at Durham site-appear as supplementary '"Web Links" in chapter three (see fig. 

5.9). and the latter is again provided as an embedded hyperlink, Linclisf'ome Cimpels . in 
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the first paragraph of discussion in chapter eight, ···No lawful standard ... ': The 

Evolution of English Dictionaries." Ironically, however, no further images pertaining to 

Lindisfarne appear or are the Gospels included within either of these chapters. 
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Fig. 5.9: '·Web Resources" section at the end or chapter three in Mosscr's cTextbook 

J 
..:.J 

(http: //wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel/helmod/oe.html). Note the references to Lindis/ctrne Gospels. 

In fact, the best uses of graphical images as illustrative or explanatory media or as 

reverse ekphrasis occur in a couple of later chapters only : for instance, in chapter nine, 

... How barbarously we yet write an speak ... ': The I 81
1i Century and the Origins or 

Prescriptive Grammar,' ' the sole image- Mosser's photograph or a posted sign bearing 

the title ··Nous sommes heurex de vous accueillir" and announcing a commercial 

establishment ' s hours of operations-displays to the right of paragraph sixteen. a 

discussion of French society's prohibitions against adopting English words into their 

language (see fig. 5.10). Similarly, the opening photograph or a Jamaican T-shirt 
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displaying the expression "Do de rite ting" explains (and reiterates) the chapter title 

immediately above it: '"Do de rite ting': World Englishes." In sum, Mosser's eTextbook 

takes little advantage of graphic media's ability to introduce, explain, or otherwise 

concretize concepts relating to chapter discussions. 
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Fig. 5.10: Illustrative image provided in chapter nine, ·" How barbarously we yet write an 

speak ... ' ," of Mosser ' s eTextbook. (http: //wiz.cath.vt.edu/hel /helrnod/barbaro.htrnl). 

Along with this narrow scope of hypermediacy, Mosser ' s The Evolution rf 

Present-Day English reveals an overall lack of cross-linking between related topics in 

chapter discussions. A few chapters, including "Brief Overview" and the two last bod y 

chapters, "At the hands of Americans" and "Do de rite ting" do produce topical 

connections between the historical background sections of the eTextbook chapters. ··Briel' 

Overview not only provides links to all the chapters, but is the departure and destination 

site of various grammar tables. "At the Hands of Americans" and "do de rite ting" appear 

to be integrated because they both rely upon the discussion about Black Vernacular 
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English, a section in the American English chapter. Noticeably, however, connections 

between discussions of such overtly related topics as ··Grimm's Law" ( chapters one and 

two) and the "'Great Vowel Shi ft" ( chapter seven) are missing. 

Nevertheless, Mosser's eTextbook reflects a large-scale rhetorical pattern that is 

much more comp! icated than that of Farabee' s Online Biology !Juok. For instance. the 

dual arrangement of eTextbook material splits the narrative I inc at the homepage into t \\ o 

distinct patterns: a topical Sieve and a chronological Cycle. The topical Sieve pattern 

reflects a horizontal spatiality since the six active narrative lines continue from chapter 

one- through unidirectional and lateral string-to-string hyperlinking-to subsequent 

predetermined chapter sections. The ·'Prescriptive Grammar Correctness.'' thread, 

however, breaks down into a further tree structure yet requires of the user a c.,yclicu/ 

reading pattern that might be compared to a Contour. This homepage link leads to an 

intermediary index or directory page that by outlining the course of the reading functions 

as a second spatial center ( chapter one being the first) of the thread to which the reader 

must continually return in order to maintain the narrative episode. A similar cyclical 

pattern develops from the homepage through the Period arrangement or the eTextbook 

parts. Because none of the chapters other than the "Brief Overview" in Mosser's '/'he 

Evolution olPresent-Day English includes a link back to the title and contents page or 

the eTextbook to return to the main page, readers must either (I) use the flack button in 

their Internet browser~ (2) add the web site URL to their list of Favorites or Bookmarks in 

their browser, or (3) parse the URL of the particular page to find the address for the core 

page of Mosser's online textbook. 
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Once inside the e Textbook parts or chapters, readers move pri mari I y uni

directionally down the page; however, selecting embedded anchored links to later 

sections in a chapter may cause the reader to scroll back up the page to continue reading 

the departure discussion. In most cases. however, this bi-directional mon?mcnt proves to 

be unnecessary since the departure and arrival texts of anchored internal hyperlinks 

display within the same screen. In addition, since chapters do not consistently cross-Ii nk 

in a bilateral fashion, users must rely upon their browser's Buck button to return to 

departure discussions. Insofar as several hyperlinks do include internal markers of the 

descriptive type (i.e., '·click here for the text with sound lilcs" in chapter four ~rnd the 

Ii sting of external hyper! inks under --w cb Links .. section ti tics) . most or the h ypcrl inking 

within the chapters are not displayed in any unique manner. /\II key word. rclcrcncc. and 

internal and external string-to-lexia and string-to-string hypcrlinks appear as boldfaced 

and underlined words or phrases within the chapter discussions . 

Overal L Mosser' s complex hypertext c Textbook. The E l'<Jlut ion of J>resrnt-Duy 

English~ provides many advantages over a printed textbook. especially through its 

external links, appropriated sound files, and plurality of beginnings and reading paths, or 

narratives, facilitated through the dual organization of course content. Not only do the 

external links offer infinite potential for new dialogues that may bridge the gaps in 

Mosser ' s e Textbook but the sound files provide some degree of re,·er.\'e ek;Jhrcrsis and 

immediacy to Mosser's eTextbook that printed textbooks cannot. In addition to offering 

these features, however_ Mosser·s The EwJ/ution o/Present-Duy English stands as the 

only on line textbook for advanced grammar and history of the English language studies. 
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Yet, this exploratory hypertext does not offer students and instructors any online means 

of customizing-annotating or highlighting-or adding to the eTextbook content, and 

topical readings appear to restrict reader's paths to the author· s predetermined map. 

especially since few external hyperlinks or cross-links to historical discussions arc 

provided here. In fact, because the period-based and topical lines olflight through this 

eTextbook remain author-centered to such a high degree, readers' tracings cannot olten 

create new structures that do not already exist. Yet. the multiplicity of;J/ateuus-both 

full chapter lexias and topically-arranged partial lexias-do show that Mosser·s 

eTextbook does, in fact, consist of more dimensions than the simple hypertext eTcxtbook 

discussed in chapter four. 

Complex eTextbooks with External Companion Website 

Elaine Marieb and John Mallatt's updated third edition of Human A nalom_\'. 

commercially published in 200 I by Benjamin Cummings, has since been developed in 

conjunction with MetaText as a complex Web-based hypertext version that comes 

integrated with such interactive tools as highlighting. full-text scarchi ng. and 

annotation- all of which are presented in a GUI interface that provides multi pie means or 

navigating through or reading the text. Like all of the eTcxtbooks developed by MetaTcxt 

(http ://www.metatext.com), whose client-base includes educational publishers whose 

products make up "80% of the market-share" (i.e .. McGraw-Hi IL W. W. Norton. Pearson 

Education, and Thompson Learning)'. Marieb and Mallatt's Human Anatomy, 3/E 

eTextbook consists of the repurposecl content, or the 844-page print edition of the 

textbook reformatted for the Web according to what MetaText refers to as "Page 
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Chunking"-the atomizing or fragmenting of textbook content into concept-based. or 

topicaL lexias (' 1 Instructors: Features," col. 2, par. 8 ). Significantly. however. the 

hierarchical structure of the printed textbook· s parts. chapters. chapter sections. and 

pagination are maintained . 

Because of Meta Text's Page Chunking process, Marieb and Mallatt's complex 

hypertext vers ion of Human Anatomy. 3/E consists or 1145 topical or concept-based 

pages (an increase of 301 pages ove r the printed textbook). As such. some parts and 

sect ions of the eTextbook include more lexias than the printed version does physical 

pages: for instance, the Glossary of Maricb and Mallat!' s eTextbook consists or twenty

seven lexias- with the Glossary and Pronuncialion Key lead ing to the same content. 

titled according to the latter link- whereas, the printed version or the textbook presents 

the glossary as twenty-four continuous pages. The breaking apart. or chunking. or the 

Glossary accord ing to alphabetical listings in the MetaText version or! lunwn Anulom_\ '. 

3/E offers quicker access to definitions. howeve r. \vi thin a certain lexia (i .e .. ., J or ,\[). 

readers must sti II scro l I down and scan the contents to l'i nd thci r so ught a rtcr cnt ry In 

addition. the "CHAPTER SUMMARY'' section of "C HAPTER 4 Tissues:· which spans 

from page 77 to page 106 in the printed version. appears in the MetaText eTcxtbook 

ve rsion of Human Anatomy. 3/E as onl y seven topical lexias: a decrease or 13 pages . The 

decreased number of pages results from MetaText's combining or multiple pages of the 

printed vers ion into topically-based hypertexts. Some eTextbook pages. however. include 

only a portion of a print-version page. ror example. the "MUSC LE TISSUE (pp. 99-

102)" lex ia, the fourth section of chapter four. ends on the same printed page from which 
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the totality of the fifth section lexia, .. Nervous Tissue (p . I 02)." has been taken. or 

course, lex ias that combine multiple print-version pages do require more scrolling to 

locate a specific di sc ussion than do lexias containing an excerpted part of a print-ve rsion 

page. 
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Fig. 5. 1 I : Meta Tex t customi zed ··My Homepage .'' 

_J 

To understand the significant features and functions of Mari eb and Mallatt' s 

cTex tbook, we must first examine the read ing environment or HTML-based GUI in 

\vhi ch the eTcxtbook is di sp layed. Humon Anolomy. ] /E. like all MctaText eTcx tbook s. 

is pass\vord-protcctcd . requiring instructors \\·ho ha ve adopted thi s textbook and student s 

,vho have paid the l 80-day subsc ription lee to log into the MctaText site . Once logged in. 

the student or instructor must se lect the textual hyperlink for Human 11110/omy, 3/E l'rom 

their personali zed web page, entitl ed "My Homepage" (http: //metatext.com/scrvlet/ 
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homeGen/) (see fig. 5.11 ). As the eTextbook launches within the window of hi s or her 

Internet browser, the user encounters a frame-based, graphical interface that provides 

access not only to the text itself but to the various navigational and "interacti\'c" too ls to 

be used when reading the eTextbook. 
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Fig. 5. 12: Initi al view of Marieb and Mallatt's Human Anatomy, 3/E and MetaText GUI. 

The Meta Text reader-interface, or GU L resembles the interface used hy 

NetLibrary, of which MetaText was a divi sion until January of 2002 2
• and is corn prised 

of fi ve HTML-based frames (see lig. 5. 12). The first three frames di sp lay hori zo ntall y 

across the sc reen. Beginning at the top of the sc reen is a i'ramc containing a hori zo ntal 

nav igat ional too lbar di sp laying tex tual hyperlinks that allow the reader to exit the current 

cTextboo k~ to email the instructor of the course in which the book is being used; to visit 

"My Homepage"; to visit the "MetaText home"; and to "Log Out" of the MctaTcxt site 
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(see fig. 5.12). The second frame, appearing just below the tool bar, shows the title and 

edition of the book and the names of its authors (or editors) on the left and the publisher's 

brand, or logo, on the far right-none of which are hyperlinked (see fig. 5.12). In the 

third frame appears what MetaText calls its Brectclcrumbing feature: which is. in shorL a 

textual representation of the path that the reader has traversed to reach the lexia he or she 

is currently reading (see fig. 5.12). For example. when the user is reading the lexia 

"Muscle Attachments," the breadcrumbing features displays as follows: .. Kim Allison, 

You are here: CHAPTER IO Muscle Tissue > SKELETAL MUSCLE > Basic features 

of a Skeletal Muscle > Muscle Attachments" (Meta Text_ ' 'My Homepage'"). However. 

none of the eTextbook lexia titles, here, are hyperlinked-only the user' s name allows a 

quick jump to the user· s "My Homepage "- and. thus, this frame functions pri mari I y as a 

means of orienting the reader to his or her position within the eTcxtbook as a whole. 

The two most important and. thus, most prominent of the five frames- the left

hand frame functioning primarily as a navigational tool and the somewhat larger frame 

appearing to its right. which displays the eTextbook content- appear in the lower region 

of the screen and display information vertically (see fig. 5.12). Both the left-hand 

navigational frame and the right-hand eTextbook content frame also come equipped with 

their own individually integrated navigation tools. Above the left-hand frame appear four 

links visually represented as textually labeled tabs-toc,jincl, clictionwy. and help- that 

mimic the structure of manila folders both in their shape and their horizontal arrangement 

(see fig . 5.12). As explained in the MetaText Help document, this series of tabs along 

with the x button in the title bar below each or them makes up the "Tool Palette" for this 
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frame (MetaText, "MetaText Help Center," par. 2). When the reader selects one, the tabs 

are, in effect, shufiled so that the selected tab is foregrounded and shaded. as is its ti tie 

bar. The features or tools integrated into the "eTextbook frame," on the other hand. 

include (I) one hyperlinked tab-labeled fit// poge view-positioned atop of (2) a semi-

static tool bar. By clicking on the/it// pctge view tab, the user can close, or hide. the left

hand frame so that the eTextbook frame enlarges horizontally across the screen (clicking 

on the x icon in the left frame's Tool Petiet le will also perform this restructuring or the 

reader interface). The shaded eTextbook toolbar, when the MetaText GUI interlace 

initially loads, displays a search box and go icon embedded in the text. "MctaText Page 

of ,'' as shown in Figure 5.12. Yet once the user moves to a page beyond the 
- -

eTextbook cover page, two arrows-one left-facing and one right-facing- in the form or 

oval icons or j(Jrwctrd and hock buttons appear between the search box and go button ( sec 

fig. 5.13 ). The directional arrow buttons shown here, of course, function simply as 

electronic page-turners, allowing the student to read a chapter's narrative linearly or 

return to a previously viewed page for review. Note also in the above example that the 

page number of the currently viewed lexia, "Week Two: The Two-Layered Embryo," is 

di splayed in the search box to inform readers that they are currently reading the page I<)() 

of the 1145 ,veb pages in Human !1110/omy. 3/E (see lig. 5.13 ). This tool. rcl'errcd to as 

the Page X ol Y Pages feature, orients the reader to the position of their current page 

"relative to the end of the text" (MetaText, "Help,'' par. 2). 
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Fig. 5.13: Page 119 of Marieb and Mallatt 's Human Anatomy, 3/E. Note the eTextbook 

frame's X Page ol Y Pages, directional arrow, and "' full page view" tool s. 

The spatial representation of the integrated navigation and content frames in the 

MetaText GU I-interface refl ec ts what Dcleuze and Guattari describe as the cartographic 

aspect of the rhizome: in other words, the eTextbook reading environment resembles a 

map that ·'is always detachable, reversible, modifiable, and has multiple entryways and 

ex its on its own lines of flight'' (31 ). Here, the lines offlight include, at least minimall y. 

the vertical and lateral movements of the frames' content. For instance, the Tool Palette 

structure implies a horizontal movement from one tabbed section to another as well as the 

vertical movement through the content of any selected tool. As shown later in thi s 

di scuss ion, these lines of flight increase dimensionally through such tools as the toe (a 

publi shing acronym for Table of Contents. usually written as TOC). clictionary . and/ind 
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The five frames that make up the rhizome map also indicate the presence of, or 

represent, a plurality of plateaus, or "multiplicit[ies] connected to other multiplicities by 

superficial underground stems in such a way as to extend a rhizome'" (22) throu!.!h 

"variation, expansion, conquest. capture, and offshoots'' (21 ). In short. the hyperlinks to 

internal eTextbook content pages and external MetaText pages, here. represent a plurality 

of plateaus that the reader may explore. Moreover_ the spatial proximity and shared edges 

of the GUI frames imply some degree of connection among the various levels of access 

to content provided by these frames. For example. the exits or access to top-level user·s 

"My Homepage" and the MetaText site are spatially connected to the eTextbook and 

supplementary navigation tools in the Tool Palette contents because of their spatial 

proximity, yet this connection cannot be judged as significant as that between the Tool 

Palette and eTextbook frame since these two frames visually interconnect. Along with its 

implied rhizomorphic structure, the spatial map provided by the reader-interface docs 

create, simultaneously, a Montage pattern that implies a more significant contextual 

relationship among all of the frames: in thi s sense, the juxtaposition or this assemblage or 

content lexias and navigational tools within each frame suggests not onl y conjunctive but 

disjunctive, causal. and descriptive connections, especially in the relationship between 

the Tool Palette and eTcxtbook frames. To further illuminate hmv these rhizome or 

Montage structures vary and extend or expand the eTextbook itself. each or these rrames 

and their content. navigation, and technical and rhetorical functions must be exam i ncd i 11 

cletai I- especially the Tool Palette and e Textbook frames, all or which i nil uence readers· 

trncings of or foraging for meaningful episodes. 
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The first section of the Tool Palette, bearing the hyperlinked tab labeled toe is the 

default setting for this portion of the interface; thus, its contents are viewable during the 

initial launching of the reader's eTextbook, as is the cover image (along with the textual 

headings noting the book's title and edition and the author's names) in the content frame 

to the right (see fig. 5 .12). Significantly. the text of the Ta hie of'Contents consists of an 

extensive hierarchicall y-arranged. or multilevel. list of hyperlinked words or phrases. 

each one representing the title or heading of a particular eTextbook part. chapter. chapter 

section, or further subsection- all of which are electronically linked to their 

corresponding lcxias. Top- and mid-level entries are often preceded by a +/- button or 

icon that allows the user to expand and conflate the sub-headings or lexia hyperlinks 

subsumed within them (see figs. 5.12 and 5.13). The complete toe list for Human 

Anatomy. 3/E- evcn with numerous higher-level sections remaining conllatcd- spans 

eight printed pages of content characterized by a plurality of hyperlinks appearing in a 

blue ten-point font as a left-justified column. When one of the hyperlinked entries is 

selected by the user, its corresponding lexia of eTextbook content loads into the right

hand frame. Not only does this content list reveal the extensive coverage or anatomy in 

Marieb and Mattall's textbook. but it provides what the MetaTe:-..:t He!JJ page calls "the 

central point of organization for the text" (Meta Text, "MetaText Help Center." par. 2 ). 

And, since this central navigation tool represents both the trace of st rial eel space- the 

hierarchical structure of the printed textbook- and the smooth space of the plurality of 

part and chapter and chapter-section lexias. or plateaus, the toe feature implies an 

exponentially increasing rhizomorphic hypertext. For instance. readers can choose to 
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move through the toe hyperlinks in a sequential fashion, choosing to read each of the 

hyperlinked parts, chapters, chapter sections, and subsections in the hierarchical order in 

which they appear; more importantly, however, the user. if he or she so chooses. may use 

the toe tool to read the eTextbook contents nonlinearly. 

An example of such a nonlinear reading of Marieb and Mallatt's / lumun ,1 Jnuton1_L 

3 E through the use of the toe or. Toh/e oj'Contents, tool might involve a student's 

assignment regarding the topic of tis.mes. Let's say that the instructor has asked students 

to read the last part of chapter four ("Tissues"), beginning with the section entitled 

"Muscle Tissue." To find this section, using the toe, the student must click on the +/

button beside the CHAPTER .f. Tissues link to expand the chapter contents list. Sc~mning 

down this list in the left-hand frame, the student can easily find the 1\1/USCLE T/.C.,'SUE 

link since it is not subsumed by any other sections. Now, let's say that artcr ha\·ing 

clicked on this link. the student encounters for the first time the reference to the term 

intercu/utecl discs. which appears in paragraph four of the text. Wanting a clelinition of 

the term, the student decides to check for the term in the glossary. ;\t this point. the 

student could scroll down the toe contents I ist unti I he or she found the c; U J5,',','A R }' 

hyperlink. After expanding the list of links in this part of the toe. the student would then 

click on the hyperlink / to read definitions beginning with this letter. Once the page has 

loaded into the eTextbook frame, the student could scroll down the page to find the 

following entry: 
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Intercalated discs 

(in-ter'kah-la"ted) Complex junctions that interconnect cardiac muscle 

cells in the wall of the heart. (Marieb and Mallatt I 119) 

Realizing that this definition offers little information beyond what he or she has found in 

the muscle tissue section of chapter four, the student might then decide to look in chapter 

I 0, a chapter devoted to the topic of muscle tissues. Expanding the CHAPTER J () Muscle 

Tissue I ink in the Table of Contents, let's say, the student decides to check in the 

--CHAPTER SUMMARY" section for a brief summary about rnrdiac muscles that might 

include some new information about interculutecl discs. To do so, the student expands the 

CHAPTER SUMMARY link, locates the third subsection hyperlink entitled CARDIAC 

MUSCLE (p. 25./), and selects this link to read its contents. Here the student would find 

the following brief note about his or her topic: 

4. Adjacent cardiac cells arc connected by intercalated discs that contain 

several types of junctions: desmosomes, fascia adherans, and gap 

_junctions. (Marieb and Mallatt 43 7) 

Now, to discover what these four types involve. let's say, the student chooses to look 

back in the chapter content for more information . Luckily, since the chapter ten content 

li st has already been expanded. the hyperlink Cl RDJ11C J/USCLI: (section four or 

chapter ten) is already viewable in the left-hand frame ; furthermore. once this lcxia is 

loaded, the student finds not only an extended discussion about intercolotecl discs but a 

collection of three cross-sections of a cardiac muscle in Figure I 0.10 that, among other 

things. shows the site of an intercalated disc (Figure I 0.1 Ob) and the appearance of the 
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three types of these discs (Figure 10.1 Od). Finally, having found the desired information. 

the student might then return to the assigned section, "Muscle Tissue," in chapter four, 

might, instead, choose the hyperlink NERVOUS TISSUE to read the next assigned section 

in chapter four, or, might again alter his or her reading pattern altogether by choosing to 

read something like "CHAPTER 2 Cells: The Living Units" to review information 

studied earlier or not included in the course. 

As this example reveals, the readers' nonlinear paths through Human !lnutomy. 

3/E using the toe feature will be largely dependent upon chance since the reader must 

approach the hypertext. here, as what Miriello Rosello and Wolfgang Iser refer to as a 

wanderer. The toe tool functioning as the creator's map of eTextbook contents provides 

cues, although limited ones, about the textual spaces or lexias of the hypertext through. 

spec ifically, the syntactically comparable hyperlinked titles- many of which contain the 

\vords tissues and nwscle- and the hierarchical and chronological sequencing or the 

chapters and their sections. Despite these clues. the toe. especially in its initial 

chapter/part view, cm phasi zes the gap-ridden structure or the cTextbook. No t on I y 111 ust 

readers themselves make the connections between previously read content and the 

likelihood that similar information is discussed in particular chapters hypcrlinkcd within 

the toe- having the chapter title as their only clue- but also once the chapter list has 

been expanded, readers are again faced with a similar process: guessing or hypothesizing 

about which sections include the information they seek. If the viewable sections do not 

appear to relate directly to a reader's topic. he or she may neglect to expand section I inks 

that do, indeed, include the required information. thereby creating a Missing Link pattern 
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and frustration for readers. The reader in the example given here, however. has chosen to 

alter his or her path at a variety of points, primarily on the basis of what Mancini and 

Shum identify as analo~irnl or metonymical relations between previously read content 

and available hyperlinked lexia titles in the toe feature. In other words. the reader has 

identified a concept or term within one lexia to use in creating an assumption of 

connectivity between two lexias: here, the fundamental concepts or key words used 

include tissues and muscles as well as cardiac. 
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Fig. 5.14: Marieb and Mallatt 's reference to intercalated discs highlighted in a red l'ont in 

the '"Cardiac Muse le (p. 254 )" lex ia, appearing in the right-hand eText hook cont en! 

frame, and located using the find tool results for intercalated discs di splayed in the left-

hand Tool Palette frame. 
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Of the remaining three tabs located above the left-hand frame, two- jincl and 

cliclionary-when selected, each present a search box and search button template. These 

search forms display in the Tool Palette's left-hand frame when their respective tabs have 

been selected. The find search engine, like the toe tool , is tightly linked to the contents of 

the Human Anatomy, 3/E eTextbook. Therefore, by typing muscle tissue into the search 

box and clicking on the search button, for instance. the reader is provided with ..i list ur 

402 instances in underlined blue fonts of thi s keyword in the eTcxtbook contents. 

displayed in descending order according to their relevance reflecting hyperlinks taken 

from the toe. Additionally, when one of these hyperlinks is selected, the search term in 

the corresponding eTextbook lexia appears in a red font, which allows readers to quickly 

locate the appearance of the search term as he or she scrolls down the page (see lig . 5.14). 

Inasmuch as the toe , or Tahle of'Contents. feature facilitates nonlinear chance

based readings, the search functionality provided through the.fine/ tool encourages users 

to read course material according to a plurality of nonlinear paths or lines of flight based 

upon the eTextbook's references to a particular keyword or phrase. Thus. returning once 

again to the example of a student assigned the reading of chapter four's "Muscle Tissues" 

sec tion. we can examine how the.fine/ tool functions navigationally and how it might 

influence the student's reading path through Hwnw1 Anatomy. 3/E. For example. once the 

student has read the "MUSCLE TISSUES" lexia (probably accessed through the toe 

hyperlink) wherein he or she has encountered the term interrnlated discs, he or she could 

choose to use the find tool to access more information about this term. By typing the 

phrase intercalated discs into the search box and clicking on the search button. the 
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student receives a I ist of results consisting of thirty-five under! ined blue hyper! inks that 

are displayed in the Tool Palette, or left-hand, frame (see fig. 5.14). Ordered according to 

their relevance. the entries in this results list begin as follows: 

• CARDIAC MUSCLE (p. 254) 

• 

• Multiple Choice/Matching Questions 

• MUSCLE TISSUE 

• Connective Tissue and Fascicles 

• Erythrocytes 

• CARTILAGINOUS JOINTS (p. 213) 

• Syrnphysis 

• Mechanism or Contraction 

• Free Dendritic Endings 

• I ntervertebral Discs 

• THE VERTEBRAL COLUMN (pp. 170-177). (MctaText ··intercalated 

discs'') 

The student may use these/ind-result hyperlinks to access multiple eTextbook lexias 

since this list remains viewable within the Tool Palette frame until another of the tools or 

features is selected or until another search is performed with the.fine/ tool. Because the 

relevance of these hyper! inked sections is represented by the I ink's position in the 

descending order of the results I ist, the student could choose to visit each or these Ii nks i 11 

a sequential fashion. In so doing. the student generates the following reading path: (I) 
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subsection three, "CARDIAC MUSCL E (p. 254)." of the "CHAPTER SUM MARY." the 

fourth section of chapter ten-including the brief mention of the three types ofj unctions 

in i nterectlatecl discs; (2) subsection ten, "I," of the "Glossary," containing the brier 

definition of the term; and (3) subsection one, "Multiple Choice/Matching Questions." or 

the "REVIEW QUESTIONS" (section one) in chapter ten, "Muscle Tissues." where the 

student would ti nd one reference to the inlerect!cttecl cliscs in q ucsti on 9( 6) on! y. 0 r 

course. since the student began this reading with the fourth hypcrlink in the/ind results. 

"MUSCLE TISSUE," he or she might return to this lexia to begin reading the assignment 

again: however, to locate information about the three inlercolutecl clisc /unctions. the 

student might continue on to the fourth result's hyperlink, "Connective Tissues and 

Fascic les"- the first subsection of "Basic Features of a Skeletal Muscle." which is itself a 

subsec ti on o f" SKELETAL MUSCLE" (section three) in the musc le tissue chapter 

( chapter ten). There the student would find a single reference to inlercolotecl cliscs in 

"Table 10.1: Comparison of Skeletal , Cardiac, and Smooth Muscle" only. indicating that 

cardiac muscle is characterized by the "Presence of gap junctures" (Marieb and Mallatt 

414). Interestingl y, at this point in a seq uential reading of the results-list entries, the 

student will begin locating references to cliscs only. especially as they rd.1te tu skeletal ur 

intervertebral structures (sec fig. 5.14). Thus, alter trying a re" of these later links. the 

student might experience episoclefoligue or otherwise perceive thi s emerging episode as 

unfruitful and, therefore, decide to return to the "MUSCLE TISSUE" or the next section. 

"NERVOUS TISSUE," in chapter four to continue reading the original assignment. 
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Fig. 5.15: MetaText Copyright Violation page (http: //metatext.com(jsp/sec urity/ 

I nterruptScssion.jsp ). 

Nevertheless, if the student retains an interest in locating informati on about the 

three interculutecl discjunctures. he or she might choose to return to the lirst hype rlinked 

lexia li sted in the results li st. "CA RDI AC MUSCLE (p. 254)" to review the names or 

these _junctures to faci litate a furth er search for a relevant discuss ion in llu11w11 / lnuro,m ·. 

3/E. Upon se lecting this link a second time from the/ind results. however. the student 

would experience an unse ttling or alarming experience: before the content !or the 

selec ted lcx ia is loaded into the eTextbook frame. a "Copyright Violation" page 

(http :// rnetatext.com/jsp/security/interruptSession.j sp) pops up on the screen. warning the 

student that "MctaText has detected an eTextbook usage pattern that is suggesti ve or 

potential copyright infringement. Thi s event will be logged. If the pattern continues. it 

will be invest igated by MetaTex(· (MetaText, ·'Copyright Viol ation." par. 2) (sec lig . 

5.1 5). The student is. therea fter , instructed to "wa it 5 seconds before clicking on the 
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[Return to eTextbook] button below" (MetaText "Copyright Violation," par. 3) (sec !'ig. 

5.15). 

If the pop-up "Copyright Violntion ,. warning has appeared once be fore during the 

reading session or has not previously appeared at alL the contents for the re-selected page 

will then load into the eTextbook frame. If this is the student's third \Varning of this 

nature, however, the student receives a new MetaText pop-up document. .. Copyright 

Violation Investigation.' ' According to one of the XanEdu's Proqucst Information and 

Learning staff this series of Java-based warnings arises from a programming 

speci fication that notes when users have either returned two or more times to the same 

document through a MetaText navigation feature ('"Copyright Violation Question··)

although browser Back button use does not seem to register. The notice also appears 

when a reader moves quickl y from one lexia to a subsequent lexia such a foshion that 

their movements suggest the printing of 111 ul ti pie e-1 ext book pages. In any case. once the 

"Copyright Violation Investigation'' screen has displayed, the user is blocked from 

accessing any eTextbook material, cutting short his or her reading session and. thereby. 

potentially rendering the reader's narrative episode unsuccessful. This block may 

inlluencc only a single session~ however. alternatively, it may last for up to three days as 

the Meta Text team investigates recurrences of these reading patterns . 

Therefore, let's assume that this is the first instance or possible copyright 

infringement recorded by the MetaText system and that the "CARDIAC MUSCLES (p . 

254) has loaded, for a second time, into the content frame on the right side of the screen. 

At thi s point in the reading, the reader could select the textual /ind again hyperlink-
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appearing in underlined red font at the top of the results list in the Tool Palette-to 

perform one of the following search options: searching for the singular form, interrnlated 

disc, of his or her topic, or searching for the names of the individual junctions themselves 

( clesmosomes, fasciae adherans, and gap.June/ ions). 

Choosing the first option. the reader would type the singular term. interculuted 

disc. into the reloaded search cngi nc interface displayed \\ i thin the/ind too I rr~1111c: ..t !'tcr 

clicking on the search icon, the student would then receive a new-and signilicantly 

different-list of eTextbook hyperlinks. beginning with 

• Multiple Choice/Matching Questions 

• The Primitive Streak and the Three Germ Layers 

• Platelets 

• CARDIAC MUSCLE (p. 254) 

• /\.0.A.M. <SPAN CLASS=Supcrscript>&reg; </SPAN> 

• I ntervertebral Discs 

• MUSCLE TISSUE . (MetaTcxt .. intercalated disc") 

Upon investigation oL or visitation to. the eTextbook lexias hyperlinked here. the student 

\Vould find several repeated sections including. but not limited to, the following !'our: 

"Multiple Choice/Matching Questions" (which has moved up from the third position in 

the earlier results list to position one here)~ "CARDIAC MUSCLE (p. 254 )," which made 

up the first. or most relevant hyperlink earlier but has moved down in relevance to link 

number four in this list: "Intervertebral Discs" (having ascended in order or relevance 

from the earlier eleventh position to he the sixth hyperlink here): and "MUSCLE 
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TISSUE," which has descended in order from the most relevant hyperlink in the earlier 

results list to the fourth in this one). Interestingly, three of the first seven links-"The 

Primitive Streak and the Three Germ Layers" (hyperlink two): "Platelets" ( hyperlink 

three): and "A.D.A.M . ... " (hyperlink five)-are not only ne\v links. but their 

corresponding lexias lack any reference to i111erco/01ed disc. Instead. these elcxtbook 

pages simply include the term disc in their discussions. More importantly. neither do 

these find results include a link to the chapter ten section "CARDIAC MUSCLE"- also 

missing from the first/ind-tool search results-that explains the various types of 

intercalated disc junctions merely mentioned in the first lexia. "CARDIAC MUSCLE (p. 

254). 

Now, unless the student has been rrustrated enough to try a di ITcrent tool or logs 

off altogether, he or she might. at this point, try a third. more narrow approach- using the 

find tool to search for appearances of the word inlercolotecl. This search returns a limited 

number of hyperlinks- five that mimic the lirst entries returned by the inlerculotecl discs 

search: 

• CARDIAC MUSCLE (p. 254) 

• Multiple Choice/Matching Questions 

• MUSCLE TISSUE 

• Connective Tissue and Fascicles 

• I. (MetaText ··Intercalate'")° 

Similarly. the student could attempt option two proposed above- using/ind to locate 

each of the cardiac tissue junctions ind i vid uall y. /\ search for desmn.rnmes using the Ji ncl 
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tool returns four results;fc1scia adherans returns nineteen results: and a gopjunctures 

search returns eleven results. The first hyperlinked entry for each or these searches is 

CARDIAC MUSCLE (p . 25-1), a hyperlink to the summary for chapter ten: hmvever_ as in 

all of the previously described.find searches, the "CARDIAC MUSCLE" discussion 

section of chapter ten, which includes the descriptions of the three types of intercalated 

discs, again remains a Missing Link, or gap, that a novice hypertext reader may not knm\ 

how to bridge or suture. 

Although thcjincl tool search threads described in this chapter exhibit Missing 

Link patterns, they do exhibit the.line/ tool's robust navigational capabilities and rurthcr 

indicate that the Meta Text version of Marieb and Mallatt's Humctn Anctlomy, 3/E 

eTextbook is an expansive network of lexias, supporting a plurality of narrative 

possibilities . for instance, inasmuch as the numerous results for the intercct!cttecl cliscs 

search do not all relate to the description of cardiac tissue junctures sought in these 

examples, they do encourage broader investigations and, thereby, multiple reading paths 

regarding discs and other tissue structures that could be significant to students studying 

gap junctures in a general sense or to students seeking to connect their study of skcletaL 

cardiac. and nervous muscle tissues. In addition. thejincl tool results rurther decenter the 

eTextbook. reshuffling the pl oteous, or lex ias. that may be explored and o ffcri ng 11e\\ 

lines of flight through the eTcxtbook rhizome. In fact, the possibility or increased lines or 

flight, entry points and exits, and, thus, potentially infinite trocings. further emphasize the 

dimensional growth of Marieb and Mallatt's rhizornorphic text. 
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Even though it functions similarly to thejind tool, the full-text search feature in 

the dictionary area of the Tool Palette is restricted to content within the digitized version 

of the American Heritage Diel ionary, Fourth Edition, that supplements the Maricb and 

Mallett eTcxtbook (just as it does all Metatext cTcxtbooks ). In this respect. the clict ionw:i, 

tool does not add any particular value to the eTextbook itself but, rather. enhances the 

user's reading experience: by eliminating the users need to consult a printed dictionary. 

the online Meta Text clictionary tool may be used to increase readers· awareness of the 

meaning of a word or phrase appearing in an eTextbook discussion without increasing 

significantly the users ' reading time. 

fas· ci · a c:J ( f~ish'e-~) 
n. ,DI. f as·ci·ae (fash'e-e', f:1'sh 
e-e) 

1. .1~naton1 1
,'. A sheet or band of 

fibrous connective tissue 
envelopini:;L sep.::ir,:"Jtin1~L or 
bindin1J together muscles, 
organs 1 and other· soft str·uctures 
of the bodv. 

2. /:,, bro.:"Jd and distinct b.:"Jnd of 
color . 

3. (also f.1' she~) .JJ.rchitecture. P. fl,3t 
horizontal band or rnember 
between moldinas, especiallv in ~ 

Fig. 5.16: MetaText diclionwy tool results forfoscioe; results for 

clicl ionw'}l searches are provided by The A merirnn lleritoge 

Diclionwy. 4/E. 
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While reading the lexia entitled .. CARDIAC MUSCLE (p.254 ), " for example. a 

student might select the clictionmy tool to locate a brief definition of the termfoscioe. By 

entering this word into the textbox and clicking on the search button. the reader quickly 

receives. in the left-hand Tool Palette frame. a dictionary entry forjc,scio (the singular 

form of the search word) (see fig. 5.16) . Tt1is document includes not only a definition of 

the term related to anatomy but to three other contexts-including architecture- and a 

hyperlinked sound file that provides a pronunciation of the word. An even faster and 

more convenient method for using the clictioncny tool is as noted beneath the MetaTc:-.:L 

clicl ionwy search form : " [ u ]sing Internet Explorer. you [ the instructor or student reader I 

may double click any word in the tc:-.:t to activate a dictionary search." As this note 

suggests, the Jictionwy tool is integrated into the eTextbook content, yet accessible only 

from within the content and only through the use of a Microson Internet Explorer web 

browser. (For more about this feature. see the eTcxtbook content-tools discussion later in 

this chapter.) 

The Tool Palette's final tab, labeled help, when selected. loads the MetaTcxt 

'·Help" file ("Help," http ://metatext.com/jsp/book/help.htm) into the left-hand frame (see 

fig. 5.17). Notably, this lexia is a repeat of the "Meta Text Help Center" lexia. accessed 

through the MetaText web site, but displays only the ··Book'' section or discussion. This 

excerpt from the "Meta Text Help Center" document not only explains each or the 

features in the left-hand frame's Tool Palette, but also, among other things. includes 

advice for using the eTcxtbook frame's integrated navigational tools- namely. the Poge 
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X of' Y I'a;;es feature-as well as the interactive tools embedded within the cTcxtbook 

content pages. 
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Fig. 5.17: Meta Text help tool in Marieb and Mallatt's Hunwn ilnatomy. ] / [. 

The benefits of the Page X o/T Pages feature can be seen in such nonlinear 

approaches to read ing the eTextbook as accessing multiplejind results- especially if a 

particular hyperlink such as "Multiple Choice/Matching Questions" occurs in the list or 

results from two or morejind searches on the same topic. Sections titled" Multiple 

Choice/Matching Questions" appear in most or the twenty-six chapters or I !wJ1w1 

/1nu/omy. 3/E. ye t all of these sections in the MetaTcxt eTextbook arc provided as 

identical hyperlinks with no indication of the chapters to which they belong (see lig. 

5.14). Significantly. too. these sections are not the only ones represented in this way. 

Thus, noting the page number of each of these identically titled lexias as they load can 

prevent a student or instructor from wasting time accessing or scro 11 i ng through the same 

document twice. Instructors, especially. can benefit from the Page.Yo/'}' Pages feature 
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when using the.line/ tool, for. by noting the page numbers of lexias in which a certain 

topic is discussed, instructors can begin to see how integrated a topic may be throughout 

Human Anatomy, 3/E and, thereby, attain some idea about how much time and emphasis 

should be given to this topic in class lectures and discussions . Morcm er. the/incl tool in 

combination with the Pa~e X ol Y Pa~es tool can also aid the instructor usin!l one or the 
( • <. L-

coursewarc packages (i.e .. Blackboard, CourseCompass. PagcOut) integrated with 

Meta Text eTextbooks in the assignment of topic-based sections in a variety or chapters or 

parts of the eTextbook, providing students with unique approaches to course material. 

More importantly, the eTextbook toolbar also functions as a search engine that 

supports navigation through Humcm Anatomy, 3/E according to the pagination or the 

printed version. Yet the Meta Text Help contents never mentions the search functionality 

available in the eTcxtbook frames' toolbar. By simply typing in a page number such as 

414 and selecting the go button, readers can quickly access the corresponding page: for 

instance. the search for page 414 instantly loads the "Connective Tissue and Fascicles" 

page. a fourth-level section or chapter ten. Significantly. hO\vcver. the ability to search 

the e Textbook according to the hypertext-version's pagination only complicates students· 

use the web-based supplements. found in the Human A natomy.3 / E section of 8en_jam in 

Cummings ' s companion web site, ··The Anatomy and Physiology Place" 

(http ://occawlonl i ne. pearsoned .com/bookbind/Pu bbooks/haplace/c haptcrO/o .. ./ 

deluxe-content.htm). since these supplements are cross-referenced to the printed version 

of the textbook. Notably. access to the companion web site docs come free to instructors 
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and their registered students when Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook is adopted for a 

course~ otherwise, users must pay a nominal fee to subscribe to the companion web site. 

As this detailed examination of the Meta Text GUI-interface re,,eals. the Montage 

pattern of the reading environment or landscape weighs heavily on the sic.le or navigation . 

In fact, only the clictionwy and help sections of the Tool Palette juxtapose any content to 

the eTextbook contents in the lower right-hand frame. The juxtaposition or diet ionwy 

content of course. creates descriptive analogue relations between the two texts. The 

intertextuality suggested by the/incl tool's results. on the other hand. may relkct 

conjunctive and disjuncti, 'e relationships ,vith eTcxtbook content: ho,H~\ 'Cr. once tl /incl 

hyperl ink is selected. its corresponding content replaces ( or erases) the previous lex ia in 

the eTextbook content frame. Thus, insofar as the.find and toe tools imply causal 

relationships with the eTextbook frame· s content display. they also high I ight gaps in the 

eTextbook fabric. often producing Missing Link patterns. and they require the reader to 

re I y upon rec al I. or memory. to connect the replaced eT ex tbook con tent with the ne,v I y 

loaded di sc ussions . In addition. as we have seen (page 195). the MetaText GUI. reveals 

the large-scale structure of Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook to be rhizomorphic. That is. 

the MetaText GUI offers multiple GUI frames. expanding and collapsing toe lists. and 

the.fine/tool 's continual topical reorganization or the plateaus . lnsnfor tlS the hierarchic1l 

I isting or part/chapter and part/chapter-section contents in the toe (111d the retained 

pagination of the eTextbook contents reflect the striated space or the printed textbook. the 

GUI's emphasis on the plurality of plateaus and dimensions of Human Anatomy. 3/E 

increases the entryways and exits. lines of flight. and possible tracings exponentially 
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through the eTextbook in such a fashion that Human Anatomy, 3/E resembles the sclr

organizing or chaotirnlly distrihutecl net1\iork of the rhizome. 

Now that the MetaText GUI has been described and explored. an examination or 

the content lexias of the eTextbook version of flwnan 1Jnatomy, 3/E is in order. J\s 

mentioned earlier, /-lunwn Anatomy . 3/L consists of the re;mrposed contents or the 844-

page printed version or Marieb and Mallatt's textbook. reformatted into a plurality or 

concept-based lexias through the process of Page Chunking. Each chapter and its 

respective chapter-section lexias in the Meta Text e Textbook version of Human 11 natomy. 

3/E may contain both the verbal text and the numerous color figures of the printed 

version and, thus, each chapter may contain up to thirty-five figures-including 

photographs, graphics, flowcharts, tables, and diagrams- many of which are divided into 

sub-figures (i.e., Figure 22.27a and 22.27b and Figure 24. I 9a-d). Rather than appearing 

on facing pages or in segmented areas of the printed page, these figures display inline. or 

within the verbal text or the chapter in their original titled, annotated. and credited 

formats. Additionally, many of these figures are accompanied by a textual "Click to 

Enlarge" hyperlink. easily located within the text by its underlined blue font and its 

appearance i mmcdiatcl y under its respective ligure. Sc lecti ng this hyper Ii nk, readers 

rccci ve a new lex ia that contains the larger version or the image on I y. which al lmvs 

students and instructors a better view of any small details of the image. Signi licantl y. 

however, references to the figures within chapter headings and paragraphs do not 

hyper! ink to their res pee ti ve figure i magcs; rather, to locate the image d iscusscd. readers 
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must scroll down the page to view the image and then scroll back up to the portion or the 

text to finish their reading. 

1 ,_1 I I 

5. f'ilu:;cle:; a ttach to bone :::; 
throu~Jh tendon:; .. 
-=1po r ·1eur-c,:;e:;, c,r di re,:::t 
( fl e:::; h\i ) .:1ttai::::hmen t·=;. -:~;o rT1 e 
rn1_1 :; ,:::I e:; cr-o·;:; tv\,·c, c,r n-rc,r-e 
joints. 

rl1 Link: .~tlas; svstem: 
fvlus cular; Palmar
aponeuros is . 

Mio-oscopic and Functional 
Anatomy of Skeletal Muscle 
Tissue (pp. 248-253) 

.- ii-':.: .. 

J 

6. P. ske I et,~ I muscle fiber i :=; .:1 
lnnn ch- i :=. t-.::::.,--j .---ol I F,--, n -,-,o.--l _:J 

hg. 5.18: Note the !l /11 icon and LINK path provided at the beginning or the /\. D. A.M. 

Exerc ise in "Cardiac Muscle, (page 254)" and the apparent mi ss ing hyperlinks. 

Neither are such parenthetical cross-references as See Chop/er I() hyper! inked 

from their mention in the paragraphs of' text to their respective lexi .. 1s . In foct. even the 

co mpanion web site, "The Anatomy and Phys iology Place," is not linked into the 

cTextbook even though the multipl e "A.D.A.M. INTERA CTIV E ANATOMY 

QUESTIONS" lex ias contain, at the beginning of each question, a textual refe rence to 

"LINK" (as well as a path to a particular section of A.D.A.M.), and the chapter-based 

discussion lexias include not only a similar path statement as well as a maroon 11/11 icon 

to the le tt of eac h reference to A.D.A.M. (see fig. 5. 18). This lack of external string-to-

string linking from the eTextbook to the companion web site may be due. in part. to 
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MetaText's conservative approach to replicating publishers' eTextbooks in their original 

form or to the amount of time necessary to correlate such I inks to the corn pan ion web site 

material amidst the conflicting pagination of the hypertext and print versions or the 

textbook. However, the lack of active A.D.A.M. links may also be due to my own use or 

the non-courseware version of Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook. Overall. very few 

hyperlinks appear in the content lexias of Human Anatomy, 3/E. 

The only obvious, or visible, hypcrlinks available within the chapter discussions 

of Marieb and Mallat's eTextbook- aside from the Enlarge lmuge hyper Ii nks 

accompanying the figures-are the two external hypcrlinks in the" Photography and 

Illustration Credits" lexia and the asterisks(*) embedded within the pronunciation guides 

that immed iately follow key terms within the text. The "Photography and Illustration 

Credits" lexia of Mmieb and Mallatt's anatomy eTextbook offers two hypcrlinkcd U RLs : 

one for Figure 20.9d and the other for figure 22.17. Interestingl y. these links arc the onl: 

hyperlinks leading to external sources and, ironically, both lead to the sarnc web site: 

LUM EN Histology, Loyola University Medical Education Network, 

http: //www. I umen.l uc.edu/lumen/MedEd/Histo/frames/histo _frames .html. The blue, 

underlined asterisks(*) appearing within pronunciation guides immediately rollowing 

key words and phrases in the text. when selectccL launch a pop-up " ·indm, in which thL' 

segment of the pronunciation key appears in a boldfaced font (sec l'ig. 5.19). Two or these 

hyperlinks can also be found in the "Pronunciation Key," the first lcxia in the Glossary. 

where the authors explain how pronunciations of words have been marked: 
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in the word pelvirectol (pel 'vi_:-rek'tal). all four vowels arc short. but only 

the 'i' is marked as short. because it is the only vowel that foils at the end 

of a syllabic. In methane (meth'an~J. the long 'a' is marked as such because 

it does not fall at the end of a syllable. (Marieb and Mallatt I I 19) 

Clicking on the asterisk in the pronunciation guide for pelvirectol launches a pop-up 

window displaying the short i marked as such- pcl'vi- closing the pop-up \\ ·indo\, 

using the Close Winclmv button at the bottom of the frame allows the reader to access the 

asterisk hyperlink for me/hone pronunciation, for which the pop-up window reveals the 

marking of the o as long: mcth'an (see also fig. 5.19). 
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fig. 5.19: Montage pattern of asterisk(*) hyperlink departure and arrival lexias in Maricb 

and Mallatt's Human Anatomy, 3/E. 
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The overall lack of chapter cross-linking. external hyperlinking. and various 

Missing Links (noted specifically in the.fim/ and Jictionwy tools) suggests that the 

Meta Text version of Human Anatomy, 3/E is less of a rhizome than initially implied by 

the GUI-interface since a rhizome is and must be connected at all points . This lack or 

cross- and external-I inking also I imits the narrative possibi I ities of the eTextbook to some 

degree. However, instructors and students using coursewarc-integratcd versions or 

Marieb and Mallatt ' s eTextbook may construct or add their own external hyperlinks and 

textual connections between chapter discussions through the use of the Noles tool. 

Separated from the lexia content by a wavy light-gray line in the lcrt margin. the 

interactive Java-enhanced Notes (annotation) and Highlighting hyperlinks are designed as 

a single light-gray page-icon that when moused-over, or pointed at with the cursor. 

displays two square boxes (or buttons), labeled respectively as Notes and I lighlighting 

and displaying vertically under the page-icon. that can be chosen by a clicking on one or 

these buttons with the left mouse button (see lig. 5.19). Users can identify when the Noks 

and Highlighting buttons can be chosen by watching for the cursor's transformation into a 

pencil icon. Selecting the Notes button, launches a pop-up window titled "Add Note" that 

contains a large text-box with. beneath it. a smaller text box titled "Link" and a series or 

four oval-shaped buttons labeled Save, Delete, AJJ a Link. and. finally. Cancel (sec fig . 

5.20). By typing a note into the text box and choosing the Scn·c button. the Noles tool 

refreshes the content-page. or lexia. \Vherein the user's note appears in the lcrt margin. 

immediately to the left of the tools' page-icon (see lig. 5.21 ). Student notes arc private. 

displayed only in the student's version of the eTcxtbook whereas an instructor may 
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broadcast his or her notes into the eTextbooks of each student enrolled in the course 

through the MetaText site. These notes or annotations can also include a hyperlink to an 

external source if the user selects the Ac/cl a Link button and. then. types the URL into the 

"Link" box: clicking on Save again places the note with its link in the margin (see lig . 

5.21 ). To delete a note already appearing in the margin. the reader chooses the 

corresponding Notes button. selects the Delete button. and then clicks on }'es in the 

ve ri ti cation prompt. The Cancel button allows the reader to exit the "Add ~t N otc" pop-up 

utility without adding a link to or saving or deleting a note . 
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Fig. 5.20: The MetaText Ac/cl Note pop-up window used to create a Nole in the margin ol' 

a lexia in Human Anatomy, 3/E. 

I 11 contrast, the Highlighting button should only be chosen after the reader has 

specified which words, phrases. or sentences, within the lexia
1

s content should be 
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highlighted. To indicate what text should be highlighted, the reader holds down the !cit 

button of the mouse and moves the cursor across the desired passage. Then. by clicking 

on the Highlighting button, the user will receive a reloaded version of the lcxia in which 

the se lected text appears against a yellow background (see fig . 5.21 ). /\s such. the 

MetaText Highlighting tool functions in the same fashion as the highlighting feature in 

recent versions of Microsoft Word. And . like student-created Notes. all highlights remain 

privately displayed in the user' s copy o f liumcm !lnalomy. 3/E. 
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Fig. 5.2 1: No le and Highlight added to chapter-section di scuss ion in Marieb and Mallat( s 

Human Anatomy, 3/E. The Note also includes an external link to the Web-based Alias of 

Hislofo.£..,y (http://www.med. ui uc.edu/histo/small/atlas/obj ects/70 1.htm). 

Student's and instructor's ability to generate their own external hyperlinks and 

textual co nnections among chapter discu ss ions suggests that the Mctalcxt \'Crsion or 
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Human Anatomy, 3/E does, in fact, exist in the smooth .\pcu.:e of the rhizome. Here. 

students and instructors may add their narrative tracings onto the creator· s map. affecting 

a plurality of connections-although not navigational in the octeme sense- among 

otherwise discrete or disparate lexias. In essence, then. student and instructor annotations 

( the latter of which may be broadcast to all registered student copies of the cTextbook) 

create the superficial tuber root structures that Deleuze and Guattari assert arc vital to the 

rhizome. 

This same type of connections may be found between the diclionw-r content and 

the cTextbook content through the uscfuL yet almost completely hidden. form or 

''Ii nking" i nvo I ving the automatic clicl ion my search or a word within the eTex t book 

content or discussion lexias. Although, as noted earlier, this functionality is available to 

users read ing MetaText eTextbooks within a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser. 

vers ion 4.0 or later, only, the con.iunctive or descriptive/analogue relation these hidden 

links create between the clictionmy content and the eTextbook content. recasts the 

function of the clictionmy tool as a syntagmatic utility . 

Double clicking on the word otherosclerosis in the first sentence of the "Blood 

Vessels in Adulthood" lexia- a subsection of the II Blood Vessels Throughout Life" 

sec tion of "Chapter 19 Blood Vessels- in Marich and Mallatt's !1u"1m1 .111u10111y. J/E. !'or 

instance, launches and, thus, foregrounds the clictionary tool in the Tool Palette 011 the 

left side of the screen. As the clicl ionwy search form loads, the user wi 11 notice that the 

term artherosclerosis has already been entered into the text box: after a few seconds, the 

arlherosclerosis entry in the digital fourth edition of the American Heritage Dictionary 
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(bundled with the eTextbook) loads into the left-hand frame (see fig. 5.22). This cntry. 3 

like all others, includes an underlined blue textual search ctJ.;ctin link at both the top and 

bottom of the frame, between vvhich the following items appear: the boldfaced search 

term divided into syllabics (i.e .. ath'cr o sclc ro sis): a pronunciation guide preceded by a 

speaker icon that. \vhen selected. plays a sound Ii le or the term's correct pronunciation: an 

indicator of the term's grammatical use (e.g .. n. for noun.\!. for verb. and so on): and the 

definition of the term (see lig. 5.22). At the end of the entry, the word origin is displayed 

in brackets and other forms of the vvord--especially adjectival and adverbial forms- arc 

noted along with their grammatical function: 

ath'cr o sclc rot'ic (-rot'ik) adj. 

ath'cr o sclc rot'i cal ly adv. ('"Atherosclerosis") 

However. at the beginning of the atherosclerosis entry appears a thumbnail graphic or 

graphical representation or this noun followed by a directive "Click on the image to 

enlarge" (see fig. 5.22). When the user clicks on this hyperlinkcd image. he or she 

receives a pop-up frame. filling three-fourths of the screen, that displays a larger version 

of the image wherein the site of the "artery with cholesterol buildup" is indicated. or 

called out (see fig. 5.22) . Again. as noted earlier. this cliclionwy tool enhances the user's 

reading experience. yet. when accessed from within the eTextbook content itself. the 

cliclionmy tool functions more like an internal hyperlink than a search through a 

supplementary text, as it does when accessing the dictionary feature through the Tool 

Palette. As a result the dictionary entry reflects contextually significant information that 

is less marginal or other than when accessed apart from its discussion. Rather. when 
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accessed from within a discussion text. the dictionary entry becomes decentcrcd and 

integral , or parallel , to the chapter or content lexia from which it has been accessed. 
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Fig. 5. 22: Enlarged image from A I herosclerosis entry in MctaText' s i ntegr~1 ted l'ourth 

edition of the Amerirnn Heritoge Dictionmy. 

To sum up, MctaTcxt's complex hypertext version of Marieb and Mallatt's 

I luman Anatomy, 3/E comes the closest to a rhizome of any or the eTextbooks discussed 

so far. The large-sca le Montage pattern of the GUI-interface, for example. contains a 

multiplicity of dimensions comprised or a plurality ofplateous with \'arious entry points 

(i.e., toc,jinc/, and X Page of' Y Pages features) into the eTextbook content and several 

ex its from the eTextbook itscl f: for example. My Homepage and Meta Tex/ !fome 

hyperlinks in the first frame~ the eTextbook lexias hyperlinked from the toe; and the 

topical hyperlinks to lexias in/incl tool results. from the eTextbook being read. At the 

lower-level of the eTcxtbook chapters. the cTextbook · s similarity to a rhizome emerges 

through its smooth space: readers. here. create their own trocings. or what Bush rel'crs tu 

as skip trails. through the plurality or points or lexias, and can add their tracings back 
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onto the map by creating Notes (and perhaps, simultaneously, Highlights). Significantly. 

too, the Notes feature allows users to add external links to the hypertext, thereby 

introducing some new dialogic or contextual narrative events and, thus, extending the 

narrative of Human Anatomy, 3/E into other assemblages on the World Wide Web. 

Of course, this constructive aspect of the rhizome-the user's ability to create 

··structures that do not yet exist" (Joyce, 0/'T\l'(J Mincls 42)-wcighs heavil y on the user· s 

experience as a hypertext reader. Si nee. as noted earlier, the interact i , ·e J\. D ./\. ,vI. ~md 

other Web resources in the Benjamin Cummings companion web site. "'The Anatomy ~111d 

Physiology Place,' ' do not cross-link from or to Marieb and Mallatt's eTcxtbook without 

cues from their instructors or from personal investigation of the companion web site 

independently, students cannot benefit from the expansive resources provided by the 

publishing company. This separation of the eTextbook from the companion ,veb site 

resources is, indeed, the most notable disadvantage of the MetaText stand-alone version 

of Human A natomy, 3/E: users must subscribe separately to the companion web site to 

expand the eTextbook rhizome further. Regardless of which ,·ersion- cither the sLmd

alone or courscwarc- that the user has purchased. to connect the eTextbook discussions 

to the companion web si te or to any other external World Wide Web resource. the 1T~1Lk1· 

must leave or log-out of Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook to \\c.tnder about the Web in 

search of relevant materiaL and. then, log into f-!umon Anotomy. 3/[ and locate the 

corresponding lexia(s), perhaps for a second time, in order to construct hyperlinked Notes 

to the external source(s) he or she has found to be significant to any certain discussions. 

To complete thi s process, the reader must become an expert not only as a nomadic reader. 
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or wanderer, but as a user of the MetaText reader-interface itself. If. on the other hand. 

the instructor has created connections to the companion web site and other external web 

resources through the courseware version or Marieb and Mallatt' s f-!111J1w1 .· / nulo1J1y. 3/E. 

students may remain novice wanderers insofar as the MetaText interface launches a 

external hyperlinks in a new browser window, allowing the student to \vander without 

leaving the text. Yet in this instance, the student' s experience or the rhi zo me is restricted 

to tracing only the superficial tuber-root systems presented to them by the instructor. 

Sl't/nct Your TQ>ttbook 

I 
' .. '.' '" ., 
' ,, •• '- '"' i' . 

= 
Welcon,~ co flt~ Aoc1roo1y IA Phyt.1olo9y Pletce 
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Fig. 5 .23: Benjamin Cummings companion web site for Maricb and Mal lat( s textbook 

(http ://www.anatomyandphysiology.com). 

Nevertheless, inasmuch as Human Anatomy, 3/E comes prepackaged without 

chapter-to-chapter internal or any external hyperlinks, the constructive aspect of the 

Notes and Highlight tools and plurality of plateaus represented dimensionall y hy the 
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strongly linked toc,.finc/, and X Page <d. Y Pages features offer readers a \Veal th or 

opportunities to construct a plurality of narratives with a high degree of success. ln other 

words, despite the copyright violation hug and the Missing Link patterns that frustrate 

readers· construction of narrative episodes. the multiplicity or navigational tools. 

especially when used in conj unction with one another. o Iler a pot en ti ally in Ii n i te n um bcr 

of lines of flight and, thus. narrative tracings or patterns through the eTextbook. J\s a 

result, novice hypertext readers may, thus, experience reading in an expert fashion, and 

expert hypertext readers gain an even deeper and broader reading experience than their 

novice counterparts- not only because or they are better able to perform the process 

necessary for adding new hyperlinks into the eTextbook. but because they arc generally 

more adept at interpreting link cues and altering or rethinking their reading paths. 

That said, the stand-alone and courseware versions of this eTextbook may not be 

practical choices for instructors and students since taking advantage or its many 

navigational and constructive features or infinitely open rhizomorphic organization 

requires a fairly sophisticated hypertext reader. Instructors and students \vl10 arc up to the 

challenge, however. will experience the numerous "added value" benefits of Meta Text ' s 

complex eTextbook version of Maricb and Mallatt ' s Human Anotomy. 3/E. including 

new approaches to teaching and new ways of thinking about course content: an ever

expanding customizable version of the text available anywhere at anytime on line: a 

supplementary dictionary with sound files that pronounce words that may be newly 

acquired by students; and a broader and deeper nonlinear reading experience . 
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Complex eTextbook with Intermingled Hypermedia 

Few eTextbooks currently available on the World Wide Web intermingle sound 

or video files into their content lexias in forms other than hyperlinks. A medical 

eTextbook entitled Electro.Joint Fluoroscopy: A lv!ultimedia fr.rf/)()ok wul /£'aching 

Module on Anatomy using .Joint Fluoroscopy(http: //www.vh.org/adult/providcr/ 

radiology/JointFluoro/Text/ankle.html ), edited by Chris Hus ton and Eric I3ranclscr or the 

Department of Radiology at the University of Iowa. however. illustrates a unique 

alternative to textual links: here. the editors have inserted thumbnails or the graphics and 

videos into the sentences of paragraphs wherein these multimedia features most explicitly 

relate (see fig. 5.24). In this Virtual Hospital (http://www.vh.org/indcx.html) publication. 

the thumbnail images function as internal markers or descriptive hyperlinks that launch 

new lexias displaying their respective graphics and videos- one of' which is an ~rnklc 

_joint in motion. 
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Pig. 5.24: Thumbnail images as descriptive hyperlinks in Electric.Join!Fluom.,·copy 

(http: //www.vh.org/adul t/providcr/radiology/Joi ntFI uoro/Text/anklc. htm I) . 
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Nevertheless, this type of eTextbook appears to be as rare as complex hypertext 

eTextbooks that intermingle hypermedia features within their lexias. In fact. most 

eTextbooks that do directl y intermingle hypermediated features with their chapter 

discussions make use of not simple audio and video files but rather. animation media 

files created with such high-l evel Web software as Macromedia Flash. Shocbvavc. or 

similarly advanced proprietary or open source programs. 
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Fig. 5.25 : Interact ive graphics within the second Introductory section or lexia 

(http ://nova .umuc.edu/~black/elO.htrnl) of Ted Black's The Economics Ne r-Texr/Jook 

(http ://nova.umuc.edu/~black/pageg.html ). 

Severa l eTextbooks of this type pertain to the study or economics and stati st ics

namely, Ted Black ' s The Economics Ne t-Tex/Book (http ://nova. umuc.edu/-black/ 

pageg.htrnl) and Duxbury Press's See ing Statistics (http: //www.sec ingstati stics.co m)

fa ll into thi s category. In eac h of these eTextbooks, the ligurcs- most or which arc charts 

and graphs- are interact ive, a ll owing readers to change the figure· s mathematical dau 



and, thus, the graph or chart itself (see fig. 5.25). Although few other disciplines arc 

represented by such individually published interactive hypermediated eTextbooks, the 

digital education press, Atomic Dog Publishing-! has been instrumental in the e:-.:pansion 

of such interactive hypermediated eTextbooks into new areas of study- among them 

Criminal Justice, Business, and Music. 
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Fig. 5.26: Atomic Dog Publishing homepage (http ://W\\W.atomicdog.com ). 

Musical Pale/le, a tirst-edi tion fundamentals of music eTex tbook ,nit ten by 

.Jamie Henke of the University of Wisconsin at Madison and published by Atomic Dog 

Publishing under their New Breed Textbook brand,=' is designed for music students at all 

leve ls of education, including college-level non-majors and performance music education 

majors . Musical Palette, like all Atomic Dog publications, is a pay-per-use eTextbook: 
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thus, to gain access to Henke's or any other authors' texts. students must subscribe to or 

buy the eTextbook online. 6 Instructors, on the other hand. may review Atomic Dog 

eTextbooks by simply filling out an online reviewer. or instructor, profile form and. then. 

may adopt the reviewed eTextbook through an equally simple onlinc process. 
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rig. 5.27: Atomic Dog Publishing 's .. My Backpack'" page designed for instructors. 

..:J 

Once a student has paid the fee for Henke's eTextbook (or an instructor has 

adopted it), he or she is taken to a customized web page entitled "My Backpack." \vhich 

lists all of the student ' s or instructor ' s Atomic Dog eTextbooks and provides a button 

through which the user may log out of his or her Atomic Dog account as well as a I ist or 

hyperlinks that lead to answers for frequently asked questions (see fig. 5.27) . On the "'My 

Backpack" screen, Henke's eTextbook is accessible through the textual link Musical 

Pcdette. J e appearing in the section .. Reviewed Textbooks" (in the instructor version) 011 

the lower right side of the screen ( see lig. 5 .27). 
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Clicking on the Musical Pede/le, 1 e hyperlink for the first time loads the 

cover/title page for Musical Palelle, wherein the user finds an image of the textbook 

cover, the author's name and affiliation, and a large Atomic Dog Publishing logo. 

Interestingly, from this initial page, Henke·s eTextbook appears to be organized linear!\· 

since the reader must select one of the Next buttons to move to the first page or the 

textbook itself. Significantly, however. once the user reaches the first page of the 

eTextbook, he or she encounters the Atomic Dog reader-interface. which suggests a more 

flexible navigational approach to the text. 

Al though less graphical than the reader i nterfacc used by rvt eta Text. the /\ tom ic 

Dog interface consists of three frames: one static frame- what I cal I here the remler

orienlationframe- which appears at the very top of the page and orients the reader to the 

specific eTextbook being viewed, and two dynamic frames: the extensive graphical 

navigation har appearing horizontally immediately below the reader-orientation frame 

and the, third, eTextbook content frame. which spans across the lmver three-fourths of the 

screen and displays the content lexias of the eTextbook (see fig. 5.28). 

The first or reacler-orientation frame embodies, in a light-gray font the name or 

the first author and the title of the eTextbook, as such: "Henke:: Musical Palette" (sec 

lig. 5.28) This frame becomes increasingly important as the user continues to access thL' 

eTextbook because neither does the cover/title page of Hcnke's cTcxtbook appear in ~my 

further reading sessions-after the initial reading session. or eTextbook log in, the 

reading-interface initially loads the last eTextbook lexia read by the user- nor. 

significantly, is the cover/title lexia included as a hyperlink within the Tuhle of'Co111enls. 
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Furthermore, the author and title of the book, although mentioned in the "Introduction" 

section of the Preface, does not appear in any other eTextbook features or tools~ for 

instance, the Table oj'Contents for Musical Paleffe does not display the title or author 

information. The reader-orientation frame also emerges as an important feature vvhen the 

student or instructor happens to be using more than one Atomic Dog eTextbook. 
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Fig. 5. 28: Tohhecl rules and Chapter Outline. Note redundancy of rules on this page. 

Here, it is important to review the content-based features provided through the 

eTcxtbook frame not only to gain some insight into its navigational and other tools but tu 

note the relationships among the content-based features, the navigation bar features . and 

the user's reading experience. Despite some overlap. in essence, the content lexias 

provide three types of content-based features or tools: ( 1) two particularly useful 

navigational tool s, including content-based tabbed rules and interactive ( 'ho;Jta ( )111/ines: 

(2) three reocling-enhcmcemenl tool s- Nor es. Highlighting. and in-text Glo.,swy 

")"'"' 
--' -' 



hyper links-and (3) three interactive pedagogical features: Learn More. (juickChecks. 

and the chapter.figures. 

The first navigational tool provided in the lexias of Musical Palette (as in all 

Atomic Dog eTextbooks) displays as a thin royal blue rule. which. at its for right point. 

displays two graphical tabs labeled. respectively, Back and Next (see !ig. 5. 28). 

Significantly, these two tahhed rules appear on all eTextbook pages ( including the 

cover/title page) and add a third method, beyond the Ta hie of'Contents, Ta hie o/Figures. 

and Search features for accessing content lexias or, rather. for navigating through the 

eTextbook. Essentially, these Back and Next buttons function as sequential page-turners. 

facilitating the user's linear reading of the eTextbook content. These page-turning buttons 

also minimize the number of times a reader must return to the Tahle of'( 'ontents _just to 

move from a certain page to the lexia that immediately precedes or follows it. 

Additionally. by appearing at both the beginning and ending of page content. these 

tabbed rules provide convenient access to their functions whether the reader simply scans 

the beginning paragraph or scrolls down the entire page of content. (In short lcxias. 

especially ones that can be read in entirety without scrolling. the dual appearance or these 

navigational rules may, however, seem redundant, as shown in Figure 5.28.) The second 

type of content-based navigational tool in Henke's eTextbook, appears on the Preface and 

on the chapter and Appendix title pages only and each repeats the expanded Tahlc of 

C 'ontents for its respective top-level section or 1v/11sical Pole/le. Called out by the heading 

"Chapter Outline," this content-based, hyperlinkcd list of chapter contents provides yet 
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another method for quickly gaining access to the sections and subsections therein 

(another navigational feature unavailable in MetaText eTextbooks). 

Both the dual tabbed rule and C 'fwJJler Outline navigation features can he found 

when readers choose a top-level chapter link in the Table or Contents such as ( 'lwJ)lff 

2- Pal!erns in Space: Rhy thms (see fig. 5.28). Once this first. or title. page of chapter t\\ o 

has londed. readers encounter the first navigational clement. a rule with /3uck ~111d .\ 'c_\-r 

tabs. above the chapter number and titl e- a format unique to the chapter and Prcfocc titk 

pages. A duplicate navigational rule appears immediately after the Chapter Outline 

feature. which is centered vertically on the page. To use these navigational features. let 's 

say, to read chapter one linearly, the reader would simply choose the second hypcrlink 

under Chapter Outline; once the corresponding "2-2: Rhythm Values" lexia has loaded 

into the eTextbook content frame. the reader would then choose one or the Ne.rt icons 

,vi thin thi s lexia to view· the subsequent lcxia "2-3: Rhythmic Elements." and so on. 

Like the third sec tion or chapter t,vo. many chapter lcxias include all three or the 

reacling-enhcmcement features: the interacti vc Notes and Highlighting tool s and the in

tcxt Gloss my hype r! inks. The Notes and !lighlight ing features can he accessed ,,-i thin an: 

eTex tbook lexia by clicking on the Notes rage-icon or the Highlighting pen-icon. ,,-hich 

appear in the margin of eac h eTextbook lexia at the start of each paragraph or content 

( see fig . 5 .29). Much like the Notes/Highlighting page icon in Marich and Mallett's 

Meta Text version of Human A no/omy, 3/E, the Notes and Highlighting icons in Henke's 

/vlusical Pole/le display as light-gray outlines of their intended object and di sp lay their 

functions textually when the cursor is placed on top of them . When the cursor 1110\'cs m ,cr 
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a Notes icon, the icon displays in small green text "Add Note": the Highlighting icon. 

when moused-over, similarly, di splays "Add Highlight" in small orange text. Clicking on 

these icons, however. enac ts two distinct series of actions. 
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Fig. 5.29: Notes wizard sc reen juxtaposed against the paragraph to which it is added in 

""8- 1 b: Chord Names" in Henke ·s Musical Pale/le. 

Clicking on the Notes icon beside, let' s say, paragraph the i'irst paragraph or the 

lcx ia "8-1 b: Chord Names," launches the Notes pop-up window, or what Atomic Dog 

calls the notes wizard. The first screen in thi s Java-enhanced wizard. entitl ed "Create 

Note, " presents to the user an interactive template including. in descending order. a few 

sentences about the use and creation of a note; the "Note Body" textbox : an optional 

"Related Link" tcx tbox; and Save and Ccmcel buttons (see fig. 5.29). /\s indicated in the 

"Customi zed Content" lexia accessible through the Atomic Dog Publi shing web site, the 
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interactive Notes feature allows users to enter "up to 1500 characters" of text as well as a 

related hyperlink (par. 1 ). By typing the text of the note into the Note Boe(}) text box: 

typing the path, or URL, or a web page into the Relotecl Link textbox: rtnd. then. selecting 

Save, the reader creates a tentative note that-in the subsequent wizard screen. "Vic\\ 

Note"-he or she may review or choose to revise (Ee/it) the eTcxtbook lexia or add to 

(Finish) the created note (see fig. 5.30). 
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Fig. 5.30: Student Note as arrival lexia for green hyperlinked Notes icon in the left 

margin of "8-1: Chord Names'' in Henke's J\llusical Pole/le . 

...:J 

Ir the user chooses the Finish button at the ··view Note .. screen. the page icu11 

displayed in the margin or the lexia to the left or paragraph two is shaded in green to 

indicate the presence of a note attached to this paragraph or text. Once the Note icon has 

been shaded, moving the cursor over the page icon reveals its new use, "View Note," in 
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small green text. Clicking on this icon takes the reader to a new .. View Note" screen in 

the notes wizard by launching the Note pop-up window. Through this particular screen. 

the user may not only read and Close the window or Edit the note hy returning to the 

Creole Note template but may also Delete the note altogether. 
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Fig. 5.31: Instructor-created Notes broadcast to students appear in margin as a plus icon. 

which is replicated in the Table oj'Conlenls hyper I ink for the corresponding le:--: i a. 

Along with the personal benefit to students and instructors of "storl ingJ in-contc., t 

information [such as notes from lectures of reminders of testable material] for l'uture use" 

(Atomic Dog Publishing,"Create Note." par. I), the Notes tool may be used by instructors 

to broadcast or "publish" significant contextual information into the "accounts of 

registered students" (Atomic Dog Publishing, "Customized Content," par. I). In other 

words, by "checking" the box beside "Publish to Students" in the instructor-based C 'reuh' 
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Note screen of the notes wizard, the created note is indicated in his or her student's 

Musicol Pct!elle eTextbooks by the appearance in the lexia's margin. to the left of the 

personal Note icon, of a new page icon bearing inside a circle and plus sign. This same 

instructor-note icon then appears next to the respecti\·e section-here. the "8-1 b: Chord 

Names" hyperlink-in the eTextbook's Tohle of"Conlents. Additionally. just as student's 

and instructor's Notes are automatically added to the "My Notes" section of the chapter

based .'>'tudy Guide; the instructor's published notes are added to the "Customized 

Con tent" section of the chapter-based St uc/y Guide. 

Through the inclusion of this Notes feature. 1-lcnkc·s Musicul h1/e11e emerges as 

what Michael Joyce refers to as a constructive hypertext and, thereby. reveals its 

existence in the smooth space of the rhizome in which readers add their tracings onto the 

creator's map. This feature, thus, offers the same benefits as MetaText ·s Notes tool: the 

introduction of visually-represented, user-created internal cross-references that may 

introduce external links to further Web resources into an otherwise closed reading 

environment. What makes Atomic Dog's Notes tool unique is its collection ol'the user·s 

Notes within the ··My Notes·· section of the ··study Guide" as an entirely new lexia or 

user-created content. When the user selects the 1'vly Notes hyper! ink in a --study Guide .. 

lexia. the custom ··My Notes'' lexia. containing a list of the corresponding chapter's 

Notes. loads into the eTextbook content frame (see fig. 5.32) . Herc. the user may simply 

review the Notes added to the lcxias in a certain chapter or may Delete or Le/it any .Vutu 

through the buttons to the left of each entry (see fig. 5.32). 
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Fig. 5.32: Example or .. My Notes" lexia that because or the style or Notes created by the 

student offers a new line of flight or reading path through Henke's 1vfusical Pellet re. 

The creation of this lexia equates the reader 's disparate texts, once again. \\ ith the 

eTextbook content or lexias. Significantly, however, all of the Notes listed here arc 

di splayed without the eTextbook paragraph to which they refer. Thus. the usdulness or ~1 

reader' s ··M y Notes' ' web page depends upon how the reader has constructed the ,\'ot1.1s . 

For in stance. a user who has added notes throughout a chapter that simply state .. Study 

this for test" or ··Jnteresting point" will not find the .. My Notes" lcxia very hclp!'ul unless 

he or she has noted page numbers and then visits each lcxia listed or print s out the p~1gc . 

Y ct if the user has paraphrased or summarized important points within each ,Note. the 

"My Notes" page might be used, for instance, to review the chapter in a brief format or to 

guide decisions when constructing a new reading path (see fig. 5.33). In this case. the 

"My Notes' ' lexia may add a new dimension to the reading environment or. in a sense. 
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concretely add the user ' s tracings or skip trails onto the map or landscape or Musical 

Palette. 
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CHck __ to _Begin.J 

f ig. 5.33: Example of Highlights feature, displayed in the section --8-1 b: Chord Names'" 

o r Henke· s Musical Pole/le. Note that the penc i I or pen icon has changed from its de fou It 

gray-scale appearance. 

Unlike the complex Notes feature, the Highlighting tool performs a much simpler 

and immediate function: when selected, the Highlighting pen-icon quickl y enacts the 

shading. in ye llow, of the entire paragraph to its right (see fig. 5.33 ). Yet. because the 

reader cannot determine which words or sentences within a paragraph should be 

highlighted, when rev iewing the highlights in a particular lexia. the reader may be unable 

to remember why the paragraph is significant or what part of a paragraph is of particular 

interest to their studies. To alleviate this problem. of course, students and instructors can 

take advantage of the Notes tool. adding cues to the significance or their highlighted 

paragraphs. In any case. once the paragraph is shaded. the I ligh/ ight ing too I performs 
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simultaneous actions: (I) it toggles the pen-icon so that it displays as a yellow marker 

and , when moused-over, reveals its new function-"Removc 1-Iighlight"-and (2) it adds 

the entire highlighted paragraph into the "My Highlights" section of the Study Guide for 

the current chapter. 

Notably, because each highlighted paragraph in a chapter is added to the reader's 

.. My Highlights" lexia for the chapter, this new eTextbook page may easily be used to 

review the chapter contents (see fig. 5.34) . However, once again, the overall usefulness or 

the ··My Highlights'' lexia depends upon the reader's approach to highlighting. Ir the 

reader highlights too many paragraphs within a chapter. the ··My Highlights .. becomes 

very dense and just repeats the chapter i tscl f. Y ct. if a student high I ights on I y paragraphs 

within a chapter that discuss a certain topic, say key siinotures, he or she could use this 

chapter lexia as a review or new approach to material. 
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Fig. 5.34: Example of a ""My Highlights" page located in the ··study Guide .. for chapter 

three of Henke ' s eTextbook, 1vluscial Pcdette. 
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Interestingly, the user may further manipulate the content-based Noles and 

Highlighting tools through the Preferences area of the navigation bar. When the brown 

Preferences tab is selected. it displays two hyperlinks. Hicle Noles and Hide Highlights. 

When the Hide Notes hypcrlink is selected, the reader-interface removes from sight all of 

the Notes icons throughout the eTextbook and the hyper! ink in the Preferences tool bar 

changes to Show Notes. The Hide Highlights operates in exactly the same way. hiding nt1t 

only the Highlif,{hting icons but any yellow shading or highlighting within the text itscl r. 

The Hide Highlights hyperlink in the Preferences tool bar also changes to a .'->'how 

Highlighting hyperlink. The benefits of these two features, however, remain to be seen. 

Unlike the Notes and Highlighting tools that reside in the left margins of every 

eTextbook lexia, the content-based Glossary feature in Musirnl Palette appears within 

the textual content. or paragraphs. of the lexia at points selected by the author. 1 lcnke . I 11 

short. words that arc delined \Vithin the glossary arc displayed within the paragraphed 

text as blue underlined hypcrlinks that arc further called out rrom the text by the 

immediate addition to the word ofa superscript g (see fig. 5.35). For instance. in the 

second paragraph of" 1-3: Pitch Notation," the term sw/f"acts as a hyperlink to its 

Glossary definition and. thus. appears as staff::!. Clicking on this hyperlinkcd term 

launches an untitled pop-up window that displays only the definition for the term s1ct// 

(see fig. 5.35). The Montage representation of the delinition and the eTextbook lcxia·s 

reference to the term in a discussion paragraph creates an analogue or definitional 

syntagma that by minimizing the Glosswy window, may be seamlessly added to the 

reader's path through Henke 's text. More importantly. perhaps. this window contains the 
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graphical hyperlink. or button. labeled View Full Glos.,·my that launches the (,/osswy tool 

within this same window and, thereby, adds an additional entry and exit point as well as 

new opportunities to alter the user's overall reading path by visiting multiple definitions 

before returning to the departure lexia or by disco\'cring a new concept for \\·hich the us~:r 

may forage using the Search tool. 
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fig. 5.35: Montage pattern of the s/a/f'departure discussion and the pop-up window 

containing its definition in .. 1-3: Pitch Notation,. of Henke · s Musi col Pale/le. 

Al though the content-based Glossary, Notes. and /-/ighlighl ing features may. 

indeed, add significant pedagogical in 11 ucnce upon the reader. these l'catures arc 

primarily reading- and content-enhancement tools. !·or instance. not only do the C,losswT 

hyperlinks embedded within the paragraphs of discussion create a descriptive or analogue 

re la ti on to their departure lex ias through Montage juxtaposition. but more importantly. hy 
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allowing readers to add their own content into the eTextbook, the Notes and Highlighting 

tools increase the number of conjunctive, disjunctive, and causal contexts through which 

the eTextbook content may be explored or considered. 

The third, and final, category of content-based features in Musica/ />a/ette. on the 

other hand, appear solely pedagogical because these features directly promote the 

learning of concepts within. and sometimes outside of. the eTextbook. In Musicul Palette. 

this category of content-based features includes three pedagogical tools: the Lew·n1\fon_, 

features and the more overtly interactive QuickChecks andjigures. Despite their 

pedagogical nature, these features do influence the reading environment. or landscape, or 

the eTextbook and, thus, warrant a detailed examination. 

Fig. 5.36: Atomic Dog·s Customize toolbar as displayed in I lcnke·s Musirnl J>c1!e11e . 

;\ I thouo h I lenkc' s Musical J>al el/e docs not take advantaec of A tom ic Dot/ s b ~ ~ 

/,eam!ilore feature. instructors may add their own LeamAlores into this eTexthook. 

Within the "About Learn Mores" pop-up window, accessed through the Atomic Dog site. 

Atomic Dog describes the LeamMore feature as topical. added-value content !'or l'urthcr 

research and learning that provides such information as "web exercises. current events. 

alternate points of view, critical thinking exercises, etc." ("About LearnMorcs." par. I). 

To insert their own Learm'vfore features directly into their own and their students' 

eTextbook copies of Henke's Musical Palette, instructors select the Customize section of 

the navigation bar; once selected, the Customize bar. displaying in the brick red color 
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used in all Atomic Dog eTextbooks. presents two hyperlinks (shown in the usual :.!.old 

font): A c/cl/Edit Learn Afore and Ac/cl/Ee/it (juickCneck (see fig. 5.36 ). When the instructor 

clicks on the Add/ Ee/it Leorm'vlore hyperlink, a pop-up window entitled Creole 

LeornMore appears. This window provides two informational or instructional paragraphs. 

each preceded by an icon consisting of a red. circled. italicized i that indic1tes the 

purpose o f thi s tex t (see fig. 5.37) . 
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Fig. 5.3 7: The '"Create LearnMores" window accessed from the Cuslomi::e navigation bar 

at "2-3 Rhythmic Elements' ' in Henke 's Musical Po/eue . 

These instructional paragraphs are immediatel y followed by three text boxes: the 

"LearnMore Title" text box , in which the instructor identifies the feature being added : the 

"Learn More Body" text box, \\·here in the instructor may type the portion o!' the 

/,earn Iv/ore feature to be read by the students: and the optional "Re L.itcd Link :· tc\ t h()\ 
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that offers instructors the option of including a hyperlink into the Learmvlore text (by 

typing its path into this box) (see figs. 5.37 and 5.38). By choosing the Cancel button (at 

the bottom) of this frame, the instructor may, of course. exit without add i 11!.!. or ed i tin o the 
'- C' 

ne\v feature. Otherwise, the new feature may be maintained by selecting the alternate 

.\ave icon (see fig. 5.38). 
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Fig. 5.38: The Create Learnlvlore screen once the instructor has 

entered the contents to be added to '"2-3: Rhythmic E lcments .. in 

Henke· s Musical Palelle. 

Ir the instructor chooses to save the new learn More information. he or she is 

taken to the '"View LearnMore" screen. wherein the instructor may select the Finish 

button to have the feature added to the respective lcxia. All instructor J,eomMores dre 

added to the end of the lexias, after the author: s discussions and ()uickChecks (sec !ig . 

5.42). Interestingly, too. the titles or instructor-added Learn Mores appear as hypcrlinks 

below the .. My LearnMores'· heading in the .. Customizable Content'' subsection of their 
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corresponding chapter-based "Study Guide" lexia. This '"My LearnMores .. list of 

hyperlinks can, then, function as a new navigational tool or plateau through which 

instructors may quickly jump to important course material. 
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Fig. 5.39: The initial Aclcl/Eclil (juickCheck screen in the J\to111ic 

Dog Publishing GUI interface, as displayed in 1-knkc·s Musicu/ 

Pale/le. 

/\I though Learn Mores remain a constructive and optional feature within I knkc · s 

cTextbook, Musical Pctfelle does include several author-created (Juick( 'hecks. /\ccording 

to the "/\bout QuickChecks" pop-up window, these features consist or "bric!'. intcractiVL' 

quizzes that assess and rein force ... student's understanding or a concept" ( J\ tom ic Dog 

Publi shing, par. l ). Like Learn Mores, QuickChecks may also be published by instructors 

in their own and their students' copies of Musical Pale/le eTextbooks. Choosing once 

again the Customize tab in the navigation bar, but, this time, clicking on the Aclcl/Eclit 

QuickCheck hyperlink, which appears at the left end of the brown ( ·us/omi~e tool bar. 
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launches the pop-up window entitled Title QuickCheck (see fig . 5.39). This first windo,, 

displays two instructional paragraphs, under which the "Quick.Check Title" textbox 

appears, followed by two graphical icons-Next and Cancel (see fig. 5.39). 

Ir the instructor chooses Next, a second form or template wi 11 load in to the pup-up 

window. This "Question Type for Question I" screen displays a simple directi, ·e: "Click 

on the radio button for the type of question you wish to create. then click Next (/\tomic 

Dog Publishing, par. I)." Below this instruction, appear four boldfaced royal blue 

phrases, each preceded by an interactive radio button and noting a type of question that 

may be created: Multiple Choice: True or Folse: Open Enc/eel/Discussion: N11llleric Fill in 

the Blank . Clicking on any one or the radio buttons accompanying these options um! thL'l1 

se lecting Next takes the instructor to yet a third screen within the pop-up windo\\ \,·herein 

he or she may create the questions to be displayed. 
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rig. 5 .40 : The content-creation screen or A torn ic Dog l\1 bl i sh i ng · s 

Aclcl/Eclit QuickCheck tool in Henke· s 1\;/usicol J>olelle . 
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For instance, clicking on the Open Ended/Open Discussion radio button (and then 

Next), loads the "Create your fill in the blank question" screen, which (after one 

instructi ve paragraph) displays the Question I textbox that facilitates the instructor's entry 

of the question's text ( see fig. 5 .40). Be low thi s text box appear two more informational 

entries : one advising that "[s]tudents arc not required to provide ans\vers for thi s type or 

question" and a second adding that instructors may "provide a rationale for students to 

view attcr they've answered the question" (Atomic Dog Publishing ... Create Your Om1 ... 

pars. 2-3 ). This optional rctliona/e may be typed into the text box bearing the same name 

(see fi g. 5.40). 
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Fig. 5.4 1: The instructor-created QuickCheck, entitled Tes/ Review, appears at the end or 

Henke ' s QuickCheck in "3-2: Rhythmic Elements.'' 

Finally. to insert thi s new (JuickCheck feature to the cTextbook content. the 

instructor must choose the Add Oueslion button at the bottom of the pop-up window 

frame~ once this icon has been selected, then, the instructor is prompted to add a seco nd 

question with the displaying of the Question Typefhr Question 2 screen. From this poi nt. 
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the instructor may repeat the process noted above to add more questions to his or her ne\\ 

Quick( 'heck feature; otherwise, the instructor may simply select the Finish icon at the end 

of this pop-up screen to load the newly created one-question Quick( 'heck into the content 

of Musical Pede/le. The successful addition of this new feature is conlirrned by the 

( 'ongrarularions! pop-up screen, from which the instructor may choose Close to c.\it this 

series of screens- at which point. the lexia to which they have been added reloads. 
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Fig . 5.42: The instructor-created LeamMore appears as a hyperlink called out by the 

"From Your Instructor'' icon, and, in this example, is followed by Hcnke's Quick( 'heck 

tor ··2-3: Rhythmic Elements.'' 

Significantly, both the instructor's new LearnMore and Quick( 'heck features arc 

added to the content lexia currently being viewed or read by the instructor. Thus. for the 

subsection "2-3: Rhythmic Elements" lexia, the Learn More the instructor creates appears 

immediately before the author-created QuickCheck at the end of the lexia when it reloads 

(see fig. 5.42). The Leam!v!ore feature displays as an underlined blue hyperlink 

consisting or the Tir le text that the instructor entered in the Creute L:umMore Screen: 
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this hyperlinked feature is further called out in the Jen margin or the lexia by the 

LearnMore icon bearing the phrase "From Your Instructor" (see fig. 5 .42). The new 

(JuickC 'heck feature, then. appears below the learn More feature. or after any author-

created QuickChecks (see lig. 5.42). The instructor-determined title ur the (Juick( 'heck 

(bo ldfaced and also in brick red) followed by the boldfaced royal blue subheading "From 

Your Instructor" appears bet\\'Cen these t\VO rules (sec fig. 5.41 ). The text- "Thc 

following questions are from your instructor"-which is called out by the plus icon 

(although much smaller) seen beside all learnMore and QuickCheck features in l-lenkc's 

(and in all atomic Dog) cTcxthooks. Below these two headings. the reader !inds ~1 

question shown in bold faced black text. The question is accorn pan ied b\ a Ii ne desc ri bi 11 ~ - ~ 

the task: "Think about possible answers/solutions for this question" (sec fig. 5.41 ). In the 

le ft margin, here. the question's rationale, if added. is accessible through the light bl uc 

hyperlink VieH' Rationale (also identified by its eyeglasses symbol) (see fig. 5.41 ). 

C licking on either of the Learn More or Vie\1' Rcttionct!e links in these ne\, ly added 

components loads the corresponding lexia containing the text entered by the instructor. 

By introducing LearnAfores and new (JuickChecks into Henke· s Musi ml Pu/elf c. 

instructors may broaden and deepen student's reading experience by o !Teri ng students 

nc\N contexts and. perhaps. hyperlinks to external Web resources that may encourage 

students to engage in otherwise unavailable dialogues "·ith the voice-ideas in I lcnkL'·s 

chapter discussions and other new voices. thereby increasing dimensionally the 

e Tex tbook· s narrative possibi I ities. For instance, in the leurnMore added to ··2-J : 

Rhythmic Elements." the instructor provides a hyperlink to the external Web resource. 
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"Essentials of Music," wherein the student may explore discussions about Classical 

music that begin historically with the Middle Ages and continue on through the 

twentieth-century (see fig. 5.43). Herc, students can also listen to numerous Classical 

scores, read about composers. and more. Tlrns. along \,·ith expanding the nct\\ork or the 

eTextbook, this Learmvlore further hypermediates A,/11sica/ Polette and brings to it ne\v 

historical and biographical contexts and examples that. clearl y. change the landscape ol' 

the eTextbook and encourage students to engage in dialogic interactions with voices and 

vo ice-ideas that arc otherwise unavailable in the chapters themselves. Interestingly. too. 

si nee the Le urn More and other reader-created external hyper! inks open within a ne\\ 

window, they allow students to explore the new Web resources without leaving Henke· s 

text or the discussion to which they refer. 

{i f'hPI t&ttttlkt" e: :1we:r1:tN11:iw11 · eew.11Mtitr:w r s11 111ee1rt1mr1t1 :::n=jr-;-1 

..... .... a;:i' tr::d r,.., • • • ~ •• - ··-J.' ···- - ----
", ' [:(flff[- 16?if - r, •&·1e·Yr,,,· ·, 

~ I-¥(.~ .V\ 

111s1i'·i;,:, or 
-CW ' tNOt J• 

Exploring Rllythrnic Ele111e11ts 

-c-eecxoc, .... 

Fig. 5.43: The arrival lexia for the instructor-created Learn More hyperlink in 

"3 -2: Rhythmic Elements" of Henke ·s Musical Pct!ette. 
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TheF{;ures within 1-lenke:s chapter lexias make up the third pedagogical feature 

in Musical Pale/le, and, si gni ticantly, only a few of these figures 111 i m ic the static 

graphics in printed textbooks. Rather, the majority of the figures within the chapters or 

Henke's eTextbook have been developed with Macromedia Flash and. tints. facilitate 

readers' experience or integrated sound and moving images in an i ntcracti \\? Lish ion. Tl 11 .. ' 

interactive figure s embedded within the chapter lexias bear an atomic-I ike symbol to 

indicate their interactivity. Along \Vith the interactivity symboL the interactive !'caturcs 

also include link markers in the form of an Audio icon, where applicable. and frequently. 

once loaded, display in gray-scale the graphical contents of the figure ( sec fig. 5 .44 ). 

Notably. however, the "'Online Ear Training'' lexias in the Study Guides or each ch~1ptcr 

also contain ligures. not noted in the Table or I· igures. that display only the /\udio icon 

because these ligures facilitate the student-created graphical representations or the music 

for the purpose of further study or assessment. 
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rig. 5.44: An example of a loaded. but not yet launched. interactin'. ligurc in I knkc·s 

Musirnl Pct!ette. 
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Once an interactive figure has been loaded, readers may select the large C 'lick to 

BeJ;in button within the figure ' s frame to launch the Flash program ·s interface (sec tig. 

5.44). which includes Play/Pause. Reverse, and Volume control buttons as well as ;_1 

hori zo ntal Re1vincl/Fast Fonrnrcl Scrollhar in its lom:r rrarnc, or tool bar (sec lig . 5.45) . ., \ 

blue question mark icon in the top right corner of the ligure displays the functions or each 

of these tools (see fig. 5.45). Using these buttons. the student or instructor maintains 

some level of control over the figure's action. or its tcmporality and sequentiality . 1:or 

instance, Figure 1-lb embedded at the end of the lcxia entitled .. 1-7: The Big Picture.· · 

\vhen launched, displays the title ··variations on a Russian Folk Song:· its credit to 

Dmitri Kabalevsky, and a piece of sheet music, or mu! tip le staffs with each note and 

chord of the musical piece noted therein (see fig. 5.45). When the reader selects the />lay 

button from the figure's lower frame, the music begins. and, as each note or chord is 

played. the corresponding notation of the sound is high I ighted in red staff \vhi le. 

si multaneously, each musical clement is labeled through the appearance of small ycllm, 

boxes containing such notations as slur. tie. hewn. meter. and so on (sec lig. 5.45). 

Because this figure contains five variations of the folk song and a plurality or labels. 

readers may find the Re\'erse/Fast Fonrnrcl Scrollhar or particular use for revie,,·ing an 

earlier variation or comparing an early variation with one at the end or the ligurc . 

Notably. here, the Reverse button simply stops the ligurc completely since it is not 

reversible, and at the end of the initial playing of the figure. a Shm,· All Luhels button 

ap pears in the lower right corner of the ligure. 
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fig . 5.45: Henke·s Figure 6-5 ... Variations on a Russian Folk Song .. ~1s it pbys . Note thl' 

Flash tool bar at the bottom of the ligurc . 

The signi licancc or Aiusirnl /\tie! le· s i nteracti \ 'C ligures goes beyond their 

pedagogical amplification of the verbal discussions in the lexia in which they appear. I 11 

fact. these ligures transform Henke·s eTextbook into a highly hypcrmcdiatcd hypertext i11 

which readers ex periencc a scnsori um that only the nco-acoustic space or c lectron i c 

media. or the smooth space of the rhizome can support. /\dditionally. bec;..1usc the sounds 

and images arc so well synchronized. they produce transparent representations or 

concepts while, simultaneously, bringing the reader closer to the acts of musical 

performance and composition through an immediacy that only hypermedia can produce. 

The temporal aspects or these ligures also add a new dimension or 1wrr~1t i \'l: to I !en kc· s 

eTextbook since the musical concepts described verbally in the chapter. in most ligurcs. 
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are recast within temporally coherent animated scores that may be replayed. reversed. and 

rewound repeatedly within one reading session. 

Finally, the Appendix of 1-Ienke·s 1'vlusicctl Palette needs to be brieth noted 

because the only author-created external hyperlinks in the eTextbook appear within its 

single sect ion , .. Appendix I: Appendix of Links." The hyperlinks here arc arranged 

topically and organized into three lexias: '"Music Dictionary Resources"': .. Music History. 

Theory, Composers. and Music Scholarship Resources··: .. Student Sites" (sec tig. 5.46) . 

Each of the first two pages incl udc fi \'C hyper! inks: howe\'er. in .. Music Diet ionary 

Resources,'· Henke notes that the web resources collected here cont(1in the same 

information. Only one hypcrlink. leading to a University of Wisconsin ,,·c b site. appears 

in the ''S tudent Sites" section. Thus, 1'v/11siectl Palette offers a total of ten external 

hypcrlinks. 
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Fig. 5.46: Example of ex ternal links provided in the Appendix of Henke ·s lv/usirnl 

Pule/le. 
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The presentation of these hyperlinks in the Appendix, significantly. suggests that 

these resources are simply supplemental or optional and not related in any concrete \va,· 

to particular discussions within the eTextbook. Readers \\·ho choose these Ii nks. then. 

must wander through them in order to creatively construct contexts or dialogues to 

discover their relevance to Henke· s e Textbook. IL ho\,·ever. students or instructors add 

their significant tracings or paths through these web resources back onto the I lcnkc · s m~tp 

through the construction of content-based Notes or LectmMores. the hyperlinks within the 

Appendix may be seen as beginnings or departure points for discovering and constructing 

new dimensions within the Musical Pctlette landscape. Since all external links in I lenke·s 

eTextbook launch within a new window, even novice readers can easily construct these 

new features without becoming lost on the World Wide Web. and their reading or these 

external sites, simultaneously, rellects ,\;Jlitl.Join or Tangle patterns. 

With its many navigational. content-enhancement. and interactive pc<.idgogiGil 

features. Henke's Musical Pole/le reveals itself to be. in many ways. a sophisticated 

complex hypertext eTextbook. For instance. unlike the somewhat intimidating multiple 

frames of MetaText's reading environment Atomic Dog's interface centers on the 

transparent or unobtrusive navigation hor that appears at the top of each eTextbook kxi~t 

(see tig. 5.47) . The Atomic Dog reader-interface appears to be more transparent than that 

of the Meta Text version of Human Anatomy, 3/E. for. here. the frames containing the 

reader-orientation and navigation bar are integrated into the eTextbook frame through the 

use ofa shared white background (see fig. 5.47). In fact few readers ofl-lcnke·s 

cTextbook would be aware of its frame-structure. In this respect. /\tornic Dog"s readcr-
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interface reflects a reading environment more closely resembling that or the printed book 

and, thereby, may appeal more readily to both instructors and students . 

.[I• )~ ,,, .,;..., -, .;.) ~ Ll u .·:.i...J ,_j ~-_:.) . J ID7 l I "111 
, S.cl, ,. , I 5\-:,p R a'1•>h Hcmo '>•••ch F.,.-,,1., H r.t'. c ,y iJl •l P ,rt [di . n · ' : 
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It .... IM'lllt....-.tel .... tl ,v,r ... ,111( .... IJl.ttt ... ,1 , .... ,.," 

rlllflHlllNII ~\,t',,,(11111 H.A ! (IIIII l!lf\11/ltl. 

11111 ,ttl irnt Iii, 1rr111 · I •1111 I., . ...,, t11 u1)('( 

lnrr<ld11r.tton 

I t , ij ,• 1;, -,11d lfl f ' 

Fig. 5.47. First cTextbook page in Henkc's 1'vlusicul Palette; this page introduces the 

novigot ion hor. 

..:J 

Aside from its transparency. this tool centralizes the navigational l'catures ( Tuhfr 

of( 'ontents. Tohle o/Figures. and Seurch engine) and several content-enhancement 

functionalities (i.e., the Preferences and Customi7e tools) and provides quick-.iumps to 

the Glosswy, Help contents, and chapter-based Study Guides as well as to the external 

lvfy Backpack page. In fact, the second, or navigation har. frame is perhaps the most 

important of the three frames in the /\tomic Dog reader-interface because it rem;.1ins 

viewable on each eTextbook screen and. thereby provides continuous access to I lcnke's 

cTextbook content and tools . 
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The Atomic Dog navigation bar consists of six parts-( '011te11ts. Seurch. 

Customize, Prelerences, Help, and My Backpack-represented graphically as a series or 

file tabs. Each of these tabs functions as a Java-enhanced hyper! ink that foregrounds the 

sc lected area of the navigation bar. Because the A tom ic Dog reader-i ntcrfrtce ex tensi H? I:: 

uses pop-up windows for presenting these cTextbook tools. it generates an O\'er;_1ll larue

scale rhetorical pattern of Montage that. in many cases. creates cxpl;_rnatory. caus;_1l. or 

descriptive/analogue relations bet \Veen the pop-up and other si mu I 1t111eous I y sc rccncd 

texts . As each tabbed area of this tool bar foregrounds. the bar displays itself in a new 

color against which its particular hyperlinks. or features. appear (sec l'igs. 5.36. 5.47. and 

5.48). For instance. since the default setting for this navigational interface is the ( 'ontents 

area, when Music Pctlette is initially launched. the royal blue tabbed Co11/e111s bar is 

brought to the foreground and displays the following lour hyperlinks in a normal gold 

font: Ta hie o(Contents, Tahle o/Figures, Glossmy. and ,\/u<~V Guicle (sec ligs. 5.-+ 7 and 

5.48). The use of color in the navigation har to indicate different 1\ 'eighhnrlwnd.,· or the 

reader-i ntcrface' s features along with the reader-orientation frame and 111 in i 111 izi ng too I 

frames. keep readers from becoming lost within the cTextbook. Herc. two exceptions to 

the i ntcrface' s orientation theme should be noted: the replacing or one too I \,·it h ;_111otl1LT 

in an already launched pop-up window. which requires readers to re-launch the prc\·ious 

tool. and the decentering of the Study Guide content. \\·hich relegates the reader to launch 

and scan through the Tahle of'Contents to quickly access a .. Study C1uidc'· lcxia in 

another chapter. 
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Moreover. the tabbed sections of the navigation bar are integrally I inked to the 

eTextbook content. As noted earlier, the sections labeled Customize (active only in 

instructor copies) and Preferences include hypcrlinks that allow the manipulation of 

content-based features: Cus!Omize, for instance. facilitates instructor's addition or t1C\\ 

learning features into the eTextbook content \vhereas the hypcrlinks displayed 011 

Preferences bar allow readers toggle between hiding and showing the No tes and 

Highlighting tools that arc accessed through the eTextbook lexias. or the remaining 

sections of the navigation bar-Help and MyBackpack-offer hyperlinks to material not 

based in the eTextbook content. Rather, as suggested by their titles. the Help hyperlinks 

lead the reader to in formation about usi ng the rcadcr-i ntcrfoce and the con ten t-hased 

tools. whereas the MyBack;wck tab. when selected. takes the reader to his or her 

personalized index page. residing outside of the eTextbook. The C 'ontrnt., b;_ir_ indeed thL' 

most important or the six. provides. along \vith the Search bar. the primary tools for 

navigating through the eTcxtbook content (see fig. 5.48). 

Search Customize Preferences Help 

{' mcru,w,a 1Mftli itTCl®CI 

Fig. 5.48: The Atomic Dog navigation hell'. displaying the default C ·0111e111.,· section. 

Since the ( 'ontents and Search tools in the navigation bar arc so integral to the 

user's expe ri ence or reading Musical Pule/le, they warrant a detailed examination . 

Clicking on one of the first three hyperlinks displayed on the ( ·0111e111s bar- J'uh/e of 

( ·on/enls. Tahle o/Figures. or 0/ossmy- launchcs a pop-up windcnv in vvhich the 
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selected material loads. Significantly, these pop-up windows may be minimized so that 

the {oble (!l Contents, Tobie (dFigures, and G/ossctry features can be accessed and 

manipulated repeatedly as the user reads the eTcxtbook content. ( Unlike the lirst three 

hyperlinks included in the Contents-bar, the 5,'tudy Guicle hyperlink and the following 

tabbed Seorch section function in two unique fashions.) Interestingly. IH)\\e\'er. ,,·hen thL' 

Tcthle o(Contents. Tcthle o/Figures. or Glossmy windows remain visible on the screen. 

they form a Montage pattern that juxtaposes the navigational content or the Fuhle of 

( 'ontent.,· or Tcthle o(Figures or the definitional content or the c;lossmT ,, inc.Im, ~1g~1i11st 

the lex ia currently on screen. 

Within the Tcthle o( Contents pop-up window. the reader Ii nds t ,, o rrames: the 

first hori zontal. static frame in this window includes two graphical buttons- Erpcmc/ All 

and Collupse All (two features sorel y missed in the MetaText inter face)- that allow the 

user to make viewable (expand) or hide (collapse) the sections and !'urther subsections 

subsumed within the top-l eve l hyperlinks of the hierarchical content-listing appe~1ring in 

the lower ve rtical frame. The hierarchical hyperlinks included in this second. dynamic 

frame represent the eTextbook contents. For Musical Pale/le. the Tuhle o(( '011/ents 

begins with the Pre{oce hyper! ink and ends with the hyper! ink for the ., // J/Jencli.r of Unks. 

The top- level. or part. hypcrlinks in ,\/fusicul Pct!etle include the prel~1ce. each or the ten 

chapters. and the appendix: the lirst eleven ol'these hyperlinks appear in a boldfaced 

roya l blue font. whereas the term Jl ppenclix appears in an unlinked boldfocec.l red font and 

is followed by a black rule. under which the hyperlink Ap;Jenclix I.- :1ppenclix o/Unks 

disp lays as an italici zed and boldfaced royal blue link. 
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Fig. 5.49: Montage display of Tohle o/Con/ents and initial page or l lcnke·s Musicul 

Pole/le. Note the repetition of contents in the TOC and Cha;Jter Outline on the .. Preface·· 

page in the background. 

When l lcnke's Tahle o/Contenls frame is initially loaded. the top-lcn~I f>r<.'/uc<.' 

hyperlink is automatically expanded and reveals live second-le\·el or section hyper! inks : 

"Using Atomic Dog Textbooks." "Recommended System Requirements." l'vlinirnum 

System Requirements." "Printing Atomic Dog Textbooks," and 
11

lntroduction
11

- cc1ch or 

\\-hich arc displayed in a boldfaced brick-red font and separated from one another by a 

black rule ( sec fig. 5. 49) . Of the Ii ve sections represented here. the Ii rst !"our arc inc I udcd 

in all Atomic Dog eTextbooks and consist of one lcxia per section: thus. onl y the last. 

"Introduction," section contains any subsections: the five subsections noted here-

" On! ine and in Print," "Instructor's Manual." "/\cknO\vledgements." "/\ bout the /\ u thor." 
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and "Dedication"-appear as hypcrlinks <.kpictcd in a normal black font and represent the 

lexias containing prefatory material specific to Hcnke's Musirnl Palette (sec lig . .5.4 7). 

Along with the Preface section of the TOC, the chapter and Appendix links arc both 

expandable and collapsible not only through the aforementioned f:..\pC1nd .-Ill and C 'ullufJsc 

A I I buttons in the top frame or this window but also through the use or a toggling red 

arrow that precedes each of these eleven cTextbook hypcrlinks in the contents list itself 

(sec fig. 5.50). 

:a f .._ ,,r C:CJIIIIW'III*. ~ 11·11n11tN lrit .. 111111 fs lllliJEf 
1 ........ ,,........... ~ 

~ , -.. .. ,,.,,.., / ,,,...,.,.,,," i11 ~,,,.,, -,, · l~hytl 111'1 

i,.. ( . h .1 plc11 :I f.1 ,1111 r IJc,s;1q1n: '-t:.111~~ 

~ l..h<1plrr 1, . 1;,~1111:,11 I 1111~: 111111h 

• ( :ft,q,•~1 I 'Sf,,t,Jc-,. ,d "t,1vutnu1,t. 
'>m1unll1 l. lic11 II-,; 

• C h,,,.,,~, ti t.tl1~lr..1I II \ ,.._.,._ tf.trua.)uy 

i,. C.lrnplr.r 1ll - llh:111t111111hr. ll<1~lt:!'; : 
l'utti,ut II /\II J,,,,.,,1,.., 

Fig. 5.50: The Tcthle o/Contenls in I lcnkc's :\!usicul J>ulelle, 

showing collapsed section hyper! inks. 

By clicking on the red arrow to the left or the Clwpler 5-ShClpe.,· uml Si::.es: 

fnlenu!s hypcrlink, this section expands to show this chapter's eleven sections in sccond

lcveL boldfaced brick-red fonL each follO\ved by a black rule: these chapter sections ~ire 

also numbered (i.e., ··s-1 Intervals." ··5-2 Interval Qualities." and so !'orth). The linal 

hyperlinked entry within each chapter list is the chapter-based Stuc(\' C1uide link. \vhich 

appears in the following format: Chapter 5 Study Guide. or course. selecting any or the 
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hyperlinked chapter titles launches the respective lexia within the eTextbook content 

frame. 

I .:.LI" ul f-19,11.-11 NM!t(IUlfl 1111"'" l!l!iJl3 

...... 
·1 . • II ""7·:- ,, ... ....... 

.! J 

1~ C 4 ., ,, . : 

( , 2 [n,.., . , ....... iun 11f" l ·, ·1·1tb.· Click to 8Qgin I 
·--·-···-·- ·· ---- ---···----·----·-·-· 

J 

J - .1 In1.11·•"'- lun 

...:J 

, . , I' 1 · I · , i/ . ..:.J 

Fig. 5.51: I lcnkc's Tahle o/Figures shown in Montage pattern with partial or arrival 

lcxia Figure 6-5. 

Functioning in the same manner as docs the Tahle of( '011/ents. the fuh/e of 

Figures pop-up window presents its hypcrlinks to the eTcxtbook's ligurcs in a simplilicd 

hierarchy: each ligurc is listed under its chapter section or subsection only . Lach chaptc1· 

section appears unlinked in the boldfaced red-brick l'ont used in the fuh/ c of ( ·u111c111s. 

and the hyper! inked figure entries. consisting of the figure number ( i .c .. "F igurc I -4" ). arc 

represented in the Tobie l!{Content's lowcst-levcL normal black font (see lig. 5.50). 

When chosen, each of these numbered figures ("figure 6-5," for example) function as a 

direct or anchored hyperlink that loads the corresponding lcxia ("6-3 The Big Picture") 
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with the chosen figure displaying within the content frame (see lig. 5.51 ). Notably. of the 

eighty-five (85) figures included in the Tahle o/Figures of Musical Pole/le. sixty-three 

(63) me preceded by a smaller version of the icon resembling an atomic symbol that is 

displayed in all of Henke· s interactive figL:res ( and \Vh ich indicates their i ntcracti \'i ty) 

(see fig . 5. 51 ). Because the interactivity symbol appears in both the Tuhle o/Figun:s and 

the inacti ve sc reen of all interacti\'e ligures. locating interacti\'e ligures embedded\\ ithi11 

the eTcxtbook lexias is made quite easy. 

The juxtaposition of the Tahle of'Contenls or Tohle o/Figures pop-up windows 

with any lexia content in the background produces a causal relation. Although such 

_juxtapositions add little to the reader 's narrati vc i ntcrpretation of the lex ia contents. they 

do orient the reader to his or her position within a chapter or\\ ithin the ,,·hole or the 

eTex tbook . More importantly. these two features pro\'ide a con,·enient method ror 

constructing nonlinear reading paths through I Icnke · s ovcral I I incar narrative. For 

example. a student reading ··7-2a Spelling Seventh Cords'' might decide to follow the 

textual cues in this lcxia: " Review the hcl pful hints for spelling triads in section ()-1 d. 

·spelling Triads'" and --Review the helpful hints for spelling sevenths in section 5-4 

·spelling Interva ls. ,·· To access these lcxias. the student could maximize the Tuh/e ol 

( 'ontenls frame and select the Expand All hypcrlink. With all of the Tahle o{( '011te11( s 

chapter sections expanded. the student could then quickly locate and click on the section 

six hyperlink 6-1 S;Jelling Triads to have the lexia loaded into the eTextbook content 

frame. To read this lcxia. the student m)Uld need to minimize the Tuhle n/( ·u111e111s 

frame either by selecting the minimizing bro,\·ser button at the top or the Tuhle of 
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Contents window or by clicking on the eTextbook frame itself. In any case. the user 

would find here extensive information about spelling triads. including review questions. 

Again by maximizing the Tahle of'Contents and then clicking on the 5--/ .\JJe/ling 

In term/.\' hyper! ink. the student .i umps to the corresponding lexia. \\herein he or she rn ust 

scroll down to the final chapter subsection to read about spelling .. Major and Minor 

Sevenths.,. 

Now. le(s say that the student wants to know hO\v to combine these t\\O spelling 

rules to create a letter name for a se\'enth chord. I3y returning to the Tuhle of( ·rmtenrs 

\vindow, the user could then quickly scroll through the section lists to lind the hypcrlink 

J0-5h Seventh Chords one/ Lei/er Name.,· (sec lig. 5.52). Once selected. the loaded lc.\i~1 

with the same title reveals. in the lirst paragraph, that seventh chord symbols follow the 

pattern of G 7 and g 7, and, here, Henke also suggests that readers use the symbols rrom 

section 10-Sa to construct them. Selecting / 0-5a Letter Names J'rom the Table or 

Contents. then, the eTcxtbook content moves back one lexia to reveal an explanation ur 

major and minor triad letter names: here. Henke explains that major triads arc represented 

with uppercase letters and minor triads with lowercase letters, and so forth. /\I though this 

lcxia provides information about the use of symbols for seventh chords. it docs not 

explain how the student chooses the appropriate chord letter: thus. at this point. thL' 

student might decide to look through the Table of Contents ~1gain to lind :1 better suited 

discussion. If the student continues to select new lexias metonymically. he or she m)Uld 

probably choose next the hyperlink 8-1 Chore/ Names. Finding this lcxia or little use 

because of its introduction of new concepts ( e.g .. tonic and clominanl). the student might 
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determine this reading path to be unfruitful and return to the assigned lexia. ··7-2a: 

Spelling Seventh Cords." Otherwise, the student might decide to return to chapter seven. 

but read the chapter lexias linearly beginning \Vith .. 7-1: Seventh Chords."· wherein he ur 

she would tind, in paragraph one. the answer sought: .. !t]he tirst half of the name ofa 

seventh chord represents the type of triad formed by the bottom three notes of the chord·· 

( Henke /v/usicul Pale/le) . 
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Fig . 5.52: Chapter section"] 0-5b Seventh Chords and Letter Names .. selected from the 

pop-up Tahle <Jf'Contenls frame in Henke ·s lv!usirnl Palette. 

Like the Tahle of'( 'onlent.,· and Tuhle o/Figures hypcrlinks in the ( 'rmrrnrs 

toolbar, the Glossmy hyperlink again launches a pop-up window, or loads into an already 

open pop-up window. The Glossary window. like the Tahle <d( '0111e111.,· window. appears 

to be divided into two sections or frames: the top. horizontal frame in the 0lossmy 

window presents the letters of the alphabet. each hyper! inked to their respecti vc section 

of the glossary (any letters not represented in the Glossary appear grayed out and 
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unlinked); and the lower vertical frame displays or loads the content or the Glossary 

lexia, beginning with the letter A and spanning through the definitions for the letter 

chosen from the top frame ( see fig. 5 .5 3 ). Significantly, \Vhen the reader chooses. for 

instance, the C hyperlink in the top frame, the Glossary content loads into the pop-up 

window such that the entry for rnclence is the first entry in the lower Glosswy frame. 

Scro lling up the lower Glossary frame. the user can also read the entries for the preceding 

letters of the alphabet. Instead of scrolling, however. the reader may choose another letter 

from the top-frame's hyperlinks to jump to the respective part of the CJ!ossary contents. 
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Fig. 5.53 : Definition of the term inler\'CII in the Atomic Dog C1'/osswy tool .iu:-.:taposed 

against the lexia in which the term appears, 1-lenkc · s .. 4-2c: Melodic Mi nor ... 

Because the self-contained Glosswy tool may be selected from the Comenrs 

navigation bar at any point within a reading path. it offers readers increased !k:-.:ibility 
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and convenience. For instance, upon initiating a session. a student may \Vant to rc\·ic\,. 

the definition of melody before jumping to the assigned reading ... 4-2c Melodic Minor.·· 

By clicking on the Glosswy hyperlink. choosing the AI link in the top frame of the 

window. and. then. scrolling down through the Glossary. the user line.ls that the last entry 

provides the definition for melocly: .. [a] horizontal progression or single pitches percei\'cd 

as a unit." In this example. the reader has shortened his or her reading time hy ~1\ ·oiding 

the need to visit multiple lcxias in search or a meloc~i · hyperlink in an elexthook 

discussion. On the other hand, the student who has already begun reading the assigned 

lex ia, .. 4-2c Melodic Minor:· might choose to review the dclinition or in/am/. a term 

key to the di scussion. Through the same process. he or she would encounter a Montage 

trope in which the inler\'Ctl dclinition- "'the distance between any two pitches . Simple 

interval s include seconds. thirds. fourths. filths, sixths. sevenths. and octan~s .. ( I knkc 

Glossary)- is juxtaposed against the text or paragraphs. creating an analogue relation 

(sec lig. 5.53). In either or these two cases. by simply minimizing the (,'/os.,wy \\indm, . 

the reader may again shorten his or her reading time since the Glossm~i· tool remains 

launched and ready for further use. In other words. maximizing the (1/os.,wT \,·indm, 

allov.s readers to quickly create new descriptive syntagmas or analogue reL.1tio11s \\ ithin 

their reading path. thereby. increasing the nonlinearity or his or her reading and. thereby. 

the number of possible narrative episodes \vi thin the eTextbook . /\dditionally. returning 

to the Glossary contents multiple times also adds a plurality or cyclical patterns to 

d 
. . 7 

rea ers sess ions. 
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Fig. 5.54: Chapter-based "'Study Guide·· for chapter ten in I lcnkc·s .\lusicu/ !'ulclle . 

.:.J . 

S!lilZV Guide, the final hypcrlink within the C 'ontents tool bar. runctions in a unique 

manner, taking the user to the lexia or the Student Guide that relates only to the chapter 

or part of the eTextbook currently being read. Thus. the Study Guide lcxia !'or chapter ten 

loads \\hen the user selects the Stuczv Guide hypcrlink \\'hilc reading any other lc:,..:ia in 

chapter ten (see fig. 5.54 ). In fact. the Study Guide contents may he accessed only as 

chapter-based sections, for. even in the Tuhle of( '011/ents. the Study C1uide docs not 

appear as a top-level hyperlink; rather. this feature is completely integrated into the 

chapters of Musical Pcdette. 

Interestingly. the Preface of Henke's eTextbook docs not include ~1 Study Ciuidc 

section. so. when the user chooses the Stuczv Guicle link l'rom the Contents tool bar while 

reading the Preface. the reader receives what might be called a ,, ·oming hox that 
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announces: "The section you are at has no associated study guide" (see fig. 5.55). The 

function of this warning box is especially significant: although the Stucly Guide hyperlink 

in thi s case reflects a navigational Fein!, the inclusion of the \\arning box noti lies users 

that this I·eint is neither a flaw in the eTextbook interface nor a page of content that 

requires readers to search for a secondary means of acquiring. 
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Fig. 5.55: A H'amini hox that appears \\hen user's select the StlllZ}' G11icle link from the 

( 'onlents navigation bar in Henke 's preface to 1\;/usical Palette. 

The second section or area of the Atomic Dog navigati on bar. labeled Srnrch on 

its tab. foregrounds. when selected. as a purple toolbar \\·ith the tab highlighted in the 

same color. Within the purple tool bar a tcxtbox and a button labeled go appear. the 1~1ttcr 

displaying in a gold font. This search form is also preceded by a directive displayed in 

white: "Enter your search word(s)." 13y typing the term slurs into the text box and 

clicking on go, the reader receives a pop-up window presenting four "Search Results." 



each beginning with a hyperlinked word or phrase and olten 1<.)llom:d by an annotation or 

contextual excerpt from the lexia in which it appears ( sec lig . 5. 56 ). For i nstancc. in 

Henkc's eTextbook. the first two results in the slurs search- "Chapter I : Study Ci u idc" 

and "Create Your Own Palette: Composition"-represent top-lc\'cl elc:,..;tbook lc:,..;ias and. 

thus. appear in an underlined blue font without any annotation but scpar~lted l'rnm the 

other re sult entries by a rule. The remaining three results in the slurs se..trch do include 

excerpts from their respective lcxias. and within these excerpts the term slurs is holdl~1cl.'d 

(see Ji g. 5.56). When selected. then. the hyperlink for eTcxtbook section I 0-5 loads the 

corresponding lexia, "Putting It All Together: Creating the Big Picture ." Notabl y. 

however, the search term slurs does not appear boldfaced within the lcxia itsel L so the 

reader must scan the page to find the discussion of the search term. 
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Fi g. 5.56 : Search tool results for slurs juxtaposed against the departure lexia .. 2-3 : 

' 

: .I ' 

Rhythmic Elements .. in Henke ·s A;/usiectl Pule/le. Note the purple Search navigation bar 

i 11 the background. 
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Significantly, too, a reader searching for information on hm,· to name sc\'cnth 

chords can more easily find the answer by using the Search feature . For instance. a search 

fo r the phrase seventh chords produces a list of fifteen results. in which the 7-/ : Snenlh 

Chords hyperlink appears lirst. Although the contextual annotation ror this page docs not 

mention the naming of these chords. it docs suggest that the types or seventh chords clre 

discussed here (see fig . 5.57). Thus. \\·hether the student rerccivcs the available 

annotati on- --There are six standard types of seventh chorus··- as a cue to the relevance 

to chord naming or whether the student simply reviews the li st of hyperlinked lcxias 

seq uenti all y, he or she would much more quickly locate the information sought (sec lig . 

5. 5 7) . However. significantl y. a Ii near reading or chapter se\·cn \\'lHtld generate the Scll11l' 

result. 
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Fig . 5.57: Note the annotation for ··7-1 : Seventh Chords·· in the Seorch results list or 

Henke· s Musirnl Pale/le. 
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Overall, the Atomic Dog Search functionality (like MetaText's/inc/ tool) provides 

a highly useful method for navigating through Henke~ s eTcxtbook . Through the Seurch 

feature. readers may move through the eTextbook nonlinearly according to the 

appearance in lcxias of a certain word/phrase or concept: in other \Hm.is. rnetonymically 

or topically. More importantly, the annotations frequently accompanying these result 

I inks function as contextual I ink markers that. e\'en more than Meta Text· s rele\·~mce

bascd organization of results. allow users to make decisions \\·ithout much intelkctu~tl 

creativity or hypothesizing about a hyperlink·s relevance to their topic . 1\s such. these 

contextual links reduce the user·s reading time by eliminating the need for \·isitinu 

numerous irrelevant lexias in an attempt to locate one that meets the readcr·s needs. 

Significantly, however, Atomic Dog ·s Search results display chronologically ( i.e .. 

··c hapter 2: Study Guide- Keyboard."' --chapter 3: Study Guide- 1:ar Training·· : and so 

forth) and. thereby. may effect I inear readings for some topics . Y ct. this c hrono I og ictl 

li sting of results. for some readers. may function as a means for choosing less or more 

integrated discussions. 

Because or its robust customization tools and highly hypermcd i ated lex ias. 

Henke's Musical Pale/le is fundamentally rhizomatic. In fact. the combining or 

connecting or verbal. audi le. and visual ( or graphical) \\Ti ting spaces in l lcnkc · s 

cTextbook. according to Burnett. can only occur \Vithin a rhizome . Nc\'crthelcss. the 

rhizomorphic quality or this complex hypertext eTextbook is not \Vithout its !laws. The 

overall lack of cross-linking among related discussions or lexias. for instance. creates 

gaps in the network or fabric of Musirnl Petiet le that may frustrate readers and stifle their 
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abilities to construct meaningful and timely readings. This lack or nonlinear lc.\ia-to-lc.\ia 

and string-to-string cross-linking is especially problematic since Henke's verbal cross

references and repetitive discussions or concepts continual Iv re111 ind the reader or the 

missing hyperlinks. Inasmuch as the '"My Notes" and '"['v1y Highlights" sections 111ay 

suture some of these gaps at the le\·el of the chapter. only the Seorch tool helps resol\'e 

these .\tlissing Links across chapters. Yet. the need to repeatedly \'isit ··My No tes .. or ··f\,Jy 

11 igh lights" lexias to define further 111ovcments through the te.\tual landscape or to. 

al ternati vel y, perform a search to recast the topical path as active hyper! inks may disrupt 

readers' engagement with the text and, certainly, add a plurality of steps and increased 

ti me to readers' sess ions. 

Similar problems may be identified in the use of the Tohle of( '011/enls as the 

primary mode or navi gat ion . Since the Tuhle of ( ·on1en1.,· must be 11rn.\i111i1.cd or l<1u11chL·d 

for each use and si nee the hyper Ii nks therein lack su l'lic ient Ii nk markers. using the Ta hk 

or Co ntents results in a somewhat monotonous and time-consurn i ng process or trial-and

error that challenges readers to conceptualize the potential relevance among cTextbook 

lcxias. Use of the Tuh/e o/Figures and Search results can !cud to the same experience. 

Moreover. al I or the eTextbook · s features that launch \\ i thin pop-up wi ndmvs ( along \\it Ii 

the interactive features) load slowl y. The slow load-time of the navigational tools 

becomes an increas ing problem when the reader accesses an alternate tool because the 

new feature appropriates the open pop-up window, erasing the previous tool's contents 

and functionality and requiring the user to re-launch the previous tool. In other words. i r 
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readers have the Tcthle <!/'Contents launched but need to refer to the (1/ossmy. they must 

re-launch the Table of Contents to access a subsequent eTextbook page. 

Nevertheless, the theme of reader-orientation continues throughout the design or 

Henke~s eTextbook. Along \Vith the rectder-orienlctlionji-wne appearing on each 

eTexthook page. reader's are provided cues regarding the hierarchical arrangemcnt or the 

eTextbook lexias through the use or the Lxpom/ /JI/ and C 'o/lctJJsc ,./// k .. 1tures. the use or 

graduated headings in level-specific colors. and the sectioning or parts through rules- .. 11 I 

of which may eliminate readers· confusion while navigating through the content or 

Henkc·s Musical Polette. The Table ol'Content·s highlighting of the hypcrlink !'or tl1L· 

lexia currently on-screen also orients the reader to his or her position \\ ithin the 

eTextbook as a whole. This same function can be seen in the Cilossw:i 1 tool"s dual framL'S . 

Other features that orient readers include the dynamic .. My Notes:· "My Highlights."· and 

.. My LearnMores" lexias in the chapter-based Study Guides since these pages display the 

totality of a reader's available custom-content. along \Vith the title or the lcxias in which 

each text appears. within a certain chapter. 

The '·My Notes" and "My Highlights" features also rellcct Atomic Dog"s 

emphasis on reader-created content. Not only do these dynamic web pages equate the 

reader's text with the prepackaged. or author-created. texts but they may be used as ne\, 

study tools or unlinked navigational tools/cues (i.e .. topical readings through .. ivly 

Highlights"). Since the Atomic Dog reader-interface leads the reader through each step ur 

the customizing processes (and since the Appendix offers starting points for finding ne\\ 

networks or landscapes to be explored and traced back onto the eTextbook map). ,Husicu/ 
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Palette encourages novice hypertext readers to experiment with nomadic reading and 

rhizomorphic cartography without the fear of becoming lost in the World Wide Web or 

fai Ii ng to follow the appropriate customization steps. Th is same step-by-step !~1c i Ii ttlt ion 

of readers' experiences \Vith the text can bi: seen in the design or the interacti \·e 

Macromedia flash figures and their accessibility through the {ohle o/Figures. 

Additionally. because readers are given sufficient instructions for their use or the 

interactive ligures-espec ially through the Click to Begin and la be Ii ng or the Flash 

tools- novice hypertext readers may feel more comfortable accessing or playing these 

figures. 

Indeed, the interactive figures (along with the constructive/customization tools) 

are the most interesting and useful elements in Henke 's Musical Palette. Not only arc the 

interactive ligures exceptional pedagogical uses of re,·erse ekJJhrnsis but they textual izc 

the neo-ocoust ic space of the hypertext. thereby. cngagi ng. si mu I tancousl y. rcttders · 

senses of sight. hearing. and touch. Because these hypermcdiatcd ligures 1-cG1st n~rbal ly

reprcscntcd concepts both \\'ithin a certain chapter and across chapters. they (ilso create 

new levels of narrative temporality and other forms of narrative unity ( i .c .. causal and 

topical). Interestingly. too. through the use of the fcthle o/Figures. readers can construct 

purely graphical readings of the eTextbook that arc similar to the rhetorical patterns at 

work \Vi thin graphical forms or eTcxtbooks that are only nmv emerging on the World 

Wide Web. 

Perhaps the most problematic element in 1v/usiectl Pct!ette is the organization or 

authoring of the text itself: since Henke ·s discussions are progressive in nature- concepts 
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in later chapters rely heavi I y on discussions in earlier chapters-attcm pti ng to read this 

eTextbook nonlinearly emerges as an arduous task. Readers must continually \\·~111<.ler 

through earlier chapters in order to create a salient and successful narrati, ·c. Consider. fur 

example, the attempt, described earlier in this chapter, to find in formation about narn i ng 

seventh chords. In this example. the student spent an unnecessary amount or time 

searching non! i nearly for the answer to a question that ,rnuld have been more easi I y 

attained through a simple Ii near reading of chapter seven. J\ (bi-di rcctional) Ii near 

reading pattern may, in fact, be the quickest and most successful approach to discovering 

unified narratives in Henke 's eTextbook. As such. Musical Pale/le must be considered ~1 

paradoxical hypertext- one which. despite its wealth of added value over printed 

textbooks. may not be an c fficicnt alternative for non Ii near approaches to the teaching 

and learning or introductory course material. 

Conclusion 

All of the complex electronic textbooks discussed in this chapter relkct both 

poststructural and post-digital notions or hypertext. I·or instance. the dual and multiple 

organizations or content- created by the author or publisher through hierarchical and 

chronological sequencing at the large-scale C 'ontents level and the addition~il author- or 

search-generated topical or metonymical arrangements or eTextbook content- not 0111} 

decenter complex hypertext e Textbooks but intensify the rhetorical trope or non Ii neari ty 

as both random access to lexias and partial-lexias and as the organic deconstruction and 

reconstruction or the hypertext as a ,,·hole. This pattern applies rcg~1rdlcss "hcther the 

organization occurs through a simple cTextbook homepage such as the one in ivtosser's 
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The Evolution of'Present-Day English or through Montage patterns like the Tuhle of 

Content tools in Marieb and Mallatt's Human Anatomy, 3/E and Henke's Musicol Pole/le. 

In fact. this combination of striated and smooth space suggests that the ma_jorit y or these 

eTextbooks ex ist as rhizomorphic structures. an implication that is further solidi lied by 

these eTextbooks' appropriations of or intermingling of multimodal texts ( i.e .. auJio and 

animated graphics) through external hyper Ii nks or transparent connecti \'i ty \\'i thin the 

lexias themselves. 

Mosser's The E\'Ol ut ion of Present-Doy English-al though c !early more author-

directed or hypo text-driven than I lenkc's Musirnl Palette and iVlarieb and i'vlal latt 's 

I /uman !l nutomJ\ 3/E-reveals more textual openness than the eTextbooks published by 

MetaTex t and Atomic Dog Publishing. Mosser's eTcxtbook provides signi !icant 

opportunities within its chapter-based lexias for reader's ,vandcrings through external 

Web resources or assemblages. Because Mosscr's external hyperlinks open ne,v web sill's 

in a seco nd browser window. they rellcct such rhetorical tropes as Tung/1.: ., and .\;J/ir! loim 

that increase dimensionally the net,,·o rk structure or Mosscr's The h·o/ution n/J>resent

Duy fnglish. In addition. the external hyper! inking in Mosscr's eTextbook pro vides more 

opportunities for dialogic events through the rhetorical patterns or co1111ter;)()i111 and 

imerslitual counterpoint and. thus. encourage readers to disCl)\'Cr nc,,· ,,·ays ol' thinking 

abo ut eTextbook content and may. in fact. lead to more successrul narrati, ·c episodes . 

Henke's /vlusical Pale/le and Marieb and Mallatt's I !u111m1 / l11utoJJ1y . 3/E consist oi° 

sioniticantlv higher numbers or kxias or /Jlctteous than Mosser's eTcxtbook because or 
C' • 

what Meta Text refers to as Page Chunkin~-the fragmenting or atomizing or chapters 
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according to their topical discussions-and this plethora of lexias results in signi licantly 

larger topographical landscapes. The visual and dimensional representation or these 

c Textbook landscapes through the strong I y Ii nked 111 ul ti pl ic i ty or frames ~111d ,w,· i gati on~tl 

tools- specifically the Tahle o{Contents and.find or ,\'ean:h functions in the iVlctaText 

and Atomic Dog Graphical User Interfaces (GUis).,\·hich must be likened to rhizome 

maps- function generatively, continually dcconstructing and reconstructing the lines u/ 

flight through the plurality or lexias or discussions. In effect. Marich and rvlallatt's I lu111u11 

A notomy. 3/E. especial I y. cm bod ics numerous nt/Jl ures or hi/itrcot ion points ~111d. th us. ~1 

multiplicity of new tuher root outgmH·ths that elicit an unlimited number oljrJrking ;wths 

to be explored. Moreover. as readers trace new paths through these ruptured lines or 

!light. Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook grows exponentially. The lines or !light through 

I lcnkc's Musical Pole/le represent a similar chaotically net,, orkcd te\th~1sc. YL'l thL' 

possible outgrowths or forking paths and resulting reader tr~1cings 111~1y. ~ts in iv1osscr's 

cTcxtbook. involve journeys outside or the eTextbook itself into the World Wide Web 

through external links. 

The positioning or external hypcrlinks in the Jl;Jpenclix of Henkc's A111sicu/ 

Pole/le- in contrast to Mosser's chapter-based listings and discussion-based embedding 

or external hyper! inks- imply that these external hyper! inks ,, ere added to I lcnke's 

cTexthook as a mere afterthought or as a si mplc means or hypcrtcx tu al izi ng a print-based 

text- an inference that in light of Henke's incremental text design in 1'v!usicol Palette may 

not be far from the truth. Nonetheless. these external Ii nks do o lfer renders a Ii mi tcd 

number of dialogic opportunities. I3y \·isiting the Web resources listed in l lcnke's 
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Appendix, students and instructors may generate ne\v lines of thought or dialogic 

responses through interstitual counterpoint. These lines of thought can be brought back 

to the introductory music textbook through ,\;J/it/.Join or Tcmg/e . Certainly. hm,·e\'tT. any 

new questions students discover during their \\·~mderings in other assemblages may not bL· 

accounted for \vi thin either Mosser's or Henke's eTcxtbooks themselves . Thercl'orc. 

st udent s must leave the eTextbook site altogether to search for ~ms,,ers through such 

Web-based search engines as Google or lpQuix. This latter phenomenon holds true for 

Marieb and Mallatt's eTextbook as well. 

Ir. however. students or instructors do lind relevant external Web discussions in 

I lcnke's and Marieb and Mallatt's complex elextbooks. these tracings may he more 

concretel y added back onto the eTextbook maps. In the MetaText version or H111llm1 

/ tnulollly. 3/E. for example, instructors and students may. through the Notes feature . 

construct their own external hypcrlinks: write personalized contextual descriptions or 

annota tions or each link's signilicance: and insert them into the margin o!' the discussion 

to \\·hich they relate most readily. This same ability is provided through the /\tomic Dog 

Note tool in Henkc's Musicu/ Pct!ette. Instructors may also introduce external hyperlinks 

within the context of pedagogical approaches to chapter material through the C 'reule 

L!ctrnMores tool accessed through the Customi:e section or the Atomic Dog 11m·igu1 ion 

hur . Readers or I lcnke's eTexbook may also access their .\'otes. although outside or their 

original context through the "My Notes" lcxia of each chapter-based "Study (,uide." 1\s 

such. the se I f-gcnerated "My Notes" lcxias. along ,, i th their organic in 11 uence on the 

overall eTcxtbook network. can function as a new navigational tool: external hypcrlinks 
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embedded within the chapter-based Notes listings. for instance. offer students and 

instructors new external Ii nes of flight; whereas. other verbal Notes regarding the content 

or a certain discussion paragraph offer cues to new internal lines or llight. 

Signilicantly. too. these three complex eTextbooks embody ernhL'<.kkd glossary 

hyperlinks that encourage readers to construct descriptire .\yntugnws or. at lc<1st. 

nplunutmy outonomous shots into their tracings or episodes . These nc\\ rc<1ding patterns 

increase both the number of unique reading paths and the possibilities o!'crc<1ti11!2 or 

discovering coherent narratives within these eTexbooks. Y ct. the o\'eral I lack or cross

linking or internal hypcrlinks among \'arious levels of topical discussions imply that thL' 

rhi zomorphic structures of these eTextbooks remain a large-scale rhetorical design only. 

Notably. however. Maricb and Mallatt's and Hcnke's GUI interfaces pro\·idc a solution to 

this problem through their Montage designs: from any point or plateau,, ithin these 

eTexthooks. readers may perform a search to discover possible connections among 

eTexthook content lexias . The Atomic Dog Seorch runction provides not only 

hypcrlinked titles of topical or metonymically related lcxias but also includes ~111 

annotation or contextual excerpt of the discussion in \vhich the search term appears. 

which may alleviate reader's need to creatively construct their mm assumptions or 

hypotheses about a certain lexia's relevance to their topic or path. 

Finally. in respect to connectivity among diversely mediated texts. complex 

hypertext eTextbooks. like the ones reviewed here. rclkct different levels and methods or 

connectivity among verbal text. audio components. and static and animated graphics . J\s 

such. they also rcllect a fair amount of re\'erse ek;J/Jrnsis. Among the three complex 
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eTextbooks discussed in this chapter, Hcnke's Alusirnl l'ulelle. indeed. offers the highest 

level of transparency and immediacy. Not only is the J\tomic Dog GUI less intimidating 

and self-referential than the highly graphical and busy MetaTcxt GUI for Marich and 

Mallatt's J-/umc111 Anotomy. 3/E. but the eighty-five interactin: Macromedil1 Flash ligures 

in Henkc's eTcxtbook appear seamlessly connected to the \'Crbal discussions in the le.\ il1 

in \\·hich they occur. More importantly. thL:y increase the temporality of I lcnke's 

eTcxtbook overall and can establish both spatial and temporal narrative unitv in both 

chapter discussions and reader's tracings across chapters . Significantly. the hyperlinked 

listing of figures in the Tohle o/Figures for Henke's i\Iusicol J>ulette adds the potential 

for purely graphical lines or flight or tracings through the ele.\tbook content. 

The cumulative effect or the myriad of hypcrtc.\tual katures and the rhizumorphic 

qualities or complex hypertext eTe.\ tbooks provide sophisticated added \ ' lil uc over their 

printed counterparts. MctaText's version or Maricb and Mal latt's /Iu111cm , l 11utom_1 ·. 3/ L 

offers. perhaps. the most opportuni tics for non Ii near yet coherent narrati vcs. hut may 

requi~·e more advanced hypertext reading skills and cognitive participation l'rom rel1dcrs. 

Because or its more restricted Ii nes or 11 ight. l'cwcr lex ias. and contro I led c.\ ternal 

\vandcrings. Mosser's [he Erolutinn n/J>resent-Doy l:nglish seems more specilically 

designed for novice hypertext readers . /\nd. although I lcnke's Ahtsicul Pule/le. appears to 

I ie in the middle of these two extremes. the fairly robust non Ii near and constructive 

l'catures O ffered by the J\ tomic Dog GU I contrasts sharp I y with the Ii near or progress i \ c 

\\Titino or the eTexthook content: as a result. I knkc's cTc.\thook design 111l1y co11 l'usL' 
c 

readers rather than enhance their reading experiences. Thus. instructors must cardull~ 
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examine the full spectrum of rhetorical features in any complex hypertext eTextbooks 

they may wish to adopt in order to choose an appropriate le\'el of required reader 

participation for their incoming students. 
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Notes 

1The complete listing or Mctatcxt's associated publishers includes rvlc(irll\\-l lill : 

Bedford, Freeman. Worth: I3edford-St.Martin's: I Ioughton iv1inlin: Jones and 13artlctt 

Publishers: Pearson Education (including Addison-Wesley. Allyn & 13l1co11. lknjarnin 

Cummings. Longman. Prentice l-lall): John Wiley & Sons: W. W. Norton: "111d 

Thompson Learning (whose brands include Brooks/Cole. Wads,, orth and South-Western 

Co llege Pub! ishing). 

' -Launched in 1998 by former Purdue University instructor David Lindrum. MetaText 

was acquired by NctLibrary in 2000. A year later. MetaText and NetLibrary .. ,vere 

purchased by OCLC (Online Computer Library Center)" (MetaText. ··About Lis.·· pl1r.-+) 

and operated as part or the non-prolit organization·s Information Distribution di, ·isio11 . 

Since its latest purchase by XanEdu in August 2002. i'vktalext lws become d di, isiu11 lll . 

XanEd u · s ProQucst In formation and Learning di vision . 

3 I nterest i ngl y. al herosclerosis cannot be found in the clicl ion my tool accessed through the 

Tool Pale/le . 

~Founded in 2000 and based in Cincinnati. Ohio. Atomic Dog Publishing .. began by 

breaking down books into their basic parts- their atomic parts- as it was clear that these 

components could be recombined to create a new and better kind or publication by using 

the rich capabilities of digital media·· (Atomic Dog. ··About Us.·· par. I) . As the Atomic 

Dog ,veb site further explains ... We give authors and instructors a clear content 



alternative with college textbooks. while providing students superior choice and , aluc. 

That ' s our mission. Ultimately, our hope is that our publications. like great dogs. become 

your best friends" ("'About Us, .. par. 3). As of May 2003. Atomic Dog boasts 7.50 

adopting schools (""Adopted Schools"). 

~According to the Atomic Dog Publishing ,,·cb site. "Ne,, 13rccd lc\thooks1 :-- 1 hkml 

onl inc content de! i , ·cry. i ntcracti vc com poncnts. and print to form a com pktc I y u n iq uc 

learning and teaching tool. New Breed Textbooks arc designed to be I mmcdiate. 

Interactive. and Affordable." ("Atomic Dog Publishing's Music Fundamentals 

Textbook··). 

(
1Thc on line version of Musi cu/ J>ulelle costs $24.95: studrnts may purch~isc huth thL· 

onlinc and printed version of this textbook for only $44.95 (Atomic Dog Publishing 

"Musical Palette. I c ") . 

7The same can be true for users who return multiple times to the Tuhle o/C ·u J7/ ent.,· or 

Toh/e of Figures features as \\'l?II. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

ADVANCED COMPLEX ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOKS 

Along with the simple and complex forms that make up the majority of 

eTextbooks on the World Wide Web, a new category, advanced complex eTextbooks has 

begun to emerge. Advanced complex eTextbooks may be subdivided into three basic 

subtypes, which for the purposes of this study are referred to as hybrid complex, 

searchable, and graphical. Hybrid complex eTextbooks consist of some combination of 

simple eTextbook formats and the features of complex hypertexts in such a way that they 

create a unique rhetorical design and reading experience. For example, most hybrid 

eTextbooks restrict their content to verbal texts and static graphics yet deliver this content 

as both downloadable and Web-accessible files that may often be accessed randomly 

according to multiple navigational tools. Searchable complex eTextbooks similarly 

restrict their content to static verbal and graphical content; however, these advanced 

complex eTextbooks rely on dynamic hypertexts in which each lexia is stored in a 

database that the reader must initially access through a search tool. The third and final 

type- graphical eTextbooks-differs greatly from any of the simple or complex 

eTextbooks discussed in this study, for this emerging hypermediated form of eTextbooks 

subsumes verbal text within highly visual and interactive representations of content and 

may even simulate such experiences as dissection or other discussions usually presented 

through verbal discourse in laboratory manuals. Notably, because graphical complex 
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eTextbooks lean towards virtual reality, this category of eTextbooks extends beyond the 

scope of hypertext theory and, thus, beyond the scope of this study; however, they must 

be noted, at least, since they provide insight into the future of eTextbook design and use. 

Hybrid Complex eTextbook 

Perhaps the most intriguing hybrid complex eTextbook on the Web is the 

Biophysics Textbook Online (BTOL, http: //www.biophysics.org/btol.html) (see fig. 6. I). 

Proposed to its publisher, the Biophysical Society (http://www.biophysics.org). in 1992. 

the BTOL has since amassed twenty-one volumes of collaboratively written and edited 

content. Each volume contains approximately one hundred ( 100) pages, "single spaced 

and including figures" and is further divided into chapters, wJiich are in turn subdivided 

into sections and topics. These chapters, significantly, are available as either 

downloadable Portable Document Format (PDF) or as Web-accessible hypertext, and, 

like the volumes of the BTOL may be accessed through multiple structural/navigational 

tools. including a search form. Along with its dual use of electronic document formats 

and its pl uri-dimensional navigation, the Biophysics Textbook Online is unique in its 

publishing of its proposal and size and organizational rationale, which readers may 

through the Background link provided in the Biophysics Text/wok Online banner that 

appears on the homepage, and its document specifications or "Author Instructions." 

accessible through the similarly titled hyperlink in the homepage banner (see figs. 6.1 and 

6.2). 

The 1996 proposal for the Biophysical Textbook Online, written by the first of the 

eTextbook's five Editors-in-chief, Victor Bloomfield, explains that the division of a PDF 
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eTextbook into multiple or chapter-based PDF files was originally intended to allow 

"instructors to assemble 'their' textbook from the posted sections, duplicate them, and 

distribute them free of charge ( except to recover the cost of photocopying) to the 

students," and, as Bloomfield adds, " [ w ]hen Internet access becomes sufficiently 

universal, reliable, and convenient, the whole thing can be done without paper" (par. 3). 

Of course. the division of volumes into multiple PDFs also reduces content download 

time and the problems of scrolling through lengthy single file PDF textbooks. 
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Fig. 6.1: Homepage for the Biophysics Textbook Online (http://www.biophysics.org/ 

index.html) . 
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Fig. 6.2: '·Author Instructions" (http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/instructions.html) 

provided at the Biophysics Textbook Online. 

The BTOL eTextbook editing team provided to each of the more than IO I 

voluntary authors of eTextbook content, who were selected by the BTOL ed itors because 

of their expertise in spec ific biophysical subspecialties, a detailed style-sheet, which has 

been reproduced in the "Author instructions" section of the Biophysics Text hook Online. 

Here readers can review the BTOL 's initial volume and chapter layout spec i 1-ications. 

instructions for chapter submissions, and copyright information ('Author Instructions'') 

(see fig. 6.2). The "Author Instructions" also reveals that the BTOL team has requested 

that chapters be produced in PDF format or be provided as word processing documents 

that can be quickly converted to PDF (par. 14). Authors for the Biophysics Text hook 

Online are further instructed to submit their chapter(s) to the volume editor, who re views 
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the chapter and offers the author any necessary revision suggestions. Once the final draft 

of the chapter is available, the textbook editors review the chapter once again before it is 

processed and posted on the BTOL web site ("Author Instructions, '' par. 16). 

Significantly, the BTOL's development process, which mimics the editorial 

development of printed textbooks-along with the "invitation only" selection of authors 

who are experts in the field-provides an assurance of accuracy and standardization that 

indeed reflects well on the credibility of the BTOL. Notably, along with a few authors 

who represent commercial and organizational biophysics institutions, the experts chosen 

as authors include an international group of professors whose college/university and 

departmental affiliations and wide range of pedagogical and research experiences reflect 

a broad base of knowledge and authority. 
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Fig. 6.3: The four navigational features or pages may be accessed through the homepage 

of the Biophysics Textbook Online (http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/). 
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Fig. 6.4: The twenty-one volumes of the Biophysics Textbook Online accessible on the 

homepage (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/). 

J 

Along with its publishing of its proposal and size and organizational rationale, 

which readers may through the Backiround link provided in the Biophy sics Tex/hook 

Online banner that appears on the homepage, and its document specifications or "Author 

Instructions," accessible through the similarly titled hyperlink in the homepage banner. 

the Biophysics Textbook Online is unique in its dual use of electronic document formats 

and its pluri-dimensional navigation. From the BTOL homepage, readers have four 

options for accessing eTextbook content (see fig. 6.3) . First, an achronological listing of 

volume hyperlinks appears on the home page (see fig. 6.4), and BTOL volumes may also 

be accessed through the alphabetical listing of contributors on the "Contributors" web 

page (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/contributors.html) (see fig. 6.7). Readers click on 

the Conlrihutors hyperlink in the BTOL banner at the top of the homepage (see fig. 6.3 ). 
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A third way to access the information is to select the Chapters by Topic hyperlink, which 

appears immediately above the volume listings on the homepage to jump to the "Chapters 

by Topic-Editors" page (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/vol_list.html), where readers 

encounter a detailed listing of volume and chapter hyperlinks (see figs . 6.3 and 6.4 ). 

Finally, readers can perform a keyword search of BTOL web pages through a search form 

powered by Atomz (see fig. 6.3). 
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fig. 6.5: Initial view of the Biophysics Textbook Online volume, ·'Bioenergetics'' 

(www.b iophysics.org/btol /bioenerg.html), showing volume and chapter information. 

The achronological listing of volume hyperlinks on the BTCJL homepage reveal s 

the eTextbook's wide range of biophysical subspecialties presented here. A long with 

t
. ·ote 1· 11s ar1d nucleic acids or on membranes and musc les, which, as concentra 10n on pr 
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Bloomfield argues in his proposal, are too often the narrow focuses of printed biophysics 

textbooks (par. 11 ), BTOL includes volumes that address the topics of spectroscopy, 

sequence analysis, bioenergetics, electrophysiology, and thermodynamics. to name a few 

(see fig. 6.4). These volumes, notes Bloomfield, can provide "a better handling" of the 

overlapping of subjects, which he identifies as a particular strength of the BTOL 

("Proposal," par. I I). 

By clicking on one of the homepage volume hyperlinks. readers jump directl y to 

the corresponding volume homepage. Most volume homepages indicate the title of the 

vo lume and the volume editor's name and affiliation at the top of the page (see fig. 6.5 ). 

Add itionally, the majority of BTOL volumes, as suggested by the volume and document 

layout specifications. include chapters divided hierarchically into sections and then topics 

(see figs. 6.2 and 6.5). In the "Volume Outlines" presented on most of the volume home 

pages. chapters are indicated by the chapter number and title; sections follow a similar 

pattern with the title of the section preceded by the chapter-section number (i.e .. section 

two is represented by the number 2.2); and topics are listed only by their key phrase (sec 

figs. 6.2 and 6.5). For example in the volume entitled "Bioenergetics" 

(http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/bioenerg.html), edited by William A. Cramer of Purdue 

University, the three chapters that make up the volume are listed briefl y under the 

"Volume Contents"; here, again, this information is provided under "Chapter Outlines" in 

the detailed manner described in the "Author Instructions" (see figs. 6.2 and 6.5). For 

example, "Volume Contents" in the first chapter of Cramer's "Bioenergetics" volume 

contains the following information: 
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Chapter 1: Thermodynamics of energy transduction in biological 

membranes. (pdf version 360K) William A. Cramer and Glenda M. 

Soriano. 

ln the "Chapter Outline," the file type and size information and the author information 

appear in the reverse order, and the chapter entry also shows the depth of the chapter: 

Chapter l: Thermodynamics of energy transduction in biological 

membranes. 

William A. Cramer and Glenda M. Soriano 

(pdf version ~360K) 

1.1 Introduction 

I .2 The first law of thermodynamics 

1.3 Different kinds of work 

1.4 Enthalpy 

1.5 The direction of reactions and events: the need for the second law 

1.6 Entropy and the second law of thermodynamics 

1. 7 Free energy 

1 . 8 Other kinds of work 

1.9 Thermodynamics of i'.1µ 11+ - linked active process 

1.1 o Thermodynmamics [stet.] of 6 ~t11+ - linked ATP synthesis 

1.1 1 ATP and high energy bonds 

1.12 Oxidation-reduction reactions 
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1.13 Free energy of activation for electron transfer. (Cramer 

"Bioenergetics") 

"Chapter Outlines" such as this one provide users with detailed information from 

which readers may decide whether or not to download a particular chapter of the 

Biophy sics Texthook On/ine. 1 Furthermore, perhaps, these outlines offer the only means 

through which readers may realize connections among various chapter discuss ions aside 

from downloading and reading each chapter in a volume. In fact, only one volume editor 

adds any information about related discussions in other volumes: in the BTOL volume 

enti tied ·'Single Molecule Techniques" (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/si ngle. htm I). 

ed ited by Petra Schwille of the Experimental Biophysics Group at the Max Planck 

Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, a hyperlink to Christopher Miller 's "Single 

Molecules in Action" in the "Channels, Receptors, and Transporters" (volume 20) 

appears under the heading ·'Chapters in Related Volumes." Interestingly. Schwi l le 's 

inclusion of this hyperlink suggests that all of the volumes could be cross-linked through 

their HTML home pages, and, indeed, doing so would increase the narrative possibilities 

of the Biophysics Textbook Online as a whole by offering readers new paths through the 

currently disparate volume contents. 

Although the volumes are not cross-linked in any substantive fashion. three BTOL 

vo lumes provide hyperlinks to external web resources that are relevant to their 

biophysical subjects and that are generally lacking in print volumes. For instance, 

--computational and Theoretical Biophysics" (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/ 
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compute.html) includes one external hyperlink to the Berkeley Madonna mathematical 

model's web site (http://www.berkeleymadonna.com), and the .. Membranes" volume 

homepage (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/mernbrane.htrnl) displays five "'Related Web 

Resources" (see fig. 6.11 ). These external hyperlinks add significant value to these 

volumes: not only do they expand the volumes' discussions of their subjects but they lead 

readers to sources for attaining new software tools that may facilitate a broader or better 

means for studying biophysics. In addition, following these hyperlinks introduces readers 

to new topical paths through the World Wide Web that they might not otherwise have 

discovered. Significantly, too, external web resources can be submitted for inclusion in 

the BTOL by any author/editor or user of the textbook~ thus, readers are given a concrete 

means to contribute to the eTextbook. 

When readers choose to use the achronological volume hyperlinks to begin their 

readings of the BTOL, they enact a Sieve reading pattern. From the homepage I ink. the 

reader jumps to a second-level volume homepage, wherein he or she may choose one or 

more of the chapter hyperlinks provided therein to download or view the volume 

contents. Through the "Chapters by Topic" listing of hyperlinks, however, the reader can 

access all of the eTextbook chapters as second-level, rather than third-level, structures 

(see fig. 6.6). On the top-level, "Chapters by Topic" page of the BTOL, each eTextbook 

topic is listed in alphabetical order according to their volume titles, and both the volume 

and chapter titles listed here are active hyperlinks (see fig. 6.6). Inasmuch as the volume 

hyperlinks, here, provide a secondary, chronological or alphabetical method of jumping 

the volume homepages, the chapter hyperlinks function in one of two distinct manners: 
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clicking on a chapter hyperlink either enacts a download of its respective PDF document 

or takes the reader immediately to the chapter's introductory or first hypertext document. 

This topical arrangement of eTextbook chapters, thus, reduces reading time and 

eliminates readers' need to travel through the large-scale Sieve or hierarchical lines of the 

eTextbook. However, unlike the volume pages, which detail the document format and 

size (for PDFs) and the outlines of each chapter, the chapter listings "Chapters by Topic" 

provides only the chapter hyperlink and the names of the chapter authors. 
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Fig. 6.6: Example of volume and chapter listings on the Biophysics Tex//){)ok Online·s 

·'Chapters by Topic- Edi tors" page (http: //www.biophysics.org/btol /vol _li st.html) . 

As such, the "Chapters by Topic" emphasizes gaps in the fabric of the eTextbook : 

not only are users unaware of the action the hyperlink wi II perform, but they do not 

receive any information that might help them gauge how long a chapter download might 

take (see fig. 6.6) . More importantly, using this navigational page results in more creatin? 

thinking or hypothesizing about the relationships among these chapters and the readers' 
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interests: in short, foraging for narrative episodes becomes more significantly based upon 

chance. As a result, user's reading time may lengthen since he or she must open and skim 

the chapter contents to see if the chapter is useful. If the information is not useful, the 

reader would, then, need to return to one of the BTOL's navigational pages or tools to 

look for a new chapter that better meets his or her needs. If the reader depends solely on 

the "Chapters by Topics" feature, this process could potentially continue ocl infinitum . 
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Fig. 6. 7: Readers of the Biophysics Text hook Online may access volumes and chapters 

according the names of their '"Contributors'' (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/ 

contributors.html) 

Navigating through the Biophysics Texthook Online from the "Contributors" web 

page results in a similar reading experience. The "Contributors" web page consists of an 

extensive table that outlines, alphabetically, the names of the contributors, which are 

followed by a hyperlinked title of the work they have authored and an indication as to 
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their role as an editor of the BTOL (see fig. 6. 7). Contributors who have authored 

multiple chapters or edited volumes are listed here multiple times. This listing of chapters 

would be particularly useful if a reader comes to the eTextbook in search of a certain 

author's work, especially if the reader knows the title of chapter for which he or she has 

come to read. Of course, readers who only know the author's name may spend an 

inordinate amount of time trying to locate the particular work of interest since both 

volumes and chapters are hyperlinked here, in a truncated format, without any indications 

regarding their content level or the nature of their contents (i.e., the topics they discuss). 

Before discussing BTOL 's search tool, an examination of the chapters of the 

eTextbook is in order. The number of chapters in each volume of the Biophysics 

Textbook Online ranges from one to twenty-one~ however, few of the volumes have been 

completed. Significantly, too, the chapters within a single volume may appear in a variety 

of formats. One volume that is still under construction but reveals a multiplicity or 

document format is "Channels, Receptors, and Transporters," edited by Louis J. DeFelice 

of the Department of Pharmacology at Vanderbuilt University (see fig. 6.8). This volume 

currently contains eight of the twenty-one chapters listed in the "Volume Contents" on 

the home page (http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/channel.html) (see fig. 6.8). Seven of 

these chapters are available as single-file PDF downloads, whereas chapter eighteen. 

"The Patch-Clamp Technique" written by Dirk Ypey and Louis Defelice. is provided as 

both a single, PDF chapter download and, alternatively, as multiple downloads with each 

containing an individual part of the chapter: the Introduction, "Six Basic Electrical 

Equivalent Circuits," "Model Cell Experiments." References, Figures and table. and 
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Notes, respectively ("Channels"). Chapter twenty, "Single Molecules in Action," written 

by Christopher Miller also provides more than one PDF download-the second 

downloadable file containing "Assignment 1" (DeFelice "Channels''). 

Volume Contents 
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Fig. 6.8: ··volume Contents" and "Related Web Resources'' found on the '·Channel s, 

Receptors, and Transporters" homepage of the Biophysics Text hook On/ i ne 

( http ://www.biophysics.org/btol/channel.html) 

Notably, Ypey and DeFelice 's division of their chapter into multiple PDF 

downloads allows the reader to select only the chapter information of interest, thereby 

reducing users ' download and reading time. Of course, since this selection of files is 

available free online, the reader may, at any time, return to this BTOL vo lume homepage 

to retrieve further sections of the chapter or a copy of the chapter as a whole. Miller· s 
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separation of the chapter assignment from the chapter discussion offers a similar 

flexibility: for example, instructors who have assigned Miller's chapter as reading for a 

course may avoid introducing students to Miller~s assignment which may take a different 

pedagogical approach to the material than the approach preferred by the instructor. 

These multiple-PDF chapters notwithstanding, perhaps the most interesting 

chapter in --channels, Receptors, and Transporters'' is chapter twenty-one. "Recent 

Advances in Nuclear Electrophysiology," written by Jose Omar Bustamante. This chapter 

appears not only as a single downloadable PDF file but in an alternative viewable 

hypertext (HTML) format as well (see fig. 6.8). Selecting the HTML version hyperlink at 

the end of the chapter title takes the reader to a draft of the chapter, which resides on the 

author's personal web site (http://www.geocities.com/nuclear _ electrophysiology 

/Text.htm) and is described at the beginning of the chapter by Bustamante in "Message to 

Reader of Manuscript": 

This internet version of'the manuscript is \11rilten tofacililole rnieit'ers · 

work For this reason. large.fhnts are usecl and the 1\iehsile is clesignecl lo 

he viewed with a screen resolution of' l 280x 102-1. The internet links are 

.fitlly spelled in the official PDF version of'the mamtscripl lo ulloiv reuclers 

to cul and paste the links into their internet hrovvsers. In this internet 

version, the long links are r~placed by shortcuts (e .g. only the single wore/ 

Pub Med is used to replace the Pub Med links). When using I his version, it 

is suggested to have the References and Figures in two sepurate new 

windows ofyour hrowser. Thus, if'you have not already done this. please 
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click on the.following links to open these two windows: Reference.,·. 

Figures. (Bustamante, "Recent Advances in Nuclear Electrophysiology" 

[HTML], par. 1, italics in original) 

Interestingly, a similar, yet shorter, version of this message appears in the PDF version or 

B ustarnante ' s chapter: " The internet links arefitlly .spelled out he cause the o/ficia!fornw/ 

of'the chapter is PDF. In the internet version the long links will he replaced hy shortcuts 

(i.e., only the single word PubMed will he used to replace the Pubi\!Jed links'' ( .. Recent 

Advances in Nuclear Electrophysiology" [PDF], par. 1, italics in original) . 

Bustamante 's two messages to readers not only highlight the stylistic differences 

between these two versions of the chapter but suggest that writing and reading the chapter 

in PDF and HTML formats requires two rhetorical strategies: the hyperlinks in the PDF 

chapter, for instance, tend to be more informational or explanatory. yet do not offer any 

additional information about the sources. The hyperlinks in the HTML version, on the 

other hand, are performative or interactive: inasmuch as these active hyperlinks (or short 

cuts) require the reader to select them in order to discover their sources ' locations on the 

Internet, they also invite readers to explore the external sources to gather more detail 

about their significance to the chapter discussion. 

Along with the chapter downloads and the HTML version of Bustamante's 

chapter, the "Channels, Receptors, and Transmitters" volume also provides three "Related 

Web Resources," each hot-linked to the respective sites and credited to their authors (see 

fig. 6.8). Interestingly, the first of these three links, "Electrophysiology and The 

Molecular Basis of Excitability" (http ://pbO10.anes .ucla.edu/) is itself a PDF 
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downloadable textbook entitled The Nerve Impulse, written and published online by 

Francisco Bezanilla of the University of California at Los Angeles and accompanied by a 

hypertext laboratory manual and simulation programs freely available for use online. As 

noted earlier, the significance of these external hyperlinks must be understood as their 

extension of this volume's discussion into the World Wide Web. wherein readers. through 

i nterst it iol counterpoint, may engage in new dialogues concerning the vo I urn e's su b_j ect. 

These dialogic encounters may, then. produce new dialogic responses that may be 

brought back to the dialogues the reader engages in with other BTOL-chapter authors. 

Of the five BTOL volumes that have been completed, two-·'Separations and 

Hydrodynamics" (http://www.biophysics.org/btol/separat.html). edited by .John Co rreia 

of the Department of Biophysics at the University of Mississippi Medical Center: and 

"Nucleic Acids" (http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/nucleic.html ). edited by Wi Ima Olson 

of Rutger's University-each contain one downloadable PDF chapter written by Victor 

Bloomfield. Significantly, however, the single chapters making up the other three 

completed volumes have been developed solely as hypertext. or as Web-access ible 

HTML format, including (1) "Sequence Analysis" (http: //w\\lw.biophysics.org/btol / 

seq_analysis.html). edited by Lynda Ellis of the University or Minnesota' s Department or 

Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; (2) "Muscle and Contractility" (http ://vV\\\\ . 

biophysics.org/btol /muscle.htrnl), edited by Michael and Kate Barany. professors in the 

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at the University of Illinois at 

Chicago; and (3) "Membranes" (http: //WW\v.biophysics.org/btol /rnem brane. htm I). cd i ted 
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by Stephen White at the University of California at Irvine (see fig. 6.11 ). Interestingly, 

too, each of these hypertext chapters reveals an individual approach to hypertext design. 

Sequanca Annlyst. of Nudafr:: .Acids c Microsoft lntarnat £xplDNH' 

l"i·o~<>in .',·n,1..--t11rc· 1-'rcriiction fr·on, l"rinlill~' S:criu,n,~c 
f, ~· r·,. 'i si f- r,..t r .lh f H11 <I ~-~ n , : · H1.,o ~ ·-~ .. ! ... ,. ,fJ _. 
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Fig. 6. 9: Homepage for the "Sequence Analysis" volume (http ://www.biophysics.org/ 

btol/seq_analysis.html)of the Biophysics Textbook Online. 

The "Sequencing Analysis" volume, for instance, is made up of seven parts. c~1ch 

displayed as a hyperlink- /ntrocluc/ion, General Empirical Methocls, Homology 

1\1/ocleling, and Molecular Moc.le ling, Conclusions, Glosswy , and References- and al I or 

which fall under the chapter title "Protein Structure Prediction from Primary Source" (see 

fig. 6.9) . Each of the sections created by the chapter authors resides on the BTOL web 

server, as evidenced by their URLs ( each begins withhttp: //www.biophysics.org/btol/) . 

The content of the five chapter discussion parts-"!. Introduction:· .. I I. General 

Empirical Methods," " III. Homology Modeling," "IV. Molecular Modeling,'' and '"IV. 

Conclusions''- is further divided into sections, bearing a heading represented in an 
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italicized, normal font. Terms within the text that are defined in the Glossary 

(http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/seq_glossary.html) appear in bold font and references 

within the text appear as blue, underlined hyperlinks. 

r,:} Back • Favorit es ~ r,,1e -

~~ ~ http:// www. b 1o phys1cs .org/btol/seq _homology. html 

C. Ho111ology l\'lodeling 
[),'_;finiL1ons 

The te t-rn s "ho m o logy" and "h o m o lo gy m o deling" can ha,re v ar;mg defu 
f.•r o tems " to o nly tho se se quence s that share a conuno n ,mc es to r ~1=::s.:..:.?.. 
.:m c e s try fo r pro tems w hich have less than ab o ut 30'Yo 1·es1due 1dentJty, , 
the plu·ase to r efe r mstead to stn1c t:1.11"al sunuarity 

TI1e 1:-hras e "h o m o lo gy m o deling", defined m o st stnc tly, me ,ms pred1ctu 
ks1<) ·,vn c,) ,) rdmate s o f a p ro tein to whi c h it is homok,gc,us (h a s a high ,:I 

·,vill use a b r o ade1· defirutJ o n to mclude , m add1tJo n , pred1ct1on s of sec o1 
,:le v elo p1nent o f c o n sen sus patterns, and o ther 1:, r ed1ctive metJ1 o d s elev _ 
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(1) TI·1e s ize o f the conm1 o n c o re regio n de c reas e s with deu-eas ing sequenc e 1denttt:-1 .f' airs \-v1th 1dent1tv g reater th., n ~~1.:1•>;:, h a• .. •e 
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Fig. 6. 10: The " Homology Modeling'' chapter in the "Sequence Analysis· · vo lume of the 

BTOL. The new window di splays the arrival lexia for embedded reference hyperlinks 

(however, here, the new window has been reduced in size to show link functi on). 

Notably , however, neither the glossary terms nor the references vvi thin the tex t arc 

hyperlinked to their respective definition s or citations in the ··G lossary" · or ··Rel'erences·· 

(http: //www.biophysics.org/btol/seq_references. html) parts of the chapter ( and neither do 

the definitions and citations in the chapter 's 11 Glossary" or 1'References' 1 hyperlink to 

corresponding instances in the body of the text) ; instead, glossary terms in the text are not 

linked at all, and the reference hyperlinks in the text take the reader to the respect ive 
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citation record in the PubMed database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query .fcgi). 

The only internal links-of which there are a total of six-generally appear in the text as 

the titles of the other chapter parts: the text in the "Introduction" includes a link to the 

·'Glossary" web page, and the hyperlinked word Introcluction, which appears in the text 

of the ··cone I us ion" (the fifth part of the chapter), I inks to the introductory part of the 

chapte r. 

Of the three web pages that make up the body of the "Sequence Analysis" 

chapter-"General Empirical Methods" (Part II.); "Homology Modeling" (Part III)~ 

.. Molecular Modeling" (Part IV)-only parts two and four provide a link to another body 

section- part three, "Homology Modeling/ ' which itself does not link out to any other 

chapter parts (see fig. 6.10). Missing from these web pages are navigational links that 

might be used to return the author to the top of the page, to direct the user to the previous 

or next chapter section, to allow the reader to jump to other chapter parts such as the 

.. Glossary" and "Reference" web pages, or even to allow the quick return to the vo lume 

home page. 

Although this volume was last updated in November 1998, linking between 

chapters and providing a standardized choice of icons or textual links offering directi onal 

cues had already long been standard practice in the development of web sites . The lack of 

visual cues- such as the Biophysics Textbook Online banner commonly di splayed at top 

of web pages belonging to the eTextbook web site-and hyperlinking within and among 

the chapter parts, here, appears to be a flaw in the editors' appropriation of hypertext as 

an alternative format for the eTextbook 's content. In fact, the spurious hyperlinking in 
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"Sequence Analysis" adds little value over the PDF-only format appearing in the majority 

of BTOL volumes. The benefits of using HTML for this chapter seem to be limited to the 

reader's lack of download time, the connections from the first and third chapter sections 

to the .. Homology Modeling'' section or lexia, and readers' ability to quickly _jump to 

PubMed citation records from within chapter discussions. Notably. however. insofar as 

the links to .. Homology Modeling" reflect a cyclical rhetorical trope within the chapter, 

these I inks' lack of anchoring-or designating a particular part of the lexia as the arrival 

point-may, in fact, increase users' reading time and require more organizational and 

contextual thought as the reader attempts to create a connection between the departure 

discussion and the extensive narrative in the '"Homology Modeling" lexia. Only the 

hyperlinks to PubMed citation records offer any real narrative significance to this volume 

of the BTOL. Because PubMed citation records often include an abstract of the cited 

source, readers ' selection of these hyperlinks may. indeed , expand the narrati ve of the 

chapter by generating brief descriptive or explanatory inserts or autonomous shots that 

reveal the significance of studies or theories upon which a certain discuss ion in Ellis and 

Chow's chapter has been based. 

The Biophysics Textbook Online ' s hypertextual volume ·'Membranes" 

(http: //W\,\lw.biophysics.org/btol/membranes.html), on the other hand, takes better 

advantage of the contextual and navigational hyperlinking afforded by HTML. The 

chapter in ·'Membranes" bears the title "Membrane Proteins and Bilayers .. and is credited 

to Stephen White, author of the chapter, editor of this BTOL volume, and professor and 

director of the Stephen White Laboratory located in both the Department of Physiology 
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and Biophysics and the College of Medicine at the University of California at Irvine (see 

fig. 6.11 ). White's chapter, which is divided into four sections or web pages

·'Membrane Protein Folding and Stability" (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/ 

mp_ assembly. html); ·'Energetics of Protein-Bilayer Interactions·· 

(http: //blanco. biomol. uci .edu/peptide _bilayer_ energetics.html); ·'Experimentally 

Determined Hydrophobicity Scales'' (http://blanco.biornol.uci.edu/hydrophobicity 

scales.html); and ··s tructure of Fluid Lipid Bilayers'~ (http: //blanco.biomol.uci.edu/ 

Bilayer_Struc.html)-all of which reside on White's server at UC at Irvine (see fig. 

6.1 I). Each of these web pages bears the banner "from the Stephen White Laboratory at 

UC Irvine" at the top of the page (see fig. 6.12) and, at the bottom of each page. a notice 

of copyright, date of last update, and White's email address. Along with a brief overview 

of the section· s focus, all of the figure images are titled and credit is given to the so urce 

of the images. which appear inline with the text. 
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Fig. 6.11: The homepage for the "Membranes" volume (http: //www.biophysics.org/ 

membranes.html) of the Biophysics Texthook Online. 
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One of the strengths of White's chapter is the hyperlinking of particular words, 

phrases, abbreviations, and footnote numbers within the text to both internal chapter 

sections as well as particular topic discussions within the chapter sections and to external 

web resources (see fig. 6.12). For instance, in the first chapter section. ·'General 

Principles or Membrane Protein Folding and Stability" (http: //blanco .b iornol .uci.edu/mp 

assemb ly.html), the hyperlinked phrase protein hi/oyer energetics in paragraph li ve. 

when selected takes the user to section two of the chapter, ·'Energetics of Protein-Bi layer 

Interactions" (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/ peptide_ bilayer_ energetics.html). Through 

the use of anchoring and anchor linking, the electronic link -I conceptual thermodynamic 

steps in paragraph six of the first chapter section allows the reader to jump directly to the 

related discussion, bearing the topic heading "Four-Step Thermodynamic Model for 

Membrane Protein Folding," in section two of White 's chapter. 

Other hyperlinks common in section two of the membranes chapter include the 

annotations of structure motifs and endnote numbers, which are presented in parentheses 

in the text ( see fig . 6.12). Structure motif abbreviations, including 2 BR D noted in the Ii rst 

paragraph of "General Principles of Membrane Protein Folding and Sta bi I ity .. Ii nk out to 

the Protein Do/Cl Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/index.html) , which. according to the 

site, is '' the single worldwide repository for the processing and distribution of3-D 

biological macromolecular structure data" provided by the Research Col laboratory for 

Structural Bioinfomatics (http: //www.rcsb.org/index.html), ·'a non-profit consortium 

dedicated to improving our understanding of the function of biological systems through 

the study of the 3-0 structure of biological macromolecules'' ( 1 ). When the reader se lects 
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2BRD, for instance, he or she jumps to the Protein Data Bose summary information 

about this ··crystal structure of Bacterescorhodopin" on the "Structure Explorer-2BRD'" 

page (http: //www.rcsb.org/pdb/cgi/explore.cgi ?pid=4 754&page=O&pdbld=2 BRO) ( see 

fig. 6.12). The hyperlinked numbers in White~s chapter function as reference. or endnote. 

that cue users to jump down to the reference list at the bottom of the web page. or end of 

the chapter section, where each numbered partial citation is hyperlinked to its 

corresponding full citation record in PubMed. Each section also includes a hyperlinked 

li st of additional web resources that can be visited for further research on the section 

topic~ for instance, in section one, these resources appear under the heading ··Other 

Useful Web Sites Concerned with Lipids and Lipid Bilayers. '· 

-•• • I · 
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Fig. 6.12: All embedded hyperlinks in White's ··Membranes'· chapters appear as 

.. ,, 

underlined blue hyperlinks. Pictured here are internal cross-links and reference links as 

well as external links to the Protein Dato Base. 
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Navigational or directional links in White's chapter are restricted since he 

provides only one, a link to his home page at the end of his web pages-.. Welcome to the 

Stephen White Laboratory at UC Irvine'' http: //blanco.biomol.uci.edu/index.shtml-yet 

all of his internal and external hyperlinks within the text open in a new windm,v, thereby 

allowing readers to visit additional web sites or web pages without losing their place (see 

fig. 6.13). Simply by closing the new window, readers can continue reading where they 

left off in White's chapter. Because White has chosen to launch a new window for all 

exte rnal hyper links, readers are less likely to become disoriented by leaving White· s 

discussion to explore a new web resource. However, because White ·s O\Vn chapter web 

pages do not mention or lead back to the Biology Textbook Online, readers might find 

White's chapter to be an episode vortex from which they are not able to return to the 

BTOL to search for new readings. Becoming disoriented within White ·s chapter might be 

possible because the text and numerous color figures in the first three of the chapter's 

sec tions are set against a white background~ whereas, the final section ... Structure of 

Fluid Lipid Bilayers," presents a new functional and visual interface that is broken into 

two frames, the left-hand frame containing the textual chapter content displayed against a 

blue background, the right, figures appearing against a white background ( sec ligs. 6.1 :2 

and6.13). 

Overall, White's chapter provides a unique approach to content in the BTO L since 

it embodies strong string-to-string, or chapter section to chapter section linking as well as 

numerous external links that do not allow readers to wander away from White's site. In 

effect readers can gain a broader and deeper understanding of the chapter contents and 
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their contextual nature. Yet, once again, the editors' decision to appropriate White ' s web 

site for their volume contents disrupts the unity of the BTOL as a whole and may confuse 

or frustrate readers who are not accustomed to multivalent forms of reading formats and 

completely different visual elements (i.e., different page backgrounds. colors. fonts. etc.) 

within a single work. 
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Fig. 6.13: Note the dual frame structure of the final section, ""Structure of Fluid Lipid 

Bi layers" (http: //blanco.biomol.uci.edu/Bi layer_ Struc.html) in White· s ··Membranes,. 

vo I ume of the Biophysics Text /)()ok Online. 

The hypertext chapters of the "Membranes," Sequence Anal ys is ," and "Musc le 

Constriction" volumes of the Biophysics Textbook Online as well as any other HTML 

format chapters dispersed within otherwise primarily PDF-based volumes can be 

accessed through the Atomz search engine integrated into the BTOL homepage. In fact. 

any of the volume homepages or other hypertext documents (i.e., the "Contributors," 
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"Author Instructions," and so forth) may also be located and accessed this way; yet, the 

single- and multiple-PDF chapters cannot be searched by this Web-based search utility. 

As a result, the search tool for this eTextbook develops a gap-ridden view or the BTOL 

that offers little added value and may, in fact, result in reduced use by ne\,. visitors to the 

eTextbook since they may not realize that a wealth of information is available through 

other navigational tools. 

Overall, the Biophysics Textbook Online offers an extensive amount or 

authoritative knowledge concerning biophysics and its numerous subspecialties in a 

variety of formats, including multiple PDF downloadable chapters as we! I as HTML 

viewable chapters. Nevertheless, despite its initial insistence upon a unified structure and 

design, the original coherence of BTOL has deteriorated because of recent laxity 

regarding the inclusion of complete web sites in their original designs (and often 

remaining at their original external server locations). Currently, the BTOL appears to be 

unified on neither an individual volume basis nor a chapter basis. Al though thi s 111 ix t urc 

of electronic media and organizational styles may, certainly, confuse no vice computer 

users, their resulting vacillation between a book-like model of reading and hypertext 

reading strategies should not pose any major hurdles for intermediate and expert 

hypertext readers. In fact, in some cases, especially in the case of White's .. Membranes·· 

volume, the expansion of the BTCJL into the World Wide Web can provide re;:iders· with 

more extensive narrative possibilities and may introduce readers to significant research 

and other sources that can enhance their study of biophysics. 
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The numerous navigational or structural features of the Biophysics Textbook 

Online (i.e., the achronological volume listing, the "Contributors" portal to eTextbook 

content and the "Chapters by Topic" listing) might lead expert hypertext readers to 

expect that the BTOL consists of multiple lines of flight through its content as would a 

rhizomorphic hypertext. The search utility on the homepage also implies an increasing 

number of nonlinear approaches to the eTextbook's content. Yet as this examination 

reveals, the BTOL remains largely a hierarchical structure. in which lateral movements 

through chapter contents rarely occur. Interestingly, too, the "Chapters by Topics" 

arrangement collapses the hierarchy by functioning as a download page for all of the PDF 

chapters in the BTOL. Perhaps the most nonlinear readings of BTOL content occur 

through the use of the search tool, yet this feature may also simply confuse or turn away 

readers since it cannot index any PDF chapters. 

Searchable eTextbooks 

Although many Web-based complex eTextbooks offer a search engine feature that 

allows users to locate references to specific keywords or concepts within the text (i.e., 

Meta Text's find and Atomic Dog 's Search tools), searclwble hyper/ex/ eTexthooks. for 

the purpose of this study, include Web-based eTextbooks that provide a search reaturt ds 

the primary or initial mode of accessing the text therein. Most of these eTextbooks 

consist of multiple dynamic lexias that have been formatted either in HTML itself or in 

one of its parent-forms of tagging (such as Standard Generalized Markup Language 

(SGML) or eXtensible Markup Language (XML)) and stored within a database. These 

database files are then searched and retrieved through a Web-based interface. usually 
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created through such high-level programming as Perl or C++ according to Web interface 

standards including Common Gateway Interface (CGI), Active Server Pages ( ASP), or 

Java. In other words, a CGI or Java program on the Web server functions as an 

intermediary between a user's search terms entered into a CGI- or Java-based search 

form, which usually appears on one or more upper-level web pages of the eTcxtbook's 

web site. Once the user selects the submit or search button, the CGI or Java application 

searches for files in the eTextbook database and retrieves these documents based upon 

users' keyword(s) or concept(s) entered into the search form. Finally, the CGI application 

dynamically reconfigures the files as HTML or Internet browser readable web pages. Of 

course, all of this happens within seconds and, thus, transparently. 

Notably, because of this robust search capability, searchable hypertext 

e Textbooks tend to lean toward research uses instead of simply course content 

dissemination; nevertheless, these databased eTextbooks must be understood as 

alternative vehicles for accessing and, especially studying, specific topics within a 

required or optional course textbook. Significantly, too, most of the eTextbooks provided 

as searchable hypertexts address the study of such scientifically-based disciplines as 

biology (human, plant, and animal) and medicine-disciplines in which most textbooks 

used in courses fall into reference, atlas, and lab manual genres (all of which are 

commonly read in a referential manner). 

The second printed edition of The Cell: A Molecular Approach, written by 

Geoffrey M. Cooper of Boston University and published by Sinaur Associates. has been 

repurposecl as a searchable hypertext eTextbook by the National Center for 
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Biotechnology Information (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), in conjunction with 

the National Library of Medicine (NLM, http://www.nlm.org) and the National Institutes 

of Health (NIH, http://www.nih.gov). The Cell, 2/E, widely used in college-level 

microbiology and first-year medical courses, is divided into eight major parts. Following 

the Preface and Acknowledgements are four main content areas-"!. [ntroduction"; "II. 

The Flow of Genetic Information"; and "III. Cell Regulation"-which embody a total of 

fifteen chapters and which are followed in turn by "Answers to Questions" and a 

Glossary. Available on the World Wide Web free of charge, the NCBI eTextbook version 

of The Cell, 2/E is divided into a plurality of lexias "based on the organization of 

chapters, sections, subsections, etc, within the book" ("NCBI Bookshelf' 

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/Books/Help/back.html) . Thus, The Cell , 2/E 

eTextbook, stored in NCBI's Bookshelj'literature database, is comprised of more than 116 

eTextbook lexias- all of which must be accessed, at least, initially through NCBI's CGl

based Entrez search and retrieval program. 

To initially access The Cell, 2/E, or one of the other nineteen biotechnology 

eTextbooks and eBook publications within the Bookshe(ldatabase. NCBI suggests that 

users select the Book hyperlink from the first page, usually referred to as the Pub Med 

homepage (http ://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), of the NCBI database web site
2 

(sec fig. 

6.14 ). The Book hyperlink appears in a horizontal bar that appears immediately below the 

NCBI banner and search form (see fig. 6.14). Clicking on the Book hyperlink creates a 

CG I-query that locates and loads the Books homepage (http ://www.ncbi.nlrn .nih.gov/ 
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entrez/query.fcgi?db=Books). Along with the NCBI banner, search form, and hyperlink 

navigation bar at the top of the page, the Books homepage reveals a brief introduction to 

the Bookshelland example of and its search capability (see fig. 6.15)~ belmv this 

parenthetical introduction is a "Book List" that includes an entry for each of the twenty 

biomedical eBooks-of which eight may easily be identified as commonly-used 

introductory or advanced biomedical textbooks- available through the NCI31 /Jookshe/f. 

Each "Book List" entry includes a thumbnail image of the eBook's cover as well as its 

verbally-displayed author, title, and publication information. 
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Fig. 6.14: The homepage for the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI. 

http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and the top-level portal to Cooper's The Cell, 2/E. 

At the Books homepage, the user may search for a particular topic (I) in The Cell, 

2/E only or (2) within all twenty eBooks in the NCBI Bookshelf To search onl y in The 
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Cell, 2/E, the user may choose one of two paths: searching for a topic in all twenty NCBI 

eBooks through the search form at the top of the page and then selecting the results for 

Cooper's eTextbook, or selecting the eTextbook itself by clicking on the hyperlinked 

cover image or title for The Cell, 2E. Choosing the first path. for instance. the reader 

would enter a keyword or Boolean search string into the NCBI senrch form at the top or 

the page (see fig. 6.15). As the user types in the search word(s) or concept(s). he or she 

may notice that, in the pull-down menu to the left of the textbox, the Books database has 

automatically been selected so that the reader's search will be limited to the Bookshelf' 

literature database (see fig. 6.15). Clicking on the go button to the right of the textbox. 

then, enacts a new Entrez search process that retrieves a second. intermediary. or index 

page showing the search results (see fig. 6.15). 
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Fig. 6.15: Note the standardized NCBI banner and search form maintained at the top or 

this Books homepage. 
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Fig. 6.16: The mitosis results page for a global search of NCBI eBooks. Coope r· s The 

Cell, 2/E makes up the fourth entry in the list, with 65 occurrences of mitosis. 

The intermediary NCBI results web page, as shown in Figure 6.16, looks similar 

to the Books homepage ; however, the li st of eBook entries begins at the top of the page 

and is limited to the eBooks that contain references to the searched terms or concepts. In 

addition, the eTextbook files or lexias that do contain such references are di splayed as 

hyperlinks in the title-line for each eBook entry displayed here. For example, a search of 

all NCBI eBooks for references to mitosis returns a list of sixteen eBook entries di splayed 

chronologically according to their decreasing number of hits ( see lig. 6.16 ). In the fourth 

entry, Cooper's The Cell, 2/E, the title line reveals that sixty-five database items, or 

eTextbook lexias, in this eTextbook include the term mitosis: ·'65 items in The Cell-A 

Molecular Approach , 2nd ed.'' Clicking on the hyperlinked phrase 65 items, then, loads 
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another intermediary NCBI web page displaying the sixty-five results: each of these 

items or lexias are represented here as sequentially numbered entries including both a 

blue underlined textual hyperlink made up of the lexia's title and, on a subsequent line, 

the path to or position of the lexia within the original printed textbook's hierarchical 

structure (see fig. 6.17). 
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Fig. 6.17: Mitosis search results specifically for Cooper' s The Cell, 2/E. 

If the reader chooses the second, more direct, search option at the Books 

homepage, the path to this eTextbook-specific results page (for mitosis references within 

NCBI's The Cell, 2/E) is a bit different. After clicking on the cover image or title line for 

Cooper's The Cell , 2/E on the Books homepage, the user jumps to the Full Contents page 

of the eTextbook, which provides an unlinked list of the eTextbook's hierarchical 

structure-including the part, chapter, and section titles-that when printed fills _just over 
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five pages (see fig. 6.18). Instead of the usual NCBI banner or search form. the Full 

Contents lexia reveals The Cell, 2/E, banner designed especially for this eTextbook (see 

fig. 6.18). A graphic excerpted from the cover of The Cell, 2/E. the title and author of the 

book. and the publisher's logo appear against a background that mimics the color of the 

printed textbook cover (see fig. 6.18). This banner also hyperlinks to the Sinauer 

Associates homepage (http: //www.sinauer.com/index2.php ). 
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Fig. 6.18: "Full Contents'' of Cooper's The Cell, 2/E. Note the eTextbook-specific banner 

at the top of the page and the search form to the right of the text. 

Immediately beneath this eTextbook banner and displayed in a black underlined 

font are provided, horizontally across the page, several textual hype rlinks: Shon ( ·0111en1s 

and Full Contents. and two more hyperlinks in Other books @ NCBI. in v.-hich Other 

hooks leads to the Books homepage and NCBI takes the reader to the NCB I homepage 



(see fig. 6.18). Beneath this banner and hyperlink bar appears on the left a list of unlinked 

titles representing the eight major parts of The Cell, 2/E and on the right, a search box 

( see fig. 6.18). Significantly, because none of the lexia titles are hyper! inked in either the 

Short Contents or Full Contents lexias, the search forms on these two pages function as 

the only useful eTextbook navigation or departure tool. On the right side of the screen. 

the search form displays within a box and provides, along with a text field and go button. 

three database search limits-this book, all hooks, Puh!v!ecl-each of which may be 

selected by clicking on the corresponding radio button (see fig. 6.18). To maintain the 

eTextbook-specific search thread, the reader must, here, enter a keyword or phrase into 

the textbox and make sure that the this hook radio button (below the textbox) has been 

se lected before clicking on the go button. Having done so, the reader jumps to an 

intermediary NCBI results page that displays the "Book List" entry for Cooper's The Cell, 

2/E only. For instance, if the reader has performed a search for mitosis. the first 

intermediary NCBI results page displays the single entry for Cooper's eTextbook with 

the (55 items hyperlink appearing within the title line. Again, here, this hype rlink, when 

selected, loads the eTextbook-specific results page for mitosis references mentioned 

earlier and shown in Figure 6.17. 

As these two search options or paths reveaL the top-leve l design or the NC8 1 

f3ookshelf'conforms to a SJJlit/.Join pattern, for whether the reader initiall y performs a 

global (all eBook) or local (Cooper eTextbook) search at the Books homepage , the search 

leads to the eTextbook-specific results page. The major difference between these two 

options is that the local or eTextbook-specific path detours through the Table of Contents 
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page for Cooper's eTextbook. Although the "Short Contents" and '"Full Contents .. pages 

at this level of the NCBI system are not located within the eTextbook proper, overall, 

visiting these pages may decrease reading time and generate a more direct path to the 

desired information. In short, the Table of Contents pages may be used bv the reader to 

review the organization and focus of Cooper's The Cell, 2/E: as a result, readers may be 

able to create better queries that may lead to more specific or broader information. or 

course, even if readers maintain their original search terms, having viewed the eTextbook 

organization may better equip them to choose the most relevant hyperlinked eTextbook 

sections from the eTextbook-specific results page, thereby once again decreasing reading 

time and increasing the successful foraging for narrative episodes. However, this detour 

through Cooper's Table of Contents pages may only confuse readers. Readers who do not 

recognize the search form as the lexia 'sonly departure point may e\per ience the .. Short 

Contents' ' and "Full Contents'' pages as episode mrtices. 

From the mitosis results page for Cooper's eTextbook, the arrival lexia !'or readers 

of either initial search option can be used as the primary vehicle for navigating through 

the e Text book content itself ( see fig. 17). Because this speci fie results page generates a 

metonymically-related list of hyperlinked eTextbook parts and chapter sections and 

subsections, the overal I arrangement of Cooper's The Cell, 2/E and the primary reader

created paths through this eTextbook must be understood as topical. Thus. even if readers 

choose to move sequentially through the hyperlinks provided on the eTextbook-specific 

results lexia, their reading paths reflect nonlinearity . 
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Fig . 6. 19: "Microtubules'' section of Cooper's The Ceil, 2/E. Note the unlinked chapter

sec tion titles in the Navigation box in the left-hand column. 

Moving sequentially through the list of sixty-five lexias in Coo per's eTextbook 

that refer to mitosis, for example, readers begin with the chapter fourteen lex ia "The 

Events of M Phase:' and move through chapter eleven's ·'Microtubules:· chapter eight' s 

"Nucleus.'' and chapter fourteen's "The Eukaryotic Cell Cycle .. lexias. respec tivel y ( sec 

fig. 6. 17). By se lecting the subsequent or fifth hyperlink. readers then circle back to the 

chapter eight section, ··Nucleus. " I nterestir1gly, the majority of these hyper! inks. load 

entire chapter-section lexias but take readers directly to certain subsec tions therein . For 

instance, the Reorganization of'Microtuhules during Mitosis hyperlink (the seco nd in the 

li st) performs an Entrez query that returns the "Microtubules" lexia (the third section or 

chapter eleven, "The Cytoskeleton and Cell Movement," within part four. "Cell Structure 
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and function," of The Cell, 2/E), yet, because the third subsection, "Reorganization of 

Microtubules during Mitosis," has been anchored, it displays at the top of the screen 

when the "Microtubules" lexia loads. This movement through Cooper~s eTextbook by 

chapter-subsection increases dimensionallj' the possible narrative synta!2mas readers ma\' . ~ . 

construct and, thus. the number of non! inear rhetorical or reader patterns avai I able in The 

Cell, 2/E. 

Nevertheless, centering navigation upon the use of the eTextbook-specilic results 

page requires users to rely upon their browser ' s Back button; they must backtrack to 

return to the hyperlink list after reading each lexia or partial-lexia in their desired path. 

Backtracking becomes a problem whenever readers take advantage of the eTextbook ·s 

local navigational features. For example, if readers enter The Cell, 2/E through a chapter 

section or subsection lexia hyperlink, they encounter three standardized eTextbook 

navigation tools: one or two navigational boxes-the more common "Navigation,. box 

and the optional .. Figures" box-displaying a select few textual hyperlinks to eTextbook 

lcxias and appearing on the left side of the screen; a hyperlinked path statement. 

appearing just below the eTextbook-specific banner; and a replication of the search 

engine found on the Contents pages, sometimes displayed underneath the two 

navi gational boxes in the left column of the lexia. 

The Navigation box, always presented first in the left column of eTextbook web 

pages, contains a boldfaced, italicized, and underlined hyperlink to the "About this book" 

(where the user finds the textbook's copyright information), which appears on every 

eTextbook page. The remaining hyperlinks within the Navigation box vary according to 
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the level of the lexia being viewed. For instance, the "Microtubules'" section of chapter 

eleven includes, in the Navigal ion box, the unlinked ti ties of the chapter and its five 

sections (with an arrow icon pointing to the lexia being viewed) and three underlined 

chapter-based hyperlinks-Summary, Questions, and References and Further Readings 

(see figs. 6.19 and 6.20). Because the section titles listed in the ,Vm·igation box are not 

hyperlinked in this chapter·s Navigation box (or in any others). the reader· s unilateral 

chapter movements are restricted to the pedagogical or reference lexias in chapter eleven. 

especially since the ' 'Summary," "Questions," and "References and Further Readings'' 

maintain the same Navigation boxes. Interestingly, too, the introductory lexias of 

Cooper's chapters (i.e., "Cell Structure and Function" in chapter eleven) do not provide 

any further links to their chapter sections nor do any of The Cell, 2/E's part lexias link to 

the chapters they contain. 

,·"l_b,nu i.hi .!1_ lu1ak 

ffl. Cell Stru,:rure and 
H1.111ctinn 

11 Th.::, ('.yt.:,:-, r.o:1~. e-1. e t ,:-, n 
..., ·,d C.'cll tv1'c.v cn;e3 ·,t 

S tru c ture and 
Ore,1.niz..;)t:kn .>f Ae:r.·it·, 

1",I1cr,:,tubul e :t .• [ .:.,r.,·:, r~ :,1·,,..:i 

b.'...!:.!C:;ti ,:•!J.~ 

p ,..f.-c"'on:<r:: ;,,n ,-1 F11ahr1r 
E~.~~ 

Fig. 6.20: Navigation box in ··M icrotubules. " 

When an eTextbook section includes figures, a Figures navigation box appears 

below the box entitled Navigation in the left-hand column of content (see lig. 6.23 ). Herc. 
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users find underlined hyperlinks, each called out by a standardized NCBI icon. that lead 

to corresponding lexias containing the figure only. Notably, figures that could not be 

reprinted because of digital rights issues me replaced with an announcement to this effect 

yet the annotation is retained. A figure lexia of this sort displays \\ hen the reader selects. 

for instance, the FiKure l-1. -I hyperlink from the Figures box in the chapter fourteen 

section ... The Events of M Phase' i (see fig. 6.21 and 6.23). The Figures box is especially 

important because the graphical figures do not appear within the content of the 

eTextbook discussion; rather, the content discussions include the verbal text or chapters 

onl y . In addition, if a reader decides to view only the graphical content within a le:-.: i a. 

let 's say to review for figure-labeling test questions, the Figures box \.Vould also allow 

him or her to create a uniquely graphical reading path. 
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f-ig. 6.21: The message replacing a missing figure in Cooper's The Cell, 2E. 

..:J 

The third feature, the hyperlinked path statement that appears at the top of every 

, I · resents the currently viewed lexia's position within the c f extbook content ex1a, rep 
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overall hierarchical structure of the eTextbook and, thereby, functions as a 

breadcrumbing feature. For instance, the "Microtubules" lexia includes the following 

hyperlinked path: The Cell > III. Cell Structure and Function > 11. The Cvtoskeleton and 

Cell Movement (also see figs. 6.21 and 6.22). Significantly, in contrast to MetaText's 

hreadcrumhing feature 's design, each element of the NCBI or Cooper-eTextbook path 

statement is hyperlinked to its respective eTextbook page; thus, users may click on any 

one of these hyperlinks to jump to a higher-level page (i.e., the chapter title, part or 

eTextbook copyright page). In this respect, the path statement also functions as a 

navigational tool. 

-+ m . Crll St:ructurr and 
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• i:;:: r,.~ a ~~.~~~. ftJ~!'~C:..:_i ~ -~OAt~ 

Fig . 6.22: Part III lexia for Cooper's The Cell, 2/E; note the unl111ked chapter titles 111 the 

Navigation box and the lack of any significant text to its right. 

In fact, the hyperlinked path statement is the only feature that allows the reader to 

· II tl 11 Cooper ' s eTextbnok Unfortunately, however. the user~s vertical move vert1ca y 1roug -· · 
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movement is limited to a chapter section's respective introduction lcxia or to the title 

page for the part within which the chapter is subsumed. Furthermore, the introductory 

chapter lexias, such as ·'Chapter 11: The Cytoskeleton and Cell Movement:· provide no 

other useful hypertext-based navigational options. On the other hand, the part lexias in 

Cooper's The Cell, 2/E, including ''III. Cell Structure and Function:· do oiler rour unique 

hyperlinks: in the Navigation box of part lexias the Pre/ctce. Ackmmleclgenl<.'!7/s .. Jns1ren 

to Questions, and Glossary hyperlinks lead to their corresponding part lexias within The 

Cell , 2/E. Visiting these lexias, the reader finds the same upper-level cross-linkin!.2. 

provided . Yet_ the only part lexia that provides any additional vertical movement through 

the remainder of the textbook is the ··Answers to Questions'· lexia. Hyper! inks to each 

chapter's '·Answers to Questions" lexias appear in the Navigation box in the form of 

Chapter I, Chapter 2, and so forth. Yet the chapter-based "Ans\vers to Questions .. lcxias 

do not provide. at least in its Navigation box, any hyperlinks to any other chapter 

sections. 

Perhaps, the most useful hyperlinking in Cooper's The Cell, 2/E appears 

embedded within the chapter discussions themselves. The verbal text of the part. chapter. 

or section displays in the right-hand column of The Cell, 2/E lexias. and. within this text. 

embedded hyperlinks to glossary definitions, figures, or PubMed citation record s may 

appear. The content of the "Microtubules" section of chapter eleven, for instance. is 

di vided into four subsections (bearing brick-red headings) and, at the end of each 

subsection, a graphical TOP hyperlink that when selected, returns the user to the 

beginning of the page being viewed. Additionally, the "Microtubules'· page contains 
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fourteen glossary links and ten figure links, all of which are displayed in an under! ined 

normal font. When a glossary term, such as mitotic .spindle in paragraph ten (see fig. 

6.23), is selected, the anchored definition of the term appears at the top of the Glossary 

screen when it loads. Figure hyperlinks embedded within the discussion paragraphs, like 

the hyperlinks in the Figures box, retrieve lexias that contain the color or black-and-white 

figure and its annotation only. 
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Fig. 6.23: Chapter fourteen, subsection or .. The Events of M Phase," displaying two 

embedded figure hyperlinks; eight embedded glossary links; and one cross-chapter link . 

Chapter-based ·'Questions'' lexias also provide See A ns11 ·er hyper! inks that appear 

at the end of each question. Clicking, for instance, on the See Answer link under question 

three in chapter eleven loads the entire ·'Chapter 11: "Answers for Questions" lexia so 

that the anchored third answer displays at the top of the screen. To view other answers to 



questions in this chapter, the reader may simply scroll up or down the page, or use the 

browser Back button to read another question, from which the user may select its See 

Answer hyperlink to circle back to the "Chapter 11: "Answers for Questions""' to read the 

answer. 

Notably, the ''Answers to Questions" lexias display a unique Navigation box that 

provides a li st of chapter-based hyperlinks ( e.g., Chapter 1, Chapter 2, and so on) that 

cross- link the ·'Answers to Questions" lexias across chapters (see fig. 6.:24). Thus, to read 

the answers to questions in other chapters, readers may simply select the appropriate 

chapter number from the hyperlinked list in the Navigation box. Since each answer 

provided in these lexias is followed by a See Question hyperlink, the reader may 

unilaterally access the corresponding chapter-based "Questions" lexia (see fig. 6.24 ). For 

example, having read the "Answers to Questions'' lexia for chapter eleven. hmvever 

unlikely, the reader might select the Chapter 2 hyperlink from the Navigation box for this 

page to jump to the "Answers to Questions" lexia for chapter two, .. The Chemistry of 

Cell s." By selecting the See Question hyperlink under one of the answers, the reader may 

view its respective question. Interestingly, from the "Questions" lexia in chapter two, the 

reader may also jump to the chapter two Summary or Reference pages. In this respect. the 

chapter-based ··Answers to Questions" lexias in The Cell, 2/E function as indirect portals 

to new chapter summaries. 

Interestingly, too, an Answers to Questions hyperlink in the Navigation box or 

each chapter-based "Questions to Answers" lexias allows users to jump up to the top

level of this eTextbook part (see fig. 6.24); howeve r, this web page reveals only a path 
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statement and a section title in addition to the same Navigation box presented on all of 

the other "Answers to Questions" section pages. Moreover, since the path statement 

includes only a hyperlink to the "About this Book" and "Answers to Questions" sections 

of The Cell, 2/E, the user must enter search terms into the search engine: click the 

browser's Back button several times, or choose the See Question link under one or the 

answers to access its Navigation box or path statement so that the reader may return to 

the previously read chapter section or other chapters within the eTextbook. 
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Fig. 6.24: Chapter eleven ··Answers to Questions" lexia, showing unique Navigation box. 

in NCBI's eTextbook version of Cooper's The Cell, 2/E. 

In the chapter-based "References and Further Reading" lexias. which display 

topically-arranged lists of citations, any cited source that is indexed within the PubMed 

database bears, at its end, a link to its respective PubMed database record (see figs 6.25 

, d 6 76) s· 1oted earlier in this chapter. many PubMed citation records include an ·- . 111ce, as 1 

b t·1 t' I s tJ1ey represent visiting a PubMed record from a chapter or a stracts o t 1e ar 1c e , 
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Cooper's eTextbook creates a referential or explanatory autonomous shot or :,yntagma 

that may expand the narrative of The Cell, 2E, especially if the reader uses the contents or 

an abstract to perform a new search of the PubMed database or the Bookshe//literature 

databases. In addition. some PubMed records include links to full-text databases : if a 

library offers access to the database, selecting one or these I inks al lows the user not 011 ly 

to gain access to further related discussions but to an entirely ne,v textbase or cloc11, ·e1 ·sl! 

wherein he or she may wander (see fig. 6.76). 
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Fig. 6.26: This PubMed citation record, the arrival lexia for an embedded refe rence link 

in the "References and Further Reading" section of Cooper's chapter eight ("The 

Nuc leus") . includes a graphical link to the database ·· Elsevier Science Direct.·· 

f inall y, some of Cooper' s discussion lexias, including .. The Events or M Phase .. 

chapter fourteen, do contain hyperlinks embedded in the text that directl y cross-link 

chapters (see fig . 6.23 ). For instance, selecting the Chapter -I hyperlink in pmagraph three 

of "The Events of M Phase" leads the reader to ··4_ The Organization of Cellular 

Genomes," the introductory lexia for chapter four. Interestingly, thi s introduction to 

chapter four reveals a further chapter cross-link leading to the introductory lexia for 

chapter three, ··3. Fundamentals of Molecular Biology,'' wherein the reader encounters 

the Chapter J hyperlink that allows him or her to jump to ··1. An Overview· of Ce lls and 

Cell Research. " Following these chapter section cross-links (or string-to-lexia links) 

reflects a rhizomorphic ··and ... and .. . and ... conjunction·· (Deleuze and Guattari 25) 
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that reveals the overall topical coherence of the eTextbook discussions, for the narrative 

thread created, here, moves from a reference to cell phase changes to one on DNA 

blueprints and the genome project, and back to the elementary similarity among basic cell 

components. Yet, the mere mention of these topics in these introductory chapter sections 

emphasizes gaps that might only be sutured through readings of hierarchically subsumed 

chapter sections; the problem, of course. is that once again, the introductory chapter 

lexias do not allow readers to access any of the remaining or sequential chapter 

discussions since their Navigation boxes provide only the same three hyperlinks as each 

chapter-level page: Summwy, Review Questions, and References one/ Further Reoclings. 

Because the hyperlinking within NCBI's eTextbook version of Cooper·s The Cell. 

2/E remains secondary to the search functionality, moving through the eTextbook 

emerges as a process that even expert hypertext readers may find confusing and 

frustrating. The lack of hyperlinks to chapters from top-level part pages and to chapter 

section lexias from second-level or chapter-level pages restricts movement to the 

Acknowledgements. Glossary, and "Answers to Questions" lexias at the top-level and to 

the ··summary,'' "Questions:' and "References and Further Readings'' sections within 

each chapter. Thus, for readers unaware of the overal I emphasis on the Search 

functionality, most of the lcxias in Cooper's e Textbook wi 11 result in episode ,·nrl ices . 

Nevertheless, the ability to search The Cell, 2/E from within any part- or chapter-based 

Jexia can, in fact, create more fruitful narrative episodes than simply following the 

hyperlinks in the Navigation and Figures boxes and path statements. 
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The search results lists, in short, function as rhizomorphic or self-organizing Lines 

o/flight--each consisting of a multiplicity of multiplicities of random access plateaus, or 

eTextbook chapter sections or subsections, through which the reader may travel. With 

each new search the reader performs, the lines of flight and dimensions of the Cooper·s 

eTextbook landscape increase, and the reader 's paths or tracings through these plateaus 

and dimensions, again, result in exponential growth of The Cell. 2/E as a rhizome. 

Notably, however, because readers may quickly find themselves distanced from their 

search results lexia-because they have detoured through the limited chapter or part level 

hyperlinks- many of the reader's subsequent searches may not be new but. instead. may 

simply repeat the original search. Thus, inasmuch as this recursion reflects the rhetorical 

pattern of the Cycle, it also points to a flaw in the overall design of the eTextbook 

interface: the reader 's trail or trace is erased as he or she moves through the secondary 

form of navigation. Interestingly, however, this effect again supports the rhi zo morphic or 

organic metaphor of the searchable complex eTextbook since each search resembles a 

hifi,rrntion or rupture in a line of flight. 

The most significant feature ofNCBI's searchable eTextbook version of Coopcr·s 

The Cell, 2/E, however, must be understood as its openness to other rhizomorphic 

eTex tbooks in the NCBI Bookshe(fliterature database and the rhizome of the Pub Med 

database. This latter connectivity, as noted earlier in this chapter, extends the narrative or 

Cooper's eTextbook, through external hyperlinking, into the referential or explanatory 

citation records and abstracts in PubMed, if not further into alternative full-text databases. 

In fact, the expansion of Cooper's eTextbook through these external links may be 
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visualized as.fhrking paths. The extension of The Cell_ 2/E through NCBI's Ent re search 

utility reflects a similarly chaotic pattern of self-organization. By searching for a topic 

such as mitosis within all of the NCBI eBooks from within Cooper's eTextbook Jcxias 

generates a much larger topically-arranged textbase in which Cooper's di scuss ions 

emerge as para! lei to all of the other eTextbook discussions-despite any of the 

eTex tbook · s hierarchical organizations. Because the reader must engage these di \·erse 

eTextbook lex ias through a global mitosis results page, however, their connections 

remain loosely or indirectly drawn and, thus, the lines of flight through thi s multiplicity 

of eTextbooks resemble a combination of Cycles, Sieves, Tangles. and ,~JJ/itl. !oin 

rhetorical patterns among others. Interestingly, too , each eTextbook 's intermediary 

mitosis results page reflects a new dimension to the rhizomorphic structure. a sc i r

generated or organic outgrowth from the rupture created by the reader's sea rch. ~m d ~my 

lines or flight traced through these alternate eTextbook plateaus may be added. at leas t 

cogniti ve ly. back onto the map of Cooper's The Cell, 2/E. In addition. during these cross

eBook tracings, each Co unterpoint structure created by the intersection of two or more 

authors' vo ice-ideas may lead to new dialogues that may then lead to an infinite se ri es or 

dialogues and. thus, infinitesimal opportunities for narrative creat ivity and the like. In 

these respects. despite the faulty hypertextual navigation through Coope r· s e Textbook. 

NCB I' s searchable version of The Cell, 2/C emerges as the most sophi sticated complex 

eTextbook and, perhaps, the most useful, at least globally, to students and instructors. 
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Interactive Graphical eTextbooks 

The final major category of eTextbooks published on the World Wide Web is the 

interactive graphical eTextbook. Once only available in CD-ROM platforms, these rare, 

interactive graphical eTextbooks are characterized by extensive use of hypermedia 

ranging in form from digital graphics to streamed or downloadable video and audio 

components to animated graphics developed with such Web-ready programming tools as 

.lava, Multimedia Flash, and Shockwave. As such, these Web-based eTextbooks provide 

sophisticated "added value" to educational content that stimulates simultaneously several 

of the reader's senses (namely, sight, hearing, and touch). More importantly, in interactive 

graphical eTextbooks, these hypermedia components dominate the presentation of 

eTextbook content, subsuming and relegating verbal text to only a few functions: 

presenting navigational cues (e.g., textual i1yperlinks); instructing users about the 

eTextbook and its features (i.e., help files); or explaining what is shown or should be 

understood when viewing a certain graphical element (i.e., an introduction to or 

description of a relevant concept or topic). As with all Web-based eTextbook categories. 

the interactive graphical type of eTextbook may be divided into at least two specilic 

forms: the hypergraphirn! eTexthook and the simulation efex//)()ok. 

Similar to complex hypertext eTextbooks, hypergrctphical eTexthooks are 

developed primarily through the use of HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML) although 

many are heavily dependent upon Java-enhanced interfaces. Additionally, as noted 

above, hypergraphical eTextbooks exhibit more hypermediated and less verbal 

information. Few. if any, of these eTextbooks include sound; hence, my hypergrnphicul 
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label. They do, however, add value to eTextbook content through videos and interactive 

graphical components, often through the use of high-level programs. 

An impressive hypergraphical eTextbook currently available free on the World 

Wide Web is The Whole Brnin Atlas. developed by Keith A. Johnson. M.D .. or I L.1n·ard 

University and J. Alex Beckerman of Michigan Institute of Technology and sponsored hv 

the Departments of Radiology and Neurology at the Brigham and Wornen 1s Hospital or 

the Harvard Medical School Center; the Countway Library of Medicine; and the 

American Academy of Neurology. The authors claim that this eTextbook, or atlas. 11 is 

intended as an introduction to basic neuroanatomy, with an emphasis on pathoanatomy or 

several central nervous system diseases" (Johnson and Beckerman. 11 Disclaimers." par. I). 

The Whole Brain Atlas consists of 13,000 databased brain images-representing 

"magnetic resonance (MR). roentgen-ray (CT), and nuclear medicine'' topographical 

imaging modalities-organized into thirty-two (32) clinical cases (Johnson and 

Beckerman. "The Whole Brain Atlas CD-ROM"). Along with the vast number or 

dynamically displayed brain images (housed in a database), this eTextbook also offers 

several MPEG videos and interactive brain slicing through a Java program called 

Navigator . 

A visit to The Whole Brain Atlas homepage reveals a typical introductory or core 

Web page. displaying the title of the eTextbook within a static color graphic or a 

neuroimaged brain and a list of textual hyperlinks leading to the eTextbook contents. 

Notably , the first and third hyperlinks in this list represent eTextbook prefatory material. 

containing verbal text only: the first link, Whole Brain Atlas on CD-ROM 
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(http: //www.med.harvard.edu/AANLIB/info.html), leads the reader to an identically titled 

lexia that provides information about the CD-ROM version of this original Web-based 

eTextbook. Neuroimaging Primer, then, links to a lexia containing Kevin Johnson's 

Harvard Medical School lecture notes, entitled "Introduction to Neuroima!lino" ._ C' 

(http: //www.med.edu/ AANLIB/hms I .htmi). The second hyperlink on the homepage 

launches the Java-has eel At las Navigator, a Java applet that foci l i tales the reading or The 

Who le Brain A tlas through a menu-driven interface that not only allmvs the user to 

quickly access case images without returning to the eTextbook homepage but launches 

within a pop-up window that creates a causal Montage relation between its contents and 

other graphical lexias. The Navigator menu's pop-up window, entitled "Whole Brain 

Atlas Cases," is divided into two frames: the top frame allows users to choose one of the 

five major diseases or topics as their method of accessing brain inwge dMa: whereas. the 

lower frame provides case-based access. This Java-enhanced menu. thus. offers an 

alternative path through the brain imaging or slicing lexias. 

The remaining fifty (50) hyperlinks listed on the homepage are arranged topicall y 

according to five major topics revealed in the headings "Normal Brain". "Cerebrovascular 

Disease (stroke or 'brain attack')". "Neoplastic Disease (brain tumor)". "Degenerative 

Disease", "In tlammatory or Infectious Di sease ." CI icking on the Ii rst hyper! ink. 111 I os of 

Normct! Blood Floiv, under the first topical heading, "Normal Brain." loads an untitled 

dynamic HTML page revealing a T2-weighted structural MR of a normal brain. a MPECi 

video, and an interactive slice tool , accompanied by an interactive table that facilitates the 

manipulation of the image at the top of the page (see fig . 6.27). Because at the lex ia-l evc l. 
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this eTextbook simulates, to some degree, the progressive nature of disease and aging in 

the brain, or, rather, how students of neuroimaging experience the reading of 

topographical brain images, the eTextbook at this level requires not only advanced 

knowledge of the subject, but advanced skills in the manipulation of the brain image 

sequences. Moreover, at this level of The Whole Brain Atlas, neither poststructural nor 

post-digital hypertext theories provide significant means for analyzing this type of 

interactive hypermedia. 

Fig. 6.27: Arrival lexia for the fourth hyperlink on The Whole Brain Atlas 

(http: //www.med.harvard.edu/ AANLIB/cases/caseM/mr l _ t/024.html). 

0 · l · rr tbooks m1·ght best be described as bordering on virtual reality for ~)1mu atwn e 1 ex 

these eTextbooks-usually developed in such advanced Web tools as Macromedia Flash 

k t l eproduce learning experiences in highly interactive and and Shoe wave-no on y r 
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graphical environments but place readers within a virtual environment wherein they may 

perform, virtually, a task or procedure. In other words, simulation eTextbooks facilitate 

users' virtual performance of what might otherwise be simply described and shown in 

printed textbooks or most of the eTextbooks discussed earlier. Significantly, simulation 

eTextbooks differ from such complex hypertext eTextbooks as Henke 's Musicol Palette 

that contain simulation-applets as interactive figures or examples subsumed within 

primarily verbal or alphanumeric content. Rather, simulation eTextbooks contain verbal 

content subsumed within simulated or virtual tasks or experiences. Thus, when verbal 

text does appear within these eTextbooks, it is subordinate to the simulation as user 

instructions or as explanations of the process being reproduced. 

Indeed, this rarest form of Web-based eTextbook, simulation eTextbooks also 

proves difficult to locate on the World Wide Web. Perhaps so few of these eTextbooks 

have been published on the Web because the creation of simulation eTextbooks requires 

advanced Web development skills and a lengthy amount of production time. 

I· urthermore, once these eTextbooks are produced, they are rarely identified as such. 

Instead since most simulation eTextbooks currently function as virtual laboratory 
' 

manuals for the study of biology or medicine, they are often referred to as "virtual labs." 

but not all "virtual labs" retrieved by search engines constitute simulation eTextbooks. To 

further study this category of complex electronic textbooks, visit one of the four Web

based simulation eTextbooks published by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

(http: //www.hhmi.org), such as Virtual Bacterial ID Lab, which allows users to virtually 
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perform "techniques used to identify different types of bacteria based on their ON A 

sequence" (HHMI, "Virtual Bacterial"). 
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Fig. 6.28: The Virtual Cardiology Lab, published by the Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute' s B iointeracti ve.org website (http://www.hhmi.org/biointeracti ve/ 

vlahs/index.htm). 

Conclusion 

Advanced complex eTextbooks provide a glimpse into the potential for textbook 

des ign in the future. Along with highly interactive hypermediated texts and reading 

environments, advanced complex eTextbooks reveal more rhizomorphic characteristics in 

their plurality of navigational tools, as is the case in the Biophy sics Text hook Online, or in 

their increased connectivity through search capabilities. The BTOL, for instance, allows 

users to choose their entry points, or narrative beginnings, from a multiplicity of 
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navigational hyperlinks arranged achronologically, alphabetically, topically, as well as 

according to author and date of publication. And, once readers arrive at a volume 

homepage, they may again select a random entry point, or chapter, to read. Of course, 

when a volume contains only one chapter, the volume-level of the eTextbook structure is 

linear; the same is true is at the chapter-level if the chapters appear in PDF downloadable 

formats. Nevertheless, the BTOL 's appropriation of external web sites as volume contents 

reconfigures the eTextbook's spatial landscape, although in a somewhat restricted way: in 

other words, the hypertext volumes, such as White's "Membranes," rarely offer any 

portals to external assemblages or web sites that might offer readers new contextual 

associat ions, rhetorical situations, or narrative possibilities to explore. The "Chapter 

Outlines'' provided by the BTOL authors and editors facilitate these processes by 

providing cues to the contents of each downloadable PDF chapter. (Unfortunately, 

however, most eTextbooks, advanced or otherwise, do not include such descriptive link 

markers.) The hybrid nature of the BTOL is also unique, not only in its appropriation of 

externa l web sites as its eTextbook chapters but in the complex reading strategies the 

combi nation of or vacillation between PDF and HTML formats requires of users. 

Searchable eTextbooks reveal the potential of dynamic HTML: in these 

cTextbooks, readers may perform a search from within any content lexia and, thus, 

increase the contextual relations among and lines of flight through the hypertext, or 

course content. The ability to search across eTextbooks and within the PubMed database 

from within any lexia also exponentially increases the eTextbook landscape and 

generates new dialogic events that may facilitate readers' discovery not only of new ways 
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of thinking about course content but of coherent and useful narrative episodes or 

syntagmas. Nevertheless, the search function in Cooper's The Cell, 2/E appears to be the 

only fully developed navigational avenue. Hyperlinking in Cooper's eTextbook remains 

restricted to a few pedagogical lexias within a chapter or to a similarly constrictive linear 

path up through higher-level pages that often include no text. Thus, eTextbook can only 

be considered rhizomorphic in its robust connectivity through its search engine; and even 

through this navigational tool, user's readings are disrupted by the repeated need to 

perform a keyword search. Additionally, the rhetorical patterns constructed by the 

searchable eTextbook are restricted to the Sieve and Cyclical patterns common in simple 

and complex hypertext eTextbooks. 

In their current state, advanced complex eTextbooks may not be vvell designed for 

course use. Hybrid eTextbooks of this type may confuse book-centered readers because 

or their flexible style and combination of electronic text formats. and searchable 

cTextbooks present problems for even expert hypertext readers because or their 

incomplete hypertextual design. In short, hybrid advanced and searchable eTextbooks 

appear more suited to students' and instructors' referential or research use. Similarly. 

even though graphical eTextbooks provide a unique approach to course material that may 

border on virtual reality, the hypermediated-focus of these eTextbooks require an 

altogether new strategy of reading. Despite these shortcomings, however, advanced 

complex eTextbooks forecast more robust connectivity and heterogeneity in the future 

designing of Web-based eTextbooks. 
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Notes 

I Note, here, that the HTML "Chapter Outline" reflects the problem displaying 

mathematical symbols that Bloomfield identifies as one of the reasons why PDF format 

should be used in the Biophysics Textbook Online. 

2 NCBI makes available several literature and other databases. For information about the 

range of databases and services or overall mission of NCBL visit the ''About NCBI" web 

page (http: I I www. n c bi . n Im. n i h. gov I Abo u ti ind ex. h tm I). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

As shown by the textbook publishers' failed CD-ROM eTextbooks of the late-

l 990s and by the increasing demands by instructors for Web-based supplementary 

textbook material, the success of Web-based electronic textbooks, or eTextbooks, depend 

upon their ability to provide significant added value over their printed counterpparts. 

Electronic pageturners, or digitized textbooks based on the traditional or printed book 

model. as Neilson suggests, will not suffice. As a result, the current trend towards Web

based electronic textbook publishing signals the need for a new rhetorical model for 

textbook design. And, thus far, the most likely paradigm to guide the development of 

electronic text and, hence, the most useful means for examining the added value of 

eTextbook design, is the rhetorical theory of hypertext. 

Although the medium of hypertext, according to poststructuralist hypertext 

theorists, retains many of the typographical elements of printed textsuch as various font 

sizes, styles, and colors, hypertext resists the linear and hierarchical organization of text. 

In fact_ hypertext encourages authors to atomize text, to write topographically , so that 

each topical writing space, or lexia, is equally significant or nonhierarchical. As a result, 

hypertext emerges as a multiplicity or plurality of nodes that, because they may be 

accessed randomly, resist static beginnings and endings as well as the function of center. 

The key, then, to hypertextuality emerges as its interconnectivity: what holds the text 
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together is electronic linking, or hyperlinking, which connects the seemingly disparate 

chunks of texts (lexias or utterances) both vertically and laterally to organize the text base 

into a link-node network structure. Because each lexia may be electronically linked to or 

associated with any other lexia (regardless of its media format), each text remains open to 

intertextual relationships, or conjunctive or disjunctive juxtapositions, that are not 

planned by authors but that rather are discovered or enacted by readers' hyperlinking or 

paths through the textbase. As such, according to the poststructual regime of hypertext 

theorists, hypertext reflects what Barthes refers to as writerly text, an infinitely open, 

multidimensional network of discrete texts that may be structured and restructured by 

readers as they navigate "through [the text's] various contingencies" (165). These 

structures, referred to as trails or reading paths by poststructuralist theorists. may differ 

not only from reader to reader but from one user's reading session to another; notably, 

however, each of these readings, according to Joyce and Bolter, must be understood as 

authoritative. 

Insofar as poststructuralist hypertext theorists, such as Bolter, claim that hypertext 

makes it possible for readers to discover trails or reading paths through the network 

organization that "rise[s] to the surface of the text" (105), the post-digital hypertext 

theorists ascribe to the hypo/ext, or underlying network organization, an organic or 

chaotic distribution of the text: in other words, the network, through asignifying rnp! ure 

or nonlinear bifurcation, continually self-organizes as the lines qf jlight or hypotextual 

lines of movements through the text splinter into two or more forking paths . As such, all 

hypertexts are multiplied into a plethora of subtexts, and readers do not so much choose 
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their paths as they are swept along with the currents or trajectories created by 

hyperlinking. Although the rhizomorphic, post-digital view of hypertext 

suggests/postulates less liberation on the part of the reader, the basic ideas behind this 

approach not only intersect but compliment or augment the fundamental principles of 

poststructural hypertext theory. For instance, in the hypertext-as-rhizome, the multiplicity 

of texts or lexias are referred to as plateous, a term that more readily suggests the 

multidimensionality of hypertext. Additionally, according to the post-digital model of the 

rhizome, hyperlinking creates "and ... and ... and ... ' conjunctions"(Deleuze and 

Guattari 25) and, thus, implies a significantly higher degree connectivity or association 

and a concomitant lesser degree of embedding. According to the rhizomorphic principles 

of connectivity and heterogeneity, these connections, furthermore, may involve any 

media type and any mixture of voices, writing styles, and topics--a phenomenon 

es tab I ished through the poststructural regime's hypertextual characteristics of textuol 

openness, inlertexLUality, multivocality, and multimodality. The principles of mopping 

and clecolcomcmia further develop the spatiality of hypertext, not only through the 

textualizing of space (recognized by poststructuralist hypertext theorists) but also through 

the reader's tracings, which may be likened to Bush's skip troils, across ruptured lines of 

flight. What the rhizome adds to poststructural notions of the hypertextual landscape, 

here, is the ability of readers to exponentially increase the dimensions of the hypotext or 

map by incorporating into the hypertext their polysequential readings. Moreover, the 

recasting of McLuhan and Power's tetradic interface of visual and acoustic space as 

Deleuze and Guattari's merging of striated and smooth space insinuates a more 
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extensively decentered text in which readers not only deconstruc/ the network of 

hypertext but reconstruct it ad infinitum. 

Poststructural and post-digital hypertext theories intersect with the cinematic 

regime in their discussions of hypertext narrative. Interestingly, in their discussions of 

hypertext narrative, poststructural hypertext theorists appear to align themselves more 

readily with the post-digital regime: Landow, for instance, assumes the stance that the 

author's intentions or the hypotext's cues influence the reader's narrative construction and 

interpretation. And, as noted earlier, both post-digital and cinematic hypertext theorists 

also rely heavily on Deleuze and Guattari's rhizome as the metaphor for hypertext. 

Perhaps the most significant convergences among these three approaches are the 

nonlinear spatial order and coherence of hypertext and its ability to elicit a plurality of 

equally authoritative polysequential narratives. Whether hypertext is approached as a 

gap-riddenfahric or poststructural landscape, as a post-digital map or garden olfc;rking 

paths, or a montage of spatial juxtapositions, the reader's task remains the discovery or 

construction of coherent or successful narratives--otherwise referred to as episodes. 

tracings, or hypertextual syntagmas. The typography of contextual or intertextual 

relations created ( or discovered) among hypertextual lexias or plateaus during readers' 

jcJraging for narrative sequences is, indeed, the most significant contribution to hypertext 

theory from the cinematic regime. Appropriating Metz's grande .~yntagmatique, Miles 

identifies such rhetorical models in hypertext as autonomous shots--explcmotory, 

subjective, di.splaced diegetic (or metonymic), and nondiegetic (or comparative) inserts 

into narrative sequences--and autonomous segments, including both chronological 
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(narrative) and achronological (descriptive) .syntagmas that, emerging from hyperlinking, 

influence how readers' interpret a series of lexias. The rhetoric of montage cinema also 

leads Mancini and Shum to type hypertext .syntar;mas accordinn to such coonitive 
c b c 

relations as conjunctive, dL~'junctive, casual, sequential, analogical (descriptive or 

metonymical). Significantly, these syntagmas and cognitive relations manifest not only 

through the rhetorical structure of Montage but through what Bernstein ( who. I ike 

Moulthrop and Joyce, vacillates between poststructural and post-digital regimes) 

identifies as a variety of rhetorical or reading patterns, including the Sieve. ,~JJlit/. Join. 

Tangle, Cycle, Counterpoint, Mirrorworld, Mi5;sing Link, Neighborhood. and Feint. 

Whereas Montage patterns may elicit coherent syntagmas or nonlinear narrative 

sequences, Counterpoint and Missing Link patterns promise to further extend the 

narrative of the hypertext as the reader engages in dialogic or other cognitive 

inventiveness at the contact sites of hyperlinking within and among hypertexts. In other 

words, hyperlinks function narratively as what Iser and Rimmon-Kennan refer to as gops 

as well as what Bakhtin refers to as dialogic events that offer infinite potentiality for the 

discovery of further narrative possibilities or chronotopes, space-time contact sites. 

through which new contextual relations among utterances (voice-ideas) or lexias may be 

discovered and engaged, thereby redefining both the scope and breadth as well as the 

narrative unfinalizabilty of the hypertext's eventness or reading environment/landscape. 

Finally, hypertext theory offers some insight into the added value of multimodal 

forms of text or hypermedia (i.e., audio, animated graphics, and video). As the 

remediation of verbal text in terms of reverse ekphrasis, hypermedia may add significant 
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value to eTextbooks by engaging the auditory, visual, and tactile senses of readers. In 

short, hypermediated texts, as Bolter and Grusin explain, can increase the dynamic 

expression and temporal coherence of eTextbook content and provide a transparency and 

immediacy to hypertext that brings the reader closer to the events they represent. 

As this study reveals, commercial, non-profit, and individual eTextbook 

publishers have begun to incorporate into their products varying degrees of the rhetorical 

principles of hypertext theory. Simple eTexrbooks offer minimal added value over printed 

textbooks, especially in the case of single-PDF eTextbooks, which function as mere 

electronic repositories for linear and hierarchical texts. Simple hypertext eTextbouks, 

however, provide a modicum of added value. Along with their function as electronic 

pageturners--the eTextbook's facilitation of quick jumps between the Contents lists and 

chapters or parts and bi-dirctional jumps within the chapters themselves--these simple 

eTextbooks open up the author's narrative to other Web resources through external 

linking, usually relating to the chapter discussion as a whole. The most common type 

eTextbooks, complex eTextbooks, tends to be developed as hypertexts that provide dual 

or multiple arrangements of course content--usually chronological or hierarchical as well 

as topical or metonymical hyperlinked listings of chapter and chapter section titles--and 

some form of hypermediation ( either through external linking or, rarely, through the 

embedding of audio or animated graphics directly into chapter lexias) . Whether 

hardwired by the HTML author or generated by a search engine, the multiplicity of 

navigational tools in complex eTextbooks elicit more nonlinear rhetorical patterns than 

simple eTextbooks. For instance, complex eTextbooks such as Marieb and Mallatt's 
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Human Anatomy, 3/E, (see also the discussion in chapter 5) consist of strongly linked 

large-scale designs through their use of Graphical User Interface (GUI) reading 

environments that resemble rhizomorphic structures. As such, these complex eTextbooks 

not only increase the random access of chapter discussions but may self-organize to such 

a degree that readers may trace or construct a potentially limitless number of 

polysequential narratives or subtexts that might not be discovered in printed textbooks. In 

other words, the multiple means of navigating through the text decenters the 

chronological or hierarchical representation of text and encourages readers to deconstruct 

and reconstruct the text, resulting in what postmodern theorist Lyotard refers to as .. the 

"'co-existence and incommensurability of different stories" (Currie 111 ). The 

hypermediated content in these complex eTextbooks further engages readers in new 

ways: through audio and animated graphics, readers may experience course content in 

new contexts. In Mosser's The Evolution qf Present-Day English, for instance. readers 

may assume the role of an Anglo-Saxon audience listening to a scop's performance of 

"The Battle of Maldon," and, through the interactive Macromedia Flash components in 

Henke's Musical Palelle, instructors and students may experience the concepts discussed 

in Henke's chapters in much the same way as music composers and performers. Notably. 

too, readers may control when and how these hypermediated features display. and the 

interactive Table o,fFigures in Henke's eTextbook also allows users to read only the 

hypermediated course content. 

In addition to their highly interactive navigation and hypermediated content 

complex eTextbooks commercially produced with GUI reader-interfaces benefit from 
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such constructive features as highlighting and annotating the eTextbook content. Along 

with marking important passages of the text with their Highlighting features, the Notes 

tools in Marieb and Mallatt's Human Anatomy~ 3/E and Henke's Musical Palette provide 

visual tracings of reader's paths through eTextbook contents. Henke's, or Atomic Dog's, 

further addition of readers' Notes and Highlights into discrete lexias--the "My Notes" and 

"My Highlights" sections of the Study Guide, respectively--generate further navigational 

cues and alternative means for reviewing chapter concepts. The Customize features--the 

Add/Edit LearnMores and Add/Edit QuickChecks in Henke's eTextbook also offer 

instructors constructive avenues for incorporating their own pedagogical texts into the 

eTextbook design. 

All of these features notwithstanding, complex eTextbooks remain closely tied to 

the traditional book model. In fact, the commercially published complex eTextbooks, 

despite their Page Chunking techniques, or more topical lexias, the content of the printed 

versions of Marieb and Mallatt's and Henke's textbooks have simply been "dumped" into 

the medium of hypertext and the GUI-interfaces that provide the majority of these 

eTextbook's added value have simply been imposed onto the chronologicall y- or 

hierarchically-arranged content. These "turn-key" eTextbook solutions, in fact simply 

remediate printed textbooks by recasting the printed textbook's marginialia (i .. e., 

glossaries, Tables of Contents, and indexes) as hypertext navigation. As such, the 

rhizomorphic structures of these eTextbooks are significantly flawed: because of their 

large-scale Montage designs and the overwhelming lack of topical cross-linking at the 

chapter-levels, these eTextbooks continue to limit the associative nature of course content 
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and to restrict readers to Cyclical and Sieve reading patterns in much the same fashion as 

simple hypertext eTextbooks. Similarly, the reliance upon embedded glossary (and 

dictionary) hyperlinks in these eTextbooks offer readers few opportunities to di scover 

new narrative syntagmas; instead, glossary linking relegates readers to the construction or 

exp lanatory autonomous shots or achronological (descriptive) syntagmas that. despite 

their enhancement of the reading experience, do not effectively encourage readers' 

discovery of new narrative lines or subtexts. Although the search tool s in these 

commercially-published complex eTextbooks do provide some means of discovering the 

topical or rnetonymical relations among discussion lexias, they cannot replace the 

rhetorical significance of departure and arrival conjunctions and other relations between 

nodes . Rather, these search results may emphasize the gaps the in the eTextbook design, 

req uiring readers to wander through the search result lexias in order to gain so me idea or 

their relevance to the narrative episode the reader is constructing. 

Although advanced complex eTextbooks of the waphical type impl y a 

compl etel y new means of designing and reading eTextbooks, the hybrid and searchabl e 

eTextbooks provide a glimpse into the future of eTextbooks based primaril y on verbal 

text. The hybrid Biophysics Textbook Online, for instance, offers a new mode l for pluri

dimensional navigation: navigating not only according to hierarchical and topical lines of 

fli ght but according to texts' authors and upload dates. The mixture of electronic formats 

in the BTOL also suggests that publisher's eTextbook designs should not be limited to the 

cohering stylistic or typographical qualities required of printed textbooks; rather, 

publisher's may incorporate external Web resources or other divergent med ia designs and 
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formats into their eTextbooks without concerns about the overall coherence of eTextbook 

layout. Searchable eTextbooks, like NCBI's dynamic HTML version of Cooper's The 

Cell, 2E, provide the most significant potential for eTextbook designs. ETextbooks as 
'-

searchable databases emerge as the most rhizornorphic structures of course content: since 

users may search the eTextbook contents from within any eTextbook lexia or discussion. 

these advanced complex eTextbooks facilitate unlimited deconstruction and 

reconstruction of the text. Searchable eTextbooks, thus, appear to be not only self

organizing assemblages of subtexts but the embodiment of the rhizornorphic princ i pies of 

multiplicity, connectivity, and cartography and decalcornania. Yet, current searchable 

eTextbooks remain limited in their subsuming of hyperlinking to searching. Coo per's The 

Cell , 2/E, for instance, restricts readers ' lateral movement through hyperlinking to 

pedagogical texts within each chapter, and vertical movements are equally limited . Thus, 

the I ines of flight through the eTextbook are significantly constrained. The lack of 

hypermediated texts in advanced complex eTextbooks also diminishes the added value of 

these electronic textbooks, although Cooper's eTextbook does allow users to trace purel y 

graphical reading paths through a chapter. Additionally, the lack of or controlled use of 

external linking in these eTextbooks, like the fairly closed commercially-published 

complex eTextbooks, offer few opportunities for dialogic events and. thus. provide fewer 

narrative possibilities than simple and complex eTextbooks that embed or li st external 

hyperlinks within their chapters. Significantly, too, searchable eTextbooks tend to simply 

replicate printed textbooks, dumping an entire chapter into a single lexia and offering 
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only page-turning hypertextual navigation between chapter discussions, figures. and 

glossaries. 

In sum, the current state of Web-based eTextbooks reveals a tendency towards 

incunabula, the repurposing of printed textbooks. And these eTextbooks conform most 

readily to the book model, the linear and hierarchical design of eTextbook content. ln 

fact, when Web-based eTextbooks do embrace the rhetorical principles or hypertext. they 

do so only at the large-scale organization of the eTextbook and rely upon such book

specific features as Tables of Content, indexes, and so forth. Indeed, the most innovative 

features in Web-based eTextbook design include their use of search function s, which 

generate topical reconstructions or reorganizations of the otherwise linear text, and their 

appropriation or inclusion of hypermediated texts . Nevertheless, these features remain 

rare and relegated to hypertext designs and content, and, with the increasing interest in 

publishing eTextbooks as PDFs, may simply be cast aside. 

To produce Web-based eTextbooks with sophisticated added value, textbook 

publishers must continue to advance their use of hypertext rhetoric. Along with providing 

more external links to Web resources, publishers must focus on further atomizing 

eTextbook content and more rigorously hyperlinking these lexias according to their 

conjunctive, disjunctive, causal, descriptive, and other relationships to provide a plurality 

of lines of flight and arrival/departure or juxtapositional contexts through which readers 

may dialogically discover new ways of thinking about course content. Search engines 

should be incorporated into all eTextbooks and the indexing of topical discuss ions should 

extend beyond their mere metonymical relationships: in other words, publishers need to 
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look beyond the printed textbook's index for relational cues. New navigational and 

customizing tools, such as Web search engines, bookmarking, and navigable constructive 

lexias (similar to Henke's "My Notes") would also produce more robust eTextbook 

designs, reading patterns, and interpretations of eTextbook contents. Integrated 

supplements, similar to the dictionary in Human Anatomy, 3/E and the Study Guide in 

Musical Polelle, could not only enhance student's and instructor's referential needs but 

could offer new lines of flight and narrative possibilities. And annotated hyperlinks, or 

more descriptive link markers, could aid students and instructors in their construction of 

narrative episodes. 

In essence, eTextbook publishers must experiment with new avenues for 

empowering or liberating students and instructors from the book model by assuming 

liberal approaches to interactivity, connectivity, multimodality, multivocality. and 

nonlinearity. Perhaps eTextbook publishers could gain some insight from the current use 

of multiple frames by cable news channels: CNN and other major news providers have 

adopted a hypermediated form of broadcasting in which multiple frames of information 

visually represent news items--some scrolling text and others displaying the graphical 

representations of the overvoiced news report. The increasing popularity of this broadcast 

design implies a shift in reader's ability to process multiple streams of information or, at 

least, reader's preference for nonlinear approaches to a multiplicity of texts. New forms of 

hypertext tagging systems, especially eXtensible Text Mark-up Language (XML). 

promise an extensive publishing process that not only allows publishers to easily 

repurpose their content in multiple electronic forms but to integrate content from a 
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plurality of textbooks from different genres and from different authors and pedagogical 

approaches. The combination of search capabilities with XML eTextbook content could 

revolutionalize the textbook industry as well as education, especially if such databased 

e Textbooks remained strongly linked internally and externally. 
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